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Abstract
The market growth of content and data services in the mobile telecoms industry entails the 
development of complex industry networks or ‘ecosystems’. This research stems from the 
emerging Location-Based Services (LBS) sector, which has suffered the slow-start dynamics 
that often belie optimistic forecasts of new technologies.
An exploratory and generic industry-level model is developed using the system dynamics 
simulation modelling approach to explain the start-up problem. This serves as a dynamic 
theory for the emerging LBS industry market where service diffusion is based on the growth 
of the installed base of an embedded product. Supply-demand interactions occur through 
complementary bandwagon effects in which benefits accrue from services that complement 
the main product. Econometric estimation is compared with system dynamics calibration to 
test a range of diffusion models on historic data, revealing some evidence of bandwagon 
effects. The model is proposed as a generic structure for market growth in mobile data 
services in general and as a tentative theory to explain the phenomenon of technology 'hype' 
cycles.
The model leads to broad policy proposals on how to alleviate the start-up problem. 
Launching products without attending to service quality can mean that consumers become 
disillusioned whereas ensuring a high quality user experience requires a collaborative and 
long-term view of ecosystem development. This implies that major players such as handset 
manufacturers or mobile operators must play a central co-ordinating role.
Validation of exploratory models of emerging markets is based more in terms of plausibility 
and usefulness, given the lack of historic data. A validation framework in the three 
dimensions of model content, process and outcome provides a holistic and semi-quantitative 
profile of the utility of generic models. A validation profile is proposed that can be used in a 
formative role to clarify model purpose and aid planning in model-based interventions.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
1 Introduction
This research project analyses the industry-level dynamics and the market development of 
downstream applications of global navigation satellite systems (GNSS). A practical focus is 
provided by the current European Union Galileo project -  a satellite navigation system that is 
Europe’s equivalent of the US Global Positioning System (GPS). The two main applications, 
forming in total a projected 98% of users, are the Location Based Services sector (LBS), 
hosted on mobile phones, and the road transport sector. This project considers Location 
Based Services (LBS) as an example of the growing mobile telecommunications data 
services sector.
Galileo is distinctive in that it is proposed as a system under European civilian control (GPS 
is funded and built by the US Department of Defense^) and was originally intended as the 
first major Public-Private Partnership (PPP) funded project at the EU level. Even though 
Galileo’s PPP funding approach has been superseded by a public procurement mechanism, 
the project remains the largest pan-European industrial infrastructure scheme to date.
A substantial amount of market analysis work was undertaken in the European Commission- 
funded ‘GALA’, ‘Geminus’ and ‘Galilei’ projects to identify and quantify GNSS applications as 
part of the case for building Galileo. This was updated by the Galileo Joint Undertaking^ 6th 
Framework Programme ‘Application Market Development’ project ProDDAGE® undertaken 
by ESYS'*. These studies have been used to support the business case and market 
preparation work for Galileo, which is expected to cost a total of €4.5bn.
This PhD project was devised as a collaborative research assignment with support from the 
Location and Timing Knowledge Transfer Network (KTN)^ as industrial sponsors and ESYS 
as industrial hosts with expertise and market data on Galileo applications. The original 
concept for the research arose from the author’s previous research work on ‘Computer- 
Aided Visioning’ in the Economic and Social Research Council’s Innovation Programme 
(Winch, 1999) allied to other discussions with various people connected with the Galileo 
Programme. These included senior staff in LogicaCMG’s Space and Defence division, 
Richard Mackie at the British National Space Centre, consultants and later colleagues at 
ESYS, Professor Nick von Tunzelmann at the Science and Technology Policy Research 
Unit, University of Sussex, and Professor Barry Evans at the University of Surrey.
ESYS’ clients have been the European Commission and, more latterly, the European GNSS 
Supervisory Authority (GSA)® -  an agency of the European Union charged with the 
development of Galileo and its civilian application markets. A subsequent project called
’ GPS and Galileo are now accepted as being complementary and interoperable systems, rather than competitors.
 ^An agency of the European Commission, superseded by the GSA (see below).
® Programme for the Development and Demonstration of Applications of Galileo and EGNOS. ESYS (2006).
ESYS Ltd is an independent strategic consulting firm in the space, defence, telecoms and technology sectors, 
based in Guildford, UK and was also a contractor on the GALA, Geminus and Galilei projects.
® Formerly, the Pinpoint Faraday Partnership, prior to 18 Oct 2005. The KTN is an industry network of organisations 
interested in research, development and exploitation of location and timing technologies and is overseen by the 
UK Technology Strategy Board within the UK’s Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform.
® The GSA took over the responsibilities of the Galileo Joint Undertaking from 1 January 2007.
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AGILE^ concentrated specifically on LBS in the mobile telecoms sector. This two-year 
project was started in October 2005 and was primed by LogicaCMG (Leatherhead, UK), with 
Telefonica (R&D division, Valladolid, Spain) and ESYS leading the work package 
concentrating on LBS business models and revenue forecasts.
The aim of this project was to carry out a concurrent methodological research study to 
support the ProDDAGE and AGILE projects at ESYS. More specifically, the objective was to 
deepen understanding, through simulation modelling, of the technology diffusion drivers and 
the structure of the LBS industry. Previous market studies (ProDDAGE and precursors 
GALA and Galilei) employed a standard, pragmatic but non-operational approach to market 
modelling using expert judgement forecasts recorded in large spreadsheet models to 
estimate addressable market sizes and penetration curves to a 2025 time horizon. The 
outputs were forecasts of GNSS receivers in about 90 different market application sectors.
Moving beyond this, the underlying purpose of this project is to address one of the GSA’s 
key strategic objectives of ensuring the economic sustainability of European GNSS and to 
maximise the public benefits and externalities. This implies identifying and stimulating 
GNSS application markets and acting on the strategic levers that can engender market 
development. Therefore, a more ‘operational’ version of the market models was required. In 
particular, the European Location Based Services market in mobile telecoms has, despite 
predictions, failed to live up to expectations of rapid growth and this was deemed worthy of 
detailed investigation.
Thus the institutions concerned with the Galileo programme (primarily the GSA) need a shift 
in emphasis from ‘forecasting’ to modelling fundamental industry characteristics as a way of 
thinking about current market development policy.
Consequently, this project lies at the conjunction of several scholarly areas and can be 
viewed as a cross-discipline, industry-level, applied market economics study with links to 
strategic business analysis and technology forecasting. The functional areas, industry 
issues and industry domain are:
■ Functional areas: marketing science, industrial economics, management of 
technology, innovation management, innovation diffusion modelling, strategic 
planning, econometrics cf. system dynamics, technology forecasting, scenarios 
and ‘computer-aided visioning’
■ Issues to be addressed: industry growth dynamics, bandwagon effects, 
complementary products, supply-demand integration, comparison of product and 
service market structures, vertical integration and value chain integration, 
economics of network industries or ‘ecosystems’, network externalities.
■ Domain: satellite navigation applications and business markets, particularly in 
Location Based Services within the mobile telecoms data services industry.
 ^AGILE: Application of Gaiileo in the LBS (Location Based Services) Environment. A ca. €6m project consortium of 
18 organisations within the 6th Framework Programme of the European Union. Reference: LogicaCMG (2007) 
for Business Analysis report.
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1.1 Objectives and description of the probiem to be researched
At the Mobile Location Services conference in May 2007 in Amsterdam, organised by 
Informa Telecoms and Media, one presentation identified that the conference had been 
meeting annually since 1997 and each year optimistic projections of market growth for the 
Location Based Services industry were expressed. But each year, despite the necessary 
technological elements seemingly being available, market growth had failed to materialise. 
A graphic similar to Figure 1.1 was shown.
Forecast 
market size 
/  revenue /
penetration _  _
x"" X -  X X /  X/ X X X  X X X XX X X X
Deferred forecasts
/  X /  /X /  X /X X X XX X X X ^  Actual time pathX X X X ^ X _ X .X X ^
time
Figure 1.1 : The problem of postponed projections of market uptake
From around 2003 to the current time, similar industry events admitted that market 
projections had been ‘over-hyped’ but that there still was a basis of optimism. Various 
reasons were put forward, including inadequate technical performance (slow time-to-first-fix, 
short battery life, lack of indoor coverage, poor screen size), value chain complexity and 
immature business models. Whilst all these reasons themselves seemed partially correct 
explanations, no comprehensive causal theory was offered.
At the same time, ESYS had been involved in a sequence of LBS market forecasting 
projects, undertaken by market expert contractors. These provided traditional spreadsheet 
models -  that is, numerical models that are not based on an operational description or 
causal theory of market behaviour. This was despite being supplemented by a written 
market report which did contain a rich description of market drivers and context. This 
indicated a disjunction between the numerical market model and the accompanying report -  
although this is a typical situation in professional market reports.
Linked to the problem of stalled or postponed market uptake, was the need for any theory to 
generate a range of outcomes, for which there could be market development policies that 
had the potential for favourable impact. Such a range represents the initial flexibility sought 
in a behavioural or operational model and is often termed the ‘reference mode’ or the time- 
based depiction of a key variable that the modeller seeks to reproduce. This project’s 
hypothesised reference modes are shown in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Possible hypothesised reference modes for the LBS sector
1.2 Background motivating literature
Apart from the issues referred to in §1,1, several key items of literature were instrumental in 
shaping this thesis at the early stages and are described in more detail in Chapter 2.
First, the success of the General Motors OnStar project modelling work (Barabba et al, 2002) 
illustrated the power of combined modelling methodologies for assessing emergent market 
potential®. Further, the industry area of GPS-based car telematics systems is closely related 
to the industry domain of this thesis. Second, Fildes’ (2002) comprehensive review of 
telecommunications demand forecasting was useful in contrasting models for established 
markets with diffusion models for new markets. Fildes mentions system dynamics as a 
suitable modelling method for structuring nascent markets, drawing on the work of Lyons 
(1997), which mentioned the need for dynamic modelling to supplement traditional 
forecasting models. Third, Stoneman (2002) contrasts the Economics and Marketing 
Science approaches to innovation diffusion modelling of new technologies, which have in the 
past remained rather isolated from each other. He identifies the need for a more behavioural 
grounding for epidemic models and for models to consider supply-demand interactions. 
Fourth, Rohlfs (2001) provides full, descriptive case studies of the start-up problems and 
bandwagon effects in technology markets, without offering an explicit, causal, dynamic 
model. This was seen as an opportunity in the light of the background mentioned above in 
§1.1.
1.3 Research questions -  and Initial hypotheses
Based on the research objectives listed above, some research questions were formulated 
and initial candidate hypotheses were proposed and discussed (Arthur, 2004). These are 
retained to record the research process, with the hypotheses shown in the lettered sub- 
points, below.
1. How can the uptake of mobile data services be modelled?
a. By using a (compound) diffusion model that captures the structural 
relationships between the main actors.
® The OnStar modelling study won the Applications Prize at the 2007 international System Dynamics Conference 
also the field’s 50th Anniversary (Lyneis, 2008).
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2. What systems-based explanations are there for the unrealised growth expectations 
in the mobile telecoms Location Based Services sector (particularly in Europe)?
a. In Europe, the ecosystem of suppliers, consumers and service 
complementors suffers from chicken-and-egg co-dependencies or the start­
up problems of complementary bandwagon markets. North American 
markets have been driven more by regulation and South Korean and 
Japanese markets by demand pull. Both regions offer useful contrasts to 
the situation in Europe.
3. What contribution does diffusion modelling make to traditional market (spreadsheet / 
penetration) models? How do they help?
a. Not by making better forecasts; the parameters are still uncertain. Rather, 
they allow more tractable models and better structural thinking.
b. By better representation of the configuration of multiple actors, the 
institutional context and the ensuing complexity of market, customer 
demand, technology, private sector and public institutions.
c. Better support to Cost Benefit Analysis (GBA) -  which otherwise tends to be 
open-loop, static and non-operational analyses of business situations. 
GBAs focus on numerical results and do not capture the industry or market 
relationships.
4. How should supply-side constraints or drivers be added to diffusion models which 
more often represent demand-side conditions only?
5. What are the structural characteristics of the mobile data services market and how 
can current or potential impediments to market growth be overcome?
a. A complex value chain leads to inherent chicken-and-egg dilemmas which 
can cause industry start-up problems.
6. How can structural / systems models illuminate industry issues?
a. They facilitate structural and scenario testing and provide a test-bed for 
examining the industry management policies.
7. What strategic levers or policies are effective when managing the supply side or is it 
simply a matter of promoting the industry?
a. Service delivery chain co-ordination and revenue share management are 
important. Adequate preparation for possible long technology adoption 
profiles is needed and thus robust planning where ‘killer applications’ may 
take time to emerge -  or indeed not at all.
8. How does one ‘validate' models for new or emergent markets which suffer from a 
lack of data and are inherently unpredictable?
a. A different approach to validation is required, which emphasises fitness for 
purpose which in this case includes: structural learning / developing an 
‘operational’ view / issue surfacing and locating important strategic levers. 
For instance, is regulation vital to initiate new technology markets?
9. What value chain or ecosystem management issues are prominent?
a. The industry refers to the importance of user experience and revenue 
sharing among partners.
b. Demonstration of simple but effective services first, which helps to generate 
positive word-of-mouth communication amongst the user community.
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1.4 Description of the Chapters
Chapter 2 reviews the background literature on modelling of innovation diffusion, the 
philosophical approach, methodological selection, modelling principles, theory of diffusion 
models and related systems issues concerning business networks (or ecosystems). Specific 
additional reference literature is covered in Chapters 3, 4 and 6.
Chapter 3 is based on the approach of Stoneman (2002) and compares some results 
between econometric estimation and a system dynamics calibration in order to test different 
epidemic-based diffusion models. The case studies were selected from examples where 
network and/or complementary bandwagon effects are presumed to be important to see how 
this affects the parameter estimation processes.
Chapter 4 develops a generic model of the diffusion of services based on embedded 
products subject to direct and indirect network (or complementary bandwagon) effects. The 
model was intended to be applicable to mobile telecoms data services. It was based on the 
LBS industry research undertaken in the 2-year AGILE project and investigates the research 
questions listed above.
Chapter 5 presents the simulation results from the model development from Chapter 4 in the 
form of multiple behaviour modes and policy analysis.
Chapter 6 considers the issue of model validation or utility, especially for generic models 
and emergent systems where there is little or no data history available.
Chapter 7 summarises the research, establishes the conclusions and original contributions 
and provides recommendations for further work.
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2 Methodology and literature review
The subject matter described in Chapter 1 strongly suggests that some kind of quantitative 
market and industry modelling technique is needed. The author’s professional and research 
experience using the system dynamics approach indicated that this would be a suitable 
methodology. However, related methods from the literature in the disciplines of economics, 
operational research (OR), econometrics, forecasting and simulation are explored to identify 
relevant connections given the multidisciplinary nature of this study.
2.1 Review of methodological Issues
A brief review is presented here of the possible philosophical approaches and assumptions 
that might underlie a suitable methodology for this research. Considering the various 
positions in the philosophy of science, the range of possibilities lies from the 
positivist/empiricist (objective) school to the more recent constructivist or interpretivist 
perspectives from the phenomenological (subjective) school. These are considered for the 
disciplines of economics and Operational Research / Management Science (OR/MS).
2.1.1 Review of philosophical context: Economics
The purpose of this section is review the philosophical assumptions that underpin various 
schools of thought in economics, since these have a bearing on the nature of any modelling 
endeavour and what it can be expected to achieve. As a synopsis of what follows in this 
section, economics can be broken down into two branches: mainstream (or ‘orthodox’ or 
‘neoclassical’) economics, which is dominant in academia, and other schools of thought 
which can be grouped under the heading of ‘heterodox’ approaches.
In broad terms, neoclassical economics is derived from an objective, empiricist view of 
philosophy and assumes laws of economic behaviour that include full rationality of economic 
agents, profit (or utility) maximisation, perfectly competitive markets and equilibrium 
conditions. Other schools critique these assumptions and allow more room for interpretation 
and real world behaviour. For the purpose of this thesis, a key issue turns on whether 
models are used primarily for prediction or explanation.
Turning now to these issues in somewhat greater depth, mainstream (i.e. neoclassical) 
economics adheres to the philosophy of logical empiricism (or modern logical positivism) or 
deductivism.® That is to say that economic hypotheses or explanations are derived by 
logical deduction from general economic laws and the particular antecedent conditions, 
namely, the assumptions, initial conditions and ceteris paribus conditions. This approach to 
developing explanations has been termed the ‘covering law’ or ‘deductive-nomological 
model’.
The general laws in mainstream microeconomic theory are taken to be fundamental, 
revolving around the idea of unlimited human wants and limited resources and the 
consequent production and consumption decisions in the face of scarcity. The price system
® Hausman (1989) offers a variant on this categorisation, suggesting four main approaches in economic 
methodology: the deductivist, the positivist, the predictionist and eclectic. Most neoclassical economists can be 
placed in the first category.
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enables them to make the best choices possible. Prices arise from interacting buyers and 
sellers in competitive markets. Acting with full rationality, consumers maximise their utility 
given their income and producers select inputs to the production process to maximise their 
profits. If perfect competition and constant returns to scale prevail, prices measure precisely 
the unobservable value of goods and services to the consumers and the value of marginal 
products to producers. As such, the theory is elegant and uncluttered and is said to illustrate 
the "invisible hand" behaviour of free markets as well as economic “laws” such as the law of 
demand, the law of diminishing marginal utility and the law of diminishing returns.
Two key ideas in Milton Friedman’s (1953) famous essay “The Methodology of Positive 
Economics”, which responded to a mounting challenge to the neoclassical theory of the firm, 
have a strong bearing on the relationship between prediction and explanation; under 
deductivism, prediction and explanation are regarded as the same thing -  the ‘symmetry 
thesis’. The first is that, since all models are only abstractions of reality, the validity of any 
theory should be judged solely by its ability to predict and not at all by the reality of its 
assumptions. This was labelled Friedman’s twist (or F-twist) by Samuelson (1963). The 
second is the concept of Occam’s razor; given two models that have the same prediction 
performance, the simpler, and therefore more general one, is always preferred. This means 
that prediction becomes the acid test -  not explanation -  and this led some methodologists 
to classify neoclassical theories as a form of pragmatic instrumentalism rather than logical 
positivism. Sceptics have noted that neoclassical theory cannot be replaced because any 
errors can be attributed to the data or antecedent conditions rather than the methodology 
itself.
Criticism of Friedman’s ideas and of orthodox neoclassical economics has been maintained 
from several branches of heterodox economics, including institutional, evolutionary, post- 
Keynesian, Marxist, feminist and Austrian economics, as well as others. A common theme 
has been the rejection of the mathematical-deductivist form of reasoning (Lawson, 2006) 
which retains hegemony within orthodox economics. But deductivism is suspect because 
the constant conjunction of events or states of affairs ('event regularities’) forming the basis 
of laws or axioms (‘if x then y’) is only very rarely to be found in social science (Lawson, 
1996). Even in the natural sciences, event regularities pertain only clearly in astronomy or in 
laboratory conditions for example. The inherent atomistic (i.e. individualistic), optimising (i.e. 
utility maximising), general equilibrium (as per Walras and Debreu) and perfect rationality 
assumptions of orthodoxy have also been widely queried (Phelps-Brown, 1972; Kaldor, 
1972).
Gillies (2004) argues that a misleading analogy between economics and physics has led to a 
largely unsuccessful application of mathematics in economics. Rather than using theoretical 
physics as a model. Gillies recommends that economics adopt a causal methodology. 
Medicine provides an example of a causal reasoning approach, starting with problematic or 
undesirable phenomena such as disease. Keynes’ work on economic stagnation and mass 
unemployment in the 1930s is cited as following this approach, identifying principal causes 
and corrective policies. The view of Keen (2004) is slightly different as he believes that 
mathematics has in fact been distorted by neoclassical economics to maintain an ideological 
vision of equilibrium and ubiquitous market clearing processes.
Lawson’s (1996) philosophical and methodological critique of orthodox economics appeals to 
critical realism (or transcendental realism), which is commonly associated with the work of 
Roy Bhaskar (1978), as an alternative to logical empiricism or positivism. Orthodox
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economics is regarded as in an unhealthy state because of its excessive reliance on 
deductivism, an uncritical attachment to mathematical formalism and its belief in strong 
conditional prediction despite repeated failures. A critical realist position holds that there 
exists an objectively knowable reality, whilst acknowledging the roles of perception and 
cognition. Critical realism regards the proper goal of science to be the discovery of 
generative causal mechanisms whereas the Humean positivist/empiricist view holds that 
causality is only perceptible as experienced event regularities. However, a posited 
mechanism may not be recognised because a) it may not be activated, b) it is not perceived 
or c) it may be counteracted by other mechanisms which lead to the annulment or 
confounding of its effects. Positivism/falsificationism would reject the posited causal 
mechanism because it does not evince empirical data for these possible reasons but, for 
critical realism, these do not signify the mechanism’s non-existence. Lawson therefore calls 
for a return to a realistic ontology in social science to underpin the understanding of 
generating mechanisms, whilst admitting the fallibility and transience of knowledge, hence 
avoiding the epistemic fallacy^®. The neglect of ontological enquiry is suggested as a 
fundamental reason for widespread disarray in contemporary economics (p62).
Lawson (1996, p247; 2003) and other heterodox authors (e.g. Hodgson, 2004) therefore 
identify a need for plurality and dialogue with the heterodox schools of economics. The 
debate is closely related to the definition of science. Instead of being primarily a task of 
generating successful predictions, economics is a fallible social process concerned with 
identifying and illuminating the structures, powers, mechanisms, processes and tendencies 
that produce the events, including human actions that we experience (Lawson, 1996, p26).
2.1.2 Heterodox schools in economics
David Hamilton’s (1953/1991) seminal contribution on evolutionary economics argues that 
classical economics, established in the wake of the intellectual revolution of Isaac Newton, is 
based on the notion of Newtonian change, while institutional economics, which first came of 
age during the intellectual revolution of Charles Darwin, is based on the notion of 
evolutionary change. Hamilton makes the case that the difference in the way that economic 
change is conceptualised constitutes the fundamental difference between institutional and 
classical economics. Newtonian change is seen by Hamilton as occurring within a given 
social and economic structure, while Darwinian or evolutionary change is regarded as 
resulting from an alteration of a society's social and economic structure itself.
A key feature of this is the displacement of equilibrium and optimisation as the organising 
concepts in favour of disequilibrium and adaptation. Nevertheless, whilst adopting the 
Darwinian metaphor has deepened the analysis of economic change in many respects, the 
analogy is problematic since social systems are purposive, comprising economic agents that 
themselves display intentional behaviour. On this point, the direction and foresight implied 
by intentionality and the creativity of entrepreneurship do not match the blindness of the 
random mutation component of neo-Darwinism although the relentless nature of competitive 
markets is regarded as partly corresponding to Darwin’s concept of natural selection (though 
actually still problematic).
“The fallacy that statements about being can be reduced to, or analysed solely in terms of, knowiedge -  that 
matters of ontoiogy can aiways be transiated into epistemoiogical terms.” (Lawson, 1996, p33). The epistemic 
fallacy precludes the possibility of a world that exists independently of our scientific investigations of it. This is 
problematic because -  via transcendental argument -  this is a condition for the inteiligibiiity of scientific 
experimentation.
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In reviewing Hamilton’s work, Radzicki (2003) identified five schools of economic thought 
embracing a Newtonian view and eight with an evolutionary view (Table 2.1).
Why should heterodox approaches be considered for this research and what are the 
limitations of equilibrium and profit maximisation and the ensuing adherence to optimisation 
analytical methods prevalent in neoclassical analysis? A key limitation is the reliance on 
production functions and social welfare functions, which are ‘black box’ transfer functions 
(i.e. input/output relationships) that fail to represent the complex, operational, richness of the 
real industry structures.^ ^
Table 2.1: Newtonian and Evolutionary schools of thought in Economics (Radzicki,
___________________________  2003) _______ _ ___________________
Newtonian view of change Evolutionary view of change
■ Supply-side economics - Institutional economics
■ The Chicago school ■ Post-Keynesian economics
■ New classical economics ■ Ecological economics
■ Traditional (American) Keynesian ■ Agent-based computational economics
economics ■ Behavioural economics
■ New Keynesian economics ■ Austrian economics
■ Radical political economics
■ Evolutionary economics
The optimising approach suggests that there is one best way for a firm or industry to 
organise itself. In contrast, an array of firms (major players in consort with a host of 
suppliers) will develop and learn its way through unchartered territory. This is particularly 
prevalent in service industry contexts where technology delivery is based on information, 
intangible services and ongoing relationships rather than a single transaction (Bruhn, 2005). 
Instead of linear value chains, one finds instead complex networks of firms of different sizes 
co-existing in a dynamic ecosystem, where symbiotic partnering arrangements are crucial.
Often the route taken to industrial development influences the final outcome -  i.e. path 
dependence and the process of development are of key importance, not merely the ultimate 
equilibrium state. Indeed, there are multiple possible outcomes, which can only be 
described in broad and diffuse terms, quite often in terms of descriptive scenarios.
Consequently, in this section, key features of several of the major fields of economic theory 
that lie outside of the orthodox or classical schools are reviewed, including institutional, 
evolutionary and behavioural economics.
Institutional economics
Institutional economics has been regarded as a dissenting movement with philosophical 
roots in the pragmatic instrumentalism of John Dewey. Three distinctive features (Radzicki, 
1990) are: explanation by pattern matching (rather than deduction from general laws), a 
focus on a problem situation or case and circular and cumulative causation.
Lipsey et al (1998) recommend a ‘structuralist’ approach to overcome the limitations of neoclassical production 
functions.
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The institutionalist paradigm focuses upon ... an holistic and evolutionary view of the structure- 
behavior-performance of the economy ... in a system of general interdependence of cumuiative 
causation’®
However, institutionalism lacked methods of quantitative analysis to underpin its essentially 
descriptive approach. It fell out of favour from the 1930s in the US (where it originated) 
partly because of its failure to provide quantitative analyses of national accounts and partly 
because of the Roosevelt administration’s concentration on the World War II and the lack of 
academic expositors. Although it has declined as an effective challenge to orthodox 
economics, there are some hints at its revival, mainly based on the (old) institutionalism of 
Veblen, stemming from its links with evolutionary economics and a revival of pragmatist 
philosophy (Hodgson, 2004).^®
There are striking similarities between the three features of institutional economics and the 
socio-economic modelling approach of system dynamics; Radzicki (1988, 1990, 2003) has 
proposed a fusion which institutional economists have welcomed (e.g. Atkinson, 2003). 
Broadly, institutional economics remains a minority position although the separate strands of 
heterodox economists have begun to develop more dialogue.^"*
Behavioural economics
Behavioural economics involves the study of how human beings actually make their 
economic decisions. It combines insights, theory and methods from economics and 
psychology to identify how actual human decision-making systematically deviates from the 
globally rational decision-making that is assumed in classical economic theory (e.g. profit 
and expected utility maximizing behaviour) and to explain how this sub-optimal decision­
making is responsible for observable economic outcomes. Cyert and March’s (1963) work 
emphasised how decisions are taken within the firm and was based on Simon’s (1957/1979) 
work on bounded rationality and ‘satisficing’ when making decisions in complex and 
uncertain situations.
Although many studies in behavioural economics are static and thus look at a single decision 
made by economic agents at a single point in time, increasingly they are evolutionary and 
examine a series of decisions made by economic agents over time. Of interest in studies of 
dynamic decision-making is how the economic agents' decisions are influenced through 
learning and adaptation.
Evolutionary Economics and ‘appreciative theory’
Evolutionary economics comprises heterodox work that does not explicitly fall into the other 
seven evolutionary categories shown in Table 2.1. This work includes descriptive historians 
such as Schumpeter, Boulding and David, neo-Schumpeterian economists who use a range 
of techniques to model structural economic change (e.g. Nelson and Winter, 1982; Nelson, 
1998, 2005), ‘far from equilibrium’ or ‘thermodynamic’ economists (e.g. Allen, Prigogine) and
Warren Samuels quoted in Wilbur and Harrison (1978)
‘New institutionai economics’ has a goai of expialning what institutions are, how they arise, what purposes, how 
they change
’’’ e.g., through fora such as ICAPE -  the Internationai Confederation of Associations for Pluralism in Economics.
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others who employ the ‘punctuated equilibrium’ concept from evolutionary biology. Nelson 
also points out the failures of both neoclassical and new growth theory and that economic 
growth via technology must include an account of disequilibrium, firm capabilities and a 
richer representation of institutions.
Nelson and Winter’s methodology defined ‘appreciative theory’ as non-formal explanations of 
observed phenomena employing explicit causal argument, based on the observed realities in 
empirical work. Appreciative theory therefore allows a role for intuition, judgement and 
common sense. The ‘history friendly’ modelling described by Malerba et al (2001) 
recognises that the complex set of relationships described by appreciative theorising is not 
amenable to analytic solution and thus simulation becomes indispensable.
Nelson (2005) emphasises the co-evolution of technologies, institutions and industry 
structure and this indicates a growing recognition of the close linkages between evolutionary 
and the old American institutional economics, particularly as interpreted by Veblen 
(Hodgson, 2004).
Agent-based computational economics / Complex Adaptive Systems analysis
Agent-based computational economics (ACE) encompasses the application to economic 
problems of complexity theory, the complex adaptive behaviour paradigm (Holland, 1992) 
and techniques of virtual worlds or artificial life experienced through computer simulations -  
as used in popular simulation games such as SimCity. It therefore draws on concepts from 
evolutionary economics, cognitive science and computer science (Tesfatsion, 2001). The 
Sante Fe institute has been a centre specialising the study of complex systems. Arthur 
(1990) is a leading author from Sante Fe recognising the importance in economics of 
positive feedbacks, increasing returns and path dependence to explain evolutionary 
behaviour.
ACE is seen as a foundation for a new evolutionary microeconomics that can unite 
economics from many different schools of economic thought. Social science is also an 
arena where ACE is thought to offer new opportunities for developing theory (Gilbert and 
Troitzsch, 2005). A distinctive characteristic is that it conceptualises a system’s structure 
from the bottom up, by modelling the micro interactions between individual heterogeneous 
agents and how complex aggregate behaviours emerge at the macro level.^® Ormerod 
(1994, pp35-6, 178) also argued for a fundamentally different approach to economics based 
on complex adaptive systems analysis but using more of a top-down or aggregate approach 
favoured by environmentalists (Clayton and Radcliffe, 1996) as used in the controversial 
Limits to Growth studies (Meadows et al, 1972).
In this research, two of the key authors that served as starting points for this research (viz: 
Stoneman, 2002 and Fildes, 2002) argue respectively for the merits of evolutionary and 
complex systems approaches in technology diffusion economics and for simulation methods. 
Stoneman recognises his own neoclassical bias (plO) and Fildes specifically mentions
This is to be contrasted with the top-down approach, such as system dynamics, where (problematic) system 
behaviour is defined and the relationships at the micro-level are derived to be consistent with that. Gilbert and 
Troitzsch (2005) mistakenly comment that system dynamics models comprise only one agent. This need not be 
true and multiple actors /  agents can be represented using multiple model sectors and arrayed variables, if needed. 
See further discussion in §2.1.10.
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system dynamics for structuring complexity in new market situations. Other authors in the 
business literature have identified the weakness of traditional closed-system equilibrium 
economics (e.g. Beinhocker, 1997), favouring a complex adaptive systems perspective.
2.1.3 Philosophical overview: Operational Research/Management Science
In the field of Operational Research / Management Science (OR/MS), Mingers (2000, 2006) 
argues that an empiricist philosophy has been dominant, with ‘hard OR’ quantitative 
modelling and statistical analysis seen as the only legitimate research methods. More 
recently, interpretivist philosophies have become common in ‘soft OR’, especially outside the 
US, which employ non-quantitative methods -  notably SSM (Checkland and Scholes, 1990) 
and cognitive mapping (Eden, 1989; Eden and Ackerman, 2003). Mingers’ proposal is that a 
middle way between both polar philosophical positions should be adopted, based on the 
critical realism of developed by Roy Bhaskar (Lawson, 1996). Mingers (2006) defines critical 
realism as follows:
In broad terms, critical realism seeks to re-estabiish a strong form of realist ontology. That is, an 
acceptance of the independent existence of structures and mechanisms, some of which may be 
non-physical and unobservable— for example ideas and social structures. These mechanisms are 
seen to causally generate, through their complex interactions, the actual events that occur (and 
sometimes do not occur).
According to Mingers, empiricist science, in terms of its application to OR/MS domains, 
entails six weaknesses for which critical realism provides a critique: an impoverished view of 
causation, assumed stability and closure, its atheoretical stance, its ad-hoc nature, problems 
with significance testing and the dismal failure of forecasting methods in practice. It was 
from these failings, and the actual nature of managerial activity, that led to the interpretivist 
critique of empiricism. This was accompanied by the reaction against hard-OR (e.g. Ackoff, 
1979) and the development of soft-0R methods, reviewed by Lane (1994).
The argument advanced by Mingers (2006) is not that critical realism will significantly 
improve forecasting accuracy. Rather, the inherent limitations must be accepted and instead 
work should concentrate on gaining a better understanding of the underlying physical, 
psychological, social and economic mechanisms which generate events. It is not 
mathematical modelling that is problematic but the empiricist understanding of the modelling 
process. Critical realism is suggested as a multi-methodology philosophical position that 
would embrace simulation, mathematical programming, system dynamics and combinatorial 
heuristics. Bayesian modelling is also seen to have affinity with critical realism with its focus 
on causal structures and updating of beliefs about underlying causes. These approaches 
can have as their goal the discovery of patterns of events that arise from underlying 
structures, conceptualising models of the generative structures and testing out possible 
hypotheses for such models. The goal is thus understanding rather than prediction. 
However, Chiasson et al (2006) query whether Mingers’ call for critical realism amounts to 
anything substantive beyond straightforward intelligent thinking.
The critical realism espoused by Lawson (1996) in economics and by Mingers (2006) sits in 
the same middle ground as authors writing on the philosophical underpinnings of simulation 
models and their validation in economics and OR/MS. For example, Barlas and Carpenter 
(1990) propose a positioning of system dynamics towards the relativist end of the 
epistemological spectrum because a model must be evaluated with respect to a context, i.e. 
a stated model purpose. However, Vazquez et al (1996) hold that only a moderate form of 
relativism is being proposed, since Barlas (1996) explicitly accepts the role of formal and
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quantitative tests of models and causal models are embraced ab initio. Similarly, Homer
(1996) calls for attention to the importance of empirical data for models to qualify as 
‘scientific’. Kleindorfer et al (1998) conclude that practitioners instinctively adopt a middle 
ground for the validation of simulation models.
2.1.4 Industrial Economics and game theory
Industrial Economics (IE, or Industrial Organisation, 10) is a branch of (micro)economics that 
deals with the supply side of an economy: the organisation of industry, applied oligopoly 
theory, product differentiation and technical change, the theory of the firm and internal 
organisation, regulation, monopoly, mergers and technology policy.
The history of industrial economics can be seen in terms of two paradigms or ‘waves’ (Stead 
et al, 1996; Tirole, 1988). The first of these is the SCP (Structure-Conduct-Performance) 
paradigm from the Harvard tradition’, dating from the 1930s (Chamberlin, 1933; Bain, 1956, 
Mason, 1957), which has played a major role in empirical studies of manufacturing industries 
and dominated IE until the 1980s. In contrast, the ‘Chicago school’ adhered to a more 
conventional neoclassical assumption of long-run equilibrium in competitive markets. The 
SCP concept was extended to include basic conditions’ (Figure 2.1) and hypothesises that 
the market structure within which firms operate determines conduct and performance, 
measured in terms of criteria such as profitability. Analysis consisted of regressions on 
cross-sectional data. The nature of SCP makes it policy-oriented since, for instance, it is 
feasible for governments to implement measures to adjust structure in order to bring about 
increased competition.
Basic conditions — ► Structure of industry ----- ► Conduct of firms
Figure 2.1 : The S-C-P model
Econom ic perform ance
However, the uni-directional causality was recognised as too simplistic (Jacobson and 
O’Callaghan, 1996) and SCP can be redrawn (Figure 2.2) to allow complex inter­
relationships between the elements (Stead et al 1996). Its determinism is also criticised 
(Warren, 2002): industry conditions only explain a small proportion of the variance in 
profitability of firms and the influence of management is under-represented.
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Figure 2.2: Industrial economics: new complexities from S-C-P (Stead et al, 1996)
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The second wave was a more theoretical phase, drawing heavily on game theory, IE did not 
appear to theorists to lend itself to elegant and general analysis as did the theory of general 
competitive equilibrium. In the search for a stronger theoretical base, the ‘New Industrial 
Economics’ arose with game theory as its cornerstone. Whereas SCP is seen as essentially 
a short-run concept because industry structure is taken as fixed, game theory allows for a 
longer run outlook that allows for firm entry, exit and investment. The archetypical 
‘Prisoner’s Dilemma’ is the starting point for a static game but multiple rounds or 
‘supergames’ allow long-run dynamic theories to be developed based on strategies which 
define a sequence of choices. Of course, time is still treated in discrete rather than 
continuous terms.
Critics of game theory point out that any outcomes can be justified, from complete co­
operation to total conflict, and that the assumptions of perfect information (especially 
foreknowledge of payoffs), perfect rationality and expected utility maximisation are not 
applicable to reality (Mandel, 2005). The rationality assumptions were also critiqued by the 
behavioural school in economics (Simon, 1979), although these are relaxed in evolutionary 
game theory, where imperfect knowledge and learning mechanisms can be introduced, as in 
the practical comparison by Lyons et al (2003). Guerrien (2004) critiques game theory by 
saying that concrete examples are never given with real data from observed situations and 
that the mathematical basis of game theory leads them to be merely ‘stories’ or ‘fables' 
isolated from the real world, where almost complete knowledge of other actors and possible 
outcomes are assumed. Guerrien even dismisses evolutionary game theory, though 
fashionable, as a reductionism of individuals to strategies that can be played out on a 
computer but that do not lead to any significant results. Another assumption is that the 
payoffs of a strategy are known in advance and these would need to be quantified for 
empirical work before useful results can be generated, whereas Warren (2002) notes that 
the payoffs are themselves a result of a firm’s dynamic time path, rather than a one-off 
event. Each decision round is based on a set of discrete choices for the players and for 
simple analysis the number of players is limited.
In this thesis, the intention is not only to represent the strategies of the supply side, but also 
to investigate how the supply-side interacts with the diffusion and growth of demand. 
Moreover, there is a need for an approach that can represent path-dependence, long-term 
dynamics and development of ecosystems, the co-operative behaviour this implies and the 
response to continuous state variables that reflect industry conditions (Geroski, 2001; 
Geroski and Mata, 2001). The case for a continuous view of time, rather than a discrete 
view is presented in §2.1.11. Competitive interactions between players, even when 
extended into multiple-round games and n players, do not represent these conditions.
An hypothesis is that if the modified SCP paradigm (Figure 2.2), with its acknowledgement of 
complexity and its inherent systemic character, had been addressed by complex non-linear 
systems analysis approaches in economics as suggested by Ormerod (1994), evolutionary 
economics or system dynamics, this might have offered an alternative path for the New 
Industrial Economics. Figure 2.2 has the appearance of a high-level influence diagram using 
the system dynamics approach. This would have provided modelling rigour and access to 
dynamic analysis whilst retaining a familiarity with case studies in contrast statistical analysis 
in IE. Some of the descriptive richness of traditional IE -  behavioural stories and stylised 
facts (i.e. stable patterns of observations made in different contexts) (Tirole, 1988, p3) -
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would then have been retained, whereas Tirole suggests that IE has become over- 
theoretical in its second wave.
2.1.5 Normative versus descriptive (or positive) approaches
Milton Friedman’s (1953) essay on the ‘Methodology of positive economics’ sets out the 
distinction between positive (or descriptive) and normative economics, which had been 
outlined by John Neville Keynes and is related to the more general is/ought or fact/value 
distinction problem in philosophy discussed by David Hume.
Friedman argued that economics should be free of normative or value judgements in order to 
be respected as objective science and he set out ideas for how progress could be- made 
using positive methods, including the thesis that the test of a theory was in its ability to make 
predictions rather than the degree of its verisimilitude in corresponding to reality, as 
discussed in §2.1.1.
However, in the case of exploring relevant economic structures for future or emergent 
markets, the use of optimising approaches, such as differentiating production functions, 
could be interpreted as an implicit normative bias within mainstream economics. At 
minimum, optimisation methods are inherently prescriptive: by applying the assumption of 
profit maximisation, the solution to the differentiated production function set to zero becomes 
a prescription for the variables within the function. Likewise, in the sphere welfare 
economics and public policy setting, the same point applies to maximising social welfare 
functions.
In addressing problems of the failure of economics to explain real behaviour, Forrester 
(1979, p82) identified optimisation as one of ten underlying traditions responsible for this 
plight. In the place of assumptions about optimum decision making which obscure the 
nature of real decision making, he recommended representation of realistic constraints on 
decisions in which incomplete information, uncertainty, and lack of understanding of the 
consequences of decisions dominate behaviour. Simulation instead of optimisation is then 
the positive/descriptive method to explore such consequences.
2.1.6 Strategic modelling methods for emergent technology markets
This section considers approaches to technology forecasting or industry-level modelling that 
are relevant for supporting strategic thinking about new market situations. There are many 
methodologies available for futures studies and one taxonomy is shown in Figure 2.3.
Technology forecasting or socioeconomic futures studies are an important and necessary 
management activity for planning as an input to many decisions. The future is of unending 
fascination, stimulated by the capacity of imagination. It is also of interest to academic 
researchers in economics and the management and marketing sciences. It has elicited 
several cynical remarks:
Prediction is very difficuit, especially about the future (Neiis Bohr, 1885 -1962)
We should never make predictions, especially about the future. (Will Rogers, American Cowboy 
Philosopher, 1879-1935)
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But Mousie, thou art no thy lane j In proving foresight may be vain j the best-iaid schemes o’ mice 
an' men gang aft a-giey j an' lea'e us nought but grief an' pain j for promis'd joy! (Robert Burns, To 
a Mouse)
The ubiquity of forecasts is matched or exceeded by the prevalence of models. Although 
formal models (quantitative or qualitative, ‘soft’ or ‘hard’)’® are very widespread in economics 
and management science, in fact all choices and assessments by people are made on the 
basis of a model, that is, a mental viewpoint or abstraction of reality. Models are being used, 
discussed, argued over and updated all the time. The human mind is well able to describe 
structural relationships in social and business systems but not able to cope with simulating 
the dynamics of how these assumed structures play out over time (Forrester, 1980a), 
whereas computers are clearly suitable for this purpose.
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Figure 2.3: Taxonomy of futures methodologies
(based on Coyle, 1997; Armstrong, 2001a)
The review of telecommunications demand forecasting by Fildes (2002) divides forecasting 
into two situations: existing, established markets and new markets. Econometric models are 
commonly used to study such issues as estimating pricing impacts on demand elasticity in 
established markets. Considering rapid advances and deregulation in the 
telecommunications industry, he proposes the use of simulation approaches to model new 
markets, citing system dynamics as one example, since they are more likely to help to 
structure complex drivers of adoption such as competition, substitution effects and softer 
issues such as service quality:
From Pidd (2004) and the related discussion at the 2004 International System Dynamics Conference, Oxford 
(Checkland et al, 2004): qualitative models can still be hard by taking an objective reality; soft implies a more 
subjective view that models are socially constructed representations of reality.
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 it may be impossible to examine the effects of a structural change in the system within a
conventional econometric framework when the focus is on the examination of strategic options.
Simulation models decompose the system into potentially unobservable components They may
include decision variables and information flows and have therefore been suggested as an 
alternative to aggregate diffusion modelling, primarily as a tool for strategic analysis (Fildes, 2002, 
p511).
Likewise, Lyons (1997) contended for a broader view of ‘forecasting’ in telecoms services:
The emphasis on “forecasting" demand for future services hides the fact that demand is not a 
predetermined element but something that is strongly influenced by societal and economic trends 
and the actions of market players. Any forecast makes implicit assumptions about the future. In a 
rapidly changing market, businesses need to supplement traditional forecasting models with 
dynamic models that explicitly include factors influencing changes in demand and enable managers 
to explore the impact on demand of different business options.
Possible approaches to business strategy formulation under uncertainty listed by Courtney
(1997) are:
■ Scenario planning (fundamental to dealing with multiple possible futures)’^
■ Game theory (for understanding competitors’ actions)
■ Group methods: Delphi / Foresight’®
■ Real options analysis (correctly valuing investments in learning and flexibility)
■ Systems-based dynamic modelling, or agent-based modelling (for understanding 
complex interactions in markets)
Other authors (Beinhocker, 1997, 1999) have adopted an adaptive or evolutionary 
perspective to strategy, where ‘backing many horses’ is seen as a hedge against uncertain 
outcomes, rather than identifying a single successful strategy. Large companies often 
commission several forecasts from professional forecasting companies for triangulation 
purposes and take an average for business planning purposes in order to avoid the effects of 
methodological or other inherent bias. First-mover advantages can offset the uncertainties 
inherent in investing in new technologies using R&D and advertising intensity as levers 
(Driver et al, 2008).
Candidate strategic modelling methods applicable for new market situations can be 
categorised in several ways but a breakdown of different types according to detail versus 
dynamic complexity is shown in Figure 2.4. Dynamic complexity implies that, while there 
may be only a few elements in a system, they interact in complex ways that renders 
extrapolative forecasting impossible without simulation. Detail complexity implies many 
elements but they are of a similar nature or simply related. A different mapping of analytical 
rigor versus scope was proposed by Graham (2002) and shown in Figure 2.5. Other
Scenario-based planning [instead of predicting a single future, multiple plausible but usually challenging 
narratives that encourage divergent thinking about the future are developed, with a view to generating 
organisational readiness -  scenarios are not forecasts, but a powerful tool for approaching uncertainties of the 
future. Scenarios can encompass qualitative systems thinking, a processuai view of strategy and quantitative 
analysis, using simulation and systems dynamics models (Van Der Heijden, 2004; Lindgren and Bandhold, 2003; 
Ringland, 2006; Schwartz, 1997; Fahey and Randeii, 1998).
"  Delphi -  developed by the US RAND organisation’s researchers in the 1950s: experts are consulted individually 
and given anonymous feedback from the collated forecasts; the output is a convergent forecast. Foresight was 
pioneered in UK for technology forecasting but is not an anonymous group process like Delphi. The benefits are 
more process-related and the output is the deliberations themselves (Lempert et al 2003).
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taxonomies for forecasting methods include exploratory versus normative/prescriptive 
(Jantsch, 1970), as discussed above, and judgemental versus statistical (Armstrong, 2001a).
However, in this study, it was not proposed in this research that an innovation diffusion 
modelling approach, of itself guarantees ‘better’ (that is, more predictively accurate) 
forecasts since models will be dependent on the parameters chosen and the relevance of 
historical analogues. Instead, there are different benefits of a structural model-based 
approach to the forecasting work referred to the Introduction in Chapter 1, where the 
drawbacks of spreadsheet-hosted expert judgement forecasts were listed. Forrester (1961, 
p i 22) emphasised the teaching benefits of models of systems that might exist in the future, 
where the emphasis is on plausibility, not accuracy: “such studies will help to develop 
awareness of the kinds of factors that are important in dynamic behavior”.
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Figure 2.4: Positioning strategy modelling approaches by dynamic and detail
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Based on and adapted from Keenan and Paich (2004), Courtney et a! (1997). Tools for uncertainty shown in red.
Such ‘structural’ notions of forecasting clearly encroach into the arena of strategy as distinct 
from tactical planning uses which are more the province of Operational Research. Morecroft 
(1984) identifies the role of modelling to support, rather than replace, strategic thinking by 
providing a framework where managerial intuition can be tested explicitly; Morecroft (1985) 
also advocates an information-feedback view of business policy development in combination 
with administrative theory that describes and maps out a firm’s internal decision making 
structures.
This approach to modelling can help to explain key characteristics of an emerging market. It 
also aids exploration of alternative scenarios and improves policy foresight by identifying 
high-leverage policies that can make the diffusion of new technology services more robust 
against uncertainties. By pre-experiencing industry dynamics, the aspiration is that 
managers approach the future with more confidence. Such is the notion of the ‘dynamic 
visioning’ orientation towards computer modelling as expressed by Winch (1999).
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This addresses one of the concerns of traditional forecasting, namely that structural change 
may occur or that correlations estimated from past time series might themselves shift over 
time. This was a substantial part of the influential Lucas critique of macroeconomic policy 
modelling (Lucas, 1976; Sterman, 1988).’®
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Figure 2.5: Various strategy tools, methods and frameworks:
There is a horizontal “gap of relevance" (scope) between SD [system dynamics] and academic and corporate 
statistical analyses. There is a vertical “gap of rigor" between SD and corporate strategy frameworks and analysis
processes.’ Graham (2002)
In conclusion, referring to the case of the economic analysis of a ‘general purpose 
technology’ such as information and communication technologies, Antonelli (2003) opines:
Much current analysis of the effects of the new wave of technological change seems to miss the 
necessary systemic understanding of the structural characteristics of the economic system into 
which the new technologies are being introduced .... Too little analysis instead, has been devoted 
to understanding the effects of the direction of technological change. Even more obscured has 
remained the issue of the interactions between the rate and the direction of technological change in 
a dynamic and complex context....
2.1.7 Modelling for foresight versus prediction
From the preceding section on neoclassical economics (§2.1.1), the query was raised on 
whether the key objective of modelling was to make predictions or to develop explanations or 
theories of socio-economic phenomena. In complex systems analysis, an emphasis on the 
explanation of dynamic phenomena is regarded as more important (e.g. Silvert, 2001).
With aspirations as an empiricist science, prediction is the acid test for orthodox economics 
whereas, from the critical realist view (Lawson, 1996), success at economic forecasting is 
unlikely, is not essential and is not even wanted (p287-9). It can be replaced by the
A specific case cited was the Phillips curve controversy. The Lucas critique also made a case that building such 
policy models from microeconomic foundations was not only desirable but essential. A similar case was made by 
Forrester (1979).
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objectives of explanation and emancipation through intentional improvement or replacement 
of economic structures.
Writing from a practical managerial perspective, de Geus (1992) claims in "Modeling to 
Predict or to Learn?" that ‘the future cannot be predicted and even if it could we would not 
dare to act on the prediction’. Predictions based on models are limited by practical 
constraints, such as incompleteness, and theoretical limitations, such as those of cognition 
and the impossibility of complete objectivity. Instead, he advances a role for models to act 
as ‘transitional objects’ or temporary tools as a way of framing thinking about the future and 
possible outcomes or scenarios. Similarly, for Beinhocker (1997), in complex systems 
analysis, forecasting is seen all the more as an unobtainable objective. Nevertheless, 
models can have an explanatory and policy design role, rather than abandoning thinking 
about the future altogether:
Although such models [computer models based on complex adaptive systems] are likely to be of 
little help in forecasting the precise path an industry might take, since complex systems can be 
difficult or impossible to forecast, they will be valuable in fostering insights into how and why 
markets behave as they do.
Sterman (1988) contrasts modelling for policy design and foresight rather than prediction, 
citing economics Nobel laureate Wassily Leontief (1982, pi 07):
Year after year economic theorists continue to produce scores of mathematical models and to 
explore in great detail their formal properties; and the econometricians fit algebraic functions of all 
possible shapes to essentially the same sets of data without being able to advance, in any 
perceptible way, a systematic understanding of the structure and operations of a real economic 
system.
Modelling for foresight has therefore become linked with the “organisational learning” 
concept in place of prediction (Senge, 1990; Morecroft and Sterman, 1994), with a vital role 
attributed to ‘systems thinking’ in terms of positive and negative feedback loops. In an article 
contrasting prediction and prescription in systems models, Simon (1990, plO) notes that:
... the feedback loops in social systems are not passive but predictive. Each of the participants 
may be trying to forecast the behaviour of other actors and of the system in order to adapt his or her 
own behaviour advantageously.
Rational expectation theory in economics is based on the assumption of perfect foresight of 
market equilibrium. Even if this were available, according to Simon, the theories of rational 
expectations do not account for the feedback effects representing the reactions to the 
behaviour of other parties and concludes:
... it may be impossible to obtain answers to our predictive questions, and we may be well advised 
to ask a different set of questions instead (p. 10).
Simon argues that a better question is: which combination of policies is more robust and less 
prone to cause problems? In a nutshell, he argues in favour of policy testing models when 
boundedly rational expectations are part of the system to be modelled.
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To characterise the use of policy models for increasing understanding of socio-economic 
systems in contrast to forecasting models, Renders (1980a) identified nine dimensions of 
differentiation as indicated in Figure 2.6. These dimensions serve as prompts to the areas in 
which a modelling effort should be attuned and whether a particular model purpose is itself 
worthwhile.
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Figure 2.6: Contrasting criteria for models for prediction and understanding
(Randers, 1980a)
Panders’ definitions (p. xviii-xix) of the nine dimensions in Figure 2.6 are as follows:
■ Insight generating capacity. Does the model increase understanding of the 
modelled system? Does it improve the mental models of the model builders or the 
model clients? Does it produce suprising effects that are obvious after the fact?
■ Descriptive realism. Do the model components and equations represent the real 
system in a form that corresponds closely to how persons experienced with the 
system perceive it? Does each parameter or element have a readily perceivable or 
conceivable real-world equivalent?
■ Mode reproduction ability. Can the model produce important modes [i.e. general 
behaviour patterns] of dynamic behaviour observable in the real system, under the 
same conditions that produce such modes in the real system?
■ Transparency. Is the model easily understandable even by a non-professional 
audience? Does the model highlight the essential structure of the real system In 
an accessible way?
■ Relevance. Does the model address problems viewed as important by 
experienced persons in the real system?
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■ Ease of enrichment. Can the model be altered to incorporate new findings or to 
test the effects of new policies not under consideration when the model was made? 
Can the model be adapted to represent systems related but not identical to the 
system originally represented? Can the model be updated without repeating all the 
work that went into its creation?
■ Fertiiity. Does the model generate new ideas, new ways of looking at the problem, 
new experiments or new policies that might have been overlooked in the absence 
of the model?
■ Formal correspondence with data. Does the model incorporate real-world 
observations embodied in standard data sources and can it reproduce under 
historical conditions a reasonable statistical fit to historically observed data?
■ Point predictive ability. Can the model produce a precise prediction of a future 
event or of the future magnitude of important elements in the system?
Lyons et al (1997) commented on the need to complement traditional forecasting techniques 
with service growth models that build managers’ understanding:
In the absence of a stable market and long time series, however, is it appropriate to think of forecasting 
in the traditional sense? Any forecast is made on the basis of a set of implicit or explicit assumptions.
For example, a simple extrapolation of a time series implicitly assumes that there are no major changes 
in the underlying driving forces. In today's rapidly changing environment, such assumptions are unlikely 
to be valid. Furthermore, It is easy to miss the complex linkages and feedback among the factors 
influencing growth....
Forecasting techniques will always have a  role to play in providing a base case for further study. They 
need to be supplemented, however, by service models that enable managers to understand the factors 
that can affect the growth of a service.
The field of system dynamics has tended to eschew point-predictlon forecasting in favour of 
predicting the générai nature of a system with a view to its (re)design (Forrester, 
1987C/1960). The reasons for this were eiaborated in Forrester’s (1961) Industrial Dynamics 
work -  particulariy Appendix K, which described a modei of industrial production/inventory 
systems displaying cyciicai variation. This suggested that if one takes two identicai modeis 
and adds a noise component to the decision variabies of one modei, terming this model the 
real world’, the second model can then be regarded as a perfect model of the real world as it 
is identicai in structure and parameters but without the noise components. Although the two 
modeis display the same oscillatory behaviour, they soon move out of phase with each other 
because of the driving noise in the first model’s equations. Despite the fact that the second 
modei is a perfect representation of the ‘real world’ first modei, and replicates its overall 
performance characteristics, it is still a poor predictor of its exact state at any point in time. 
Hence Forrester asserted that point prediction was a poor criterion for judging the quality of a 
model.
This approach drew criticism from economists (Greenberger, 1962) who found it hard to 
assess system dynamics models against data in the absence of goodness of fit or summary 
statistics such as or Durbin-Watson tests. Addressing the criticism, Sterman (1984) 
suggested Theil inequality statistics as a better way of judging fit of a system dynamics 
model against historic data, since they assess broader model quality and overall behavioural 
characteristics.
Forrester (2003, 2007) critiqued traditional forecasting by suggesting that in social and 
business systems, short term forecasting is possible as extrapolations of recent trends. But
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the momentum of systems means that they can not be substantially diverted from their 
existing path in the near term. In the longer term, the possibility exists of acting to influence 
a system’s behaviour, but accurate point prediction forecasting can not be achieved because 
of the influence of noise on the social system’s time path, instead, he suggests that 
forecasting that leads to improved causal understanding can be used to redesign social 
systems so that improved behaviour results -  a primary message of Industrial Dynamics 
(Forrester, 1961) and considered further in the following section.
However, Lyneis (2000) suggests that at least medium-term forecasting can be done in well- 
structured situations where plentiful data allow precise calibration, in a study of capacity 
forecasting in the aerospace industry, statistical time series and econometric modeis at the 
industry level did not capture the structural elements of the industry that create the behaviour 
over time, namely:
■ reinforcing and balancing feedback loops;
■ stocks and aging chains, which create delays and inertia; and
■ non-linearities in decisions processes, e.g. hysteresis in demand, extrapolation, 
increased competition during boom times, financial constraints during downturns, etc.
He claims that system dynamics modeis, where full and high quality structural and parameter 
information is available, offer a better forecasting basis than statistical modeis because they 
have a richer structural foundation which can reveal management levers that can be pulled 
to effect beneficial change, for instance to:
1. get an early warning of industry structural changes;
2. identify key sensitivities and scenarios; and
3. determine appropriate buffers and contingencies for forecast inaccuracies.
2.1.8 Simulation in economics
Swann (2006) identified simulation as one of ten approaches that could address the 
weaknesses of econometrics (see §2.1.12). Although sociology has shown openness to 
simulation (Haipin, 1999; Gilbert and Troiztsch, 2005), economists have on the whole been 
suspicious of simulation despite some pioneering applications (Adelman and Adelman, 1959; 
Duesenberry et ai, 1960; Phillips, 1950), its use in technology innovation and evolutionary 
economics (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Windrum, 1999) and other work at the economics / 
management boundary (Cyert and March, 1963).
Swann cites (pi 14-5) several reasons for the suspicion of the world modeis (Forrester, 1971 ; 
Meadows, 1972) sponsored by the Club of Rome: criticisms for a lack of input from 
economists and suitable data (Nordhaus, 1973; Cole et al 1973), the ad-hoc nature of 
simulations and the preference for analytical solutions. Evolutionary economics and social 
science (particularly using agent-based or microsimulation -  see §2.1.10) have respectively 
favoured simulation to explore greater complexity than analytical solutions permit (e.g. 
Maierba et ai, 2001) and because of greater acceptance than formal mathematics (Gilbert 
and Troitzsch, 2005). Indeed, Hahn (1991), himself a neoclassical theorist, suggested that 
simulations will replace economic theories, partly because of the growing interest in path- 
dependence, and that economics will become a softer subject.
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Simulation has found successful and wide application in Operational Research (synonymous 
with Management Science), often applying discrete event simulation (DES) to manufacturing 
and logistics operational problems (Pidd, 2003).
2.1.9 Description of the system dynamics modeiiing methodology
System dynamics is a modeiiing methodology using continuous simulation for developing 
and analysing computer simulation models of complex social, business and economic 
problems (Sterman, 2000). It employs numerical integration methods on systems of ordinary 
differential equations and was developed from the late 1950s at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, as summarised by Lane (1997, 2007). The focus has been on how the 
information-feedback structure of business and social systems is responsible for puzzling or 
problematic dynamics and how management policies can be altered to improve performance 
by simulation of formal, causal feedback modeis. There is a sense in which this would make 
the Structure-Conduct-Performance (section 2.1.4) approach both systemic and dynamic: 
performance can be improved by restructuring a system so that it performs better in 
uncertain and changing environments.
Forrester (1958; 1961, pi 4) describes system dynamics as drawing on four bodies of prior 
work:
1. information-feedback systems, servomechanism control theory in electrical 
engineering and the early use of digital computers in control applications;
2. studies of practical management decision-making processes (now linked to the 
Carnegie school of “bounded rationality” behavioural theory (Cyert and March, 1963; 
Simon, 1979; Morecroft, 1983));
3. an experimental approach to policy design;
4. computer simulation as an approach to investigate mathematical modeis;
and subsequently has been used by major corporations, government ministries, academic 
institutions, and research centres around the world. The work of Tustin (1953), who 
identified a link between feedback in servomechanisms and economics, was an influence on 
Forrester. This line of thought can be related to Goodwin’s work (1951) on business cycle 
dynamics. Cybernetics can be seen as a parallel but largely separate thread in social theory 
(Richardson, 1991).^° Concerning its theoretic grounding in social science, system dynamics 
has been identified with functionalist sociology (Lane, 1994; 2001a) but this singular 
positioning is problematic given the variety of practice, instead, Lane (2001b) holds that 
system dynamics can be seen as an integrating framework that unites both poles of the 
agency/structure debate, which pertains to notions that take either human agency or social 
system structure to be central.
System dynamics models have contributed to corporate strategy formulation and 
implementation, analysis of technology-based markets, urban and environmental planning, 
risk management, evaluation of government regulations and alternative ways of examining
Early writers in the cybernetics thread were: Wiener, Lewin, Deutsch, Ashby, Bertalanffy, Bouiding, McCulloch 
and Pitts starting from around 1943. Servomechanisms can be traced through Goodwin, Tustin, Philiips, Allen, 
Simon, Cooper and Forrester. Phillips’ work on the MONIAG of Phillips Hydraulic Computer (see Phillips, 1950), 
with its series of plastic tanks, connecting pipes and coloured water representing money flows around the UK 
economy is a remarkably close analogue of Forrester’s models of stocks, flows and information feedbacks.
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macroeconomic models from microeconomic fundamentals (Forrester 1979, 2003). The 
distinguishing features of system dynamics modeis are;
■ they take an aggregate, strategic perspective on problems, proposing that behaviour 
of socioeconomic systems is governed primarily by their structure; 
they seek endogenous explanations with a wide model boundary (Forrester, 1987b); 
they embody rich, operationally realistic, causal theories of how the elements of a 
complex "system" (e.g. an industry, market or individual firm) interact to produce its 
overall behaviour);
they often include many behavioural factors (e.g. perceptions, goals, pressures, 
tradeoffs);
the building blocks are stock and flow variables, information-feedback loops, delays 
and non-linearity (Richardson and Pugh, 1981; Forrester, 1987a); 
the solution method is a continuous simulation numerical integration method which 
solves the set of ordinary differential equations;
they integrate in a common framework a wide range of relevant information from 
numerical, verbal and mental sources (e.g. time series data, subjective estimates, 
direct observations, expert opinions) (Forrester, 1980b);
they aim to identify and communicate unintended dynamic consequences of current or 
proposed management interventions.
These features mean that system dynamics is very well suited to industry-level (Sharp,
1977) or market development modeiiing from a strategic or top-down perspective and to
examine the broad market, regulatory, competitive, collaborative and interlinking elements 
that are highly influential in innovation diffusion and complementary bandwagon markets. 
The focus has been on design of policy and organisational design, with the analogy of the 
role of an aircraft designer compared to a pilot (Forrester, 1980a).
Mass (1991) characterises system dynamics models thus:
System dynamics models are noteworthy In the insistence on a high degree of structural realism 
and a high levei of expianatory content reiating system structure to observed behavior patterns.
Beyond objectives of forecasting or prediction, a system dynamics model is intended to yield 
operational insights about the feedback relations that can produce or contribute to problems, can 
counteract policy interventions, or can reinforce benefits of policy actions aimed at high leverage 
points.
From its inception, there was an awareness that actors in any managed social system
operate using mental models (Forrester, 1961, p49-50; Doyle and Ford, 1998) -  i.e.,
simplified cognitive heuristics and conceptions. The argument is that the human mind is 
good at conceptualising organisational structures but not at inferring their dynamic behaviour 
(Forrester, 1987b; Morecroft, 2004).
System dynamics originally started as a method to study Industrial Dynamics (Forrester 
1961) -  that is, the origin and nature of production and suppiy-chain dynamics.^^ 
Subsequently, it developed (reportedly by happenstance rather than intention -  Forrester, 
1995) to address problems of urban growth and decay (Forrester, 1969), the global
The bullwhip or Forrester effect refers to the way in which supply chain amplification can occur in ordering effects, 
even when overall demand is on average constant but noisy: supply ordering policies in factory-wholesale-retaii 
chains can generate their own oscillations because they ignore the inventory of product in the supply pipeline.
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dynamics of industrial and population growth {Forrester 1971, Meadows et al, 1972), 
macroeconomic modeiiing of the national economies [originally the US economy] (Forrester, 
1979, 2003) as well as very diverse application to corporate business strategy (Roberts,
1978), infrastructure project management (Lyneis et al, 2001; Mayo et al, 2001), technology 
planning (Graham, 2002; Weii, 2004; Sterman, 2000) and modeiiing of socioeconomic 
problems (Meadows and Robinson, 1985).
2.1.10 Aggregate vs individual-level models -  top-down or bottom-up modelling?
There are three modeiiing approaches that use simulation and ail conceptualise reality from 
the level of an individual agent: agent-based modelling (ABM), cellular automata (CA) and 
microsimulation models (MSM) (formerly microanalytic simulation). They stand in contrast to 
the typical system dynamics or market-ievei aggregate models suggested in Bass (1969) 
and subsequent related publications; a comparison in terms of diffusion models is provided 
by Roberts and Lattin (2000).
In pure form, CA models address spatially-related entities where the behaviour of each cell 
depends deterministicaily on those of neighbouring ceils. In ABM, interactions between 
individual agents are governed by behavioural rules which can evolve stochastically in 
response to the nature of the interactions (IMA website, 2008). A microsimulation has 
agents with attributes that are affected by rules (transition probabilities) leading to changes 
to state. As each method begins to take on aspects of the other two, they approach a 
common position. Thus if ABM adds spatial relationships and fiscal / demographic rules, CA 
adopts individual and spatial characteristics and MSM adds spatial and behavioural rules, 
then the three modeiiing approaches converge.
Generally, individual-level modelling approaches are suited to studying highly disaggregate 
systems in order to reveal the behaviour patterns that emerge from the specified rules of 
interaction amongst the agents -  such as the microeconomics of an adoption decision. The 
emergent behaviour arises from the individual agents’ interactions.
in contrast, with system dynamics the reverse procedure is used: the overall behaviour of the 
model is usually specified in a ‘reference mode’, by comparison with a real or historic 
situation (or a desired/hoped-for future scenario is described). Then the policies (decision 
rules) are sought that induce the model’s structure and parameters to reproduce that 
behaviour. Thus, as Forrester originally envisaged, system dynamics is approached from a 
certain conceptual distance to perceive overall market and system behaviour as would a 
management consultant or perceptive banker (industrial Dynamics, p451: ‘system 
perspective’).
2.1.11 Discrete vs continuous time modelling
in economics, time is usually treated in a discrete way to match the collection of time series 
data with a monthly, quarterly or annual frequency. Estimating equations for time series 
economics are therefore rendered in discrete versions. In contrast, continuous time 
econometric (GTE) modelling was regarded by many as esoteric (Gandoifo, 1993) because 
of difficulties of estimation in empirical work. It seems to remain a relatively niche activity 
within econometrics but it more naturally allows treatment of dynamic economic phenomena. 
This arises from its potential to offer more insights into underlying economic processes
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through the seven advantages of GTE models over discrete-time econometric models 
(Bergstrom, 1990, 1996):
1. They account for interaction between variables between observation periods.
2. They can represent causal systems and thus can take account of a priori 
information. That is, the causal relationships need not depend on elaborate or 
controversial economic theory, but only on the knowledge of the information 
available to economic agents at particular points in time.
3. There is a more accurate representation of partial adjustment processes in dynamic 
disequilibrium models.
4. They allow a more accurate representation of distributed lags (delays) of variables 
upon which variables may be causally dependent.
5. They allow a clear distinction between stock and flow variables. The former can be 
measured at points in time, whereas flow variabies are necessarily integrated over 
periods of time. In a discrete representation, this leads to specification errors 
resulting from the time aggregation.
6. Their form does not depend on the unit observation period.
7. They can be used to generate continuous time forecasts.
These qualities are remarkably similar to some of the key characteristics of the system 
dynamics method identified in §2.1.9, so Bergstrom’s position can be taken as an 
endorsement from econometrics of some of the distinctive elements of that approach.
In OR/MS, discrete-event simulation has been one of the most common modeiiing 
techniques (Robinson, 2005; Fildes and Ran yard, 1997) and applied traditionally to the 
manufacturing sector but with increasing use in the service sector since the 1990s. 
Discourse between discrete and continuous simulation has increased after initially 
developing along separate paths (Robinson, 2005; Lane, 2000; Morecroft and Robinson, 
2005; Tako and Robinson, 2008).
2.1.12 Contrast between system dynamics and econometrics
From the list in §2.1.9 of the characteristics of system dynamics, econometrics differs as 
essentially a collection of theories and techniques for parameter estimation and is not 
primarily concerned with how to structure the underlying models (Mass, 1981/1986), 
whereas the latter task was seen as more important Forrester (1987c). System dynamics 
emphasised estimation of parameters outside of the modei (Graham, 1980), using direct 
observation, interviews of people in the actual system, soliciting expert opinion, participant 
observation by the modeller, use of focus groups and archival material (Radzicki, 2004). 
Modeiiing was thus seen as an extension of the case study method (Forrester, 1980a) taught 
in business schools.
Much criticism of system dynamics was received over its public policy applications in the 
Urban Dynamics and World Dynamics books and related projects largely because of a lack 
of econometric techniques familiar to economists for estimating data (Averch and Levine, 
1971 ; Nordhaus, 1973).
Sterman (1987) described the situation:
System dynamics has long been criticized by practitioners of econometrics (and vice versa). 
Econometricians argue that model parameters must be estimated with historical data and criticize
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models that are not so estimated as being speculative and invalid. As a result, econometric models 
frequently substitute observed variables for the theoretically appropriate variables. Since proper 
estimation in the presence of feedback, nonlinearity, unobserved variables, and time delays is 
difficuit, econometric modeis have tended to rely on exogenous variables, linearity, proxy and 
instrumental variables, and simultaneous equations. Practitioners of system dynamics argue that 
model specification should not be constrained by the available numerical data; that there are other 
sources of data for building confidence in models; and that there are other tests besides 
reproducing past behavior that should be used to test the specification of a modei (Sterman, 1984; 
Forrester and Senge, 1980; Forrester, 1980b).
The following article (N Forrester, 1987) showed that misspeclflcatlons In econometric 
models could lead to large systematic errors, even though Sommer (1984b) had qualified the 
faults of econometric methods applied to feedback models Identified by Senge (1977) and 
Mass and Senge (1980). Nonetheless, a more ‘statistically Inclined’ school In system 
dynamics (Richardson, 1981) adapted engineering developments of statistical tools such as 
Kalman filtering (Peterson, 1980).
In econometrics, the desire for parsimony (Occam’s razor) In models leads to relatively 
simple structures, although computing power has now permitted more than exclusively single 
equation and linear analysis; system dynamics models are structurally rich and do not aim 
for parsimony to the same extent.
In a critique of econometrics as an Industrial economist, Swann (2006, p74-5) Identified the 
strengths and weaknesses of econometrics:
■ strengths: analytical, rigorous, quantitative nature;
■ weaknesses: relationships are black box’; selective of explanatory factors; slgnal-to- 
nolse ratio (I.e. measurement error problem); structure Is assumed not revealed by 
analysis; not good at recognising structural change; not adapted to Ill-shaped data; 
variables hard to quantify for econometric analysis; not an especially good Integrative 
technique.
Addressing these deficiencies, Swann advocates plurality In the methodology of 
econometrics to embrace Vernacular' economics -  that Is, a range of methods beyond 
mainstream academic economics that capture local knowledge of real-world economic 
agents and the understandings of heterodox methods. The methods he mentions Include: 
simulation, surveys and questionnaires, case studies. Interviews, common sense and 
Intuition, metaphors and experimental economics.
Table 2.2: Comparison of econometrics and system dynamics
Econometilcs System dynamics
Orientation / 
goais of study
Precise quantification and prediction of 
established economic theory
Short- to mid-term accurate point- 
prediction
Cross-sectionai as well as time series 
models
Exploration of broad consequences of policies; 
dynamic trajectories to defined futures or exploration 
of current policy; longer term orientation.
Contingent approach (no presumed attachment to any 
particular theory -  i.e. driven by the problem situation) 
Time series modelling only (i.e. only dynamic models)
Phiiosophicai
paradigm
Logical empiricism Critical realism or internal realism as flexibly mid-way 
between positivism and naïve relativism. (Pruyt, 
2006; Vâzquez et ai, 1996; Barlas and Carpenter, 
1990)
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Econometrics Syctem dynamics
Connection to 
theory
Mainly to (neo)classical economics Derived from engineering (servomechanism / 
cybernetics) roots. Similar in orientation to heterodox 
(particularly, institutional) economics. Unifying 
approach to structure/agency debate in social theory.
Elements of 
approach
Tend to be highly aggregated, algebraic 
equations using analytical solution from 
discrete difference equations (if time- 
series)
Feedback causality; stock / flow variables -  systems 
of ordinary differential equations solved by numerical 
integration techniques; simulation method
Boundary Narrow boundary -  many variables 
exogenous
Tendency for wide boundary -  most variables 
endogenous
Modelling
process
Process of modelling not addressed Critical component of practice: process more 
important than any given model (Forrester, 
1985/1971); client interaction and consensus-building 
benefits.
Variables
Included
Focus on economic variables for which 
data exist
Soft / subjective variables included if deemed 
important
Source of data Numerical cross-sectional data and 
historic time series
Diverse; Mental and written databases considered to 
contain vastly more information than numerical 
databases alone: Forrester (1980b).
Structure of 
equations
Tendency towards single equations -  
with reduced set of explanatory variables 
to avoid estimation problems
Disaggregated, multiple equations, each one 
understandable by operator in that part of system
Problems -  
assumptions
Multicollinearity, serial correlation, 
degrees of freedom -  leads to reduced 
form equations
Models too easily become large, choice of boundary, 
degree of aggregation
Validation:
orientation
Objective -  positivist; observer oriented;
Predictive validation against time series -  
ex post using hold out data and pure ex 
ante
Operator oriented (Forrester, 1977: D-2690); 
Multidimensional -  multiple points of contact.
Both objective elements refutationism (Bell and Bell, 
1980) and relativism / social dialogue admitted to be 
part of real modelling process (Forrester, 1973; 
Sterman, 2000 p847; Barlas and Carpenter, 1990)
Criteria for 
validation
Statistical significance: Quantities are: 
R ,^ Standard Error, Durbin Watson 
statistic, F-statistic, Log likelihood
Multiple tests of structure, behaviour and policy 
(Forrester and Senge, 1980): fitness for purpose, 
recognising time and cost limitations
2.2 Diffusion modelling and industry dynamics for new technologies
A common approach in modelling technology market growth is to use S-shaped (sigmoid, 
logistic) growth curves to forecast uptake of the technology by consumers or producers. 
These curves can be produced with reference to epidemic theory as covered later in this 
section. In practical business modelling work, it is common to use expert opinion to generate 
penetration curves of industry’s ‘best guess’ as in Figure 2.7. The penetration is the 
proportion of the host platform that has the technology or the proportion of consumers who 
have adopted. The curve is often estimated with a long-term ceiling penetration in mind and 
the timescale over which this is likely to occur. A weakness with penetration curves is that 
reasons and causes of growth are not made explicit when the curves are generated -  the 
discussions and reasoning behind the curves (the mental models) are forgotten.
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Penetration
Ceiling or peak penetration
time
Figure 2.7; S-shaped penetration curves used for market growth forecasts
The curves can then be enumerated in spreadsheets and subsequent calculations can be 
made, in the case of this research project and the market analysis of applications of GPS 
and Galileo, very large spreadsheet models were constructed, disaggregated into 80 
applications for 10 global regions for the period 2000 to 2025 (ESYS, 2006). At the heart of 
these spreadsheet models is the equation:
Penetrated market size (t) = Addressable market (t) x Penetration (t)
The addressable market size is the host population carrying a GPS or Galileo receiver, or, 
more generally, the changing population of potential users. Subsequent calculations used 
the penetrated market size (a stock) to derive sales (a flow, by first differencing as an 
approximation). Thence, subsequent calculations use prices to compute sales and service 
revenues.
In fact, selecting a sigmoid or S-curve for forecasting purposes is recommended by Meade 
and Islam (2001 ) and is the second of four principles:
The selection of an S-shaped trend model is a common step in attempts to model and forecast the 
diffusion of innovations. From the innovation-diffusion literature on model selection, forecasting, and 
the uncertainties associated with forecasts, we derive four principles:
1. No single diffusion model is best for all processes.
2. Unconditional forecasts based on a data-based estimate of a fixed saturation level form a 
difficult benchmark to beat.
3. Simpler diffusion models tend to forecast better than more complex ones.
4. Short term forecasts are good indicators of the appropriateness of diffusion models.”
The drawbacks of this essentially non-behavioural approach to market modelling are:
■ the drivers of technology penetration are not identified and the assumptions are not 
explicitly described in the data;
■ the model gives no indication of high-leverage policies for industry management;
■ the penetration factors are based on various assumptions which are not explicitly 
stated and are subsumed within a single quantity;
■ the quantities are presented as ‘hard-wired’, which gives an impression the forecasts 
are fixed, unalterable and guaranteed to materialise;
■ there is no ready way to carry out ‘what-if scenario or sensitivity tests;
■ important uptake delays are not explicitly shown, except as subsumed within the 
penetration and share factors, so supply-side effects are not represented at all.
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Some of the drivers that do apply are depicted in Figure 2.8.
Theory
• Innovation 
diffusion theory
• Analogues / Case 
studies
• Systems thinking 
(feedback and 
ripple effects)
• industry growth 
dynamics
• Marketing 
science
• Industry-level 
microeconomics
Penetration 
facto#
Operational' / causal 
model
Industry / market drivers
• Costs, prices, 
consumer 
behaviour
• Technology push 
vs market pull
• Standards
• Regulation
• Technology 
convergence
• Network effects
• Co-dependencies 
(infrastructure & 
content)
Figure 2.8: Underlying drivers of penetration factors
Govindarajan and Trimble (2004) present seven principles for theory-focused business 
planning that encourage learning from an innovation management perspective, including:
1 .
2.
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
m inimise detail (such as arises from tim e, region and product breakdowns);
focus on theory not numbers;
predict trends as against extrapolating from past data;
mind the history (i.e. planning should be informed by history and disparity of prior forecasts); 
iterate (implying a flexible, rapid process for developing /  testing business models); 
identify non-financial perform ance m easures (earlier signs that a strategy is working or 
failing);
hold innovation leaders accountable for learning, not results^^
For Principle 2, the authors comment that spreadsheets suffer from presenting numbers at 
the forefront and “bury the underlying theory in hidden in arcane equations. Visual 
approaches to diagramming theories are much more helpful.” Indeed, Sterman, quoted in 
Tennant and Friend (2005), warned:
... as a result of the introduction of the spreadsheet the average quality of financial models has 
plummeted and many models are not only useless but downright harmful to decision-makers.
Therefore, this research project has been devised so as to extend and critique this industry 
expert judgment forecasting approach and to consider a diffusion model analysis and the 
research challenges of forecasting new markets where various supply side uncertainties
^  This principle strongly suggests that learning benefits and not just numerical results are a critical outcome of any 
models or modelling processes that underpin the planning exercise. See the later comments on model validity.
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prevail. In so doing, it proposes a causal systems-based approach as used by the former 
DTI for analysing how productivity and other policies that influence prosperity is generated in 
modern industrial economies (DTI, 2003, p48). The broad objective of the modelling work in 
this research is to supplement expert judgment forecasting in order to explicate some of the 
factors in Figure 2.8.
2.2.1 Innovation diffusion modeiiing of technoiogy adoption
The mechanisms of innovation and the diffusion of new technologies are of central interest in 
understanding processes of economic growth, technological change and industrial history. 
The seminal work can be traced to Schumpeter (1934), who described the importance of 
technological change as a driver of long-wave (Kondratieff) cycles.
Subsequent pioneering analysis on the inter-firm diffusion of process technology can be 
traced to the work of Griliches (1957) on the diffusion of hybrid corn in different UK states 
and the descriptive work of Rogers (1962, 2003). Rogers’ categories of early to late 
adopters are shown in Figure 2.9. Mansfield (1961) followed up Griliches’ work in the 
diffusion of new technologies in agriculture and industry and it is their work that began the 
theoretical and empirical exploration of diffusion phenomena.
! 2.5% Rogers (1962)Proportion
of
Potential
Adopters
9.5 -  20.0%0.2 -  2 .8% 29.1 -  32.19L 29.1 -32 .1 21 .4 -23 .5% Bass (1969)
Degree of “innovativeness”
Cumulative
adopters "Chasm" / threshold / tipping point / critical mass
Eg, Iridium, Betamax 
(vs VMS) didn’t get past 
“Chasm”
time
Figure 2.9: Adopter categories (Rogers, 1962, Bass 1969) and the ‘chasm’ effect
(Moore 2002)
Over the last 25 years, in the disciplines interested in diffusion phenomena, Marketing and 
Economics, the analysis of the diffusion of new technologies has proceeded along two 
separate and independent paths (Stoneman, 2002). In Marketing, the work has 
concentrated on models arising from studies of epidemics drawing on the studies by 
Griliches and Mansfield and put into a form explicitly concerned with forecasting the market 
uptake of new product consumer durables for practical business planning purposes (Bass,
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1969). This work can be viewed as outside of orthodox Economics and instead linked to the 
diverse approaches under the broad heading of heterodox Economics. In Economics, 
although the epidemic modelling approach played a major role in the early literature, a 
greater focus developed on models drawing from the mainstream orthodox or ‘neoclassical’ 
school of Economics. These include rank (or probit), stock and order models (Table 2.3). 
Recent work identifies that the main driving forces behind diffusion are epidemic and rank 
effects (Canepa and Stoneman, 2004).
Table 2.3: Main types of diffusion models reviewed by Stoneman (2002, Ch3)
S '  Oïà^uflrtil^iîi models
( H # e r ^ x  economics: 'satisficing" behaviour, Bmfled 
bounded rationality)
diffusion througfi information- 
drivers but often W r  repr^ntaÿon of
Equilibrium models
(N e o c W s W  eoonomiOK concepts, full p i  
W m iW km , pet#ci con^xstW wJlt# rational S  
maximising economic agents)
Outskh stimuli dnve adopÿon, e.g.: coat redwcNOns, 
(^ n ty  br^vsm ents Hsterogsn^tyinmalcatarnore 
adCbossed.
Epidem ic aoDroach
Aggregate diffusion models; e.g. sim ple 
logistic, Bass (1969) and modifications (Fildes, 
2002)
Evolutionarv school
Rejection of neoclassical assumptions, e.g. 
Schum peter, Veblen, Nelson & W inter
Rank /  orobit models
Different firms with different characteristics will 
have different preferred adoption rates
Stock models
Profitability of adoption determ ined by num ber 
of other users; for a given acquisition cost, 
only som e will find adoption profitable 
O rder models
Early adopters get greater returns /  first mover 
advantage
Stoneman comments that the modelling frameworks he presents focus essentially on the 
demand side and stand-alone technologies, although extensions have been made to 
represent multiple or replacement substitute technologies. It is interesting that the model 
Stoneman (2002, ChIO) proposes to synthesise all of the approaches described in Table 2.3 
is the KS (Karshenas-Stoneman) model, which is an epidemic model with an additional 
variable for the loss of actively influential adopters to a ‘non-infective’ status. This 
addresses, albeit simply, the charge of homogeneity.
2.2.2 Simple logistic model, Bass model and parameterisation
The simplest epidemic model gives rise to the logistic model. This assumes that the rate of 
a non-infected individual or potential adopter becoming infected or an adopter is proportional 
to the number of uninfected people and the probability of meeting an infective (i.e. N /  m, the 
ratio of uninfectives to the total population). This assumes homogenous mixing and a 
constant total population; of course the solution to an epidemic is to prevent this by 
quarantine. For innovation diffusion, the actual process is deemed to be potential adopters 
taking up a technology because of personal or word-of-mouth contact with adopters, and 
they are termed ‘imitators’.
dN N Nsales or adoption rate = —  = q —  P =  q —  { m - N )  =  q N - q
dt m m m (2 .1)
where
P= potential adopters or potential ‘infectives’ (initially = m )
N = number of adopters or ‘infectives’
q = coefficient representing probability of becoming ‘infected’ or an adopter on contact
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m = total population
The analytic solution to this first order ordinary differential equation is the logistic growth 
equation:
<2-2)
The growth in adopters is driven by the exponential positive feedback qN term and ultimately 
constrained by the ~q nF /  m negative feedback which dominates and thus produces the 
characteristic sigmoid or S-curve behaviour. This is internally driven or endogenous growth 
since the adoption depends on the existing adopters, although cannot get going without a 
non-zero initial value for adopters, N. The sales rate and adoption rate are synonymous, 
provided that single or first-time sales only are considered.
This can be represented in a diagrammatic way (Figure 2.10) using stock and flow 
representation (stocks or level variables are rectangles; valves are flows or rates), with the 
lower arrows representing information links or inputs to equations. R1 represents the 
reinforcing or positive feedback from epidemic, imitative or word-of-mouth effects. B1 is the 
balancing or negative feedback representing the drain on the remaining potential adopters 
and equivalent to the -q  A/^  /m  term.
Potential
Adopters Adopters a --------adoption rate
q m
Figure 2.10: Stock/flow diagram for epidemic model23
The Bass model extends Mansfield’s model to allow for exogenous growth. This follows the 
work of Fourt and Woodlock (1960) and thus represents the response of ‘innovators’ to 
external forces such as advertising -  i.e. it does not depend on contact with existing 
adopters as described by the epidemic model.
= p P =  p{m  -  n )  (2.3)at
This has the analytic solution
Æ = (2.4)
with p acting as the reciprocal of the adjustment time constant. This equation allows the 
number of innovators to approach market saturation m exponentially from a starting point of 
A/ = 0 at time = 0. Thus parameter p represents the propensity to adopt and is termed the 
coefficient of innovation or coefficient of external influence.
The seminal contribution of Bass (1969) was to combine these two approaches additively, 
which then allows the adoption to start from a zero base:
“  The transcription of innovation diffusion models (such as the epidemic and Bass models) into the stock-flow- 
feedback language of the system dynamics approach was first undertaken by Milling (1986) as reported by Milling 
(2002) and Maier (1998).
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sales or adoption rate = —  = p{m - N ) + q  —  { m - N )  dt m
Np + q —  m . { m - N )  = ptn + { q - p )n  ~ — N ‘
(2.5)
Bass (1969) used this equation to estimate the parameters via Ordinary Least Squares from 
sales data by using the discrete analogue:
s, = a  + bN,_^ + 
Equation (2.5) has an analytical solution:
1 - e x p ( -  [ p  + q)t )N  = m
] + y c \ p { - { p  + q)t )
(2 .6 )
(2.7)
Innovative +  im itative adopters
Time (Year)
innovative adopters : pq split 
imitative adopters : pq split ■
units
units
Innovative +  Im itative adoption rates
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Time (Year)
innovative adoption rate : pq spiit 
imitative adoption rate : pq split ■
units/Year
units/Year
Figure 2.11 : Contribution of innovative and imitative components of adoption
[median p and q from Lilien et al 2000: p= 0.025 \  q= 0.28 y r m  = 50 units // innovative adopters are 23% of total
at end]
The parameters p and q in the Bass model refer to the coefficients of innovation and 
imitation, or external and internal influence respectively, i.e. the response of consumers to 
advertising and word-of-mouth effects from existing adopters.
The system dynamics methodology specifies that each parameter in the model must have a 
real world identifiable meaning such that an operator or active manager in that part of the 
system could understand it readily and provide a quantified estimate of its value (Forrester 
1961, p i 29, Sterman 2000, p866). In the natural sciences, the Bass model would be 
classified as the grey-box or parametric type, that is, the equation has a physical basis but is 
highly aggregated or lumped. Thus in aggregate terms, i.e. assuming homogeneity, p refers 
to fractional rate of innovative response, or innovative purchase, and q the fractional rate of 
imitation. However, it is unlikely that an operator or manager could estimate these 
parameters directly, either through lack of familiarity with the approach or because they are 
not operationally defined.
In the system dynamics approach, the structure validation test of dimensional consistency 
(which is actually a verification test) requires each parameter to be stated with dimensions. 
This emphasis is not present on both the marketing science and the econometric sides of the 
innovation diffusion literature, which usually do not quote the dimensions of p and q, which 
are both [TIME]'\ although Bass (1969) refers to the time-scaling nature of these 
parameters. The de facto standard unit is actually years'^. By considering the intellectual 
sources of the Bass model:
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from Fourt and Woodlock (1960):
p = reciprocal of adjustment time for innovative take up in a an exponential approach 
to market saturation (year'^)
from Griliches (1957), Mansfield (1961):
q =  8 Y = the fractional rate of effective contact (year'^)
where
5 = contact rate (non-adopters met per adopter in unit time, i.e.. a year (year’’ )
Y = probability of 'infection' or ‘successful’ transfer of word-of-mouth (dimensionless)
The Bass (1969) model is suitable for modelling consumer uptake because:
■ it has been widely researched (i.e. provides access to many studies / historic data) 
and is easy to extend;
■ it offers a theoretical base and causal mechanisms (as well as empirical observations 
about diffusion etc) -  i.e. captures the ‘physics’ of customer migration from potential to 
actual adopters;
■ it therefore is generically applicable;
■ it is easy to implement in a continuous-time simuiation context;
■ it is suited to system dynamics modelling where structural factors (e.g. endogeneity of 
supply side) can be added in.
However, drawbacks include:
■ estimating p and q parameters from sparse or no data;
■ in such a situation, the difficulty of choosing analogues when forecasting new services 
for which there is no data history;
■ aggregate level of individual level -  i.e. Bass models need to be supplemented with 
market segmentation e.g. in Taschner (1999).
2.2.3 Generalisation / extensions to the Bass modei
Fildes (2002), Norton and Bass (1987), Mahajan et ai (1990), Mahajan et al (2000), Bass 
(2004) and others have reviewed the extensions to the basic demand-side innovation- 
imitation Bass model, which include:
■ repeat sales (Dodson and Muller, 1978);
■ substitution of successive generations of technology and multi-products (Norton and 
Bass, 1987; Bay us, Kim and Shocker, 2000);
■ competition (see aiso: Maier, 1998);
■ supply side capacity limitations (e.g. Jain et al, 1991 );
■ marketing mix variables (Bottomley and Fildes, 1998).
In fact, the two state variable (or stock) Bass model can be seen as a special case of the 
more generalised three stock diffusion model described by Dodson and Muller (1978), which 
differentiates between potential and currently purchasing customers. In epidemiology itself, 
the diffusion model is generalised as the three-stock SIR model, as described in §2.4.5.
Homer’s (1987) model for the diffusion of new medical technologies included processes 
usually treated as exogenous or not considered at all beyond adoption, such as extent of 
use, product modification, promotional marketing, product capability, user skill, actual 
performance (benefits and risks) and the evaluation and perception of performance. The
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result was a rich behavioural model that could generate many more than the standard S- 
shaped mode of behaviour.
Other modelling issues include:
■ the unit of adoption or unit ofanaiysis: is the adopter the individual, firm, or store? For 
instance, with supermarket checkout technology e.g. barcode scanners, the adopter 
would be the store, not the (number of) individual checkouts (Mahajan and Wind, 
1986);
■ the potentiai market size (i.e. addressable market size, or penetration ceiling) in the 
Bass model is a constant but in reaiity is likely to be dynamic. Osaki et al (2001) 
discusses analytic methods for dynamic ceilings. With the flexibility of the system 
dynamics simulation approach, exogenously or mathematically specified addressable 
market growth of any form is easy to add, but would require simultaneous equation 
approaches in econometrics;
■ short-term dynamic transients are often not represented in aggregate industry models, 
although these can influence long term trends, e.g. commercial decisions whether to 
invest in basic R&D or harvest existing technologies by concentrating on incremental 
improvements (e.g. Pardue et al, 1998).
2.2.4 Problems in forecasting markets for new products/services
Carey and Elton (1996) considered the difficulties of forecasting demand for new consumer 
infotainment services, admitting that forecasting demand is easy to get wrong. Cases of 
underestimated demand include telephones, VCRs, answering machines and cellular 
telephones. But overestimated demand is more common: forecasts were made in the mid 
1980s for the expected penetration of videotext in 1990 by six separate forecasting groups 
and these ranged from 4 to 25 million households by 1990 with an average of 11 million. 
The actual figure turned out to be 1 million in 1990. AT&T’s Picturephone Service achieved 
virtually no penetration in the early 1980s. Overestimated demand is also a feature in large 
infrastructure project planning, such as the Channel Tunnel (Flyvberg et al, 2003).
Only around 1 in 10 product launches are successful, even in mature well-understood 
consumer markets. Fundamental challenges are that:
■ growth is fragile and initial expected uses can vary from later uses;
■ diffusion processes are complex;
■ seductive S-curves can mislead via unrealistic uptake rates, or too-high saturation
penetrations;
■ experts may be biased by vested interests; Delphi techniques and variants may bring 
some consensus/feedback but how can anyone be expert in new technologies?
■ conservative forecasts (in terms of penetration) can stiil yield misleadingly large 
numbers with large addressable markets; there is a finite possibility the penetration 
may be nearly zero;
■ unexpected successes (e.g. SMS texting in mobile phones) and fundamentally
different competitor technologies that displace (or partly displace) an otherwise viabie
technology.
Carey and Elton present several lessons from failure:
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■ services fail because they offer only superficial benefits;
■ non-consistency of standards (teletext flourished in UK cf US since the FCC failed to 
adopt a single standard);
■ initial adoption does not lead to mass market adoption because alternatives develop 
that offer better quality or ease of use (e.g. GSM mobiles replacing Iridium, early 
growth of wireless cable services TV in the US overtaken by expanding regular cable 
in the 1980s);
■ initiai false starts -  television and VCR experienced false starts. The first fax machine 
was built in 1843 and a commercial fax service was introduced from Paris to Lyons in 
1865. However it did not experience major take-off until the 1980s, having been 
introduced and withdrawn twice more in the 1930s and 1950s. Bandwagon effects are 
attributed as a major cause of the 'start-up' problem -  i.e. that it is difficult for the new 
technology to reach critical mass (Rohlfs, 2001).
2.2.5 Modelling service diffusion
The Bass (1969) model was developed for new consumer durables such as refrigerators, 
televisions, water softeners, room air conditioning units, clothes dryers, lawnmowers, 
automatic coffee makers and steam irons. Nonetheless, its applicability has also been 
demonstrated to a much wider class of products and services, including telecoms services 
and equipment (Bass, 2004).
However, some distinctions are worth making for service-based diffusion. Services often 
imply multiple intangible factors that contribute to an overall perception of quality such as 
high-levels of personal, tailored customer contact. Oliva’s (1996) model on service quality in 
high contact service industry settings used time per order as a key metric. Mobile telecoms 
services are rather different where the diffusion and uptake of services seems to be 
characterised by:
■ repeat, rather than single, purchases;
■ user experience factors, such as ease of use, intuitiveness;
■ a 'layered' adoption process in a social context -  i.e., they often diffuse on top of an 
existing product or physical infrastructure;
" important supply side factors, such as complementary products or parallel service 
delivery, customer service quality etc. Innovation in service firms is more subtle than 
for products -  with an emphasis on human skills and inter-firm co-operation, 
complexity of drivers and intangibility (Tether, 2005);
■ continuous technical development takes place, more than in discrete products or their 
replacements.
Therefore it can be surmised that key considerations for successful diffusion of services in 
the mobile data telecoms industry are that:
■ technology standards are important;
■ an inferior product can succeed over a competitor due to better complementary 
products / services. The archetypal VHS vs Betamax and the more recent Blu-ray vs 
HD-DVD 'format wars’ are examples;
■ instead of linear value chains, network ecosystems are typical which require co­
ordination efforts;
■ endogenous change and multiple feedbacks are prevalent within ecosystems.
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2.2.6 Aggregation of diffusion models
Some comments on aggregate versus individual models were offered in §2.1.10. Diffusion 
models have traditionally been put forward to represent aggregate market response of the 
adoption of new products or technologies. Four different positions have been proposed in a 
typology of dynamic sales models as shown in Figure 2.12 with the alternative paths for 
greater disaggregation. A more market level interpretation is sought in this work but system 
dynamics models would fall more naturally into the lower multistate flow models category.
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Figure 2.12: A typology of aggregation in models for sales of new products
(from Roberts and Lattin, 2000)
2.2.7 Diffusion policy and the macro-view: General Purpose Technologies
Technological innovations are uneven and seem to come in bursts. Some technologies 
seem to be pervasive, have wide ranging economic impacts and have been proposed by 
Bresnahan and Trajtenberg (1995) as "engines of growth”. Such technologies have been 
termed General Purpose Technologies (GPTs) with electricity, IT, lasers, the Internet, 
organisational technologies, the factory system, mass production and flexible manufacturing 
as examples. These authors define a General Purpose Technology as having the following 
characteristics:
1. pervasiveness: a GPT spreads to most sectors;
2. improvement: a GPT gets better over time, so costs of use should lower over time;
3. innovation spawning: a GPT makes it easier to invent and produce new products 
or processes.
or alternatively:
“ a technology that initially has much scope for improvement and eventually comes to be
widely used, to have many uses, and to have many Hicksian [price-quantity response effects] 
and technological complementarities” (Lipsey et al, 1998).
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Helpman and Trajtenberg (1998a) remark that diffusion studies stemming from Griliches 
(1957) and Mansfield (1961) typically look at individual innovations, whereas GPTs have 
macroeconomic implications, such as wholesale technology change and impacts on 
productivity and economic growth. The initial slow growth and delayed impacts of GPTs on 
macroeconomic productivity (Jovanovic and Rousseau, 2005) have posed fascinating 
puzzles; the endogenous character of advances in the GPT itself and the positive feedbacks 
from user sectors to the GPTs are important features which have been difficult to model 
(Helpman and Trajtenberg, 1998b).
It is proposed that applications of satellite navigation can be viewed as a GPT and that 
location enabled services will have a wide-ranging macroeconomic impact. '^^ Satellite 
navigation is an underpinning measurement and timing technology.^® Temple and Williams 
(2002) recognised the economy-wide importance of spillover effects from measurement 
technology for the UK. The research in this thesis supports the investigation of the 
technological complementarity aspects of GPTs by recognising both product and service 
aspects and the infrastructure / content co-dependencies within the navigation application 
industry. Retardation in the development of the technology caused by the problem of co­
ordination of multiple inputs problem is mentioned by Helpmann (1998). The co-dependency 
of complementary inputs is proposed as one of the mechanisms explaining slow-start 
dynamics or J-curve / "hockey stick” growth patterns.
Lipsey et al (1998) recommend a structuralist model including technology and (external) 
policy structures as well as the facilitating structure (firm-based, financial and geographical). 
In contrast, the production function in neoclassical theory is a black box where inputs are 
related to outputs, but the external and facilitating structures are not explicitly modelled. This 
lends support to the kind of model analysis proposed in this study and its potential for 
application to the broader canvas of diffusion policy at the public level and to a greater 
structural analysis of GPTs (Arthur, 2005).
2.2.8 Network effects and (complementary) bandwagon markets
The prevalence of networks, bandwagons, positive feedbacks and path dependence or ‘lock­
in’ resulting from format and standards wars are distinctive features of the information 
economy (Katz and Shapiro, 1986; Farrell and Saloner, 1986; Economides, 1996; Shapiro 
and Varian, 1999; Hax and Wilde, 2001 ; Shy, 2001; Rohlfs, 2001; Majumdar, 2005; 
Stremersch, 2007; Weil, 2007). Shy (2001, p6) argues that analysing network effects using 
classical welfare economics (and the First-Welfare Theorem) is not appropriate since a 
competitive equilibrium, perfect competition and no externalities do not apply in markets for 
network products and services and market failures are the norm.
Bandwagon effects, first studied by Leibenstein (1950), occur where consumers gain 
increasing benefits with the numbers of users and are termed positive externalities or 
positive returns to scale (reinforcing feedback R1 in Figure 2.13). More formally, they can be 
described as an external demand-side scale economy. When they apply to networks, they
A project commissioned by the British National Space Centre in 2005 was undertaken at ESYS pic and includes 
the macroeconomic impact of GNSS as a part of an updated Cost Benefit Analysis of Galileo from the UK 
perspective.
The Location and Timing Knowledge Transfer Network (sponsors of this research) is based at the National 
Physical Laboratory because of the fundamental connection to measurement technology.
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are termed network externalities. The classic case is the increasing value of a 
telecommunication network to all subscribers as it grows.
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Figure 2.13: Reinforcing (positive) feedbacks in bandwagon markets
Complementary bandwagon (or indirect network) effects (Church and Gandal, 1993; 
Stremersch, 2007) are reinforcing feedbacks (R2 in Figure 2.13) where the benefit of a 
product (e.g. hardware) partly depends on the supply of necessary complementary or 
contingent products (e.g. software) produced by independent vendors (Antonelli, 1993), as 
shown in Figure 2.14. Gupta et al (1999) [High Definition TV], Bayus (1987) [CD players] 
and Barabba et al (2002) [General Motors’ OnStar telematics case] are examples of 
modelling complementary network effects although the authors claimed the OnStar case was 
distinctive in its real-life application to support a strategic decision.
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Figure 2.14: indirect network effects and interdependence (Gupta et al, 1999)
Analyses of network effects by Shy (2001) and many others (e.g. Church and Gandal, 1993; 
Economides, 1996; Clements, 2004) in the Industrial Economics literature usually take a 
game theory approach to locate equilibria, although there is a recognition of the importance
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of dynamics resulting from positive feedbacks, with common references to Arthur (1990) and 
alternative modelling paradigms to game theory (Chatterjee et al, 2000, p i 97). Geroski 
(2000) identified the importance of bandwagon effects as a component of diffusion 
modelling. Likewise, network effects in the context of growth and diffusion models have 
been a fertile field for study in system dynamics (e.g. Sterman, 2000, Ch 10; Morecroft 
(2007, Ch 6; Thun et al, 2000; GroôBler and Thun, 2002).
In summary, network effects can be direct or indirect:
1. bandwagon (direct network) effects on demand side -  greater utility to users 
arises from a larger network;
2. complementary bandwagon (indirect network) effects shown as R2 in Figure 
2.13 can be divided into:
a. on supply side: the size of the hardware sector increases the industry 
attractiveness for complementors (or vice-versa);
b. on demand side: the utility of hardware to users increases with ancillary 
services.
Government intervention can help the start-up problem by helping a nascent industry reach 
critical mass, e.g. by facilitating interlinking between different components of network-based 
industries (Rohlfs, 2001, p201). This works best where practices include pooling of 
technologies by the technological leaders and licensing agreements for other producers to 
use the selected technology.
Network externalities and complementary bandwagon markets can lead to slow-start 
industry dynamics and ‘chicken-and-egg’ dilemmas, where the value of a service to 
consumers and producers is low initially. Subsequent rapid uptake, if the technology proves 
eventually successful, produces so-called ‘J-curve’ effects. For the LBS industry, some 
services show demand side network effects: e.g. the more mobile phone users whose 
phones have ‘find-a-friend’ location facility, the more useful the facility becomes for each 
user. A similar argument applies to the growing social networking phenomenon. The co­
dependencies between infrastructure, hardware and content providers were claimed to be 
influential in i-mode’s success (see Figure 2.22). Furthermore, industry analysis has 
indicated that location service applications (either in the mobile phone or automotive 
telematics markets) have very long value chains, such as Figure 2.15, in which the business 
model must work for each player for the service provision to be viable.
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Figure 2.15: Simplified mobile phone LBS value chain and example firms
[SMLC = Serving Mobile Location Centre]
The linear value chain can alternatively be perceived as a value network or an ecosystem as 
proposed by Peppard and Rylander (2006), drawing on a biological metaphor. The 
ecosystem is characterised by many interlinkages (Figure 2.16) between different actors.
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forming loose networks of suppliers, distributors, and outsourcers, makers of related 
products or services, providers of relevant technology and other organisations. The 
ecosystem metaphor was based on the predator-prey concept in ecology and Moore (1993) 
pioneered its application to business situations.
Figure 2.16; Network value map for mobile content (Peppard and Rylander, 2006)
Peppard and Rylander found that network theory, network transaction cost theory and 
network economics were of little help in practical questions about formulating strategy. Their 
Network Value Analysis (NVA) emphasises the structure of the network, where value 
resides, and the interlinkages between the actors in terms of influences which can be 
positive and negative. Their network value map shown in Figure 2.16 is static but they 
identify the need to describe network behaviour. What is missing in their NVA approach is 
the analytical tools that allow the inference of dynamics from the structure depicted by the 
map. A fundamental aim of the AGILE project and the model developed in Chapter 4 of this 
thesis is to explore the possible industry dynamics that arise from the map shown in Figure 
2.17 that is the equivalent of the linear version in Figure 2.15.
The health of the ecosystem is dependent on all the players but there are vital roles for 
central co-ordinating or ‘keystone’ firms within the ecosystem, with examples such as 
Microsoft, Wal-Mart and NTT DoCoMo in the case of i-mode (lansiti and Levien, 2004), as 
examined in §2.3.2.
Technology standards form an interface that facilitates interoperability which is vital for 
complementary bandwagon markets. They can arise intentionally through formal industry 
standards boards (e.g. GSM) or ‘lock-in’ by default to become a de-facto standard by first- 
mover positioning or through momentum built by the availability of complementary product. 
Classic cases of emerging standards are the ‘format wars’ of VHS versus Betamax, where 
the widely regarded inferior VHS technology won, and Blu-ray versus HD-DVD. As in the 
VHS/Betamax case, a loss of backing from key content manufacturers and retailers, such as 
major film studios (notably Warner Brothers), caused Toshiba to drop out of the race in 
February 2008.
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Given the importance of complementary inputs in the economics of diffusion (Stoneman, 
2002, Ch 5), a few studies explicitly incorporate feedback (e.g. Smith, 2004), but the 
feedback viewpoint implicit in analysing ecosystems is a core component of the system 
dynamics approach. Ecosystem modelling is thus a natural home with predator-prey models 
dating back to N. Forrester (1977), many studies related to fisheries (e.g. Moxnes, 2005) and 
numerous modelling studies of diffusion dynamics of complementary products (e.g. Struben, 
2005; Arthur, 2006; Maier, 1998).
Stremersch et al (2007) present a review of studies on indirect network effects and a rarely- 
undertaken empirical time series analysis using tests of Granger causality. They find such 
effects to be weaker than commonly supposed but admit that the quality (cf the quantity or 
availability) of the complementing technology may be more important. They also suggest 
that minimum thresholds and saturation effects of complementary product availability should 
be considered in further research, as well as the incorporation of customer expectations.
2.3 Mobile telecoms data services and business models
In the highly competitive mobile telecoms industry, data services have been seen as a major 
opportunity for growing additional revenues. SMS text messaging has proved to be an 
unforeseen spectacular success, especially in Europe, with the hope that this might be 
repeated for other data services. Figure 2.18 shows that non-SMS data volumes in Europe 
have not lived up to the potential shown in Japan and Korea, whilst the US lags behind in 
both.
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Figure 2.18: Comparison of mobile data usage (Lindmark et al, 2004)
Forge et al (2005) undertook a major study of future mobile telecoms markets and services 
specifically with a socio-economic emphasis on demand conditions as opposed to a supply- 
side, techno-centric view. Their questionnaire study reported on expected customer interest 
levels for six services including voice, mobile internet, infotainment, text messaging, 
multimedia messaging and location based services. In each case results showed a 
distribution of percentages of the population anticipated to use each service type in three 
different socio-economic scenarios; smooth development, constant change and economic 
stagnation. Most commonly occurring usage percentages were in the rather wide 10-50% 
range. The study respondents were mainly European. Whilst most services were expected 
to grow, mobile internet services were expected to receive highest demand.
Webb (2007) provides a single long-term qualitative prediction to 2026 (not a set of 
scenarios) on wireless communications that is based on underlying technological drivers, 
user demands, existing and emerging standards and technologies and business drivers. His 
view is that forecasts tend to be over-optimistic about the rate of introduction but 
underestimate the extent of impact.
He also comments that end-user demand is critical: a service must appeal to users and 
benefits must exceed costs, since 'users don’t care how a service is delivered’. Users rely 
on reviews by others, sometimes creating tipping points (p49). It can take 4 - 1 0  years for 
even the most perfect service to become widely adopted, recognising the Rogers’ diffusion 
curve as illustrated in Figure 2.19 applied to wireless technologies.
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Figure 2.19: Technology adoption curve In 2005 (Source: Ofcom / Webb, 2007)
Webb recognises several important features of technology diffusion that apply to wireless 
communications as to any other sector:
1. technology adoption exhibits complex dynamics;
2. a majority will only adopt if the experiences of the early adopters is good;
3. the majority will rely on word-of-mouth, reviews and wide promotion to be convinced;
4. the majority wait for falling prices: their experience is of the same or better products, 
available for less, shortly afterwards.
He identifies important implications:
1.
2 .
Much can go wrong in technology launch situations: early adopters might not like it; 
the price can be incorrectly set; distribution chains do not deliver; potential users 
perceive risk of early obsolescence.
The process takes time; majority wait for product to be proven, for price to stabilise 
and for it to be acceptable.
New services, even if ‘perfect’, may not be affordable or may take time for spending 
patterns to be modified.
These reasons explain why there can be large gaps between the awareness and use of 
mobile phone functions, as revealed by Ofcom market research in Figure 2.20.
Regarding industry structure, Webb (p244) expects that industry structure will change from 
vertically integrated to: network owners, content providers and service providers, thus 
confirming the relevance of the ecosystem view discussed above. Specifically, GPS as a 
technology is mentioned several times, identifying indoor availability as a key issue.
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Figure 2.20: Awareness and use of mobile phone functions (Ofcom, 2007, p82)
2.3.1 Definition of ‘business models’
The term ‘business model’ is widely used in both the academic and practitioner literature and 
is controversial and unclear in definition but nonetheless is often seen as a vital concept for 
designing strategy (Joyce and Winch, 2005; Hedman and Kalling, 2003; Porter, 1991). As 
Porter (2001) warns:
The definition of a business model is murky at best. Most often, it seems to refer to a loose 
conception of how a company does business and generates revenue ... no business model can be 
evaluated independently of industry structure. The business model approach to management 
becomes an invitation for faulty thinking and self-delusion.
A common misapprehension is that the term business model is regarded as the revenue 
model -  the specific way in which a business model enables revenue generation. Instead, a 
business model as the way in which a company enables transactions that create value for all 
participants, including partners, suppliers and customers. A business model is then defined 
(Amit and Zott, 2000; Li and Whalley, 2002) as the architectural configuration of the 
components of transactions designed to exploit business opportunities. In the mobile 
telecoms/ICT sector. Ballon (2007) defines the guiding question as Who controls the value 
network and the overall system design?’ just as much as Is substantial value being 
produced by this model (or not)?’ but then identifies the need for making explicit the 
interdependencies in a proposed architecture to evaluate its performance, moving from a 
static to a dynamic approach. The term ‘business model’ is also often used to mean a 
conceptual map of relationships between actors and possibly a computer-based 
quantification of this map -  whether as static spreadsheets or dynamic models.
Various authors (e.g. Olla and Patel, 2002; Maitland et al, 2002; Kuo and Yu, 2006) have 
noted the centrality of the value chain concept proposed by Porter (1985) and mentioned in 
§2.2.8. The complexity of the architectures for mobile data services is acknowledged along 
with the importance of user perceptions as well as the economic and regulatory context as 
compared to merely concentrating on technical supply-side issues. The conclusion is that 
there is much to be learned about business models and that questions about the dynamics
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implied by various structures are relatively unexplored. There is a need to apply modelling 
methods that can elucidate the inherent complexities.
2.3.2 Case study of i-mode vs WAP
The example is often cited of i-mode as a successful business model for mobile data 
services whilst first-generation WAP was seen as a failure (Sharma and Nakamura, 2003).
NTT DoCoMo's i-mode is a wireless internet access platform for mobile phone 
communications that has spread to over a third of Japanese mobile subscribers (48 million 
by March 2008) since its introduction in February 1999. DoCoMo created i-mode at a time 
when the Japanese market for mobile phones was reaching maturity and users were in need 
of new services. They claim that i-mode has not just generated new revenue in a saturated 
marketplace but been a resounding success with customers and has redefined both the 
meaning of mobile communications and data service business models.
The i-mode service provides cellular phone users with access to more than 86,000 Internet 
sites, as well as specialized services such as e-mail, online shopping and banking, ticket 
reservations, and restaurant advice. Users can access sites from anywhere in Japan, and at 
low rates, since charges are based on the volume of data transmitted (packet-based 
charging), not the amount of time spent connected.
NTT DoCoMo cite the success of the i-mode business model as arising from the way it 
aligns and synchronises collaboration between equipment manufacturers, content providers 
and other platforms (Figure 2.21). In contrasting the differences in mobile internet services 
in Japan and Europe, several authors (Bohlin et al, 2003; Benzoni et al, 2003; Lindmark et 
al, 2004; Tee, 2005) have noted that Japanese network operators have a dominant position 
and therefore are able to have a co-ordinating role on behalf of their supply chain partners. 
In Europe, the network operators do not possess this dominance, so it will be interesting to 
observe how the current roll-out of i-mode services from European operators such as 02 in 
Ireland, the UK and Germany and KPN in the Netherlands.
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Figure 2.21 i-mode coiiaboration concept and subscriber growth (NTT DoCoMo, 2005)
A technically important factor in i-mode’s development was the adoption of the cHTML 
(compact HTML) subset and its compatibility with HTML that made it very easy for third 
parties to construct i-mode compatible sites, given their familiarity with HTML. Another key
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enabler for the success of i-mode has been the revenue-sharing micropayment model which 
pays 91% of i-mode access revenues to the content providers, with DoCoMo retaining only a 
9% commission as a handling and billing charge (Murray-Watson/The Telegraph, 2005). 
Thus DoCoMo Japan acts in an oligopoly position, along with KDDI and Vodaphone KK, but, 
in terms of its revenue sharing arrangements, uses its dominance with benign effect. Less 
dominant mobile operators were expected to adopt similar revenue sharing agreements in 
Europe but without quite such generous terms for content providers.
Numbers ofImode
subscribers Technical capability o f imode platform
Supported number 
o f imode content 
sites
subscriber growth Jy  technical / quality growth
Quality and 
attractiveness of
imode sites Creativity o f content
providers eg fishing 
Pokeman
Figure 2.22: I-mode complementary bandwagon growth loops
(deduced from Sigurdson, 2001 ; Lindmark et al, 2004; NTT DoCoMo, 2005)
DoCoMo's network strategy is very similar to certain elements of the Delta strategy concept 
developed by Hax and Wilde (2001), namely the new business models of "bonding", 
"complementors" and "customer lock-in", with ‘complementer analysis’ added as an extra 
component to the popular Porter’s 5 forces model (Porter, 1980) for industry analysis.
This stands in contrast to the launch of the Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) giving 
internet access on a phone which in its original form was regarded as a dismal failure in 
Western economies. The main reasons cited in major reviews (Sigurdson, 2001 ; ITU, 2002; 
Sharma and Nakamura, 2003) were poor products (poor content, low customer usability, 
long downloading times, a monochrome interface), weak infrastructure (ineffective billing 
models, lack of content availability in the Wireless Markup Language) and ineffective 
business planning.
Despite the claims in the literature cited of the importance of complementors in the i-mode 
ecosystem, Stremersch et al (2007, p68) found a lack of empirical support for indirect 
network effects. However, the test was for Granger causality^® and based on i-mode 
subscriptions and the number of independent i-mode sites whilst they admit that 
complementer quality may have more impact than availability (i.e. quantity).
In time series econometric models, a variable X is said to show Granger causaiity on a variabie Y if prior values of 
X help to forecast Y better than prior values of Y alone. Granger causality is not the same as true causality, since 
there can be intermediate variabies, confounding the statistic^ analysis. Originally, linearised models were required 
for Granger causality tests but non-linear versions are harder to interpret. Another approach to causality is via a 
modei-driven framework, as in system dynamics or Structural Equation Modelling (SEM), whereby causality is 
hypothesised independently of the data.
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2.3.3 The Location Based Services (LBS) Sector
Hampered by the excessive costs of the 3G licence auctions in Europe, the network 
operators found LBS implementations using Control Plane architectures costly and complex 
and so have taken a cautious approach. An added factor was disappointing data service 
uptake from experience with WAP, although text services using SMS have been a huge 
success. The Secure User Plane Location (SUPL) standard was developed by the Open 
Mobile Alliance, an industry forum that works to bring open standards, platform 
independence and global interoperability in mobile data services. The AGILE project 
contributed to the SUPL 2.0 standard. SUPL avoids the complexity of location data handling 
via the Control Plane, which eases the way for LBS implementations in GSM and 3G 
networks that are not synchronised to GPS time, as are CDMA networks.
Although this situation has prevailed in Europe, it should be compared to the LBS sector 
position in the US and Japan or South Korea.
In the US, GPS penetration has been driven by the US Federal Communications 
Commission’s emergency call Enhanced E911 Phase II rules, reaching over 40% in 2007. 
Despite this, the use of mobile data services is typically half that of European users amongst 
consumers and business usage has been more prevalent with fleet tracking applications. 
LBS application usage hovers at around 5% (Telephia, 2007), although application 
downloads were recently recorded as the most popular mobile application made. Although 
this is a slight improvement on the 3% reported in the survey results shown In Figure 2.23, 
there is a conundrum of how to bridge the gap between current usage and the stated 
desirability of a technology. How to monetise services is an issue when people have 
become used to free mapping and related services such as Google maps on the internet.
t Feature Currently in use
Desirable""' I  
to have |
Text messaging 44% 15%  j
Mobile Web or Internet 18% 19%  #
Mobile E-Mail 13 % 28’% 1
Picture messaging 13% 20 % I
Bluetooth technology 5% 30 % 1
Mobile music player 5% 23 % 1
Broadband Internet access 5% as% 8
Personalized navigational services (GPS) 3% 50 % I
Downloading audio content over the air 3% 13%  1
Video messaging 2% 15 % 1
Radio 2% 19% 1
streaming Music 2% 15% 1
Mobile Video 2% 15%  8
U vetv 1 % 17%  I
Live Streaming Video 1 % 12%  8
Live Video Conference 1 % 12 % I
^ V id eo  Piayei 1 % _____
Figure 2.23: US mobile phone feature usage and interest 2005-6 (Nilsson, 2006^ )^
The LBS sectors in South Korea and Japan have progressed much further, partly through 
the prevalence of GPS-synchronised CDMA networks. But the Japanese experience shows 
that although GPS penetrations can be as high as 80%, e.g. in the case of the KDDI 
network, only around 10% of those subscribe to a paying LBS service (Mayhew-Smith, 2005;
From Location India 2008 Conference presentation by Magnus Nilsson, GEO, Wayfinder, quoting eBrain Market 
Research, 2006; research conducted Dec 2005 -  Feb 2006
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DTI, 2004). The discrepancy was attributed not to price but to the practical usability, 
specifically the long Time-To-First-Fix or around 40 seconds, even with CDMA networks.
In Europe, a reason for the operators’ caution has been the hugely expensive auction of 3G 
spectrum licences in Europe and the relatively poor take-up of added value data services, 
with many potential users put off by experiences of slow internet browsing (e.g. from the 
initial disappointment of WAP) or from unpredictably expensive browsing costs.
Responding to the challenge on how to monetise services in LBS, Nokia’s head of LBS 
Michael Halbherr identified four ‘models’ to make money (GPS Business News, 2007). One 
is to give the application for free and get money from advertisement. Another one is to make 
money by getting a share of the transaction; hotel booking, flight, etc. The third one is selling 
content and the fourth is to sell a value-added functionality -  in this case, navigation. But all 
these business models depend on: a) an installed base of phones, b) user uptake and c) 
some kind of quality of service that influences uptake.
The AGILE project envisaged 18 LBS applications in 4 generic groups, as illustrated in 
Figure 2.24, as a way of simplifying analysis. The business modelling work used these 4 
groups to parameterise the business model from which commercial analysis proceeded.
The improved outlook for LBS is considered partly caused by 3G services and the easier 
user-plane implementations. For instance, actors in the LBS market space want to grow the 
sector from 4% current penetration; they are aiming for 10-20% with the implication that 
business-grabbing tendencies need to be curbed (GPS Business News, 2008b) -  a 
reflection on the interdependency in the ecosystem.
LBS Application Grouping
sensitive to indoor 
positioning
e-commerce
Applications »%BuddyFinder
Location mBased
Gaming
Entertainment
Applications Community
Mobility
Applications
Figure 2.24: AGILE LBS applications and groups (LogicaCMG, 2007)
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2.4 Diffusion model estimation and validation
As discussed in §2.1.12, estimation of parameters is of central concern in econometrics but 
is viewed as less critical than conceptualising the model structure and boundary (Forrester, 
1987c). Different structures are considered in the literature via differing modifications to 
basic model structures (as in §2.2.3). Diffusion model estimation is extensively covered by 
Mahajan et al (1986) and Putsis and Srinivasan (2000). Although these authors concentrate 
mainly on formal methods, there are essentially two approaches to parameter estimation:
1. econometric estimation of parameters for a given model using formal statistically- 
based procedures from historic time series data (or cross-sectional data if not), or
2. other methods including expert judgment and observation to estimate parameters 
directly (as per Graham, 1980), and/or parameters are taken from analogue cases, 
or ‘hand-calibration’ whereby model parameters are tuned to get a visually close fit 
against the data
or some combination of these methods as summarised in Table 2.4. Fitting a model to 
historic data using an eclectic approach can be described as calibration and is discussed in 
§2.4.2.
Table 2.4: Different approaches to model parameter estimation
Method Comments
Judgment-based
1 Informed guesstimate Useful as first cut scenario testing
2 Expert judgement or direct observation of 
parameter values (‘below level of 
aggregation’ -  Graham, 1980)
Require currency of observations or expert 
judgement for likely situation at operational 
level / decision points
Combined judgment and estimation
3 By estimation from expert judgement 
forecasts (judgmental bootstrapping from 
time series forecast data)
Expert judgement forecasts used as a 
baseline for testing alternative scenarios, or 
to compare against published parameter 
values. *
Formai estimation approaches (historic data)
4 By formal estimation from historic data for 
the application in question; possibly 
updating in the light of new data
Past data may not be relevant for future -  
only relevant for established 
markets/situations. ^
Bayesian or full-information methods such as 
Kalman Filtering to update with new data as 
it becomes available -  relevant for ongoing 
planning e.g. for production management 
(peak sales/time to peak).
5 By using analogues (in the absence of 
historic data) -  from published parameter 
values or by estimation from raw time series
Validity or relevance of analogue? Choose 
analogues at level of structure (i.e. expected 
market behaviour, not similarity of product / 
service)  ^ *
 ^When estimating from existing data, for all logistic / S-growth penetration curves, need the point of inflexion in 
data for stability of estimates (Mahajan, Muller and Bass 1990)
* Data are likely to include point of inflection
Econometrics is almost entirely about the former (Mass, 1986), the methods of undertaking 
estimation and the problems involved (and their resolution), which include (Meadows, 1980): 
serial correlation (data are similar from time periods close together), multicollinearity (data 
bunched together), the degrees of freedom problem (not enough data), structural change
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(sample data from different populations), measurement error, heteroscedasticity (variance of 
sample data non constant -  with which modern econometric methods can now deal).
Estimating parameters from expert judgement forecasts (approach 3) is called judgemental 
bootstrapping, although this is a procedure normally used on cross-sectional data to infer 
experts’ rules so as to make expert forecasting processes more reliable, although it is less 
commonly used on time series (Armstrong, 2001b, p i84). This procedure allows for a base 
forecast scenario to be calibrated against existing data and this was done for partial model 
calibration in the AGILE project against expert judgement forecasts from the ProDDAGE 
market analysis work (ESYS, 2006). Table 2.5 provides some common Bass diffusion 
model parameter estimates and ranges.
Additional advice is to estimate p and q independently of c (ceiling penetration) (Mahajan et 
al, 1986; Putsis and Srinivasan, 2000). Xie et al (1997) proposed that these parameters can 
vary temporally. They use extended Kalman filtering to estimate and forecast on a period- 
by-period basis.
Table 2.5: Bass model p & q estimates from Lilien et al (2000)
fUb > lOyrs} Short run (typically <10 years)
years ’
P q P q .
Average 0.037 0.327 0.040 0.398
25 percentile 0.004 0.134 0.001 0.255
Median 0.025 0.280 0.021 0.365
75 percentile 0.054 0.435 0.055 0.519
Cellular telephone 0.044 0.421
VCR 0.025 0.603
Home PC 0.121 0.281
HDTV (from Gupta et al 1999) 0.034 0.401
Data derived from Rohlfs (2001) usina Vensim MLE calibration:
VHS: m = 300k 0.0009 0.577
Betamax: m = 27k 0.0026 0.762
2.4.1 Estimating parameters for new market situations
The forecasting of new product or service markets with little or no data remains one of the 
major challenges for diffusion modelling (Meade and Islam, 2006). A possible means of 
increasing the data that are available is to increase the sampling frequency, e.g. from annual 
to quarterly; a further increase to monthly data led to no advantage (Putsis, 1996). Where 
there are at least some data, a greater sampling frequency, if available leads to more 
accurate parameters.
One approach to modelling new situations is to rely on data from analogous situations. In 
principle, the procedure is simple: identify products with a diffusion path that was similar to 
how the new product is likely to diffuse, obtain p and q parameters from these analogues 
and plug them into a diffusion model. The potential market m can be estimated separately, 
from managerial judgement, a survey or other population data (Lilien et al, 2000) and this
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area remains a priority for research (Meade and Islam, 2006). One needs to be careful in 
choosing analogues but similarities based on expected market behaviour or structure (Paich, 
2004) form a better basis than on product similarities or similar penetration levels. For 
example, for forecasting the uptake of online services, cellular telephone subscriptions may 
be a better analogue than cable TV subscriptions.
Choosing analogues at the level of structure rather than similarity of products can be 
expanded to encompass the following criteria (Thomas, 1985; Lilien et al, 2000):
■ environmental context (socioeconomic / regulatory);
■ market structure (e.g.. barriers to entry & competitive analysis);
■ buyer behaviour (buyer situation & choice analysis);
■ marketing mix strategies;
■ characteristics of the innovation (relative advantage & product complexity).
Another approach is to use meta analysis (a comparative analysis of a number of studies) as 
a guide to data, e.g. Van den Bulte and Stremersch (2004), Sultan et al (1990). The latter 
study finds that the coefficient of innovation p is relatively stable across the 213 applications 
that they surveyed, with an average value of 0.03. The coefficient of imitation q is far more 
variable about its average 0.38 and they argue that this demonstrates its sensitivity to 
marketing variables.
Bass et al (2001) describe a study for forecasting the diffusion of a new technology 
(DIRECTV) prior to launch. They derived parameters of the model in part from stated-intentions 
data from potential consumers and in part by guessing by analogy. Barabba et al (2002) used 
extensive in-house data but admit that finding parameters, especially to estimate network effects, 
for new market situations was problematic and so had to rely on ‘guesstimates’ and sensitivity 
testing. The study by Urban et al (1996), to forecast demand for a completely new product, 
combines managerial judgment and state-of-the-art market measurement to determine market 
viability and possible improvements in technology that would reduce price and/or increase 
benefits enough to ensure profitability.
If one has the luxury of independent expert judgement time series forecasts, one can use 
judgemental bootstrapping, referred to above, to parameterise a model. Of course, the 
interim working assumption is that the correct model structure is being used in the calibration 
process and that this structure subsumes all of the causal factors that were Included in the 
expert judgment forecasts. The parameter estimates can then be compared with analogues.
Two further comments on estimating parameters for diffusion models, as applied to new 
modelling situations, are that:
1. data past the inflection point of cumulative penetration (i.e. peak sales rate) is 
required to gain stable parameter estimates -  which is too late to be of practical use 
in production planning, for instance (Meade and Islam, 2001 and Mahajan et al, 
1990);
2. the Bass model and similar models comprise parameters of such an aggregated 
nature to characterise a market in a general sense, rather than convey something 
that is actionable, which Is why extensions to the Bass model, as discussed earlier, 
have included management decision variables (e.g. Bottomley and Fildes, 1998).
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2.4.2 Calibration: estimation of complex models by simulation
The task of estimating parameters from data for the overall system or dependent variable(s) 
is often termed the inverse problem. The term calibration denotes the practice of adjusting 
parameters to obtain a match between a model and observed data where model complexity 
precludes standard estimation procedures and simulation methods must be used. 
Calibration has thus been defined as estimation of complex models by simulation (Hansen 
and Heckman, 1996). Thirty years ago, calibrated models would not have been deemed to 
pass as serious economic work, but despite a deep controversy in the econometrics 
profession over calibration, Dawkins et al (2001) claim that calibrated models are here to 
stay -  especially with the development of multi-equation dynamic and non-linear models.
Calibration can include a variety of procedures and therefore calibration is seen as a vague 
term for the empirical grounding of economic models (Hansen and Heckman, 1996). 
Detractors consider the practice ‘ad hoc'. Critics maintain that the use of parameters from 
econometrically unrelated studies is invalid and that reduced form^® methods deliver more 
empirically.
To those practising calibration in economics, econometric procedures appear to be based on 
theoretically poorly specified models and seldom seem to produce conclusive results. But 
current policy issues cannot wait until the theoretical models needed for analysis are well 
developed in the literature. What is needed is a model that describes reality as best as it is 
understood in the present. Calibration allows the model to be parameterised, even if the 
parameters are not derived from time series or cross-section estimation. From an 
econometric viewpoint, Dawkins et al (2001) suggest that best practice involves moulding 
model calibration to the questions posed, the choice of appropriate functional forms and 
sensitivity analysis of results.^®
Calibration in dynamic simulation models can be done in several ways. Manual or ‘hand’ 
calibration is an informal method that simply involves ‘tuning’ (i.e. adjusting) the parameters 
individually or possibly in combination in repeated simulation experiments and inspecting 
how closely model output matches the data. Although this can be very time consuming, 
especially for models with large numbers of parameters, the modeller gains an insight into 
what effect each parameter has on the model’s overall behaviour, and effects of interaction 
between the parameters. Hand calibration is less of an art and more replicable than may be 
expected (Lyneis and Pugh, 1996).
Automated methods use some kind of optimisation routine, often using hill-climbing or 
genetic algorithms, to vary the parameters systematically to maximise an objective function, 
which in the case of calibration is defined as sum of the residuals between the model and the 
data. Enhancements employing optimal filtering techniques, such as the Kalman filter 
(Kalman, 1960), allow for the model to be consistent with all available data, by successively 
updating parameters with data. An optimal filter can deal with missing data and 
measurement error and have the added benefit of being able to estimate the state of
® In econometrics, the reduced form is the manipulation of simultaneous structural equations (ie those derived from 
theory) to eliminate endogenous variables, which can deal with the parameter identification problem.
Dawkins et al (2001) identify recent advances in calibration in econometrics as including double calibration, 
sensitivity analysis and data preadjustment.
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unobserved variables. An Intuitive treatment of the theory of the Kalman filter and an 
overview of its implementation in a system dynamics context is given by Peterson (1980).
Lyneis and Pugh (1996) argue that much is to be gained from a combination of hand and 
automated methods because of the learning benefits of hand calibration on the one hand, 
and the reduction of the burden by using automated methods. In addition, in system 
dynamics, calibration often implies revising the model structure (equations) as well as the 
parameters so that the model output matches available time series data. Moreover, it is 
desirable to estimate, or constrain, as many parameters by a priori knowledge or direct 
observation (Graham, 1980). Thus any time series for the overall model can be reserved for 
testing the model ensemble, rather than parameter estimation (Richardson and Pugh, 1981, 
p238). Nonetheless, given the iterative nature of adjusting parameters, or where there is a 
lack of a priori data on a parameter, Oliva (2003) proposes model calibration as part of a 
strategy for model testing.
Hence calibration is conceptually similar to estimation since the same objective is in mind. 
However, in system dynamics modelling, a dynamic hypothesis that is consistent with the 
data is not sufficient. The model is not developed as an instrumental theory -  that is, one 
that is useful irrespective of its truth or falsehood. Instead, the model’s behaviour should 
arise for the right reasons (Coyle, 1996) if the aim is to move on to suggest policy and 
structural changes that improve future conditions.
2.4.3 Ex-post and ex-ante forecasts
Ex-post forecasting refers to the use of historic data which is divided into two portions: the 
first portion is used to parameterise the model by estimation or calibration; the second (‘hold­
out’ data) is then used as data against which the predictions from the parameterised model 
can be tested. Ex-post forecasting is a common validation strategy. A pure or ex-ante 
forecast involves predicting forward from the current time and comparisons against actuality 
cannot happen until new data is collected.
estimation or 
calibration
ex-post forecast or 
validation
ex-ante forecast
time
now
Figure 2.25: Ex-post and ex-ante forecasting
Companies seeking to make business plans will often purchase several forecasts from 
differing market analysts and then ’triangulate’ between them, possibly by simply taking an 
average. The merit of different forecasts applies only if there is independence in the ways 
the forecast has been produced, although there will no doubt be some commonality of 
sources.
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2.4.4 Sources of data
Forrester (1980b, 1994) cites the Webster’s (1971) Third New International Dictionary 
definition of data as "something that is given either from being experientially 
encountered....something upon which an inference or an argument is based or from which 
an intellectual system of any sort is constructed....material serving as a basis for discussion, 
inference or determination of policy ... detailed information of any kind”. This definition 
indicates that the term goes substantially beyond the typical usage that implies numerical 
data only and therefore includes knowledge of structure and policies (i.e. decision rules) that 
reside in people’s heads (Figure 2.26). This information is inherently tacit rather than explicit 
and is rich in context. The amount of mental data is vastly greater than the content of the 
written database, such as books, reports, memos, emails and the written database is in turn 
is many times larger than numerical database. Despite increasingly large databases held in 
computer fiieservers, structuring model assumptions or ‘priors’ must still come from the 
mental database.
Mental data base
Observation
Experience
Written database
Numerical database
Figure 2.26: Relative sizes of mental, written and numerical databases (Forrester,
1980b)
The suggestion from this diagram is that models of emergent markets, if they are to be 
‘designed’ according to our wishes, must draw heavily on the concepts and expectations in 
the mental database and serve as policy test-beds rather than numerically accurate 
forecasts.
2.4.5 Econometric estimation methods for diffusion models
Bass (1969) suggested that his equation could be estimated by Ordinary Least Squares 
(OLS). However, there are a number of shortcomings in using OLS (Schmittlein and 
Mahajan, 1982; Mahajan et al, 1986; Putsis and Srinivasan, 2000) because:
1. the diffusion parameters p, q and m are not immediately available because they 
are non-linear functions of the coefficients of the quadratic equation;
2. it gives unstable or wrong sign parameters in the presence of few data points 
and multicollinearity between variables;
3. it does not provide standard errors for parameter estimates since p, q and m are 
nonlinear functions of the regression coefficients;
4. the procedure contains a time-interval bias since discrete time-series data are 
used for estimating a continuous time model.
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Other methods applied to diffusion models, such as Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) 
(Schmittlein and Mahajan, 1982) or Nonlinear Least Squares (NLS) estimation (Srinivasan 
and Mason, 1986), overcome these limitations. Of these two methods, NLS is preferred 
since MLE can lead to a bias by underestimating the standard errors because it considers 
sampling errors only and not other error sources. NLS also allows the estimation of 
parameters in a single step. Otherwise, there is otherwise little to choose between them 
(Putsis and Srinivasan, 2000).
Stoneman (2002, Ch 10 / Zettelmeyer and Stoneman, 1993) present an in-depth 
comparative econometric study to test alternative models of new product diffusion, with data 
for cars, CD players and camcorders sourced from a consulting firm. The models tested 
include;
1. The Karshenas-Stoneman (KS) model -  a Bass model with a decay term that allows 
for heterogeneity of information-spreading in the adopter pool: some adopters 
become uninfluential or non-communicators to potential adopters, i.e., using terms 
from Figure 2.27:
dt
= Adoption rate -  Decay rate = ^ — j . (m -  Ar) -  aY and
dZDecay rate = —  = a¥  with N  =  Y +  Zdt
with a  the decay fraction [TIME‘S]. In stock-flow terms, the KS model is closely 
analogous (except for the advertising influence) to the generic Susceptible-lnfected- 
Recovered (SIR) model attributed to Kermack and McKendrick (1927) that is 
applicable to acute disease epidemiology, with:
S : equivalent to Potential Adopters;
I : equivalent to ‘Active’ (i.e. actively communicating) Adopters;
R : equivalent to inactive adopters.
The generic diffusion model of Dodson and Muller (1978) model can be seen as a 
alternative generic model to the KS/SIR model that has uninformed, potential 
customers and current customers as stocks, with repurchasing.
A
Decay rateAdoption rate
Potential
Adopters
Y, Influential 
Adopters Non-influential Adopters
Figure 2.27: The stock-flow depiction of the K-S modei
2. The EMM model (Easingwood, Mahajan and Muller, 1983), is a modified Bass 
model which allows the coefficient of imitation to vary with the proportion of adopters 
(i.e. the penetration) i.e.:
,0, N ]  . dNq = q \ — hence —’ m J  dt p +  q\
N (m -  n ) where 0 = 5+1
3. The simple Logistic and the Bass, Gompertz, Harvey and Hermes models.
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Several interesting points arise. First, the EMM model and KS models are identified as 
being the 'best' models in the sense that they offer the best fit statistics; the lowest % 
standard error and highest log-likelihood values. The KS model is slightly superior to the 
Bass model in terms of %SE. However, the EMM model displays estimation problems, often 
requiring p -  0, and the fit was never improved with p 9^ 0. This implies that exogenous 
factors, so important in the Marketing literature, have no role to play and Stoneman 
recognises this is contrary to all a pr/or/expectations. The better fit is explained by the ability 
of the two models to have fewer than all the adopters to be non-influential. The EMM model 
achieves this indirectly via the elasticity of sales against cumulative sales using the a 
parameter.
However, Stoneman does not discuss the differing policy or managerial implications of the 
two models. This is partly because the distinguishing parameters, a and a are again highly 
aggregate characteristics of the market and not actionable levers. The implications would be 
along the lines of recognising the influence of adopter profile on imitative communication for 
the EMM model, and hence perhaps a tailored awareness campaign, and the role of the age 
or familiarity of the technology -  with newer technology, adopters become 'uninfluential' at a 
lower rate.
Second, all the models are epidemic diffusion based, Stoneman concluding (p170), "In 
Economics, the potential of epidemic diffusion models has probably been underestimated. 
On the other hand, econometrically well-founded studies ... remain rare in Marketing.”
Third, CD player diffusion provides ‘very disappointing' results (p164). Stoneman suggests 
that this arises from the complementary product nature of the diffusion of CD players, 
namely the co-dependence on availability of CD titles and their price. The economic 
variables included (product price, personal disposable income and the interest rate) do not 
capture these effects. This strongly points to the need to include the supply side in realistic 
modelling work.
Single equation statistical estimation methods, such as OLS and GLS, were deemed to be 
misleading for system dynamics models because of the multi-equation non-linear feedback 
character of such models. This was because parameter estimates derived from these 
methods are very sensitive to data measurement and model specification errors (Senge, 
1977; Mass and Senge, 1980). Instead, non-linear least squares, as used in Chapter 3, or 
full-information methods such as Full-information Maximum Likelihood and its combination 
with the Kalman optimal filter (FIMLOF) are recommended for ensuring consistency with 
available data (Peterson, 1980; Lyneis and Pugh, 1996).
A final comment is a warning from Mingers (2006) on the problems of null hypothesis 
statistical significance testing, including:
■ the logical fallacy;
■ the inverse probability fallacy;
■ the statistical significance fallacy;
■ the sample size fallacy;
■ the 'nil' hypothesis problem;
■ the biased research problem.
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Responses to these problems have been to suggest Confidence Interval testing (which has 
its own problems; an arbitrary alpha and misinterpretation) and Bayesian analysis, which is 
able to accept subjective knowledge and a recognition of causal structures.
2.4.6 Validation of diffusion models
Validation is an important and complex subject which the approach chosen reflects the 
overall philosophical perspective inherent in the modelling paradigm in question. The range 
of underpinning philosophical and epistemological positions in economics and Operational 
Research was briefly reviewed in §2.1 and is covered further in Chapter 6 but brief 
comments are made here.
Fildes (2002) claims that neither econometric nor simulation approaches for new product 
diffusion models have been adequately validated. He asks whether diffusion models are any 
better than industry expert judgement forecasts. But his view is predicated on a forecasting 
perspective -  the defining test being predictive accuracy for an individual model or 
discriminating between models. Banerjee et al (1996, p574-5) warn that, for econometric 
models used for policy purposes where the economic mechanism can change over time, one 
"should not select models on the basis of forecast accuracy” but that models should 
correspond to causality in the actual economy. Admittedly, Fildes (2002) does recognise 
that there are broader aspects of model quality -  mentioning user acceptability and structural 
validation, citing comments by Lane (1995) on differing modes of use for system dynamics 
models.
Bottomley and Fildes (1998) record a study in which the inclusion of price variables in a 
diffusion model did not improve model predictive validity but state that prices may need to be 
present if the model is being used for decision support purposes. Bass et al (1994) also 
showed that decision variables were not needed for the Bass model to obtain a fit with data. 
Therefore, what is included in the model depends on the model purpose and the audience as 
much as on technical factors.
In system dynamics modelling, the validation perspective is broad ranging (Forrester, 1973) 
but most importantly is only a meaningful concept relative to the purpose of the model 
(Forrester, 1961, p i 15):
The validity (or significance) of a model should be judged by its suitability for a particuiar purpose.
A model is sound and défendable if it accomplishes what is expected of it. This means that validity, 
as an abstract concept divorced from purpose, has no useful meaning.
This implies a relativistic view of model validation as a semi-formal and social process 
(Barlas and Carpenter, 1990); there is no such thing as a ‘correct’ model, only a model that 
is ‘fit for purpose’. The ultimate comparison of a model is against the mental model that 
would otherwise have been used in the situation in question. In econometrics, all statistical 
tests are necessarily conditional on some maintained but untested hypotheses, which 
themselves entail a subjective judgement or choice of an arbitrary significance level based 
on tradition (Forrester, 1961, p i23; Barlas, 1996, p197). In contrast, with system dynamics 
there is the expectation that the details of the model will correspond with those in the real 
world, but mediated with reference to the model purpose, which means that some aspects 
must always be omitted or aggregated. In other respects, system dynamics shows hints of 
both the objectivity of methodological falsificationism (Bell and Bell, 1980) and hermeneutics 
implied by the relativism expressed in Barlas and Carpenter (1990).
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2.5 Summary and research challenges
2.5.1 Conclusions from literature review and on methodological issues
The conclusion of this literature review is that a modelling method to represent the diffusion 
of emerging data service sectors in the mobile telecoms industry primarily needs to capture 
the complex ecosystem relationships and the supply-demand and other intervening factors 
and non-linear characteristics. The resulting thesis is that the methods of heterodox 
economics are appropriate and that the goal of modelling is to understand how boundedly 
rational industry structure influences behaviour and to explain puzzling phenomena such as 
stalled growth. The underlying philosophy of critical realism supports such methods and the 
goal of a study is to identify policies that yield better industry performance.
In contrast, the underlying logical empiricist philosophy of mainstream orthodox economics 
gives rise to assumptions of equilibrium, perfect rationality, utility-maximising and effectively 
non-structural models. These imply a focus on prediction rather than causal explanation, 
whilst the aim is to understand emerging market sectors for which little data history exists.
Moreover, it is clear that industrial ecosystems, especially those developing from early 
stages, are evolving entities and the assumption of equilibrium is unrealistic. The ecosystem 
is in a state of flux, where progressive learning within the industry and relationships with 
institutions are influential in the evolving supply side and interaction with a nascent customer 
base. Instead, the heterodox approaches have more in common with the complex non-linear 
systems analysis methods.
Why is a dynamic simulation modelling approach, broadly falling within the heterodox 
economics traditions of complex systems analysis and evolutionary / institutional economics, 
a suitable way to tackle the mobile data services market and supply-side development?
The features of such markets are:
■ ecosystems of suppliers -  that is, co-dependence within the supply-side with a 
complex value chain of large operators and smaller content and application service 
providers and information aggregators;
■ chicken-and-egg dilemmas, which inhibit industry growth initially, but the inherent 
positive feedback loops have potential to generate later rapid growth a low level, after 
a period of (possibly prolonged) incubation;
■ interaction of supply and demand factors mediated through customer experience of 
service quality and usability.
The preceding literature survey also demonstrates the suitability of the system dynamics 
approach to modelling the growth of mobile data service diffusion. This entails a non-linear, 
systems-based, aggregate-level (or top-down) information-feedback approach first to 
conceptualise and then use continuous simulation of the industry dynamics of emergent 
technology sectors. This has similarities to the ‘history friendly’ or "appreciative theory’ used 
in evolutionary economics, although with a characteristic emphasis on feedback 
relationships and model conceptualisation at an aggregate level.
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The purpose of such a modelling effort is to locate the inherent policies of the structure of the 
ecosystem growth and how they can be redesigned to yield better performance. In 
particular, it is essential to uncover how the uptake of a new technology is inhibited by an 
absence or adverse combination of linkages between the supply-side and the demand-side 
structures.
2.5.2 Research challenges
Following the preceding literature review and the context described in Chapter 1, the 
following conclusions and research challenges can be stated;
1. diffusion models are not widely used in industry market analysis but have a role in 
extending the capability of market analysis and development of foresight;
2. supply-side, competition, replacement, network externality and complementary 
technology effects are important but are not usually included in basic models, 
although there are extended versions;
3. uncertainties exist in market uptake caused by long value chains, industry 
uncertainty, nascent technology standards (cf the long GSM standard development 
history), civil liberty issues and public concerns over privacy of location and tracking 
technology;
4. econometric methods are not concerned with how to conceptualise the structural 
issues listed above and have a validation approach that is focused on comparison 
against known data; however, they can be used to estimate aggregate parameters, 
assuming historic data are available;
5. however, simulation models using an approach such a system dynamics have wide 
flexibility to experiment with new structures and incorporate expert judgement in a 
scenario testing mode or to explore new policy options.
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3 Estimating diffusion models of service market 
demand
3.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to undertake a comparative analysis of parameter estimation 
methods for aggregate diffusion models of the demand for mobile telecoms services. The 
application area selected relates to the adoption of location-based services in the mobile 
telecoms industry using global satellite navigation systems. However, the analysis considers 
in a more general way the diffusion of technology services as compared to products. The 
approach is to investigate the adoption of broadly analogous service-based technologies 
using a comparative econometric analysis of different disequilibrium models similar to that 
described by Stoneman (2002), Chapter 10.^° The case studies were selected on the basis 
of available time series data. They include the diffusion of mobile telephones in the UK, 
broadband in the UK and the i-mode service which provides internet access to mobile phone 
users in Japan. These results are also compared with an approach to parameter estimation 
termed calibration, using the continuous simulation system dynamics methodology and 
Vensim software.
Apart from Stoneman’s analysis, this chapter is also partly motivated by the suggestion of 
Fildes (2002), reviewing telecommunications demand forecasting:
Research in other areas of forecasting leads to a positive conclusion as to the potential for 
improvement -  model based techniques incorporating expert judgement in a structured process will 
almost inevitably lead to improved accuracy (Armstrong, 2001a). However, it would reassure those 
working in industry to see a  more comparative evaluation of alternative methods and rough bounds 
to the resulting errors.
A major choice of methods exists between traditional discrete time equation models with 
continuous simulation methods as the book review by Fildes (2003) pointed out. The 
implications of this choice are explored in this chapter. There are other implications related 
to conceptualisation and validation; these are explored in Chapters 4 and 6.
3.1.1 Detailed objectives of this chapter
At a more detailed level, the objectives of this chapter are fourfold:
1. to test product diffusion models for relevance to service demand situations;
2. to compare econometric estimation with continuous time calibration approaches;
3. to investigate what evidence in the data there is for developing supply-side 
extensions to the demand-based models;
4. to derive a range of indicative model parameter values from the case studies.
First, the aim is to test several established diffusion models against data derived from cases 
which involve the diffusion of services rather than products, or where there are elements of 
both in the adoption of a new technology. Service markets are characterised by several
Stoneman (2002) Chapter 10: “Testing alternative models of new product diffusion” is a reprint of Zettelmeyer and 
Stoneman (1993) and the first reference necessarily points to the original article.
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factors which distinguish them from product markets, including intangibility, inseparability 
(production and consumption not separable), perishability, variability and, in particular, a 
continuous income from subscribers rather than a single product purchase and thus 
customer relationships and subscription/provisioning models apply. Services may be 
layered with other services and/or on a product base and act as strong complements with 
strong cross-layer externality effects (Fjeldstad et al, 2004). The particular application in 
question is Location Based Services (LBS), the largest market identified in the market 
assessment studies for applications of Global Navigation Satellite Services. LBS is a 
generic term that encompasses many different individual applications, almost all of which 
relate to location services provided by mobile phone network operators. The provision of 
LBS requires multiple components In the value chain, including at minimum an infrastructure 
operator, hardware and content providers.
The empirical econometric approach used by Stoneman (2002) to compare diffusion models 
is followed in this chapter. This allows an evaluation of various diffusion models applied to 
service adoption data as well as providing parameter values for use in Chapter 4 of this 
thesis to complement values from published data sources. These databases cite 
parameters estimated using the Bass model as a standard reference benchmark. Of course, 
care has to be exercised as to whether any chosen analogue is relevant for the case in 
hand.
The models considered are all demand-side diffusion models and only a subset of the best 
three performing models from Stoneman (2002) Chapter 10, which are frequently used in the 
marketing science literature. These models are the Bass (Bass, 1969), the KS (Karshenas 
and Stoneman, 1992) and the EMM, or Non-Uniform Influence, model (Easingwood, 
Mahajan and Muller, 1993). Stoneman (2002) also compared the simple logistic, Gompertz, 
Harvey and Hermes models but these all showed significantly inferior performance to the 
EMM and KS models; the Bass model is retained as a benchmark for comparing parameter 
values with published data.
Second, parameter estimation from time series data can be achieved either with econometric 
estimation or with calibration of simulation models, such as those built using the system 
dynamics perspective. Econometric analysis of diffusion models uses numerical solutions of 
a discrete time formulation of the differential equations to estimate parameters. The simplest 
method is ordinary least squares, but more sophisticated estimation techniques such as non­
linear least squares or simultaneous equation methods can be used.
In contrast, system dynamics uses a continuous time simulation method usually with multiple 
ordinary differential equations expressed in an integral form. This is notwithstanding the 
recommended practice within the system dynamics field of deriving parameters 
independently from all available information sources, that is, from ‘below the level of 
aggregation’ in the model (Graham, 1980). As discussed in Chapter 2, this includes data 
from observation and judgement (the "mental" database) and from literature (the ‘written’ 
database, Forrester, 1980a). In so doing, available historic numerical time series data can 
be retained for an independent validation test, as one amongst many other possible tests 
(Forrester and Senge, 1980) and this is regarded as a strong enhancement of confidence in 
a model (Richardson, 1981). Calibration includes automated parameter estimation by 
minimising the residuals between the model and the data but also the manual adjustment of 
parameters or supplying parameters from the other sources discussed.
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Thus there is considerable overlap between estimation and calibration but there are few 
comparative studies in the literature. An important question is whether it is more desirable to 
estimate parameters using sales (adoption) data or population data -  whether for products or 
service subscribers -  which is the integral of sales data. Econometric approaches are 
usually limited to estimation from sales data, except in the cases where the stock of adopters 
can be expressed analytically as an explicit function of time. Cumulative sales data would 
need to be first-differenced to derive sales data. This chapter explores the implications by 
comparing results from the econometric/statistical estimation software Eviews with the 
system dynamics software Vensim which permits calibration using weighted least squares.
A third objective is to identify what structural factors such as network externalities are 
surfaced by the data that can be incorporated into subsequent extensions to the models that 
incorporate supply side issues. This is developed further in Chapter 4.
A fourth objective is to indicate a range of parameter values that could be relevant for the 
model development undertaken in Chapter 4.
3.2 The models
This study of demand-side technology adoption investigates three established models that 
were identified as the best performing in the study by Stoneman (2002): the Bass, the EMM 
and the KS. The standard Bass model is given by:
dN 
dt
Np + g' .{m -N) (3.1)
where N is the current number of adopters, m is the market potential (or addressable market 
size), and p and q are the coefficients of innovation and imitation respectively and the 
standard units are year ’ .
To allow for a time-dependent variation of the addressable market size, m is replaced by rrit, 
where
^friQ + j^ruQ t (3.2)
where y is growth parameter representing percentage growth of the initial population mo. A 
growing m was particularly evident for the i-mode case. The form of this relationship follows 
a linear growth relationship since a regional (or national) population can quite reasonably be 
represented this way with large values of mo over limited timescales relative to the growth 
rate (y). The population growth envisaged by Osaki et al (2001) included step changes or 
logistic growth in m.
The EMM model (Easingwood, Mahajan and Muller, 1983) is also termed the Non-Uniform 
Influence model that allows the strength of the imitation effect to vary with the proportion of 
adopters via the parameter a, and thereby exert indirectly a time-dependent influence on the 
imitation effect:
dN
dt p + q\ —  \m .{m, -N )  (3.3)
The KS model (Karshenas and Stoneman, 1992) was developed as an attempt to integrate 
the behavioural basis of models in the Economics literature with the focus on forecasting 
performance and the epidemic tradition evident in the Marketing literature. It represents
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learning effects within the adopter population (and thus indirectly allows for some time- 
dependent behaviour) by splitting them into two groups, namely influential (Y) and non- 
influential adopters (Z), i.e. those active in the imitation process and those who are not 
‘infective’ or engaged in the ‘contagion’ process of communicating to potential adopters. In 
epidemic terms, these groups are termed the ‘infectives’ and the ‘recovered’ populations of 
the SIR model (Kermack and McKendrick, 1927). The rate of decay from the influential 
population Y is via the parameter a. Note that in service markets (as in the Chapter 4 
model), the decay rate is interpreted differently as ‘churn’, whereby active subscribers (Y) 
cancel their subscriptions and become inactive (Z) as well as ceasing to 'infect' potential 
adopters. However, if product adopters cease to use their acquisitions, this does not show 
up in adoption data.
V 7
Adoption rate Decay rate
Potential
Adopters
Y, Influential 
Adopters Non-influentialAdopters
Figure 3.1 : Stock-flow architecture of KS model -  analogous to the SIR model
Identifying the Adoption rate (inflow) and Decay rate (outflow) separately for the stock, Y:
Net flow rate = ÉLdt .(/«, ~ n )L
where the total adopters, N, is given by:
Adoption rate
dZ
dZ
' ÆDecay rate
N  — Y Z  and —  — otT dt
A model combining the features of the EMM and KS models is thus:
dV _ '  Y  'p +  qdt (/M; — A/^ ) —
dZ
dt
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
3.3 Representing supply-side and network effects
An attempt to include the network effects is crudely achieved by adding a penetration- 
dependent non-linear multiplier on the p and q parameters. This multiplier 0  is deemed to 
vary with the degree of penetration of the technology N / m, and reflects increasing value of 
the technology as subscribers are added. For the Bass model, this network effect is 
represented as:
dN
dt =  0 p +  q\ ~
where 0 = / N
(3.7)
(3.8)
Multiplier curves (often termed ‘table functions’) are a feature of system dynamics modelling 
where a non-linear relationship is posited between two variables, but where its analytical 
function is not necessarily known. The curve shown in Figure 3.2 was drawn point-by-point 
by trial and error whilst in the Vensim Synthesim mode (see Figure 3.3), in an attempt to 
minimise residuals for the i-mode case, described below. Thus it was effectively manually 
estimated (or “hand” calibrated) from the data.
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Multiplier to represent supply-side (and/or) networkextcrnaiily effects
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Figure 3.2: Multiplier d> for network effects
The surprise was that the points chosen formed a smooth curve that seemed to work well for 
the two other case studies. This could be fortuitous or the multiplier could be identifying 
something more generic that applies across the three cases, whereby network effects are 
strongest around penetration = 0.5. The hint is that q becomes stronger with penetration -
i.e. direct network or bandwagon effect. Less likely is the same effect on innovation via the p 
parameter since it usually contributes only a small proportion of adopters apart from during 
the early stages, as in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 3.3: The Synthesim mode from Vensim showing the calibration sliders
Clearly, more than one effect is being represented since the curve is not monotonie: the loss 
of additional value to users is indicated by the falling values of when penetration > 0.5, 
although the residuals from the calibration are fairly insensitive to variation in O after 0.5. 
Non-monotonic multiplier curves are not recommended in good system dynamics practice
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(Sterman, 2000), where they are representing more than one effect in a single relationship. 
Ideally the effects should be disaggregated to isolate different causes. However, this curve 
was arrived at by attempting to fit the model to the data. This multiplier is then a crude way 
of representing supply-side and/or other network effects -  it is likely combining positive 
network externalities for users (or Leibenstein/bandwagon effects) with supply side effects 
without discriminating between them. This approach is acceptable as an interim way to see 
if improved estimation results can be gained but it is an example of the inability to determine 
structural causality from aggregate data. This is a key tenet of system dynamics -  that the 
structure cannot be identified from aggregate time series data but must be hypothesised 
independently from It.
3.4 The data and choice of analogues
To assess the applicability of diffusion models to services, analogues which possessed 
sufficient data histories were sought. For the case of satellite navigation based services, and 
in particular mobile phone Location Based Services (LBS), wireless data services in the 
mobile telecoms industry were thought to be relevant as the environmental context and 
market structures are similar. However, it is noted that LBS is really a service enabler rather 
than a service per se, where the service is based on embedded hardware in a product (a 
GPS or Galileo receiver). Consequently, the development of broadband internet access, for 
which some monthly penetration and price data for the UK were available, was considered 
relevant as a second analogue.
The development of the i-mode mobile phone internet access service in Japan operated by 
NTT DoCoMo was thought to be a relevant analogue in terms of the successful management 
of the complexity of supply side networks. The business strategy enabling i-mode’s success 
is claimed to be the symbiosis of the complementary roles of hardware, infrastructure and 
content providers acting as a network or ecology (Tee, 2005). That is, steps are taken to 
ensure that all parties develop and benefit mutually from organic growth.
Ideally, data on revenues from i-mode’s i-Area service and the Vodafone Live! NAVI service 
would have been desirable, since these are Location Based Services using GPS and so 
would offer the perfect comparator for Galileo/GPS LBS services. But these finer-grained 
operational and commercial details on mobile services are not published. However, the 
social context of the Japanese population (e.g. high technology awareness, historically lower 
fixed internet connection rates) would not necessarily be comparable to other global regions.
A consistent feature among all three analogues is the complementarity -  the symbiosis 
between hardware and the complementary content and services. In the case of broadband 
internet access, internet content was well developed before broadband access has become 
popular.
Table 3.1 shows the sources of data used to assemble a complete time series for each 
analogue that includes exogenous economic data for price, personal disposable income and 
interest rates. The data was compiled in an Excel spreadsheet ready to be imported into 
Eviews and to be read by Vensim.
Penetration data are not contaminated with multiple or repeat sales, although a drawback is 
that penetration data do not capture the loss of subscribers, whether to a competitor
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technology or firm (churn), or through death or otherwise becoming ‘inactive’. This is 
precisely the phenomenon that the KS model attempts to capture. However, for estimation 
purposes using Eviews, the penetration data must be transformed by first-differencing into 
discrete sales data. This inevitably increases the proportional measurement errors in the 
derived sales, even if it alleviates serial correlation in the data.
Note that for UK mobile data, prices were derived from the ratio revenues / subscribers, 
indexed to 1.00 at 1984 and deflated by the Retail Prices Index. Although revenues are 
independent data, this means that prices are not independent from subscriber growth but 
indeed are inversely related. However, Stoneman (2002) Chapter 10 similarly derived prices 
from monthly sales data by unit and value; Bottomley and Fildes (1998) also calculated the 
average retail selling price as the ratio of the value of the output divided by the volume of 
units sold. Data on service subscription prices were not available for i-mode so other 
economic data were not sought. However, the marginal cost of internet access via i-mode is 
small as it is based on a packet charge of ¥0.2 - ¥0.3 (=0.1 - 0.15 pence) per packet plus a 
monthly fixed charge of ¥210 (=£1). Thus i-mode prices are not deemed to be influential in 
terms of adoption of the service. The trends for the economic variables are shown in Figure 
3.8.
Table 3.1 ; Data sources for estimations
1. UK Broadband adoption (2000 -  2005, monthly data)
• UK National Office of Statistics: Index of internet connectivity [for penetration data] (DNS, 2006a)
• Of com: The Communications Market 2004 [for prices, based on April 2004 values] (Ofcom, 2004)
• Office for National Statistics [for personal disposable income (YD) and Interest rate (R) data] (ONS, 
2006c)
2. UK mobile telephone adoption, 1984 -  2004 annual data
•  OECD Telecommunications Database 2003 (OECD, 2003) [for revenue and penetration data]
•  OECD Communications Outlook 2005 (OECD, 2005) [for revenue and penetration data]
• Ofcom: The Communications Market 2004 (Ofcom, 2004) [for revenue data]
• Euromonitor International Global Market Information database (Euromonitor.2006) [for additional 
penetration data]
• Office for National Statistics (ONS, 2006b) [for Retail Price Index data]
• Office for National Statistics [for personal disposable income (YD) and Interest rate (R) data] (ONS, 
2006c)
3. i-mode adoption (1997 - 2005, mainly monthly data)
•  NTT DoCoMo website, Japan (NTT DoCoMo, 2006)
• Telecommunications Carriers Association, Japan (TCA, 2006) [for additional historic data on i-mode]
For both UK mobile adoption and UK broadband the Office of National Statistics definitions 
from the Economic Trends portion of Statbase (ONS, 2006c) are used for personal 
disposable income {YD) and interest rate {R)\
■ YD: Real households' disposable income per head (“IHXZ”) -  seasonally adjusted, 
constant 2002 prices (data updated 8/2/2006);
■ R: selected UK retail banks’ base interest rate (“ZCMG”), not seasonally adjusted. 
This is the nominal rate at which the Bank of England lends to retail banks against
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high-class assets and Zettelmeyer and Stoneman (1993)/Stoneman (2002, p153) 
comment that tests with nominal rates consistently outperformed real interest rates, 
suggesting that the nominal rate is a proxy for the ease of borrowing. The real 
interest rate, defined as the nominal interest rate minus the inflation rate, would 
reflect more the effective terms' of borrowing and is the theoretically correct rate to 
use. However, ZCMG was used because of its convenient availability from 
Statbase. In any case, the interest rates are normalised in the analysis that follows 
and are stable for the periods for which the preponderance of adoption occurs in the 
data sets considered.
i-mode subscriber growthsubscribers(millions)
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Figure 3.4: i-mode subscriber growth
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Figure 3.5: I-mode growth as a percentage of NTT DoCoMo total subscribers
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Uptake profile for UK broadband adoption
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Figure 3.6: Uptake trends for UK broadband adoption
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Figure 3.7: Uptake trends for UK mobile phone adoption
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Economic variable trends for UK broadband adoption (normalised values) 
P =  Price; Y D =  Personal Disposable Income; R =  Interest rates
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Figure 3.8: Normalised economic variable trends for UK broadband adoption
Economic variable trends for UK mobile adoption (normalised values) 
P = Price; Y D  = Personal disposable income; R = Interest rates
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Figure 3.9: Normalised economic variable trends for UK mobile adoption
3.5 Estimation and calibration issues
3.5.1 Contrast between discrete time and continuous time methods
Continuous time methods have their root in science and engineering whereas discrete time 
methods more usually employed in econometrics have their roots in statistics and time- 
series analysis.
The term calibration denotes either or both of two practices: (i) system identification and 
parameter estimation through continuous simulation methods as opposed to the discrete 
time methods much more typical in econometrics and (ii) parameter estimation from an 
eclectic range of sources including direct observation or analogous studies, combined with 
fitting the remaining parameters to historic time series data.
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Continuous time models are claimed to be natural to economic theory and applications and 
offer more insights to the underlying real world processes (Bergstrom 1990). Parameter 
estimates are claimed to be more robust, but estimation is said to be more difficult, often 
employing a conversion of a continuous time model to a discrete form. The seven benefits 
of continuous time econometrics recognised by Bergstrom (1996) were listed in §2.1.11.
These characteristics point to the model validation and conceptualisation benefits inherent in 
continuous time modelling methodologies such as system dynamics when studying new 
product/service markets. These are explored further in Chapters 4 and 6.
Consequently, it is useful to compare parameter estimation results between continuous and 
discrete time methods where historic data are avaiiable.
3.5.2 Comparison between Eviews (econometric) and Vensim (system dynamics) 
estimation
Estimation on the data has been performed using the Eviews statistics and econometrics 
package using Non-Linear Least Squares (NLS). The advantages of NLS over Ordinary 
Least Squares and Maximum Likelihood Estimation were discussed in Chapter 2. The 
Eviews implementation of NLS uses a quadratic hill-climbing optimisation algorithm as its 
default second derivative method, but there are alternatives, such as Newton-Raphson and 
variants. The method requires starting values of the parameters, and as is usual with such 
numerical methods, the solution found may be a local optimum rather than the global 
optimum. Comparison with the parameter solutions derived using the Vensim software 
package was helpful in checking for this.
Vensim is a system dynamics (continuous time) simulation package that allows models to be 
calibrated using an output error method. This simply means that the parameters are 
adjusted from starting values such that the difference between the simulation output and the 
data is minimised for the chosen variable. In other words, it maximises a payoff function 
which is the negative of a weighted sum of squared residuals, £. Given that the model is 
usually non-linear, this can be termed a weighted nonlinear least squares calibration method.
T
Payoff function = (w, .8, (3.9)
/=!
Vensim uses a modified Powell hill-climbing algorithm from user-supplied starting values to 
search for the maximum payoff. The weight for the payoff function W( is actually a scalar and 
not a vector -  which effectively assumes homoscedasticity. Therefore a test for constant 
variance is needed to check whether the confidence intervals can be constructed via the 
likelihood ratio approach. The details of the likelihood ratio method are described in the 
Appendix at the end of this chapter. The calculation of confidence intervals and associated 
p-values from t-ratios is not possible as standard errors are not available from the simulation 
method, as compared to the matrix inversion used in discrete methods, from which standard 
errors can be calculated from the Jacobian matrix.
The flexibility of the system dynamics approach means that as many non-iinear equations 
can be specified as needed and the calibration can be performed on the cumulative sales 
variable, rather than having to transform cumulative sales or penetration data into sales 
figures.
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Other specific technical considerations relating to estimation are as follows.
• Only if the cumulative penetration can be expressed as an explicit function of time 
can MLE or NLS be applied directly (Putsis and Srinivasan, 2000).
• If not, a discrete time analogue of the adopter equation needs to be developed for 
econometric estimation (which introduces time interval bias) or some numerical 
integration scheme is needed to derive the cumulative adopters (or subscriber 
numbers) from the adoption rate.
• Estimation from cumulative adopter data (or cumulative penetration if normalised to 
the total population m) is desirable since the data are not contaminated by repeat or 
replacement purchases.
• However, since the cumulative data are a summation of the rate of adoption 
process: N{t^ = X(1) + X{2) + ... X{i) where X{f) = the sales in period /, or an 
integration for a continuous model), the errors £,■ are likely to be both heteroscedastic 
(error variance increases with /) and autocorrelated (Mahajan et al, 1986).
• System dynamics calibration of the cumulative subscriber or penetration data is 
likely to suffer from heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation for these reasons. A 
solution is to use Kalman filtering (Peterson, 1980], which updates the simulation at 
each data point and does not make assumptions about the normality of residuals 
and allows for measurement error in variables.
• Lilien et al (2000) advise that the total population (or addressable market) m should 
be estimated separately from the other model parameters since NLS is claimed to 
produce underestimates for m.
3.5.3 Comments on Stoneman’s (2002) estimation approach
There are several important points and comments on Stoneman’s (2002) assumptions in the
formulation of the estimation equations:
1. Stoneman normalised the estimation equations by assuming m, i.e. knowing the 
total addressable population. It was not estimated, although this is recommended [to 
use exogenous information on m] by Lilien et al (2000). However, a terminal 
penetration of 100% cannot be assumed as most technology adoptions saturate at 
less than 100%.
2. A time interval bias is an inevitable part of formulating the discrete analogues.
3. Cumulating sales to give total adopters has to be performed to calculate both sides 
of the estimation equations; i.e. assuming that sales data are not contaminated by 
repeat sales.
4. Dividing the left-hand side of the estimation equations by (1 -  AN). Note Stoneman 
used S rather than N to represent cumulative adopters. This was done to address 
changing variances of AN as saturation was approached in the selected case 
studies.
5. Stoneman took logarithms of both sides and is common in econometrics to separate 
products of variables. A benefit of this accrues when comparing the standard errors 
to % standard errors despite different left hand sides to the equation.
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6. The parameter a for the KS model was not estimated but assumed for each case 
example: the expression for the non-influential adopters Y on the right-hand side 
could then be derived by discrete formulation from previous total adopters.
7. Also, Stoneman does not compare the parameters to published values, but only 
performs a comparative analysis of the models. It would have required further steps 
to do so because of the way the parameters were defined. Instead of p for the 
coefficient of innovation, Stoneman effectively uses pq to make separable variables 
when taking logs (NB, in Stoneman, the usual nomenclature for p and q are 
reversed) and q was quoted as a product of economic variables and an intercept 
coefficient 8o.
3.5.4 Estimation equations
The discrete analogues of the models described in §3.2 used for estimation are as follows:
Bass:
EMM:
AN
At p + q - L l .t m
(/7î-iV ,_j)+e,
KS:
AN
At
AN
At t m {m-N,^i)+Et
and Yt-1 is obtained from equation (3.5) via its discrete form:
hence Yf = Ar.aA^ ,_i +{l-Ar.a)y,_i
(3.10)
= P {m-Nf_i )-t-e, (3.11)t V J
(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.14)
and so data values for can be derived sequentially in terms of A/f-a and Yt-z and used in 
equation (3.12).
The analytical solution of the Bass model for cumulative sales (i.e. total adopters or 
subscribers), is shown in equation (3.15), but is likely to suffer from residuals that are 
heteroscedastic and autocorrelated, as indicated in Section 3.5 above, and is termed the ‘N’ 
method in the Results:
‘N’ method: N = m l + (^/p)exp [-(/7 + ^ )rJ (3.15)
but from this, a direct method for estimating the Bass model from sales data within the period 
was proposed by Srinivasan and Mason (1986) as part of the Non-Linear Least Squares 
estimation method to avoid these problems, termed the ‘NLS’ method:
NLS’ method:
X (0 = m l-exp [-(p  + ç)r,._.1 + (9/p)exp[- {p + q)ti ] 1 + (9/p)exp[- [p + ] + £, (3.16)
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where X(i) = number of adopters within the time interval fw to f;.
Stoneman used a normalised version of the estimation equations and for the Bass model, 
with P representing the normalised total adopters or subscribers, i.e. the penetration factor, 
P -  N/m.
‘SLHS’ (Stoneman’s Left Hand Side) method:
1» t p  =  ln [p  +  ^P ,_ , ] + £ ,  (3 .1 7 )
In all of the above equations the discrete time At (in years) is included explicitly to obtain the 
correct dimensions for the coefficients p and q (that is year’ ), where the data are at monthly 
or irregular sample dates, as was the case with early i-mode data.
In system dynamics, it is not necessary to use discrete time formulation as in econometrics 
to estimate the equations, since the system of equations is solved using a continuous time 
simulation solution. The ordinary differential equations are solved as separate integrations 
using a numerical method such as Euler integration. All one needs to do is ensure a 
sufficiently small time step for the simulation to compute the integrations and the auxiliary 
equations (Richardson and Pugh, 1981). The time step must be fairly small in order for the 
simulation time to match the absolute time of the data -  which was coded in terms of 
(fractionai) years from the launch of the technology. This was particularly an issue with the i- 
mode dataset which was irregular at the beginning; later data samples were quoted monthly. 
Thus a time step of 1/32 or 0.015625 years was chosen to ensure the model coincided with 
data occurring at a resolution of 1/12 = 0.0833 years apart.
3.5.5 Inclusion of economic variables
To enable a comparison against the econometrically oriented study of Stoneman (2002) 
Chapter 10, which considers the diffusion of camcorders, CD players and cars, the economic 
variables of price, personal disposable Income, and interest rates were included as 
exogenous economic factors. In equations (3.10) to (3.12) above, this was done by 
multiplying the p and q factors in the diffusion models above by a multiplier |3 where 
P = P,% YD^2j where P is the price of the product, YD is personal disposable income and
R the interest rate. A pr/or/expectations from economic theory are that ai < 0, ag > 0, as < 0, 
and /, j, and k stand for lags that can be chosen individually for each data set. The prices 
and economic data were normalised to the beginning observation to avoid the need for 
estimating another coefficient (Stoneman used ao), which would affect the values of p and q.
3.6 Results
The results for i-mode, UK broadband and UK mobile phones are shown in Table 3.2 to 
Table 3.7, with Eviews results separate from Vensim results.
The layout of the tables and the explanation of the terms is as follows. The first column 
specifies the model; the second column specifies the data used (i.e. whether the stock of 
total subscriber data or adoption rate data that are usually derived from the subscriber data 
by first differences) and below that, any variant of the estimation equation used. A column 
entitled ‘Comments’ describes whether economic variables have been included in the
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estimation. The legend column labels the following columns containing in separate rows; the 
parameter coefficient value (‘Coeff’), its standard error ('SE') and the t-statistic (‘t-ratio’) as 
the ratio between the coefficient value and the standard error and the probability of the null 
hypothesis that the coefficient is zero i.e.. the marginal significance level associated with the 
t-statistic (‘Prob’). For the Vensim results, since standard errors are not available from the 
simulation calibration method, upper and lower 95% confidence interval bounds are shown 
(‘95% upper’; ‘95% lower’) where independence, normality, and homoscedasticity of the 
results can be maintained. The confidence intervals are calculated using the Likelihood 
Ratio method referred to in the Appendix at the end of this chapter.
The columns for the parameter estimates are then shown in subsequent columns where the 
nomenclature is as used in the descriptions of the models in Section 3 .2 . The units of 
measurement are shown beneath each parameter heading.
The columns to the right then show the diagnostic statistics: ‘SSR’ is the sum of squared 
residuals; "T is the number of observations; ‘k’ is the number of regressors or unknown 
parameters on the right-hand side of the estimation equation; ‘SE Regr’n is the standard 
error of the regression; ‘R^’ is the coefficient of determination; ‘R-bar is R  ^ adjusted for 
degrees of freedom; ‘LL’ is the log-likelihood; ‘DW’ is the Durbin-Watson statistic®’ ; ‘J-B 
Norm’ is the Jarque-Bera test for normality showing the Jarque-Bera statistic calculated from 
the skewness and kurtosis of the residual histogram with its associated probability of the null 
hypothesis of normality being true; ‘B-G LMi’ is the Breusch-Godfrey Lagrange Multiplier test 
for serial correlation of ith degree, quoting the F-statistic and its associated probability; 
‘White Heteros’ is White’s test for heteroscedasticity, quoting White’s test statistic (without 
cross-product terms) of the number of observations times the R® of the regression (Obs*R2) 
and its associated probability value of the null hypothesis of no heteroscedasticity.
For the Vensim results, Sterman (1984) recommends the use of Theil’s inequality statistics 
for assessing fit to data for system dynamics models. These decompose the Mean Squared 
Error into the three components of bias (1)'“’), unequal variation (U®) and unequal covariation 
(U*^ ). These dimensionless statistics sum to a value of unity.
For the Eviews results, Ramsey’s RESET specification test was not accessible in Eviews 
unless the variables are expressed in a ‘list’ form as a linear combination. Non-linear 
equations must be expiicitiy formuiated in Eviews, which was the case here.
Several general points can be made about the results. The i-mode subscriber data need a 
time-variant market size parameter m to reflect the growth of subscribers past a peak 
saturation point. Constant market sizes suffice for the UK mobile and UK broadband results. 
In all the cases, the estimation results cannot guarantee globally minimised residuals since 
the nonlinear numerical routines can get stuck in local optima. The solution is to experiment 
with starting values of parameters and, moreover, the Synthesim facility in Vensim allows 
experimentation of the different effects of the parameters dynamically on-screen, which aids 
the cause of finding a good fit with reasonable values.
The Durbin Watson statistic depends on the particular observations of the independent variables. It is not valid if 
there are lagged dependent variables on the RHS. It only tests for first order serial correlation.
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A question is whether one should calibrate against adoption data or subscriber data. With 
Vensim, the choice is available but with Eviews only adoption rate estimation can be 
performed since in cases other than the Bass model, or with economic variables added, the 
adoption rate equation cannot be solved analytically. The results below give some indicators 
to what might be the best choice.
3.6.1 i-mode (Japan)
For the Eviews estimations, additive dummy variables were required to ensure acceptable 
normality statistics by removing outliers. The first, D1 MayOO, deals with the downward spike 
in new subscribers in May 2000 and the second, D2Mar, appears to be an upward spike in 
subscribers coinciding with the end of each financial year. Both can be clearly seen in 
Figure 3.10 to Figure 3.12. The causes for these spikes have not been identified; the annual 
spike may be related to end-of-year subscription incentives for new subscribers. The 
dummy variables can be regarded as statistical correction factors rather than economic 
factors- since the estimation equations are not in logs.
The diagnostic indicators reveal the expected autocorrelation problems for the ‘N’ method. 
Inclusion of the dummy variables to remove residual spikes achieves acceptable normality of 
residuals but as would be expected tended to worsen the DW and LM2 statistics. These are 
acceptable for the EMM and KS model, albeit the latter at a = 1, a rather high figure. The 
implication of autocorrelation is that some persistence effects are affecting the residuals -  
which is indirect evidence of supply-side or network externality effects. That the situation is 
improved by the KS and EMM model accentuates the difference between early and late 
adopters and time-dependence of parameters. Estimating the model using Stoneman’s 
estimating equation in logs (Stoneman’s left-hand side = ‘SLHS’) and a non-logarithm 
version (‘normalised LHS’) both display problematic diagnostic statistics throughout. The 
SLHS version loses one data point where a negative adoption rate arises from the DoCoMo 
population growing faster than i-mode adoption and the LHS logarithm cannot be computed.
The estimated parameter values for both p and q are high and the pattern of uptake shows a 
consistent growth in m, the addressable market of around 26 million growing 12% per year 
(as shown by the subscriber growth in Figure 3.11). When m is treated as a constant (as in 
Figure 3.10), the estimated value of around 45 million implies that the models are tracking 
diffusion amongst the 50.4 million (at the end of 2005) NTT DoCoMo subscribers only. 
Indeed, when i-mode subscribers are calculated as a percentage of NTT DoCoMo 
subscribers, the resulting sigmoid curve peaks at 90.6% penetration. But p and q are 
supposed to reflect the innovation and imitation effects amongst the whole of the population 
-  not just the subset of DoCoMo subscribers which are assumed to be homogeneously 
mixed. Notwithstanding, estimation for the i-mode take-up expressed as a percentage of the 
Japanese population yielded similar results for p and q in any case, which is not surprising, 
given the relative stability of the population of 127 million (0.15% growth per year) over the 
time period 1999 -  2005, and so this normalisation is effectively only dividing the subscriber 
data by a constant.
The fact that the parameter values are high compared to published data ( p > 0.1 ; q > 1 or 
even 2) suggests that diffusion is occurring at an elevated level because of digital 
communications or facilitated by the internet, or it reflects Japanese social characteristics 
that are highly receptive towards mobile internet usage and new technology generally. Other
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factors favouring rapid uptake include the high replacement rates of phones and the fact that 
i-mode is a service overlaying a product base with low marginal access charges.
Whether or not the diagnostic statistics permit statistical inference from the t-ratios, the same 
pattern emerges that all the parameters are statistically significant. The exception is for the 
p parameter for the EMM model as Stoneman (2002) also found. A a value below 1 ‘front- 
loads’ the adoption curve by positively skewing it -  that is, the imitation effect is made 
relatively stronger at lower penetrations. The side-effect is to reduce the value of p to 
around 10% of the baseline Bass value. As Stoneman noted, this goes against the 
importance of the innovation effect established since the seminal contribution by Bass. 
Indeed, a non-zero p is required to start the model off from an initially zero subscriber level. 
The standard error on the p estimate has increased by less than 50%. A low t-ratio can thus 
result from either a parameter value being close to zero, or because the standard error is 
high -  perhaps caused by measurement error. Thus one must be careful not equate 
statistical insignificance with general ‘unimportance’. Amongst the Eviews results, the EMM 
model performs the best in terms of fit and diagnostic statistics. Stoneman needed to 
constrain p to zero to allow the EMM model to be estimated at all and concluded that it was 
inadvisable to conclude that the EMM model was the ‘best’.
The Vensim results allow the calibration of adoption rate data (the flow variable -  as in 
Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11) to be compared with the calibration against total subscriber 
data (the level variable which is an integration of the adoption rate - Figure 3.12). The latter 
calibration reveals strong autocorrelation of the residuals in a typical saw-tooth pattern in 
Figure 3.13. The adoption rate calibration does not suffer from this problem but yields very 
significant statistics for normality and heteroscedasticity indicators because of the presence 
of outliers. As a result, confidence intervals depending on the likelihood ratio approach 
cannot be regarded as reliable. Dummy variables were not used to remove the outliers for 
the Vensim results, as discussed in the next section. The EMM and KS models, especially 
when combined with the multiplier to represent network and supply-side effects, are better 
fitting models with higher Ff and Log Likelihood. Normality and heteroscedasticity statistics 
worsen as the residuals are decreased towards zero (Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15), leaving 
outliers which cause high kurtosis, i.e. a leptokurtic histogram of residuals. The 95% 
confidence limits are shown in Table 3.3 where otherwise justified, even though the 
autocorrelation means that independence of residuals cannot be asserted.
The Theil statistics indicate that in virtually all cases there is unsystematic error between the 
model and the data since the bias (U*^ ) is close to zero. Most of the variation is in U^, which 
indicates that the variations are driven by noise or cyclical modes not captured by the model; 
the model has the same mean and trends as the data and differs only point-by-point. The 
exception is the Bass model with constant addressable market, m, where the model fails to 
track the linear growth trend in the later stages as shown in Figure 3.10.
The a values for the EMM model are consistent with those reported by its authors 
(Easingwood et ai, 2003), where values below unity indicate accentuated imitation effects at 
early penetrations. For the KS model, estimated values of a of around 1.0 year ’ (i.e. 100% 
of active imitators become ‘uninfective’ per year) seem fairly high given the high market 
profile and leading-edge technology that i-mode represents. Karshenas and Stoneman 
(1992) reported a=1.2 for colour televisions and Stoneman (2002) reported a=1 for cars, so 
values over unity are not out of the question. Note that a signifies the rate of (product) 
subscribers becoming uninfective for imitation and this is not the same as churn, whereby
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active (service) subscribers cancel their subscriptions. (DoCoMo data for churn are much 
lower). However, the relative insensitivity of the calibration the value of a, in conjunction with 
a tendency to generate a high g value denotes a lack of identifiability (Graham, 1980a, p i 37) 
(or non-uniqueness of parameter sets) of the model. In other words, the decay of active to 
inactive subscribers creates a strong ‘pull-through’ flow but whilst a high a/high q (a=1, 
q=3.33) combination provides a better fit, the improvement is not substantially better than 
low a with low q (a=0.1, g=2.06), although the DW is substantially nearer 2. The same effect 
leads to high growth rates (y) in the addressable market, m. A high q must be regarded as 
inconsistent with published values. This is an example of the situation that a better fit with 
data does not necessarily equate to greater credibility of the model overall.
i-mode calibration on Adoption rate
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Figure 3.10: i-mode caiibration on adoption data (Bass modei with constant m)
The Eviews results are broadly are in line with the Vensim results in terms of parameter 
values although comparing values for the baseline Bass model the Vensim adoption rate 
results yield a more than 50% lower p value with a slightly higher q value. The difference 
between the adoption rate and subscriber calibrations for Vensim is smaller.
Generally the EMM + KS + multiplier model is the best fitting from the Vensim results. This 
is not surprising given it has the most parameters and the time-variant (i.e. penetration- 
variant) p and q parameters of the EMM model allow for asymmetry of the adoption rate 
curve. The $  multiplier improves the estimation results by allowing an additional influence 
on p and q as the penetration varies. The improvement is evidenced more in the Log 
Likelihood values than in the values. This can be considered as representing a positive 
network externality effect; this could be on the demand or supply side. From the literature, 
the ‘business ecosystem’ claims of DoCoMo are that the increasing the quality of the content 
providers enhances the individual user experience as the subscriber base grows. The 
smooth shape of the 0  curve was arrived at empirically using manual adjustment whilst in 
the Vensim Synthesim™ mode. This then is a crude way of representing supply side 
factors. Not surprisingly, there is an attendant effect on all the other parameters when
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introducing 0 . The changes are fairly substantial, although not enough to declare the values 
unrealistic.
i-mode calibration on Adoption rate
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Figure 3.11 : i-mode calibration on adoption rate using EMM model + multiplier factor
i-mode calibration on subscriber data
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Figure 3.12: Best fitting calibration using subscriber data (EMM+KS+multiplier model)
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Residuals for Bass m odel (constant m) - 
Calibration using subscriber data
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Figure 3.13: Residuals for i-mode calibration on subscriber data (Bass, constant m)
R esiduals for EM M  + KS model with multiplier - 
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Figure 3.14: Residuals for i-mode calibration on adoption data (EMM+KS+muitiplier)
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Residuals for EMM + KS + multiplier model - 
Calibration using subscriber data
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years after launch
6.0 7.0
Figure 3.15: Residuals for i-mode calibration on subscriber data 
3.6.2 UK broadband uptake^^
An additive dummy variable DJan04 was required for the Eviews estimations to deal with 
one ‘bad’ data point in Jan 2004 when the rate of penetration increases only by 0.5% on the 
previous month, whereas the trend at that point is around 1.25% per month -  see Figure 
3.16 and Figure 3.17. In any event, such a drop in the increase in penetration is probably a 
seasonal outlier, probably caused by post-Christmas spending reductions. Including DJan04 
solves the problems in the normality statistic as seen in the first entry in Table 3.4 in which 
no dummy was used.
Penetration adoption rate (Z) and price trends (P) for UK Broadband
0.8 .o
0 .4  O
Figure 3.16: Penetration growth and price trends for UK Broadband
The term “UK broadband” only refers to the data set and not to the broadband wireless company UK Broadbank 
Limited
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Residuals: UK broadband (adoption rate calibration)
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Figure 3.17: Residuals from UK broadband Vensim adoption rate calibration
The Bass model (without economic variables) using the standard estimation equation (3.10) 
and the NLS method equation (3.16) both yielded estimates of m of around 108%, so m was 
subsequently fixed at 100%. Stoneman (2002) and Lilien et al (2000) also used independent 
sources to estimate m.
The diagnostic statistics indicate no problems with the estimations except in the case of 
Stoneman’s LHS (SLHS) form of the Bass model in logs. In this case, outliers at the start of 
the data sequence are affected by start up problems: the penetration data start at 0 .8% with 
a zero initial adoption rate for the first month. Taking the log of zero causes an error in 
Eviews and so one must adjust the data to yield a nominally small initial adoption rate -  
leading to a relatively large negative value when logs are taken. This demonstrates how 
Stoneman’s (2002) logarithm form of the estimation equations is not robust to flat 
adoption/sales data. Such a situation can also occur when the addressable market grows 
faster than the adoption of the product or service, as was the case at July 2005 in the i-mode 
data.
For the economic variables, the lags i, j  and k were set to zero since no substantial 
improvements in were found by increasing the lags. It would possibly have been 
expected that consumer response to prices would lag by several months. The results in 
Table 3.4 reveal that wrongly-signed exponents were estimated for income and interest rates 
in the Bass model. For income a large exponent of -11.6 appears, which cannot be 
regarded as a sensible figure. However, the t-ratios indicate statistical significance, although 
not for the p parameter. A repeat estimation is shown in Table 3.4 with income and interest 
rates excluded. A statistically significant p parameter is estimated at the 5% s.I., but the 
exponent on prices a^  becomes statistically insignificant. For the EMM model, the situation 
is similar but worse with a negative p parameter. Removing income and interest rate 
variables corrects the negative sign on p but leaves it and statistically insignificant. The 
KS model results are fairly similar to the Bass model since a=0.03/year represents a low rate 
of loss of active to inactive adopters. Perhaps more importantly, the p and q parameter 
values become exaggerated (much smaller and much larger, respectively) if all three 
economic variables are included.
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What can be made of these results? From inspection of the uptake profiles in Figure 3.6, 
one cannot observe coincident trends between the smooth increase in broadband 
percentage and the economic variables. The evidence is statistically ambiguous on whether 
price is important for broadband adoption, although intuitively it must be regarded as an 
important component in consumer adoption. Here, an important point is that most 
broadband consumers would probably have upgraded from a dial-up connection and so 
price would have been important, perhaps coming second behind the functionality appeal of 
greater speed and always-on status. When compared to the Vensim results, a zero value for 
the interest rate exponent as was obtained, which was at the upper constraint for the range 
of values set, implying that a wrong-signed positive value would have been obtained.
The Vensim results show internal consistency with p=0.02 and q=0.7, but the most 
noticeable feature is that the KS, EMIVI models and the 0  multiplier did not offer 
improvements over the Bass model at all. The reason is that the uptake curve shown in 
Figure 3.6 and the adoption rate time series in Figure 3.16 can be adequately fitted without 
recourse to the modifications to the curves that these more sophisticated models offer. This 
was broadly mirrored in the Eviews results, especially for the price-only estimations. 
Heteroscedasticity is acceptable for the adoption rate calibrations but the normality shows 
the expected significant statistic without a dummy variable to correct the outlier. The 
calibrations on penetration show acceptable normality but autocorrelation and 
heteroscedasticity problems, again as expected. As a consequence, the 95% confidence 
intervals are not shown. The Theil statistics show unsystematic errors (i.e. mainly in in 
the model similar to the comments made on i-mode.
In summary, the straightforward Bass model is an adequate model to fit the UK broadband 
data. The p parameter is below average values at around 0.02 and the q parameter above 
average at 0.8. The suggestion is that imitation effects still play an important part in the 
diffusion of services in the internet age.
3.6.3 UK mobile uptake
The relatively few data points do not aid reliable parameter estimation, especially when the 
uptake is initially slow -  three quarters of the observations below 25% penetration with the 
remainder not forming a particularly smooth curve. The adoption rate curves are particularly 
‘spiky’ for this reason. Consideration was given to the need for dummy variables but there 
were no distinct outliers and the tendency is for normality statistics to be improved only at the 
expense of autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity statistics.
The diagnostic statistics for normality, autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity from the 
Eviews results show mixed results. Acceptable values are found for the Bass model with 
economic variables but it suffers from the problems of wrong signs and significant t-ratios. 
Where only prices are retained, autocorrelation problems appear. Omitting economic 
variables altogether reveals heteroscedasticity whilst the N formulation suffers from 
autocorrelation (as expected) and the NLS form from normality problems -  probably arising 
from the relatively few data points rather than distinct outliers.
For the Eviews results, wrong-signs appear particularly on the coefficient of innovation (p) 
and income (ag), and inappropriately valued (m, q, o, 8 2 ) and insignificant t-ratios (for p, q, 3 2  
and 83) are also evident. Where negative signs appear on either p or q, the results cannot 
be regarded as reliable. The estimations yield some excessively large exponents.
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particularly for az where the model spuriously tracks a signal in the personal disposable 
income data against the estimation data. The evidence from the Vensim results indicates 
that reasonable parameters can be generated where the values are constrained to lie within 
a reasonable range, avoiding negative values. From the better results in Stoneman (2002), 
the absolute values of the exponents on the economic variables are typically less than 2 and 
often less than 1.
The p and q parameter values are low compared to the results from Lilien et al (2000) who 
quote p=0.044 and g=0.421 for cellular telephones. As a result the exponent on the price 
{a-\) is needed to generate the ‘J-curve’ with a long, slow initial adoption with a later surge in 
uptake. A comparative estimation using the Bass model with no economic variables yields a 
t-ratio on p that is statistically insignificant at the 5% s.l. Given that a non-zero p value is 
required to generate uptake from a zero initial value of subscribers, as for i-mode and for UK 
Broadband, this again reinforces the caution needed when making statistical inferences from 
low t-ratios. Nonetheless, the strong indication is that price is a driver of uptake, given that a 
very long lead-in of low penetration is hard to calibrate against without prices. This was 
identified using the manual calibration facilities of Synthesim in Vensim. However, the 
caveat against this is that the prices were derived from the ratio of revenue to subscribers, 
hence the price data are not completely independent. The lags (/, j, k) chosen to give the 
best fit statistics were all zero, which seems appropriate for annual data.
There are mixed results for the coefficients on income and interest rates (a^ and as) with 
incorrect signs, insignificant t-ratios, estimated values close to zero or nonsensically large 
values. From this combination of results, it can be concluded that income and interest rates 
are not consistently important determinants of uptake. An indication of this conclusion could 
be reached intuitively since the relatively flat time series of these exogenous economic 
factors after 1994 (Figure 3.8) would not seem to be driving technology uptake, which begins 
to grow rapidly only after this date. These results are in part agreement with the study by 
Massini (2004), which finds that decreasing tariffs and increasing consumption expenditures 
have been important in shaping diffusion patterns of mobile telephony in the UK.
In the Vensim results, there is close resemblance between parameters derived from 
calibration with adoption rate data as opposed to subscriber data for like-for-like results but 
with some exceptions. For instance, a and a estimates differ. This is probably caused by 
the time interval bias resulting from first differencing the subscriber data, exacerbating any 
measurement error problems. A secondary problem is the lack of uniqueness of parameter 
sets or identifiability (or ‘under-determination’), compounded by the problem of local optima 
and the dependence on starting values. The Theil statistics show unsystematic errors (i.e. 
mainly in U^) in the model similar to the comments made on i-mode and broadband. There 
is a slight bias in the calibrations (U'' )^ because of the difficulty of fitting the pronounced late 
uptake or “J-curve” appearance of the data as shown in the graphs below.
When calibrating against the adoption rate. Figure 3.19 shows that the fit yielded between 
subscriber data and model is poor, despite the good fit for the adoption rate. A likely cause 
is the coarse resolution of the data; monthly data would have been desirable. Generally 
normality of residuals cannot be maintained at the 5% s.l. for the adoption rate estimation, 
whereas it can be for the subscriber penetration estimations. Thus for this case, the 
estimations from the subscriber data are regarded as more reliable. Confidence limits at the 
95% level are given for the Vensim results where normality and homoscedasticity can be
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maintained. Autocorrelation for the subscriber % penetrations Is not a problem and this 
probably results from the small number of data points.
Calibration on subscriber data
40 percentA'ear 
100 percent 
1 Dmnl
20 percentA'ear 
50 percent 
0.5 Dmnl
0 percentA'ear 
0 percent 
0 Dmnl
1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004
adoption rate : UK mobile calibration -------
adoption rate data : UK mobile calibration 
penetration : UK mobile calibration .......
Time (Year)
'I 1  1"
penetration data : UK mobile calibration «4- 
price data : UK mobile calibration -5—— — i
— percent/Year 
percent/Year
 »  percent
   percent
Dmnl
Figure 3.18; Calibration on subscriber data -  UK mobile (EMM + muitipiier)^^
Note adoption rate leads data by about 0.6 year. The variable ‘adoption rate' is the modelled variable.
Calibration on adoption rate
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Figure 3.19; UK mobile calibration on adoption rate
Note good fit but not for penetration data in this case a1 = -3.465; p = 0.000147; q = 0 (unlikely values) -  calibration 
is tracking price data to reproduce the spike in 2000. The variable ‘adoption rate’ is the modelled variable.
Amongst Vensim results, the EMM model generates the best fit, although the results are 
fairly similar to the KS and Bass models. The addition of the supply-side multiplier makes a 
step improvement In fit albeit with worse normality statistics, although the heteroscedastlcity
In this graph and subsequent graphs, Dmnl = Dimensionless (ie no units -  the variable is a pure ratio)
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statistics are better. Overall, the results are poor, especially for Evlews, which shows that 
some erroneous values can arise that can be prevented by the calibration approach that 
Implies user Interaction In the allowable ranges of values for coefficients.
3.7 Model comparisons and further comments
A general comment about the parameter estimates Is that each model produces slightly 
different values, although on the whole there Is reasonable consistency. Thus only 
approximate values can be quoted, which for most purposes Is probably all that all one 
needs or Is justified. A technical Issue Is that the non-linear numerical routines are apt to 
depend on starting values for parameters and to become stuck In local optima, necessitating 
some experimentation to ensure global optima are found, particularly for the Vensim 
calibrations. However, the calibration response surface Is flat and finding a global optimum 
Is difficult. That is, the system shows a lack of identifiability where alternative parameter sets 
fit almost equally well.
A key question Is whether It Is better to estimate models from adoption (sales) data or Its 
Integral, cumulative sales or subscribers. Estimating from the latter ensures accurate 
parameter estimates since measurement errors In sales will be small compared to the 
summed sales. Penetration data Is attractive as it eliminates repeat or replacement sales, 
although It also does not capture loss of subscribers which may be an Important 
consideration. The sales data must however be seen as the primary variable to collect data 
for and the Inverted ‘U’ curve may reveal Important dynamics much more readily than its 
Integral. The statistical properties of estimation from sales are more attractive, since 
estimating from cumulative sales leads to characteristic autocorrelation and 
heteroscedastlcity, even If yielding a high R .^ In terms of causality. It has been argued that It 
Is more ‘natural’ to view a stock variable as caused by accumulating (integrating) a flow, 
rather than a flow variable as caused by the differential of a stock (Forrester, 1996). With 
econometric estimation using for Instance Evlews, one must estimate a model from flow 
variable data; with Vensim calibration, either flow or stock variables can be calibrated against 
data.
Considering the three models tested, the Bass model remains an Important benchmark for 
comparing estimates and with only two parameters Is flexible enough to cover most needs. 
The EMM and KS model offer enhancements over the Bass model but do so in different 
ways. The EMM model adds flexibility by allowing the Imitation parameter to vary with 
penetration, which permits the bell-shaped adoption rate curve to be skewed (positively, for 
o < 1). The EMM model Is able to generate ‘J-curve’ behaviour -  late rapid diffusion from a 
slow start, whereas the KS model cannot. Instead, the KS allows for a form of learning 
where active adopters can become Inactive communicators, which has the effect of flattening 
the adoption rate curve with greater a values without shifting the time of the peak value. As 
Stoneman (2002) also found, the EMM model tends to depress the coefficient of Innovation 
(p), yielding low t-ratios. The decay parameter a for the KS model has the effect of pulling 
through adopters through the stock-flow architecture shown In Figure 3.1 thereby strongly 
elevating the coefficient of imitation (g). Therefore the EMM and KS models could be viewed 
as complementary rather than alternative enhancements of the Bass model.
Estimations of the KS models with the Evlews econometrics package require a trial-and-error 
method for setting a and Iteratively computing Intermediate terms rather than Immediate
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estimation which can be achieved in Vensim. Similarly, the lags on the economic variables 
must be set by a trial-and-error method, whereas In principle these too can be estimated In 
Vensim. The Synthesim facility In Vensim allows the Inspection of the Impact of varying the 
parameters on the model behaviour In a real-time fashion on-screen. This is a strong aid in 
developing understanding of a model.
The normalised estimation equations In logs did not yield good results in this analysis and 
also lack robustness for conditions where the adoption curve Is flat, i.e. where the rate Is 
near zero or the penetration may actually decline where there Is strong growth In the 
potential adopter population m.
The use of dummy variables In system dynamics Is not a recognised part of good practice. 
A system dynamics practitioner would look askance at their inclusion, describing their use as 
“cheating” (Meadows, 1980). This arises from the methodological Insistence that all 
parameters must have a real-world operational meaning (Forrester, 1961; Richardson and 
Pugh, 1981; Coyle, 1996), whereas dummy variables are adjustment factors to generate 
acceptable diagnostic statistics. Notably, outliers In the data Impair the normality statistic. 
Normality of the residuals is required to compute confidence Intervals and perform statistical 
Inference. However, there Is no a priori reason why the residuals should be normally 
distributed, other than the convenience of this assumption for making statistical Inferences 
(Kennedy, 1985, p61).
Only for the UK mobile case can It be argued with confidence that prices are an Important 
factor In technology diffusion. Income and Interest rates yield ambiguous results, with some 
wrong signs on the related exponents and sometimes on other parameters. This can simply 
be the outcome from a correlation between the data and the exogenous variables. A 
negative sign Is an alert that correlations are not evidence of causation.
The Inclusion of the multiplier O as a crude representation of supply-side or even demand- 
side network effects did help to Improve fit for both I-mode and UK mobiles. The 
Improvement Is not particularly large and thus the Inclusion of a supply side may be justified 
for reasons other than fit or forecasting accuracy. Bottomley and Flldes (1998) made a 
similar point about the Inclusion of prices in diffusion models. The other reasons Include the 
acceptability of models used for the purpose of decision support or strategy development, 
where representation of Important management policy levers Is a key requirement.
Some of the diagnostic Indicators from the estimation results give some Indication of the 
presence of supply-side influences but the signals are fairly weak. For example, estimating 
from adoption data would be expected to avoid the autocorrelation problems that arise when 
estimating from cumulative subscriber data. However, In the I-mode case, autocorrelation 
persists and somewhat worsens with dummy variables Introduced to counter the effects of 
annual outliers. This could be regarded as Indirect evidence of supply-side factors. 
‘Disappointing’ results In the form of wrong-signed parameters were noted by Stoneman 
(2002) for CD player diffusion estimation and the availability of complementary products was 
cited as a likely cause. However, It Is also possible that the results were at least partly 
corrupted from correlations (e.g. between the adoption data and the exogenous economic 
data).
A key component of econometric work Is statistical significance testing and ensuing 
Inferences made. As a t-ratIo Is a quotient of coefficient to Its standard error, low t-ratlos can
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occur either because the parameter is close to zero or because Its standard error Is relatively 
large. Such can be the case with measurement error or with multlcollinearlty of the data. 
Thus t-ratios are really a measure of how accurate or ‘tight’ the parameter estimate Is given 
the (noisy) data, which Is a test of data usefulness rather than model specification (Mass and 
Senge, 1980). Passing a t-test Indicates that the data are useful for the purpose of 
estimating the parameter. Conversely, falling a t-test is not necessarily a definitive Indicator 
that the parameter or its associated variable Is ‘unimportant’ or that the model Is defective as 
a causal description of the real system. Such a situation Is observed In these results with the 
low t-ratlos arising on the p parameter of the EMM model. These comments are part of a 
broader debate that has occurred on the role of statistical significance testing, which has 
been described as a false search for empirical associations (Morrison and Henkel, 1970).
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3.8 Conclusions
The models tested in this chapter show that demand for technology-based services can be 
modelled successfully with well-established aggregate diffusion models that previously have 
been extensively used and tested for product adoptions. This implies that the innovation and 
imitation drivers of adoption are as relevant for services as for products. The intangibility of 
services may alter the relative balance of imitation and innovation drivers and the effect of 
the digital environment of the internet is proposed to increase all three of the Bass model 
parameters (Rangaswamy and Gupta, 2000). One may expect that innovation effects -  
direct response of consumers to availability and advertising -  could become more important 
for services than for products whilst imitation effects may be somewhat inhibited because of 
their often bespoke nature and from internet searching. However, the limited evidence from 
these three case studies would appear to show that imitation and word-of-mouth effects are 
still important. A more comprehensive compilation of results to compare products and 
services would be needed before general conclusions could be asserted.
Many of the technical issues in this chapter relate to the challenges of non-linear models. 
Forrester (1987a) argued cogently for the necessity of the treatment of non-linear processes 
in models of social systems. The generic challenges of specification, estimation, numerical 
initialisation, model non-uniqueness and forecasting performance are also recognised in the 
time series forecasting literature (Clements et al, 2004). A more general question concerns 
the degree of aggregation in the model -  the perspective in this chapter is on market- or 
industry-level aggregate models.
It is fairly easy, even with a two-parameter model, to obtain a fit for a model against historic 
data, whether for the characteristic sigmoid curve of cumulative adoption data or the bell­
shaped sales curve. Adding parameters makes obtaining a good fit easier, as do the EMM 
and KS models, to allow for some modifications in the curve shapes. But this obscures the 
fact that services are likely to be complicated with supply-side issues, such as the 
dependence on complementary services or on an installed product base.
A key point is whether econometric estimation is uncovering causal effects or merely 
correlations between data. Some of the results, where wrongly-signed parameters on the 
economic variables are estimated, illustrate that estimation cannot definitively reveal causal 
relations. Stoneman’s (2002) results for camcorders and CD players exhibit similar effects.
Table 3.8 summarises the parameter estimates which show a wide spread -  across the case 
studies but also within them. A cautious conclusion is that diffusion parameter values are 
capable of being much higher for services than products -  especially where they are built on 
a pre-installed product base. The lower values for UK mobile are probably more 
representative of a product than a service anyway. The i-mode estimations in particular 
reflect favourable conditions for technology diffusion. The choice of analogues can be 
critiqued and so, for any new service, the probability that take-up will be effectively zero 
cannot be dismissed. Therefore, the case studies are only broadly illustrative of the potential 
diffusion patterns.
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Table 3.8: Summary table of diffusion model parameter estimates
P q a a
year’ year’ H year’
Median (short run; < 10 years) [Lilien et ai, 2000] 0.025 0.280
Median (long run: >10 years) [Lilien et al, 2000] 0.021 0.365
i-mode 0 .0 4 -0 .1 1 1 .9 -2 .2 0.7 0.8 — 1.1
UK Broadband 0.02 0 .7 -0 .8 0 .8 -1 .0 -0
UK mobile 0.001 0.07 0 .8 -1 .2 0.2 -  0.6
The case studies were chosen to reflect the characteristics of service diffusion on an 
installed product (hardware) base, service-product co-dependency on the supply side and 
slow take-up behaviour to a critical mass (J-curve) because of network externalities. The 
three diffusion analogues chosen each have more than one of these characteristics. It was 
possible to include the effect of exogenous economic variables on the diffusion of UK 
broadband and UK mobile phones. Only for mobile phones can it be claimed with much 
evidence that price is an important determinant of uptake, although other factors such as 
size, ease of use and imitation effects are impossible to exclude. The effect of personal 
disposable income and interest rates is minimal; their trends over the time period of analysis 
are relatively flat. The impact of income and interest rate data is minimal and in fact leads to 
estimation problems, mainly in the form of wrongly signed coefficients.
This leads to an important point about parameter estimation of models with many 
parameters -  namely the problem of non-uniqueness or the lack of identifiability, where 
different parameter sets can give equally good, or almost equally good, fits against historic 
data. This problem arises even for the extension of the basic Bass model to a third 
parameter for the EMM and KS, or a fourth if these are combined. In social systems, the 
benefit of the observation and experience in the 'mental database’ (Forrester, 1980a) of 
those acting within the system can help to discriminate amongst parameter values and 
structural relations, if the model is built at a level of aggregation that allows this. Using 
knowledge directly from the real ‘operating’ world is characteristic of system dynamics, 
whereas econometrics is confined to the available historic numerical data.
Additionally, model specification is treated as a given in econometrics whereas it is really a 
broader issue than estimation (Putsis and Srinivasan, 2000), although comparative testing of 
different models as undertaken by Stoneman (2002) Chapter 10 and in this chapter is a way 
of exploring the relative strengths of different formulations. Exploring alternative market and 
supply-side structures is likely to be an important aspect of applied work undertaken for new 
market strategic analysis. That is the purpose of a model is not so much to get the ‘right’ 
answer, as to prompt better questions.
Alternative ways of parameterising aggregate modeis were explored, other than traditional 
econometric estimation, such as calibration procedures used with system dynamics models. 
System dynamics packages such as Vensim do not offer the wide range of diagnostic 
indicators and residual analysis such as is available in Evlews. However, the advantage is 
that there is great flexibility of how the equations are represented and the model can be 
calibrated against penetration or subscriber data. Calibration against the stock variable 
seems to be a more reliable method for accurately estimating model parameters, since 
measurement error is a smaller part of cumulative sales or subscriber numbers. The
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drawback is that the integration of the adoption rate leads to residuals that are often heavily 
autocorrelated -  which is usually a problem for calculating confidence intervals.
Moreover, calibration implies incorporating the modeller’s judgement in producing the results 
and retaining the use of ‘hand’ calibration in conjunction with automated methods is 
recommended (Lyneis and Pugh, 1996).
The flexibility of equation specification is a great asset when considering how best to add a 
supply side to the demand side models that have been so extensively tested in the literature. 
This has been demonstrated in a simple way by the addition of the multiplier representing 
supply-side or network externality effects, which proved to yield a marked improvement for 
the i-mode and UK mobile calibrations, although not for UK broadband. In essence, the 
multiplier suggests that the Bass innovation and imitation parameters are themselves 
dependent on penetration (and hence, indirectly, are time-dependent).
The issue of estimating parameters for models where there are limited or no historic data is 
dealt with in the next chapter. As Meade and Islam (2001) point out, if statistical approaches 
are to be reliable then a data history that encompasses the point of inflection (the peak of the 
adoption curve) is needed (the Gompertz model is particularly susceptible -  Sterman, 2000; 
Richardson, 2005). This was so for all three of the case studies in this chapter -  but for the 
UK Broadband only just so, as Figure 3.16.
Estimating parameters for models used for practical market analysis projects or to support 
management interventions implies that criteria for model validity can be rather different from 
merely technical concerns. Estimating model parameters from time series data only 
(sometimes termed black-box validation) does not lend confidence that the model 
parameters are correct, whereas parameters derived from an independent sources, in 
conjunction with a comparison against the overall behaviour of the model (Robinson, 2001) 
do deliver enhanced credibility. However, aggregate-level model parameters cannot be 
directly observed. An alternative approach to estimating aggregate-level diffusion models is 
to use judgemental bootstrapping as discussed in Chapters 2 and 6 . This is an approach to 
the incorporation of ‘expert judgement in a structured process’ referred to by Fildes (2002).
The fit of a model to historic data is described by authors engaged in practical modelling 
interventions as a weak test of a model (Sterman, 1984; Richardson, 2005). An exercise in 
statistical estimation for a predator-prey model led to the following conclusion (Richardson, 
1981):
For me this explanatory study has confirmed my suspicion that estimating parameters statistically is not 
easy. It does seem easy to become convinced statistically that good estimates have been obtained when 
they have not. I remain convinced that estimating parameters outside the model is the best course. For 
the system dynamicist, parameters independently estimated, by whatever means, and then placed into a 
model for simulation contribute to model validation. If the model can behave properly with those 
parameters and they look correct for other reasons as well, then one has more reason to iielieve the model 
than if the model were used to estimate its own parameters.
White-box validation, using independent data sources, is therefore an aid to ‘believing the 
model’, that is, discriminating between correlation and causation.
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3.9 Appendix: the Likelihood Ratio method of constructing confidence 
intervals
If the residuals are independent and normally distributed, this is effectively the same as 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation, if Wt is set up as 1/a,, since MLE seeks to maximise the log- 
likelihood function of the parameter vector 0 and its associated errors e\
(3.18)
t=i ^
Since the first two terms on the right-hand side of this equation are deemed constant 
(assuming constant variances a,), then maximising the log-likelihood function is the same as 
maximising the payoff function. In order to construct a confidence interval, a theorem about 
the limiting distribution of the likelihood ratio test statistic is employed: twice the change in 
the log likelihood ratio (-2 In A) follows a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom 
(Green, 2003):
Test statistic = -2  In/I = -2  I n - ^  = Payoff function (<9*)-Payoff funotion(6^ "^ ) ~ z h
& ' (3.19)
where
0* = parameter vector that maximises the payoff, i.e. the calibrated parameter set 
0 *^ = parameter vector at upper or lower confidence interval bound
The critical value for %a,i at a = 0.05 is 3.84. As a result, the 95% confidence interval limits
are the parameter values either side of the critical value whose payoffs are 3.84 smaller than 
the payoff value of the optimum value. An alternative method is described by Dogan (2004). 
This uses a bootstrapping method of calculating confidence intervals without assumptions of 
large samples and independent (not autocorrelated), normally distributed errors, but is 
somewhat cumbersome to implement in Vensim.
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4 Development of a generic diffusion model of 
complementary bandwagon market growth
4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the development of a generic, exploratory simulation model of market 
growth in the location-based services (LBS) ecosystem and is a generalised version of the 
more detailed, case-specific AGILE project business m o d e l . T h e  AGILE model was 
intended to study the business and market development potential of LBS and their 
applications on mobile phones equipped with embedded GPS satellite navigation capability 
and, in the future, also with the European Galileo system. The AGILE model was much 
more detailed -  to examine profitability of specific LBS applications and geographic variation, 
for instance -  but was founded on a similar version to the model in this chapter. This model 
is intended as a simple exploratory, generic, industry-level model for four reasons:
1. the market is emergent, so there is a lack of empirical historic data on industrial 
behaviour and business architectures are still evolving;
2. to concentrate on the essential features and explore the market dynamics of the 
sector than was possible in AGILE;
3. to explore the potential transferability of insights as a generic model;
4. to observe the constraints of the confidentiality agreement®® under which this 
research was developed.
An explicit goal of this chapter is to develop a compact and parsimonious model of the LBS 
sector, in order to capture the essence of user service uptake from embedded GPS 
functionality. The model can then serve as a starting point for more detailed models. A 
simulation model provides an explicit, formal and testable theory. The OnStar case, other 
literature as cited and the network and compatibility effects diagram from Sterman (2000, 
p371. Fig 10-14) were helpful starting points but there was no generic, explicit model 
available as a starting point for the AGILE project model. The model in this chapter aims to 
fill that gap.
Small models are usually seen as desirable (Forrester, 1961, Appendix O; Barlas, 2007), 
since it is easy to add detail complexity without adding understanding of the dynamics and 
particularly the inter-relationships between the major sub-systems. Eskinasi and Fokkema 
(2006) cited an explosion of model detail as one reason for unsuccessful models. As a 
relevant example of a small model, Bass (2004) identifies its simplicity, ease of modification 
and intuitive parameters as explaining the enormous impact of the original Bass (1969) 
diffusion model paper.®®
The AGILE (Application of Galileo in the LBS Environment) project (Abwerzger et al, 2007; LogicaCMG, 2007) 
was a ca. €6m 2 year EU 6th Framework Programme project of 18 European companies led by LogicaCMG; the 
European GNSS Supervisory Authority was the client, an agency of the European Commission. The business 
modelling work package was led by Telefonica l+D and included ESYS Ltd, LogicaCMG, Navteq and ERTICO. The 
AGILE model outputs were not public domain at the time of writing this thesis.
The confidentiality agreement covered work carried out at ESYS Ltd within the ProDDAGE and AGILE projects.
The Bass (1969) paper was cited as 5th out of the ten most frequently cited papers in the 50-year history of the 
journal Management Science (Hopp, 2004).
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4.1.1 Aim of the model
The model Is Intended as an Industry-level behavioural business model Intended to explore 
how the supply-side structures interact with user service uptake to produce growth dynamics 
in the LBS ecosystem. The goal of such a modelling process Is to develop a generic, 
endogenous hypothesis that can explain problematic or puzzling behaviour. Since the 
market sector is emergent, there is little data history and therefore the model Is necessarily 
of an illustrative type (Morecroft, 2007); these models have also been termed conceptual 
(GroBler, 2004) or exploratory (Lane and Husemann, 2004). The LBS sector is proposed as 
a representative of the wireless data services industry in general, since there are many 
common features (Sharma and Nakamura, 2003) and because the LBS value chain is 
arguably the most complex of all services, perhaps rivalled only by that of mobile TV.
Chapter 2 and 3 indicated that a model that is fit for purpose must incorporate both dynamic 
or evolutionary effects and the aggregate and system-wide nature of complex ecosystems. 
The system dynamics modelling discipline is well-suited for capturing and conceptualising 
these characteristics.
Consequently, the aim of this chapter Is not to develop a detailed ‘decision support’ type of 
model of the LBS sector but to posit a generic structure that can explain the essential 
dynamic behaviour. A more detailed model would In any case need to be founded on a 
starting framework of a generic model whose basic behavioural modes were understood. 
The nature of generic models is discussed in §4.4. Demonstrating how the model fits into an 
existing generic structure or its status as a possibly new generic structure is covered in 
Chapter 6.
4.1.2 Model process
The modelling process started from the literature review of network markets and technology 
diffusion and a comparison with econometric estimation as described in Chapters 2 and 3. 
The AGILE project became a focus for model development but the model developed in this 
chapter was undertaken in parallel with, and subsequent to, the AGILE work. Sterman 
(2000) outlines five stages in the development of a system dynamics model:
1. problem articulation/boundary selection
2 . dynamic hypothesis
3. formulation
4. testing
5. policy formulation and model evaluation
As a further qualification, the founder of the system dynamics field at its 50th anniversary 
conference. Jay Forrester (2007), set the challenge that a high quality publication would 
have the following characteristics, which served as guidelines for this chapter.
1. The paper starts with a clear description of the system shortcoming to be improved.
2. It displays a compact model that shows how the difficulty is being caused.
3. It is based on a model that is completely endogenous with no external time series to 
drive it.
4. It argues for the model being generic and descriptive of other members of a class of 
systems to which the system at hand belongs.
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5. It shows how the model behaviour fits other members of the class as policies 
followed by those other members are tested.
6. It arrives at recommended policies that the author is willing to defend.
7. It discusses how the recommended policies differ from past practice.
8. It examines why the proposed policies will be resisted.
9. It recognizes how to overcome antagonism and resistance to the proposed policies.
Of these characteristics, points 1 to 3 will be covered in the light of this model presented in 
this Chapter, points 6 to 9 will be covered in Chapter 5, whilst part of point 4 and most of 
point 5 will be covered in Chapter 6.
4.2 Overview of model conceptualisation process
4.2.1 Purpose of the model
The purpose of the model is to propose a formal causal endogenous theory representing the 
main relationships between the manufacturing (handset) sector, complementary service 
sector and demand sides of the LBS industry that control the dynamic behaviour. In 
particular, the aim is to explain how these interactions can provide an explanation of the 
slow-start dynamics that have characterised the LBS market. This is one instance of the 
general ‘start-up’ problem in complementary bandwagon markets identified by Rohlfs (2001). 
This thesis takes innovation diffusion theory as a starting construct for this model, as does 
Barabba et al (2002) and Lane and Husemann (2004), whilst Rohlfs does not explicitly 
explore the connection.
Beyond this, the aim is to explore what policies might lead to better ecosystem growth 
characteristics and how recent industry developments appear to enable better interlinking 
between the manufacturing and complementer sectors.
The purpose of the model as described, given the lack of historic market data, is aligned with 
the aim of market research advocated by Forrester (1968a), as concluded in his influential 
market growth model paper:
Market research should be directed toward identifying the structures that can cause the many 
dynamic modes that exist in actuai market situations. Emphasis should be reduced on numericai 
data gathering in market research and should be increased on conceptualizing the structures which 
produce typical classes of market behavior.
4.2.2 System shortcoming to be Improved
A presenter at the 2007 Informa Telecoms and Media 11th annual Mobile Location Services 
conference commented that speakers at virtually every previous event had predicted the 
imminent take-off of the LBS sector -  followed by the disappointing non-realisation of the 
rosy forecasts. Thus the problem is one of stalled or disappointingly low user uptake of 
available location-based services (Figure 4.1), deferral of forecasts and claims that "this will 
be the year” when the industry finally takes off. Industry commentators generally believed 
that the essential enablers were in place to allow rapid growth.
Such durable optimism may be the result of a technophile or technology-push bias from the 
industry itself. Yet attributing the lack of uptake to low levels of user interest is unconvincing, 
particularly since the explosive growth in sales of Portable Navigation Devices and GPS
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satellite navigation units for cars has demonstrated genuine user interest in such products. 
At the same time, there is the admission of a ‘chicken-and-egg’ problem, whereby the 
handset manufacturers have not supplied GPS in handsets because the mobile operators 
have not ordered them, except only recently for high-end/PDA/smart phones. As explained 
in Chapter 2, part of the reason was the cost and complexity of location-enabling their 
networks. Hence operators did not promote LBS services and only consumers buying high- 
end handsets form an installed base of GPS users. Further, there is the recognition of 
mutual co-dependency within mobile ecosystems and that business development must 
include commercially acceptable arrangements for all partners.
Forecast 
market size 
/  revenue / 
penetration
Deferred forecasts
Actual time path
^  %% SES»
time
Figure 4.1 : The problem of deferred uptake forecasts
With a small installed base and weak prospects for its growth, the sector lacks real returns 
for smaller players who have shorter commercial timeframes to secure payback. This is the 
more basic ‘chicken-and-egg’: no customers, no revenues. Hence the LBS sector requires 
some kind of ‘technology push’, even with the helping hand of market pull from related 
products.
The above description applies more to Europe and the contrasts with the US and South 
Korea and Japan were reviewed in Chapter 2. Whether GPS phone penetration is driven by 
regulation or a suitable host technology, the warning from both the US and Japan is that 
consumer interest can be limited or weakened by poor user experience, as the DTI (2004) 
trade mission to Japan found: a long Time To First Fix was cited as the major fault. 
Technology is now developing to address the tradeoffs between time to fix, accuracy, indoor 
availability and power consumption using Assisted GPS and other enhancements, including 
Wi-Fi hybridisation in urban environments, as demonstrated in the AGILE project. Thus the 
user-orientation in terms of the overall quality of experience is an important organising 
concept in the modelling work presented later.
4.2.3 Timescale
Commercial market forecast reports for the LBS sector typically extend only 4 to 5 years 
from the present, in contrast, the client for the ProDDAGE and AGILE projects, the GNSS 
Supervisory Authority, commissioned market analyses out to 2025. The time to reach a 
saturation penetration of mobile handsets with GPS was predicted by ProDDAGE not to be 
until 2018 in most parts of the world. Most business people would regard any technology 
market model that extends more than 5 years into the future to be hopelessly speculative,
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but it is clear from the history of the LBS sector that there can be long developmental delays 
that far exceed initial expectations.
The proper time horizon for this model would be until the industry growth dynamics have 
settled down to equilibrium. Given the perspective as outlined, the timescale to 2025 has 
been retained.
4.2.4 Audience for the model
The AGILE project was for institutional clients in the European GNSS Supervisory Authority 
but, as a 50%-funded project, it was also intended to benefit the industrial consortium 
undertaking it. On this basis, and considering the comments made here regarding model 
boundary and degree of aggregation, the model is intended as a starting, generic model for 
both industry and institutions who are interested in the future growth potential of the LBS 
sector or, more generally, in service-based industry ecosystems.
4.2.5 Boundary of the model
Several factors are considered outside of the boundary of the model and thus not part of any 
endogenous theory:
■ competitive behaviour between rival LBS services and ecosystems
■ institutional actors, which are seen as exogenous (although regulatory influences 
will be discussed);
■ the Galileo system is not considered explicitly (although this was a primary aspect 
of AGILE) as it is a subset of the GNSS LBS sector. GPS, as it is currently 
available, is used synonymously with GNSS;
" the drivers of growth of mobile phones themselves (industrial or demographic 
issues) are taken as outside the model boundary.
4.2.6 Degree of aggregation
In keeping with the aim of an exploratory, conceptual or illustrative generic model, the model 
in this chapter was developed at a very aggregate level to explore main overall ecosystem 
dynamics, as described later for each model sector. Disaggregation of the model’s concepts 
to make them less abstract and more operational is desirable but this multiplies the need to 
conceive of appropriate feedback relationships and parameters. Another downside is that 
the model becomes less transparent and less generic. Conceptual disaggregation will 
complicate the dynamics, although the underlying behaviour modes should be retained. In 
summary, the model is typical of aggregate, market-level or macro-flow models reviewed in 
Chapter 2.
The AGILE model was disaggregated in ways other than conceptually: it included arrays to 
represent six global regions, three types of mobile phone handset and four types of LBS 
application. Such disaggregation added a lot of detail complexity to the model which 
obscured understanding of the overall dynamic complexity, although it was required by the 
project specification.
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4.2.7 Sub system description
A subsystem diagram (Morecroft, 1982), illustrating the major organisational subdivisions in 
an industrial system, was constructed within the AGILE project (Figure 4.2). This provides a 
map of the superset of dependencies as shown by the curved influence arrows. Also shown 
are the issues within each sub-sector that the consortium considered apposite to the 
development of the LBS industry. A simplified version is presented in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.2: Overall subsystem diagram of the LBS sector from the AGILE project
Overall service quality as perceived by the users thus includes an ensemble of enablers and 
performance factors, as listed in Table 4.1, and also as supported by findings from the 
former Department for Trade and Industry (DTI, 2004) trade mission study to understand the 
Japanese LBS sector.
Table 4.1: Multiple factors contributing to service quality
performance
Customer
perception-related
f^ ïctor^ ï
Ergonomic factors Soft factors
■ Battery life
■ Location Time-to- 
first-fix
■ Location accuracy
■ Availability (of 
satellite signals)
■ Content detail and 
accuracy
■ Integration of 
services
■ Avoidance of 
privacy violation
■ Handset screen 
size
■ Readability of 
maps
■ Ease of use of 
menu structures
■ Overall usability, 
appeal, interest
■ Service branding
■ Advertising 
influences
Although it would be desirable to have customer market research to provide metrics on these 
factors, such as a conjoint or discrete choice analysis, these have not been done in LBS that 
were publicly available or via the AGILE project.
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4.3 Reference modes and dynamic hypothesis
Figure 4.1 depicted the perceived ‘problem’ in the LBS sector of hitherto unfulfilled 
expectations. However, in projecting forward, there are several possible outcomes. Will 
maps, navigation, location and context-awareness become “the next big thing in mobility”, as 
claimed by Nokia’s CEO, Olli-Pekka Kallasvuo?^^ Or will LBS turn out to be merely a niche 
market -  or indeed will market failure be the outcome? These latter two scenarios now 
seem much less likely than when the AGILE project was initiated, since it is hard to dismiss 
the interest and momentum that the investment by Nokia has generated.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the three hypothesised reference modes -  the potential future time 
profile of key performance variables -  as proposed by Randers (1980b) when formulating 
models of systems that do not yet exist or where problematic behaviours have not yet 
transpired. The characteristic S-curve shape emanates from the assumption of a market 
which is a subsector of mobile phone usage and thus limited by the achievable penetration 
of the subscriber base. However, the global number of mobile phones exceeded 3 billion in 
2007 (Reuters, 2007) and use of mobile data services is increasing, albeit mostly from a 
fairly low base. So there may be no limit on extent of use, although a tendency to encourage 
data service use by flat-rate pricing means that revenue or market size is largely constrained 
by the subscriber population. Normalising growth and possible saturation in terms of 
penetration then allows the demographics of the mobile subscriber population to be treated 
as outside this model’s scope. The oscillatory modes of a growing or stagnating market 
described by Forrester (1968a) were not initially identified.
Revenue or 
market size
Desired -  
mass market
Evaluation point
Niche market
Market failure
2025
Figure 4.3: Hypothesised reference modes for nascent LBS sector
The dynamic hypothesis for the model -  a preliminary 'guess’ at a causal structure that might 
explain the reference mode -  was initially approached with the concept of combining both 
hardware supply and user uptake as co-dependent diffusion processes. Figure 4.4 is a more
Kallasvuo was expressing continuing confidence in the LBS sector in a shareholders’ meeting following Nokia's 
$8.1 bn acquisition of Navteq, in October 2007, still pending regulatory approval by the European Commission. 
Nokia expects to ship 35m GPS devices in 2008, equal to the entire GPS device market in 2007. More 
sophisticated services such as pedestrian LBS and targeted advertising would help realise the huge potential, 
according to Kallasvuo. Source: Location News (2008), 9 May 2008; Economist (2008).
“  "Struggling with oversized maps will become a thing of the past" -  Kallasvuo, quoted on BBC News website, 
http://news.bbc.co.Uk/1/hi/technoloQv/7230686.stm - Nokia aiming to banish paper maps. Mon 11 Feb 2008.
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complete version, as influenced by the literature described in Chapter 1 
verbally expressed as follows.
This can be
If handset manufacturers fit GPS chipset to their mobile handsets, this creates a potential 
demand for user uptake of services, mediated by the provision of LBS applications and 
services. But a lack of current subscribers, fears of inflated forecasts or lack of return on 
hardware / infrastructure costs lead to a lack of GPS-enabled phone orders from mobile 
network operators and the under-development of high-quality applications. Hence the 
growth potential remains unrealised.
rer) sector Complementary services sector
Supply-side complementary 
bandwagon 
effect
GNSS Handset 
Installed Base
Hardware (handset man, +
Attractiveness to 
manufacturers
Growth in GPS 
equipped phones Investment in Complementary
Complementary 
Services
Services
GPS fitment 
timescale policy +
Manufacturers' possible 
move into service sector
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Demand-side 
complementary 
bandwagon effect
User (demand) sector
Adopters
Potential LBS --------------- CC.............. ml.Adopters .......... . Adoption wOO MUUÿJLcio
Figure 4.4: Dynamic hypothesis and simplified subsystem
The reinforcing or growth loops are shown, with R1 (supply-side) and R2 (demand-side) 
being the indirect network externality or complementary bandwagon effects. R3 is a 
potential driver, whereby manufacturers have a direct incentive from users to fit GPS 
because they themselves move into direct services to mobile subscribers -  whereas the 
operators have held a dominant customer relationship position. R3 thus subsumes the direct 
network effect, whereby possible applications such as friend-finder or social networking 
become more valuable if more people have suitable products.
Regarding the importance of positive feedbacks, Barabba et al (2002, p27) noted their 
thinking on how to include these in the OnStar model;
Quantifying the magnitude of the positive-feedback processes was a challenge. We were tempted 
to conclude that we could not accurately quantify these mechanisms and to leave them out of the 
formal modeling. We decided to try to quantify the alliance feedback, because historical examples 
suggested that they could be critical to OnStar’s development, and because the strength of the 
positive feedback is affected by many other variables, such as pricing and spending on marketing. 
Omitting the mechanisms from the model would greatly distort the effects of alternative pricing and 
marketing-investment policies.
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Likewise, although quantifying the positive feedbacks in Figure 4.4 is necessarily intuitive 
and speculative, excluding them would seem to be a denial of the fundamental shaping 
forces in complementary markets.
4.3.1 Mass’ Type 3 models and a priori expectations
Mass (1991) identified three types of model in an insightful paper on surprise model 
behaviour:
■ Type 1: a well-established set of problems with an historic reference mode (ideally 
with hard data);
■ Type 2: addressed to a set of policy issues rather than a particular historical 
circumstance (but there may be historical analogues/precedents);
■ Type 3: like Type 2 but with no or weak historical precedent. E.g.: growth strategies
for new companies a "prevalent criterion for a successful model is that it reveal
fundamentally new insights ... quite the opposite of confirming the prior hypothesis 
of the analyst” (p73).
Qualifying Type 3 models, in footnote 1 (p85), Mass warned that over-reliance on reference 
modes and dynamic hypotheses can limit the potential of system dynamics models to act as 
fora for discovery. His concern was that if a model merely replicates the reference mode, it 
only serves to confirm prior expectations or fears. Likewise, Randers (1980b, p i38, footnote 
2) recognised that reference modes should be viewed as neither sacred nor unalterable. To 
guard against this, the causal hypotheses and structures in Figure 4.4 were treated as only 
preliminary.
In approaching any of the three types of model situations, Mass (p73) argued that without 
historic reference modes it was vital to have sharp a priori expectations about possible 
model results and/or a list of policy issues that the model should address. The following is a 
non-exhaustive list of prescriptions expressed in location services-related conferences to 
overcome the slow development of the industry:
1. Growth of the industry depends on building the installed base of GPS/GNSS 
handsets.
2. A focus on quality of user experience is the crucial determinant of the sector’s 
success.
3. Many new services should be launch to allow users to self-select a ‘killer 
application’, since it is hard to identify such an application in advance.
4. Services lack promotion so there should be a focus on advertising spend.
5. Handset manufacturers should collaborate more closely with operators to agree 
chipset fitment targets.
4.4 Generic models of innovation diffusion and market growth
Generic models are set as an aspiration within the system dynamics field since they offer the 
possibility of integrative theories of behaviour that can provide generalised and transferable 
insights. The founding work of Industrial Dynamics (Forrester, 1961) stressed the 
importance of general-purpose models. The customer producer-employment model (p208) 
is a general model built from a specific case study. Using further potential application
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models for market dynamics (p313) and corporate/product growth (p317), Forrester 
distinguishes crucial from unessential assumptions. Subsequent literature develops the 
concept of generic structures (Forrester, 1980a, p i 8; Anderson and Richardson, 1980; 
Forrester, 1983; Paich, 1985; Lane and Smart, 1996; Forrester, 2003; Forrester, 2007). 
Generic models are defined as models that “attempt to provide a general theory of the 
behaviour of a class of systems” (Bell and Senge, 1980, p66), and these “system examples 
... should concentrate on the minimum structure necessary to create a particular mode of 
behavior” (Forrester, 1968b, p413-4). On the utility of generic models, Paich (1985) 
concludes;
...generic structures are not appropriate for solving specific problems. Rather, generic structures 
are educational tools for learning about the fundamentals of complex systems ... this "system 
learning” Is the most useful outcome of a generic modeling effort.
When starting modelling endeavours, Forrester (1968c, p607; 1980a; 2003; 2007) and 
Forrester and Senge (1980, p220) stressed the importance of beginning, where possible, 
with the generic or common class of systems to which the special case belongs. The more 
natural inclination, as Paich (1985) suggested and borne out by the majority of models 
presented in system dynamics conference papers, is to start from a case-specific premise. 
Forrester (1980a) made the bold assertion that ‘probably twenty basic structures would span 
90% of the policy issues that most managers encounter’.
Lane and Smart (1996) unbundled the term ‘generic structure’ into several interpretations; 
canonical situation models (i.e. compact application-centric models with multiple dynamic 
modes), abstracted microstructures (smaller, single-behaviour mode components) and 
counterintuitive system archetypes (simple causal diagrams describing problematic 
management situations). Four types of contribution to modelling were identified for generic 
models; in terms of system conceptualisation; formal model construction, domain 
understanding and teaching.
Forrester’s (1968a) corporate market growth model is cited as a classic example (Paich, 
1985; Sterman, 2000, p605; Lane, 1998; Morecroft, 2007, Ch7) of a generic model built 
around three feedback loops (as depicted in Figure 4.5);
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Figure 4.5: Feedback loops from Market Growth model (Forrester, 1968a)
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■ sales force hiring from the budget generated by sales (+ve feedback: Loop 1);
■ the effect of delivery delay (or product availability) (-ve feedback: Loop 2);
■ production capacity expansion (-ve feedback: Loop 3).
Morecroft et al (1991) affirm the role of pre-existing generic models, such as the market 
growth model, as beneficial in framing discussion and data gathering for an interactively built 
growth strategy model. Winch and Arthur (2002) propose that pre-packaged generic models 
might be a solution to the conundrum of providing dynamic modelling to small/medium size 
firms preparing for business change that might otherwise find tailored system dynamics 
modelling too costly.
Three different classes of market growth models are initially postulated in Figure 4.6: 
capacity-limited growth, demand-side diffusion and situations with direct or indirect network 
effects. Morecroft’s (2007) Chapter 6 concerns the dynamics of growth from diffusion and 
offers a simplified version of a model of the early low-cost People Express airline case which 
became famous as a business case study of rapid growth and decline. Morecroft then 
proposes that his version and the more detailed People Express Management Flight 
Simulator (Sterman, 1988a) can both be viewed as variations of the growth and 
underinvestment structure that is the heart of the market growth model.
The vital importance of service capacity for People’s Express could be viewed as an 
example of contingent or complementary service but supplied from within a single firm. 
Demand side advertising and imitative effects are also a part of the more detailed model 
(Graham et al, 1994, p224). This then shows the possible interlinkages in classes of market 
growth model structures or metaphors.
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Figure 4.6: Three proposed classes of market growth models
Should complementary bandwagon markets be afforded the status of a separate class of 
system? Given the studies by Rohlfs (2001) on the management co-ordination problems in 
these markets, this status seems justified. Moreover, a fourth class is proposed which 
combines both demand-side diffusion and supply-side complementary bandwagon markets. 
In summary, this chapter’s aim is to develop a model that can represent this fourth class 
whilst ideally retaining the iconic clarity and simplicity of Forrester’s market growth model.
4.5 Data sources and parameter estimation
A general list of the sources of data for the modelling work in this Chapter is indicated in 
Table 4.2. Supplementary comments on data sourcing and parameter estimation are as 
described in the relevant model sector in the next section.
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Information to formulate model structural relationships was not easily available, as noted 
above. The AGILE project provided large quantities of information in market reports from the 
Telefonica database but these were of limited use in building a dynamic model -  particularly 
for the intersector feedbacks and parameters. However, the project team comprised mainly 
technical analysts rather than commercial managers because of the nature of the AGILE 
project; as a multi-partner consortium, the partners were reluctant to divulge sensitive 
commercial information from their marketing or strategy departments. For this kind of 
information, the greatest value came from the mental database, through conversations with 
the project team and at conferences.
Table 4.2: General list of model data sources
Type of data Sources
Mental ■ Conference presentations (e.g. Informa Mobile Location Services 2007, 
Amsterdam; MR Telecoms and Technology 2006, London);
■ Methodological suggestions from workshops and PhD colloquia held at the 
2004 -  2007 System Dynamics Society conferences
■ Team discussions within the AGILE project (particularly Telefônica l+D, 
LogicaCMG, Navteq, ERTIGO)
Written ■ Business reports accessed in AGILE project (LogicaCMG, 2007)
■ Structural concepts & theory cited in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis
■ Other sources, such as industry journals (e.g. InsideGNSS) and webpages 
(e.g. ABl Research, Location Weekly, GPS Business News)
Numerical ■ Forecast time series data (expert judgement forecasts from Alcatel (now 
Thales Alenia Space) in ProDDAGE (ESYS, 2006), plus other parameters
■ Quantities cited in AGILE-sourced reports
In keeping with the model’s generic nature and the emergent status of the LBS sector and 
hence a lack of specific historic data, there is no attempt to estimate (or calibrate) the 
parameters from aggregate (i.e. whole model) time series data. Thus parameter estimation 
has been carried out using values from below the level of aggregation’ (Graham, 1980), i.e. 
from direct observation of parameters or from databases of values from analogous 
situations, including those derived in Chapter 3. Where such direct values are not available, 
plausible values are used, understanding that a range of values might give rise to possible 
different behaviour modes and is subject to sensitivity analysis.
4.6 Description of model sectors and assumptions
The following sections describe the concepts, process and sources for structuring each of 
the model sectors. The model has been constructed using the proprietary system dynamics 
Vensim software. Version 5.4d. The main model sectors are described in terms of their 
stock/flow (or level/rate), auxiliary equations, table (lookup/graphical) functions and 
parameters and their related equations using the system dynamics modelling approach. The 
table functions and parameters are set to plausible values for the LBS industry rather than 
claimed to be accurately calibrated.
Absent from these descriptions is a separate financial sector. In the AGILE model, revenues 
were calculated using monthly Average Revenues Per User assumptions and
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proportionately allocated amongst all the value chain actors. Net Present Values were 
thence derived using annual cost data for different actors as these were required by the 
client. However, all these metrics were ‘output’ variables and not used as inputs in the 
model to create endogenous influences on other sectors. A reason was that not enough 
information was available to formulate detailed profit re-investment functions as this was 
both very commercially sensitive and seemed subject to alteration. Nonetheless, a simplified 
re-investment relationship was included, as described below, to test behavioural impacts.
4.6.1 Handset vendor/manufacturer sector
The handset manufacturers constitute the key drivers of satellite-navigation based location 
services since it lies within their manufacturing strategy to choose whether to fit GPS (and 
ultimately Galileo) chipsets to mobile phones and the timescale for doing so. The AGILE 
project built on the ProDDAGE market research that compiled expert judgement forecast of 
the diffusion of GNSS-equipped handsets in a more-or-less S-shaped diffusion pattern. 
Mobile phones were broken down into three types: low-end, mid-range and high-end 
phones. The ProDDAGE penetration curves and the global weighted average that allows for 
host platform population growth (i.e. of the mobile phones themselves) are shown in Figure 
4.7. The wide range of growth rates and the penetration ceilings are notable features; in 
contrast, many forecasts often now predict that that virtually all phones will be GPS- 
equipped, so the ProDDAGE forecasts could now appear somewhat pessimistic.
Global GNSS penetration
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Figure 4.7: Forecast penetrations of GNSS in mobile phones (ProDDAGE/ESYS, 2006)
The spread of GPS functionality through the mobile handset can be regarded as a diffusion 
phenomenon, not driven directly by consumer marketing and imitation effects but by the 
industrial strategy of the handset manufacturers. The price of a GPS chipset has been a 
consideration, although rapidly becoming less so as the price heads towards sub $2/chipset 
(Figure 4.8). The costs of on-board integration into a mobile phone are significantly 
additional but the overall costs of GPS functionality have not been included in this model 
since they are a small fraction of the overall handset price. Moreover, an important factor 
has been the way in which operators order mobile handsets from manufacturers, often 
providing them to subscribers heavily subsidised in order to encourage monthly post-pay 
contracts, particularly in Europe. Since the AGILE project did not include a handset 
manufacturer as a part of the consortium, it was not possible to model the full commercial
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complexities of the manufacturer/operator relationship, 
scope of this model.
Therefore, this was outside the
Approx average GPS chipset price ($/chipset)
Figure 4.8: Approximate average GPS chipset prices
(Sources: ProDDAGE/ESYS (2006), GPS Business News, 2008)
Nonetheless, it is thought that this relationship is at the heart of the ‘chicken-and-egg’ 
dilemma in the LBS sector and this is captured in the feedbacks between the manufacturing 
and services sectors in this model. The US situation serves as a contrast since significant 
GPS penetration, now standing at around 50%, was driven by the FCC Phase II E911 
emergency call location legislation requiring a specified accuracy of location to the Public 
Safety Answering Points.
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Figure 4.9: Hardware manufacturing sector
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This sector also aggregates the handset and chipset manufacturer roles. In practice, there 
are supply-demand relationships between them but the availability of GPS chipsets (and, 
later, Galileo chipsets) is not thought to be an issue. More important are the performance 
characteristics that are apparent to users, such as sensitivity and power consumption. There 
are issues and costs involved in integrating GPS into existing mobile phone functionality and 
the fact that GPS functions can be accomplished using ‘software GPS’, provided there is an 
Radio Frequency front-end and antenna. The sector map (Figure 4.9) shows how the 
relationships have been formulated using the language of stocks, flows, auxiliaries and 
parameters.
i n p u t s  from O th e r  s e c to r s
Perceived Service Quality (from Complementary 
Services Sector)
Handset Penetration (to Manufacturing Sector)
Service Penetration (from Demand Sector) Handset Penetration (to Demand Sector)
Hardware Sales (to Demand Sector)
Whilst admitting the many potential complexities identified, the Hardware Sales rate is simply 
modelled using a first-order growth rate (balancing loop B1) to close the gap between the 
Installed Base and the Maximum Market Size, acting as a management target. The 
condition on Handset Start Year allows control over when the growth starts compared to the 
simulation start time.
Installed Base = INTEGRAL (Hardware Sales) [phones]
Installed Base Initial = 0 [phones]
Hardware Sales = ((Maximum Market Size -  Installed Base) / Manufacturing Time Constant) x Slow Start 
Effect X Effect of Service Quality on Installed Base Orders [phones/year]
(IF Time > Handset Start Year, ELSE =0}
Manufacturing Time Constant = 5 [years]
Handset Start Year = 2004 [years]
The Maximum Market Size results from the Peak Penetration and the Addressable Market 
Size. The addressable market reflects demographic aspects of the market and ownership of 
the host platform, in this case of mobile phones. In AGILE, the Addressable Market Size 
was allowed to grow to fit with the forecast data provided by experts in the ProDDAGE 
project. Including such growth in the model adds realism to the projections but does not alter 
the behavioural insights and so was not included in this model version. The Penetration 
Goal parameter is taken to be either the maximum proportion of the population deemed 
achievable or the expressed level of interest in the product functionality. As indicated in 
Chapter 3, surveys have shown that users show a consistently high interest in maps and 
navigation at around 50%, so this is presumably the origin of Nokia’s policy on GPS fitment. 
Again, this proportion is not likely to be static in the long-term. GNSS functionality could 
eventually become ubiquitous, like SMS or camera phones.
Addressable Market Size = 1E9 [phones]
Maximum Market Size = Peak Penetration x Addressable Market Size [phones]
^  In these cases, one suggestion made by experienced telecoms forecasting expert Dr Lawrence Vanston at the 
September 2007 IIR Telecoms Market Forecasting Conference (personal communication), is to assume a high peak 
penetration and reduce the growth parameters.
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Peak Penetration = Penetration Goal'Effect of Hardware Price on Penetration Goal [dimensionless] 
Penetration Goal = 0.5 [dimensionless]
The initial slope of a first-order growth path is steep. To make the growth more realistic, a 
logistic formulation was used initially but its causal interpretation usually relates to epidemic 
effects on the demand-side and so is inappropriate. Instead, the Slow Start Effect is a non­
linear relationship (a table function’ or lookup graph) which been added to reduce the 
starting growth rate and produce more of an S-shaped time profile to the Installed Base as 
was shown in the market experts forecast in Figure 4.7. This aggregates together the many 
practical and managerial issues that are likely to cause inertia at the early stages of market 
development and is shown as a reinforcing loop R4 in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.10: Slow Start Effect vs. Handset Penetration
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A second non-linear multiplier. Effect of Service Quality on Manufacturing, influenced by the 
Perceived Service Quality subsumes the response of manufacturers to the performance of 
the Complementary Services Sector and the effect of operators on accelerating demand 
from manufacturers. The multiplier has a value of 1 at Perceived Service Quality of 0.5. 
Either side of 0.5, the response is hypothesised as in Figure 4.11 but is not necessarily
rotationally symmetric. The default position is to include this feedback from the
complementers using the Installed Base Demand Switch, or if not, the effect is set to the
normal point at 0.5, i.e. an output value of 1 :
INPUT CONDITION FOR Effect of Service Quality on Manufacturing:
IF THEN ELSE (Installed Base Demand Switch=1, Perceived Service Quality, 0.5)
Installed Base Demand Switch = 1 [dimensionless]
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Figure 4.11 : Effect of Service Quality on Manufacturing vs. Perceived Service Quality
Perceived Service Quality 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Effect of S. Qual. on Manuf. 0.1 0.15 0.27 0.45 0.7 1 1.32 1.6 1.82 1.95 2
The Handset Penetration is simply defined as the ratio between the Installed Base and the 
Addressable Market Size.
Handset Penetration = Installed Base x Addressable Market Size [dimensionless]
Hardwire price effects are modelled on the assumption that as the price falls away from the 
initial value, the Peak Penetration rises to its maximum (Penetration Goal).
Hardware Price = INTEGRAL (Hardware Price Fall) [Euro]
Hardware Price Initial = 20 [Euro]
Hardware Price Fall = (Hardware Price-Floor) / Hardware Price Time Constant [Euro/year]
Hardware Price Floor = 2 [Euro]
Hardware Price Time Constant = 5 [year]
Relative Hardware Price = Hardware Price / Initial Hardware Price [dimensionless]
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Figure 4.12: Effect of Hardware Price on Management Goal vs Relative Hardware Price
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The structure of this sector is very much simplified from several prior test versions, in which 
demographic population, mobile phone market size, GPS phone market size and GPS sales 
penetration were all represented as separate stocks. Industry publications usually refer to 
manufacturing goals in terms of proportion of handset sales instead of installed base 
penetrations. For instance, in 2007, Nokia indicated'’  ^that their objective was that 50% of ail 
their new mobile phones would be GPS-equipped within two years, although this was merely 
a stated, promotional intention from a leading manufacturer and the industry average will 
probably be much less ambitious. But by May 2008'*\ the timeframe declared by Nokia for 
the 50% target had slipped to 2010 -  2012, perhaps reflecting greater realism.
Manufacturing policy does not directly lead to hardware sales but only indirectly by 
controlling the proportion of sales equipped with the technology. Experiments with the prior 
versions indicated that achieving a given installed base penetration takes longer than one 
might think compared to sales-proportion timeframes. This is because of the need to ‘flush 
through’ the existing installed base and because of demographic heterogeneity in mobile 
phone replacement rates. Since industry will also not act in unison, this makes the 
penetration curves in Figure 4.7 look more realistic than recent Nokia pronouncements. So 
whilst the Manufacturing Time Constant parameter is not a policy parameter that is directly 
actionable by a manufacturer, from an industry market analysis perspective its meaning is 
clear.
4.6.2 Complementary service sector
This sector proved to be the most difficult to conceptualise. It subsumes the key role of the 
mobile operators, along with the infrastructure, application and content providers and 
aggregators and represents the ensemble of enablers needed for successful services. With 
the complexity implied by an ecosystem view shown in Figure 2.17, it was tempting to try to 
represent all of the interactions between the actors.
These interactions could include revenue sharing arrangements and the need to develop the 
capabilities and resources (Barney, 1991; Dierickx and Cool, 1989) required to compete. 
However, the absence of adequate data on parameters and structure, combined with 
restrictions from commercial sensitivity made this nearly impossible, instead, the following 
organising concepts were used to aid model formulation:
■ The On Star case indicated that complementers are significant for their incentive to 
both manufacturer and users.
■ The i-mode case (see §2.3.2) also showed that complementers are significant for 
creating attractive and high quality services for users.
■ There are multiple factors that constitute perceived user quality of experience (as 
indicated under the ‘Issues’ titles in the Handset and Complementers sectors in Figure
4.2 and listed in Table 4.1) -  which includes service pricing. In the absence of market 
research on these factors separately, they have been aggregated together as ‘service 
quality’ or ‘usability’.
Presentation by Michael Halbherr, Nokia, at the informa Mobiie Location Services conference. May 2007, 
Amsterdam.
Reported in GPS Business News, 19 May 2008
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■ For mobile data services, end-users pay more attention to intrinsic factors such as 
ease of use, usefulness, compatibility, service quality, innovativeness (Methlie and 
Pedersen, 2007). But this sector is not as detailed as the customer service 
perspective as in Oliva (1996) or Senge and Oliva (1993).
■ The consumer has no direct visibility of, or concern for, the structure of the 
complementer sector -  only its impact on service quality/usability or user experience. 
The key test is whether the set of actors delivers compelling, integrated applications 
for the user. The ultimate proof of this is that service uptake occurs -  which may or 
may not mean the services can be monetised.
■ As this is intended as a generic model, the details of the complementer architecture 
are not so important.
■ The whole LBS sector is undergoing rapid development, consolidation and vertical 
integration (Bonte, 2008), such that any particular industry architecture or model of it 
as depicted in Figure 2.17 is likely to be rapidly superseded.
Bearing in mind the above suggestions, a two-stage growth structure was formulated, as 
illustrated in Figure 4.13, where services develop from low-quality to high-quality states with 
a delay. The ratio between the high quality services and the total provides a measure of 
service quality since low-quality services are deemed immature and thus unusable. Thus 
the problem of how to represent complex ecosystem interactions has been condensed into a 
service development process.
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Figure 4.13: Complementary services sector
Table 4.4: Complementary Services sector: inputs and outputs
Inputs from other sectors Outputs to other sectors
Handset Penetration (from Manufacturing Sector) Perceived Service Quality (to Manufacturing Sector)
Service Penetration (from Demand Sector) Relative Service Price (to Demand Sector)
User Expected Quality (from Demand Sector) Relative Service Quality for Users (to Demand 
Sector)
Other models from a service delivery context provided some support for this basic structure. 
They were not used in early formulations but were useful in confirming and modifying the 
structure later on. First, the People’s Express model (Morecroft, 2007) has two sectors for
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Staff / Recruitment and Service Reputation. Staff are either new recruits or experienced staff 
-  combining them forms a service capacity, together with a motivation variable. Service 
reputation is derived from service capacity and infrastructure capacity. Second, a similar 
structure is used in the consulting firm workforce problem (Coyle, 1996), with junior and 
senior consultants as the two stock variables. This two-level structure occurs commonly and 
could itself be deemed to be a generic structure -  perhaps an abstracted microstructure 
(Lane and Smart, 1996). These reference models suggested that the two-stock model 
should have greater flexibility with an overall inflow and outflow. Otherwise there is an 
inevitable growth to high quality services with the only possible adjustment being in the 
speed of growth.
New Services are developed from innovation and mature to High Quality Services, where the 
initial condition is defined by the number of services and the initial quality condition, defined 
on a scale of 0 to 1 (zero to perfect quality);
New Services = INTEGRAL (Service Innovation Rate -  Service Maturation Rate) [services]
New Services: Initial = (1-initial Proportion of High Quality Services)*!nitiai No of Services [services]
Initial No of Services = 100 [services]
Initial Proportion of High Quality Services = 0.25 [dimensionless]
High Quality Services = INTEGRAL (Service Maturation Rate -  Service Obsolescence) [services]
High Quality Services: Initial = (Initial Proportion of High Quality Services)*lnitial No of Services [services]
The Service Maturation Rate is deemed to be a first order outflow of New Services and 
affected by the size of the Installed Base and the reinvestment effect from revenue 
generated from user service uptake.
Service Maturation Rate = (New Services / Maturation Time Constant) * Attractiveness of installed Base to 
Complementors * Service Reinvestment Effect [services]
Maturation Time Constant = 5 [years]
The Service Innovation Rate allows replenishment of New Services and the Service 
Obsolescence allows a natural wastage or decay of High Quality Services:
Service Innovation Rate = Service innovation Base*Effect of Service Penetration on Service innovation 
[services/Year]
Service Innovation Base = 2 [services / year]
Service Obsolescence = High Quality Services * Service Obsolescence Fraction [services / year]
Service Obsolescence Fraction = 0.01 [1 /  year]
The Attractiveness of the Installed Base to Complementors is a dimensionless multiplier and 
a function of Handset Penetration with a normal point at 0.2. The proposal here is that 
services will mature (i.e. be developed) at a much higher rate with an increasing handset 
penetration. But the initially low interest of complementors at a zero installed base rapidly 
rises from the signals implied by even modest penetrations. In practice, complementors will 
make their assessments based on industry forecasts, which of course are subject to over­
optimism, as well as tracking current levels of users’ interest or service uptake.
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Figure 4.14: Attractiveness of Installed Base to Complementors vs. Handset
Penetration
Handset Penetration 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Attractiveness of Installed Base to Complementors 0.1 1 1.5 1.8 1.95 2
The reinvestment of revenues from adoption is a complex area, given the lack of 
consolidation in the sector, unproven business models and the issues of sharing revenue 
amongst multiple players in the sector. The uncertainty stems from the fact that whilst SMS 
text-messaging has been successful, substantial revenue generation from other data 
services e.g. picture messaging has been disappointing. As mentioned above, financial 
results of total user revenues based on service ARPUs were needed as outputs in AGILE 
but how these drive service reinvestment is a murky area. The LBS sector suffers from 
queries about users’ willingness to pay, even if services are deemed valuable.'*^ There is the 
further lure of advertising subsidies, which are as yet unproven.
Given these considerations, a table function is formulated which aggregates the sector’s 
response to a rising service penetration, which is defined in the Demand Sector as 
proportion of those owning GPS-equipped phones who are active subscribers. 
Reinvestment in Complementary Services can be switched to zero and is defined as a 
function of the product of Service Penetration and Relative Service Price as in Figure 4.15.
Service Reinvestment Effect = IF THEN ELSE (Service Reinvestment Switch=0, 0, Reinvestment in 
Complementary Services) [dimensionless]
For instance the Ganalys poll of Taiwanese customers reported in GPS Business News 13 May 2008, showed 
that customers wanted maps and navigation on their phones ahead of TV and music and some way ahead of PC- 
derived services, such as email, internet access and instant message. But whilst 80% said they experience road 
traffic congestion, only 25% said they would be willing to pay a small fee for a service to navigate them around the 
congestion.
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Figure 4.15: Reinvestment In Complementary Services vs. Service Penetration
Service Penetration * Relative Service Price 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Reinvestment in Complementary Services 0 0.3 1 2.5 4.2 5
Service Penetration also affects innovation in new services, as a multiplier of the base value 
of innovation (Service Innovation Base), rapidly growing as services become more popular 
after an initially sluggish response, as shown in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Effect of Service Penetration on Service Innovation
Service Penetration 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Effect of Service Penetration on Service Innovation 0.05 0.2 1.0 1.6 1.9 2
Service quality is the ‘output variable’ but exists in two forms in this sector. First the 
Indicated Service Quality is a direct consequence of the number of mature or High Quality 
Services as a proportion of the total. It is analogous to an average productivity from a 
workforce with new and experienced staff, except that the pessimistic view is taken here that 
customers initially regard new services as under-developed and therefore of zero usability. 
This of course is a simplification, since some services might buck this trend and be "instant 
hits’ with customers. The Perceived Service Quality is a delayed version of the Indicated 
value, allowing there to be a lag in the formation of both customer and industry opinion (the 
two are taken as the same). This delay is set at quite a low value of 1.5 years, 
commensurate with rapidly adapting mobile telecoms sector. It uses a first order information 
delay function with an initialised value (DELAY11).
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Indicated Service Quality = High Quality Services/(New Services+High Quaiity Services) [dimensioniess] 
Perceived Service Quality = DELAY11( indicated Service Quaiity, Service Quality Perception Time, Indicated 
Service Quality ) [dimensionless]
Service Quality Perception Time = 1.5 [years]
The Perceived Service Quality is used in the Manufacturing sector to influence the Hardware 
Sales. Subsumed within this effect is the influence of operators in ordering GPS handsets 
from handset vendors; operators tend to have a 2/3 year roadmap of product requirements, 
Influenced by implementation costs and competing priorities with other revenue 
opportunities. The full commercial details of these drivers were not available via the AGILE 
project, so this remains an area for further refinement.
The second form of service quality is based on the assumption that customers will not treat 
Perceived Service Quality as an isolated indicator but instead compare it to their 
expectations of how well they expect the technology to perform as described in the Demand 
sector equations. The Relative Service Quality for Users variable is thus a ratio of Perceived 
Service Quality to User Expected Quality. This ratio is an output to the Demand sector 
and modifies the Adoption and Churn Rates. User Expected Quality is derived in the 
Demand sector.
Relative Service Quaiity for Users = ZlDZ(Perceived Service Quality, User Expected Quality) 
[dimensionless]
That the mobile operators are represented only implicitly in the service provider sector may 
seem too gross an aggregation but, at least traditionally, they have not provided the GPS 
signal, the content, aggregation or application services. Even so, they can provide the 
assistance (ephemeris) data in Assisted-GPS to reduce fix times and so they contribute to 
overall service quality as well as being involved in billing and promotion and thus they 
provide a central role in the industry.
Service Price is assumed to undergo first order decay, affecting the reinvestment in 
complementary services and influencing the adoption rate in the Demand sector. For LBS, 
service prices are expected to hold up, so the floor price is set close to the initial price.
Service Price = INTEGRAL (-Service Price Fall) [Euro]
Service Price Initial = Initial ARPU*Months per Year [Euro]
Initial ARPU = 5 [Euro]
Months per Year = 1 2  [months /  year]
Service Price Fall = (Service Price-Floor) /  Service Price Time Constant [Euro/year]
Service Price Floor = 4 [Euro]
Service Price Time Constant = 10 [year]
Relative Service Price = Service Price /  (Initiai ARPU*Months per Year) [dimensionless]
4.6.3 Demand sector
The demand sector is a four-state adaptation of what is regarded (Paich, 1985) as a generic 
structure: the generalised SIR model as described in Sterman (2000). In epidemiological 
compartment models, the basic SIR model has been extended to disaggregate the Infected 
stock to include an Exposed class (the SEIR model) and, post-infection, differentiates the
' The Vensim function ZIDZ calculates the quotient and which is set to zero if the denominator is zero.
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Recovered population from a Dead stock (e.g. Potash and Heibokel, 2003). Temporary 
immunity from diseases and re-infection to susceptible status has been included in the SIRS 
model and its variants (Trottier and Philippe, 2001). Aside from distinguishing between 
states, a key assumption of homogeneity is made within each stock.
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Figure 4.17: Demand Sector - user service uptake 
Table 4.5: Demand Sector: inputs and outputs
Inputs from other sectors Outputs to other sectors
Handset Penetration (from Manufacturing Sector) Sen/ice Penetration (to Complementary Services 
sector)
Hardware Sales (from Manufacturing Sector) User Expected Quality (to Complementary Services 
sector)
Relative Service Price (from Complementary Services 
Sector)
Relative Service Quality for Users (from 
Complementary Services Sector)
In an analogous fashion, in the model pictured in Figure 4.17, temporarily inactive adopters 
are distinguished from Refusers -  permanently lost from active use, although this is thought 
to be less common than the Inactive state. Churn is a widely recognised and important 
effect in mobile telecoms. A key distinction here is the assumption that Inactive Adopters 
can become Active again via a direct recirculation. This combines two effects: the seasonal 
or occasional use of service and the willingness to re-try a service after an initial 
disillusionment.
The justification of this hypothesis is that a decision to re-try a service would probably not be 
reached through the same process of innovation (or response to advertising) or quite the 
same word-of-mouth (imitation) process. Former users would, however, probably consider
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re-subscribing from the internet or other information. The key though in this model was to be 
able to experiment with different levels of re-subscription delay, rather than rely on the 
existing Bass diffusion p and q parameters to control re-adoption.
Stock variables (all initialised at zero) are as follows:
Potential Adopters = INTEGRAL (Growth in Potential Adopters - Adoption Rate) [subscribers]
Active Adopters = INTEGRAL (Adoption Rate - Churn Rate + Resubscription Rate) [subscribers]
Inactive Adopters = INTEGRAL (Churn Rate - Resubscription Rate - Refusal Rate) [subscribers]
Refusers = INTEGRAL (Refusal Rate) [subscribers]
Flow variables:
The growth of potential adopters is taken to be a co-flow with Hardware Sales, i.e., whenever 
someone buys a GPS phone, they become a potential LBS subscriber. The Handsets to 
Subscribers Ratio permits the units conversion from [phones] to [subscribers] and in this 
case is set to one although it is acknowledged that people often own more than one phone.
Growth in Potential Adopters = Hardware Sales /  Handsets to Subscribers Ratio [subscribers / year] 
Handsets to Subscribers Ratio = 1 [phones /  subscriber]
The Adoption Rate is based on the Bass model allowing for the imitation rate to be modified 
by usability effects, direct network effects and the Relative Service Price:
Adoption Rate = (p*Potential Adopters + q * 2IDZ(Active Adopters,Total Adopter Population) * Potential 
Adopters * Usability Effect on imitation) * Direct Network Effect * Service Price impact on Adoption 
[subscribers /  year]
p = 0.05 [1/year] 
q = 0.8 [1/year]
The impact of service price on the adoption rate follows the formulation used in Model 11 
reported by Bottomley and Fildes (1998, p543): the Service Price Elasticity is an index on 
Relative Service Price from the Complementary Services sector. The elasticity is set at a 
nominal value of 1.
Service Price Impact on Adoption = Relative Service Price Service Price Elasticity [dimensioniess]
Service Price Elasticity = 1 [dimensionless]
The Usability Effect on Imitation is a non-linear table function which allows the Bass imitation 
coefficient q to vary with Relative Service Quality and thus be time-dependent. This curve is 
similar to Figure 19-5 for percentage of market satisfied vs product quality discussed by 
Forrester (1961, p318) in a proposed model of corporate growth.
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Figure 4.18: Usability Effect on Imitation vs. Relative Service Quality for Users
Usability Effect on Imitation 0 0.2 0.5 0.8 1
Relative Service Quality for Users 0.0 0.2 1 1.85 2
The Direct Network Effect (I.e. Leibenstein or Bandwagon Effect) boosts the Adoption Rate. 
The multiplier in Figure 4.19 is based on the results from Chapter 3, with the modification 
that the curve was taken to be monotonie for Service Penetration > 0.5. Although there is 
potential for this effect in LBS through services such as Friend Finder and Social Networking, 
other services do not create a benefit by having a larger pool (or fraction) of users. Hence 
the strength of this effect remains uncertain.
Service Penetration
Figure 4.19: Direct Network Effect vs. Service Penetration
Service Penetration 0 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 1
Direct Network Effect 0.5 0.64 0.75 0.92 1.05 1.15 1.2 1.2
The Churn Rate is simply based on the current number of Active Adopters, although the 
Complementary Services sector has an influence on the Churn Fraction via the service 
quality or usability effect on churn:
Churn Rate = Active Adopters * Churn Fraction [subscribers / year]
Churn Fraction = Churn Base * Usability Effect on Churn [1 / year]
Chum Base = 0.05 [1 / year]
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Figure 4.20: Usability Effect on Churn vs. Relative Service Quality for Users
Relative Service Quality for Users 0
Usability Effect on Churn 5
0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2
4 2 1.5 1 0.3 0.1
Resubscriptions use a third order delay; this gives a ‘stickier’ response than a first-order 
delay, implying a more distinct delay before users resubscribe:
Resubscription Rate = delay3{lnactive Adopters* Resubscription Fraction, Resubscription Delay) 
[subscribers / year]
Resubscription Fraction = 0.05 [1 / year]
Resubscription Delay = 2 [years]
Auxiliary variables
The users develop a sense of what quality of services they would expect based on ease-of- 
use comparisons made against similar products (such car satellite navigation and Personal 
Navigation Devices) and other mobile services.
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Figure 4.21: User Expected Quality vs. Cumulative Adoption Fraction
Cumulative Adoption Fraction 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
User Expected Quality 0.45 0.58 0.8 0.95 1 1
The Cumulative Adoption Fraction is defined as a ratio of the total number of current or
previous subscribers (i.e. Total Subscriber Population less Potential Adopters) to the Total 
Subscriber Population:
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Cumulative Adoption Fraction = ZIDZ(Total Subscriber Population - Potential Adopters. Total Subscriber 
Population) [dimensionless]
Total Subscriber Population = Active Adopters + Inactive Adopters + Potential Adopters + Refusers
The Total Adoption Rate includes the resubscription rate:
Total Adoption Rate = Resubscription Rate + Adoption Rate [subscribers /  year]
The Service Penetration is the key output variable from the sector, defined as the proportion 
of active to all adopters active or formerly active. In contrast, the Service Uptake is defined 
as the fraction of mobile phone owners who are service adopters, as compared to hardware 
owners.
Service Penetration = Z iDZ {Active Adopters, Total Subscriber Population) [dimensionless]
Service Uptake = Handset Penetration*Service Penetration [dimensionless]
4.6.4 Overall model and feedbacks
The overall model diagram is shown in Figure 4.22, depicting the main reinforcing and 
balancing feedback loops within and between the sectors.
In the dynamic hypothesis diagram in Figure 4.4, the reinforcing loop R3 was identified that 
indicated a possible feedback relationship -  the possible involvement of manufacturers to 
reap commercial returns from service provision. In the way the model has been setup 
however, the connection between the demand and manufacturing sector is activated through 
the goal setting implication of the Penetration Goal target. Flow this target is set is a crucial 
determinant of overall industry performance.
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Supply side: hardware manufacturing sector
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Figure 4.22: Overall model and main feedback loops
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4.7 Summary
The model developed In this chapter Is posited as a generic, behavioural model of 
complementary product/service bandwagon markets. It captures supply / demand 
interactions and diffusion effects and makes an operational link between the ecosystem 
concept and bandwagon effects. The model has been built at a high level of aggregation to 
yield a compact model. Developing the model was shaped by the guideline to utilise existing 
generic structures, or to propose it as a new one. The benefit of this model beyond the case 
studies of Rohlfs (2001) is that "... model building leads to a better considered and more 
precise statement of the system description’ (Forrester, 1968b, p414).
This model is suggested as an extension of previous work on diffusion modelling where 
supply/demand interactions are explored as Stoneman (2002) advocated, since:
■ the OnStar model details (Barabba et al, 2002) were not fully published;
■ Luis’ (2004) work on telematics markets was only qualitative and a simulation was not 
developed;
■ Rohlfs (2001) work is largely descriptive -  the mathematical appendix uses a static / 
equilibrium method;
" Sterman’s (2000) model (p371 on network effects and complementary goods) is a 
causal diagram -  dynamics are not explored;
■ Thun et al (2000) only considered direct network effects. Lane and Husemann’s 
(2004) model only briefly dealt with network effects;
■ Struben’s (2005) modelling work on complementary market effects was not claimed to 
be a generic model;
■ the complementary services sector considers quality, and not just quantity 
(availability), as Stremersch et al (2007) suggested.
Is the model truly generic or is it merely a (rather aggregated) case-specific model composed 
of generic sub-structures (or ‘abstracted micro-structures’) which includes diffusion models? 
A further exploration of its status is made in Chapter 6 but since Leibenstein (1950) 
recognised the eponymous bandwagon effect and given the case studies by Rohlfs (2001), 
then the start-up problem in technology markets deserves the status as a separate class of 
system as it is a management phenomenon in its own right. Therefore it is proposed as a 
stand-alone generic model, not merely a derivative one.
The model is also proposed as a step forward from the expert judgement-based spreadsheet 
forecast models that have been used hitherto for the LBS market growth studies. These 
emphasise numerical data gathering and encourage factors to be included in calculations 
('factors thinking’, according to Richmond, 1993) with no theoretical discipline to structure 
their inclusion systemicaliy or support for conceptualisation.
Further development of the model would probably be aimed at elucidating the non-linear 
relationships, even though the additional structural detail would likely yield a less generic 
model. Exploring further the inter-sector commercial drivers is a priority. Revenue 
reinvestment strategy is commercially sensitive, so achieving an aggregate industry view 
would be challenging, as distinct from building a bespoke model for an individual client.
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5 Model behaviour modes and policy analysis
The following chapter presents the results of the modelling work in terms of the multiple 
dynamic behaviour modes displayed by the model developed in Chapter 4. Following from 
the methodology outlined in Chapter 4, an analysis of policy implications is undertaken. 
Sensitivity analysis is covered in Chapter 6.
5.1 Behaviour modes
Given the three main sectors of the model all involve growth up to a limit -  of installed base, 
complementary service quality and user uptake -  it is no surprise that the major behaviour 
mode is sigmoid or S-shaped growth, albeit modified by the interactions between the major 
sectors. However, there are many variations on this sigmoid behaviour mode, which are 
described in the following sections.
5.1.1 Mode 1 : Base mode (the start-up problem)
The first mode is the default mode parameterised to reflect the dynamic hypothesis. 
Handset Penetration (i.e. GNSS-enabled/hardware/installed base penetration) grows slowly 
because of perceived low quality in the complementors, which was set at an initial low value 
of 0.25. This in turn discourages service uptake, which lags even more behind the growth of 
the installed base and limits the reinvestment into development of existing and new services 
further inhibiting service quality growth. The low service quality depresses the Hardware 
Sales rate in the supply-side complementary bandwagon feedback loop, representing the 
lower orders of products by operators from manufacturers.
Therefore the whole industry gets stuck in a iow activity state -  at least over the timescale of 
this simuiation -  with manufacturers, service providers and users ali finding the market 
unattractive.. The rising adoption rate indicates that growth will occur eventually towards the 
peak penetration of the Installed Base. The solution to this impasse is discussed in the 
section on policy recommendations in §5.2.
Key performance metrics
1 Omni 
20 M subscribers/Year
0.5 Omni 
10 M subscribers/Year
0 DmnI
0 subscribers/Year
2000 2005 2010 2015
Time (Year)
2020 2025
Handset Penetration : Mode 1: Base ---------
Service Uptake : Mode 1; Base --------- 2-------
Perceived Service Quaiity : Mode 1: Base -
Service Penetration : Mode 1; Base ------- 4-
To ta l Adoption Rate : Mode 1: Base ----------;
—  DmnI
—  DmnI
—  DmnI 
-4 - DmnI-4 -
subscribers/Year
Figure 5.1 : Mode 1 : Base Run
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5.1.2 Mode 2: Technology push from manufacturers / regulatory push
This mode reveals the behaviour if the product manufacturer sector Is detached or 
uninfluenced by the initially low service quality or its slow development. An alternative 
interpretation is that the operators or service providers do not suppress their product orders 
from manufacturers because of the low average quality or usability of services. This reflects 
a ‘technology push’ scenario which is equivalent to the ‘regulatory push’ as has happened 
with the US E911 mandate, driving product functionality without necessarily guaranteeing 
service uptake. The behaviour shown in Figure 5.2 shows the growth in hardware 
penetration with service uptake lagging behind. The Perceived Service Quality grows rapidly 
and symbiotically with service uptake.
Installed Base Demand Switch = 0 [Dimensionless]
Key performance metrics
1
60 M
DmnI
subscribers/Year
0.5 DmnI 
30 M subscribers/Year
0 DmnI
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2000 2005 2010 2015
Time (Year)
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Handset Penetration : Mode 2 ------
Service Uptake : Mode 2  g-------
Perceived Service Quality : Mode 2 
Service Penetration : Mode 2 — 4-  
To ta l Adoption Rate : Mode 2 ------<
 1----------  DmnI
 g  DmnI
t------------ 3—  DmnI
-4------------ 4 -  DmnI
subscribers/Year
Figure 5.2: Mode 2: Technology push Ignoring oomplementor quality
Nokia’s announcement in 2007 that it intended to sell half its phones with GPS within two 
years can be seen as a technology push strategy as discussed in §4.6.1. But its acquisition 
of Gates (a German mapping applications company) in August 2006 and Navteq in October 
2007 indicated something more comprehensive. This is covered in the next mode.
5.1.3 Mode 3: Effect of higher Initial (background) service quality
With the supply-side complementary bandwagon feedback to the handset sector restored as 
in the Base run, a higher initial service quality results in much reduced lag in Hardware Sales 
and attendant service uptake is shown in Figure 5.3. This reveals that one solution to the 
start-up problem is to ensure that the initial complementary service ecosystem is sound 
before the industry begins to promote its products/services. Perhaps more realistically it 
implies that improvements are made in line with service launch. This requires a long-term 
view, revenue sharing and profit reinvestment.
Initial Proportion of High Quality Services = 0.5 [Dimensionless]
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Key performance metrics
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60 M subscribers/Year
0.5 Omni 
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0 Omni
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2000 2005 2010 2015
Time (Year)
2020 2025
Handset Penetration : Mode 3 - 
Service Uptake : Mode 3 ------2 -
-4 -
Perceived Service Quaiity : Mode 3 
Service Penetration : Mode 3 — 4- 
To ta l Adoption Rate : Mode 3 ------ :
DmnI
 2 ------- Dmni
 s—  Dmni
•4------------4 - Dmni
subscribers/Year
Figure 5.3: Mode 3: Higher initiai service quality
Nokia’s acquisition strategy mentioned above can be seen as a commercial move to become 
an internet services company, probably because it sees handsets becoming more of a 
commodity with manufacturing competition from China and India. As a result of this vertical 
Integration, it now has a direct interest in ecosystem health and is thus in a position to use 
various means to Invest in service development. However, if improved services cannot be 
monetised then there is little genuine attraction in the industry.
5.1.4 Mode 4: Effect of higher adopter churn to inactivity or refusal
Although this mode is similar to the previous one, rates of disillusionment with services are 
significantly higher than the previous mode which means that Service Uptake and 
Penetration can fall -  irretrievably in the case of those entering the Refusers stock. For 
previous modes the inflow Refusal Rate was zero. This mode reflects a service which even 
if successful, eventually diminishes because of eventual failure or by remaining a niche 
service or because it is overtaken by a replacement technology. The existence of the Churn 
and Refusal Rate outflows is important because other models often omit churn effects and 
thus make over-optimistic predictions about current adopter levels.
Churn Base = 0.2 [1/Year]
Refuser Fraction = 0.2 [1/Year]
Initial Proportion of High Quaiity Services = 0.5 [Dimensioniess] 
q = 1.0 (1 /Year]
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Key performance metrics
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Figure 5.4: Mode 4: Effect of higher churn to Inactive or Refuser stocks
5.1.5 Mode 5: Rapid and ubiquitous hardware deployment
This run reflects an SMS text messaging-like phenomenon of a rapid development of an 
installed base with service uptake following closely behind and the service quality is high and 
does not Impede subsequent uptake. SMS has been a resounding success with 
extraordinary numbers of texts sent per person and high penetration levels, especially in 
Europe of towards 90% of users. Text messaging encourages multiple replies and has a fun 
element meaning that the penetration is complemented by a high usage level per person. In 
Figure 5.5, the Service Penetration is able to increase towards 100% so that eventually the 
Service Uptake curve rises to reach the Handset Penetration curve. The rapid service 
uptake is somewhat exaggerated in this run and even for SMS texting has probably not been 
that fast but it conveys the ideal that operators would wish to emulate for other services.
Manufacturing Time Constant = 4 [Years
Cfiurn Base = 0 [1/Year]
Initiai Proportion of High Quality Services = 0.75 [Dimensionless]
Key performance metrics
1
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Dmni
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3 f t  /  \
0.5 Dmni .. \ i I50 M subscribers/Year /  V
0
0
Dmni
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20052000
Handset Penetration : Mode 5 ------
Service Uptake : Mode 5 ------ 2-------
Perceived Service Quality : Mode 5 
Service Penetration : Mode 5 — 4- 
To ta l Adoption Rate : Mode 5  i
2010 2015
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-4- Dmnl
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I-------------3—  Omni
-4-------- — 4 -  Dmni
subscribers/Year
Figure 5.5: Mode 5: Rapid and ubiquitous hardware diffusion, high uptake
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5.1.6 Mode 6: Rapid and ubiquitous hardware deployment with low usage
In comparison to the previous mode, this run is representative of a technology such as 
cameras in mobile phones. Rapid uptake occurs and complementary services are simply a 
matter of operators providing adequate data speeds using 2.5 or 3G, thus making picture 
messaging and even video calling viable. But despite a high hardware Penetration Goal (set 
at 90%), the service penetration rises to settle well below 50%. Yet the q value of 0.8 Year'^ 
is a still a high value for imitation. The interpretation of this is that there are many adopters, 
who, having tried a service a once or a few times, cease to use it or only use it occasionally 
thereafter and the Inactive Adopters stock rises accordingly. The ‘bump’ in the service 
uptake or penetration curves in Figure 5.6 is caused by re-adoption by inactive adopters and 
this mode is explored further in §5.1.8.
In addition to previous parameter changes:
Penetration Goal = 0.9 [Dimensionless]
Churn Base = 0.6 [1/Year]
Resubscription Fraction = 0.4 [1/Year]
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Figure 5.6: Mode 6: Uptake graph for rapid deployment / low use
5.1.7 Mode 7: The quality tipping point
The systemic effect of a high obsolescence rate in service quality means that the lower 
usability (or service quality) effect on imitative adoption can lead to depressed adoption and, 
similarly, higher churn. In turn, feedback via service reinvestment is depleted and the entire 
uptake system never gets out of this downward spiral. Figure 5.7 shows this effect just 
below the ‘tipping point’. The Service Obsolescence Fraction of 0.22 year^ is used as a way 
of controlling the Perceived Quality profile, starting from the initial point of 0.5. The profile is 
extremely sensitive to the setting of the Initial Proportion of High Quality Services and Figure
5.8 shows the Perceived Quality profile above the tipping point with the slightly lower Service 
Obsolescence of 0.1 year‘\
Initial Proportion of High Quality Services = 0.50 [Dimensionless]
Service Obsolescence Fraction = 0.22 [1/year]
Handset Start Year = 2000 [year]
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Key performance metrics
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Figure 5.7: Mode 7: Below the service quality tipping point
In Figure 5.8, a small adjustment in the Service Obsolescence Fraction shows the impact 
that a small adjustment can make, allowing the whole ecosystem to thrive. This indicates 
the kind of result that could arise if the much sought-after ‘killer’ application could be found.
As previous run, except:
Service Obsolescence Fraction = 0.1 [1/year]
Key performance metrics
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Figure 5.8: Mode 7A: Above the service quality tipping point
5.1.8 Mode 8: Oscillations from readoptlon by inactive adopters
Oscillatory modes were not anticipated from this model but under some circumstances they 
can occur, caused by the recirculation of inactive back to active adopters. This mode arises 
in the particular conditions of fast growth of the hardware installed base, with high Bass 
uptake parameters (p and q). Disillusionment and resubscription fractions are also high with 
a long Resubscription Delay acting via a third order delay on the Resubscription Rate.
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The shape of the service uptake curve can take on an interesting behaviour of rapid growth 
followed by a collapse and a slower recovery, as in Figure 5.9. Under most parameter 
values this behaviour mode is not apparent because re-adopters are usually quickly 
absorbed via a shorter Resubscription Delay. At moderate values, a damped oscillation of 
higher frequency can be set up, although the shorter they are, the lower their amplitude. 
Empirical support for this oscillatory behaviour in technology adoption is covered in Chapter
6. This mode is closely reminiscent of the Gartner Hype cycle and is also discussed further 
in Chapter 6 as a surprise discovery.
Manufacturing Time Constant = 1 [year]
Initial Proportion of High Quality Services = 0.75 [dimensionless] 
q = 1.0 [1/year]
Churn Base = 0.5 [1/year]
Resubscription Base = 0.4 [1/year]
Resubscription Deiay = 8 [years]
Key performance metrics
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Figure 5.9: Mode 8: Rapid growth, coiiapse and re-establishment
5.2 Policy tests and recommendations
From the different behaviour modes displayed by the model, what might resolve the start-up 
or co-ordination problem? Modes 2 and 3 indicate the importance of the handset 
manufacturers ‘pushing’ the technology and at the same time as a need for the 
complementary service sector to boost the service quality and hence improve user 
experience. Nokia has begun to do both in stepping outside a pure manufacturer role 
through vertical integration by buying digital maps provider Navteq and navigation 
application developer GateS. It is now offering chargeable navigation services by developing 
its own applications (such as the recently launched Sports Tracker application) and by 
offering downloadable firmware updates to allow its GPS phones to work in Assisted-GPS 
mode.
5.2.1 Policy recommendations
Some policies which address the chicken-and-egg dilemma of complementary technology 
markets are proposed as follows:
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■ Either the operators in the complementor sector need to order hardware and then 
promote services, or hardware manufacturers see the possibility of gaining a market 
stake in user service uptake. The former situation (as in Mode 5) has prevailed in 
Japan and South Korea which are the most commercially-driven markets. Even so, 
user uptake can be limited by below-par performance (such as the time-to-fix issue). 
The regulatory driver has worked in the US to build a substantial installed base but 
service development has lagged behind. Cultural factors of course have played a part 
in these international differences. An information link to manufacturers that drives 
handset penetration can work if the sector’s performance is sufficiently attractive or 
can act as a disincentive if not.
■ Start-up policy solutions: complementary services systems should be co-ordinated, if 
not by the manufacturer, then by the operator who has enough scale and power to 
create sufficient incentives for supporting service and content providers in order to 
activate the complementary bandwagon feedback.
■ As indicated in Mode 3, ensuring that the entire ecosystem delivers high quality 
services from the outset. That may seem a counsel of perfection but being more 
realist a key here may be to ensure that services offered are simple and compelling, 
whilst there has been a tendency with data services in the past to offer over-complex 
functionality that is more difficult to use.
5.2.2 Review of a priori policy recommendations
In §4.3.1 a list of policy prescriptions was given as solutions to the industry’s grow dilemma.
The model behaviour modes indicate the following caveats and qualifications.
1. Growth of the industry depends on building the installed base of GPS/GNSS 
handsets.
■ Clearly, both users and services require a hardware installed base but the 
basic structure of the model as well as the behaviour modes indicate that 
service quality, word-of-mouth and user expectations all have a role to 
play. This is an example of multiple, parallel actions being required.
2. A focus on quality of user experience is the crucial determinant of success.
■ This is a very worthwhile priority, given that it boosts word-of-mouth and 
cuts churn at the same time as making the complementary services sector 
attractive to manufacturers. The need for manufacturers to have a 
financial incentive when many variables make up user experience mean 
this is a challenging task -  especially when many actors are involved.
3. Many new services should be launched to allow users to self-select a ‘killer 
application’, since it is hard to identify such an application in advance.
■ If the model assumption that new services make no (or at least little) 
contribution to service quality holds, then a dilution effect could take place, 
leading to confusion and/or over-division of user revenues -  assuming 
these not to be unlimited.
4. Services lack promotion so there should be a focus on advertising.
■ Sensitivity analysis on the Bass p parameter shows that after the initial 
stages of uptake, innovators contribute only a small fraction of adopters 
after about 10% service penetration (i.e. advertising only effective initially).
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5. Handset manufacturers should collaborate more closely with operators to agree 
chipset fitment targets.
■ A truism but the commercial details of any collaboration and any implied 
competition in service delivery roles would need to be resolved.
5.2.3 How the policies differ from past practice
These policies require several moves that are different from past practice.
■ Operators need to make investments in location infrastructure, services and promotion 
whilst there are competing demands and market opportunities in other data services. 
At the same time, the LBS market in the past has proved disappointing, so this adds to 
the potential resistance.
■ Operators need to work more closely with manufacturers. In the past, the different 
roles in the mobile ecosystem were distinct. Whilst close co-operation boosts the 
prospect of better ecosystem health, some operators will see Nokia's bold moves as 
encroachment into their territory to build service delivery relationships with customers. 
In May 2008, however, Nokia and Orange announced a strategic partnership to 
address opportunities in mobile gaming, maps, advertising and LBS.'*'*
■ Handset manufacturers have a role to play in contributing to overall service quality, 
whereas their role has traditionally been seen more concerned with product quality, 
functionality and cost, although these remain important.
5.2.4 Why proposed policies will be resisted
The policies described above are difficult to implement and will be resisted for the following
reasons:
■ Most handset manufacturers would not want to make an investment in navigation 
where they would not make a return. Becoming more of a services company like 
Nokia is possible but this requires major acquisitions and such moves, though 
possible, are subject to competitive response from incumbent service companies, 
operators and giants like Google and Microsoft. Few handset manufacturers will have 
the scale and resources to undertake such strategic moves.
■ Operators have their part to play -  for example in providing GPS Assistance data as 
well as ecosystem management. The latter is a demanding role requiring a long-term 
perspective which has been absent following the vast costs of 3G licence acquisition 
in Europe. Further, investment in services where a substantial portion of revenues 
must be shared with content and application service providers may seem unattractive, 
especially since the actual level of market potential remains unproven. Other services 
like music downloads and ringtones may seem more commercially certain and 
immediate. Consolidation in the industry is occurring apace and a safer strategy might 
seem to wait for user demand to become firmer. A naturally risk-averse view of 
business opportunities in emergent sectors was also apparent to the team evaluating 
the General Motors OnStar prospect.
^  Nokia Press release: Orange and Nokia to form strategic international partnership on mobile services, 22 May 
2008. http://Dress.nokia.eom/RR/200805/1221643 5.html
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5.2.5 Overcoming resistance to proposed poiicies
Antagonism and resistance to the proposed policies can be overcome by the following 
suggested approaches:
■ Better foresight from conceptual dynamic modelling, which is indeed the point of this 
thesis, should help to clarify issues and provide a test bed for policy proposals. 
Specific recommendations would require more detailed quantification and inclusion of 
a financial sector. But this would probably be done from a particular actor's 
perspective, even If the industry-wide view must be maintained.
■ A wide boundary perspective needs to be developed. The systems view in this thesis 
encourages a broader view than would be achievable with typical spreadsheet 
models. Potential users need to see and experience the flexibility that such models 
can offer.
■ Cost / benefit tradeoffs for value chain actors need to be undertaken. This was one of 
the key tasks in the AGILE project. Obtaining cost estimates was difficult for 
commercial reasons and so the approach taken was to estimate the allowable costs 
for a given revenue and a specified payback period.
5.2.6 Counterintuitive behaviour
From an inference based on Mode 4 (loss of subscribers to churn), the following insight is 
counterintuitive to a myopic, hardware-only perspective.
Building an installed base as quickly as possible seems to be the main priority for the 
manufacturer/infrastructure provider to benefit from future bandwagon effects. But when the 
functionality in question is ancillary to the main function (as with a camera or GPS on a 
phone) and if the complementary services are of insufficient quality then users may easily 
become disillusioned with service quality. That can lead to suppression of imitative adopters 
(or indeed negative word-of-mouth), churn to temporary or permanent inactivity and a loss of 
a revenue source to help grow services. Lost revenue is likely to hit smaller players 
disproportionately if there is any tendency to grab business through ungenerous revenue 
share policies.
The problem is partly exacerbated since manufacturers do not have complete control over 
service quality. In the case of LBS, the manufacturers play a significant role in determining 
user experience by the design specification of screen size and GPS fix times, tempered by 
the compromise with battery life.
5.3 Limitations and possible improvements
Although all models must be considered imperfect and provisional, any revised model of 
complementary markets must have the same main sectors and would very likely have the 
same core structures. The model was not constructed in a ‘group modelling mode’ (Vennix, 
1996). So, although the AGILE project did involve a team of analysts who provided 
contributions, both the AGILE model and this one is the author’s interpretation from the 
available data sources cited.
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The basic sigmoid growth mode would be retained in any revised model. It is probable that 
additional structure would include more delayed negative feedback, with the likely result of 
more potential causes of slow uptake. The structure of the complementary services sector is 
the least-well established and thus most tentative and the hypothesised non-linear 
relationships require confirmation from more field research. An econometrician would note 
that these relationships have not been estimated from historic (numerical) data and would 
regard them as speculative or ad-hoc. The importance of accessing the mental and written 
databases has been an emphasis in the field of system dynamics and the importance of 
'softer' data sources is now gaining recognition amongst some economists (e.g. Swann, 
2006).
Some limitations of the model and possible extensions are as follows.
■ How the manufacturing goals are formed (i.e. the Penetration Goal parameter) and 
how this is based on market expectations and commercial returns could be more fully 
explored. The closely related concept of operators’ ordering of GPS phones, based 
on forecast service uptake, could be elucidated further. This parameter could also be 
made endogenous, creating a positive feedback loop, such that market growth 
increases the goal.
■ The model does not address how to monetise applications or predict which ones are 
likely to be successful. This has been a major factor in slow development as well as 
ecosystem complexity, whilst users become accustomed to free map services on the 
internet. Nor does it specifically predict whether social networking, location/context 
awareness and geo-tagged User Generated Content will be 'killer' applications for 
LBS. Predictions depend on the parameters used, which are inherently uncertain but 
the ecosystem issues are likely to be the same.
■ Pricing of services has not been explored in detail. The assumption has been that a 
single use of a data service (like a single text message) is cheap enough to be 
negligible and the usability of the service is more critical. Pricing and bundling 
become more critical when buying e.g. a year-long route navigation package.
■ Effects of revenue share and reinvestment policies: as described above, these have 
not been represented in detail because a lack of structure and parameters. 
Nonetheless, this is considered a second order effect within the complementary 
services sector and less important than the main inter-sector relationships.
■ Explicit representation of different actors could be explored -  particularly for the 
complementary services. The boundary-adequacy (behaviour) test in Chapter 6 
asserts that co-dependency between complementary service providers is likely to slow 
down service quality development. However, adding this structure would make the 
model less generic.
■ In revenue terms, a low peak hardware penetration would likely prove unsustainable 
and spell the same kind of outcome as the low quality downward spiral in Mode 7.
■ Usage levels could be added to the demand sector. A small adopter base with high 
usage might be equivalent to a large adopter base which uses services only 
occasionally or seasonally.
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■ Inclusion of advertising subsidies in place of user revenues. A suggestion is that this 
delays uptake/investment because neither users nor suppliers are really ready for this 
business model.
■ The infrastructure capacity can only grow in the present model. An outflow could be 
added to Installed Base stock to allow it to diminish. This is the case in the People’s 
Express model, whereby the number of aircraft can fall via a reversible flow according 
to a management target.
■ A database for diffusion model parameters for service uptake would be desirable 
although market penetration data are commercially sensitive. Further, data on service 
quality would be desirable but is not easily measured because of its multidimensional 
and intangible nature.
5.4 Conclusions
The model provides a behavioural explanation of how interdependencies in the LBS 
ecosystem can lead to slow-start dynamics and how the system can be limited by service 
quality traps. The start-up problem of hardware diffusion can be solved by regulatory push, 
but a more endogenous solution is if manufacturers have their own incentive to contribute 
directly to complementary service quality. This can be by becoming service providers 
themselves or through partnerships with operators. Nokia are conspicuous for undertaking 
both moves. The model’s behaviour modes also illustrate the consequences of temporary or 
permanent churn of adopters and the way this can damage the effectiveness of imitative 
adoption. Such behaviour is usually omitted from spreadsheet models.
For new market situations, models which can display a wide range of modes are preferable 
to those which are too tied to a particular parameter set. The emphasis has been on 
modelling to develop an explanatory framework and therefore conceptualising possible 
model structures is more important than accurate parameterisation. This then justifies both 
the comments of Fildes (2002) on the use of models to structure concepts about emerging 
markets and also those of Forrester (1968a) in §4.2.1 that market research should 
concentrate on identifying the multiple modes in market behaviour that a structure can 
cause. Likewise, instead of the aim of knowing the exact nature of a model relationship, for 
new market situations it is important to consider the range of possibilities that might prevail. 
This is typical of scenario thinking in contrast to single-prediction forecasting.
Is it possible to provide a final judgement on the potential of the LBS market? Specific 
magnitudes depend on the parameterisation -  particularly of ultimate addressable market 
size or ceiling penetration. Even if the start-up problem is solved by industry, ultimately 
consumers will decide how useful a service is and the resulting strength of imitative adoption 
is crucial to the speed of uptake. An application based on an essentially compelling concept 
is likely to succeed in the long run but user uptake will be slowed by low quality. The 
ultimate scale of uptake can be damaged through churn from disillusioned adopters and 
negative word-of-mouth, who may never resubscribe if the application is replaced by an 
alternative service. On the other hand, no matter how well an application works, uptake can 
be both low and slow to develop if the underlying appeal to users is not present.
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6 Validation of exploratory and generic models
This chapter provides a brief overview of the philosophical perspective under which 
validation of the model developed in Chapter 4 can be considered. A previously developed 
framework for synthesising the broad range of perspectives and detailed assessment tests is 
extended and applied to the model. A suite of tests is then reported on to prove a semi- 
quantitative evaluation to provide an evaluation of the utility of the model.
The broad view of model validation that is taken in the field of system dynamics is adopted in 
this chapter. Accordingly, this chapter could have been alternatively titled ‘Model evaluation’ 
or ‘Model quality (or utility) assessment’ or ‘Assessment of confidence in exploratory/generic 
models’. However, the term ‘validation’ is so commonplace that it is retained. Research on 
the twin emphases on generic models and validation are still considered to be important to 
the field of system dynamics (Forrester, 2008).
6.1 Introduction
6.1.1 Philosophical perspective
Validation is a key concept for the evaluation of models, especially in simulation methods 
used in Operational Research / Management Science (OR/MS), system dynamics and other 
simulation approaches such as Agent-Based modelling. The term ‘valid’ is given many, 
varied definitions and sub-definitions and has several layers of possible meaning. It can be 
viewed from different theoretical perspectives, making it a challenging and sometimes 
confusing topic. Finlay and Wilson (1997) proposed a consolidated set of definitions. The 
Oxford Dictionary definition of the term is ‘sound’, ‘defensible’, ‘well-grounded’. It might 
convey a notion of ‘objectively true’ in economics where statistical tests allow an 
accept/reject decision. However, in OR/MS, Landry et al (1983) recognised that terms such 
as ‘confidence’, ‘credibility and reliability’, and ‘usefulness and usability’ had become 
common, especially for simulation modelling. It was recognised by van Horn (1971) that 
validation is a matter of confidence in the insights yielded by simulations and users are 
seldom concerned with proving the ’truth’ of a model. Likewise, pragmatic definitions of 
’fitness-for-purpose’ are common in consulting projects (Coyle and Exelby, 2000).
The tension was evident at the outset of the field of OR, since Ackoff (1956, p286) 
recognised that whilst models are a representation of reality, the correspondence is never 
more than partial. Greenberger et al (1976, p70-71) summarise, in a review of high-profile 
policy modelling work:
No model has ever been or ever will be thoroughly validated. Since, by design, models are all 
simplifications of the reference system, they are never entirely valid in the sense of being fully 
supported by objective truth. "Useful”, “illuminating", “convincing” or “inspiring confidence” are more 
apt descriptors applying to models than “valid”.
Lane’s (1995) review of validation in system dynamics proposed three levels of discussion of 
the topic. The macro view is concerned with overarching philosophical, theoretical and 
epistemological issues, closely related to those in the philosophy of science. The meso level 
is based on a consideration of different dimensions of validation categories and activities. 
The third, micro, level deals with specific tests within any given category.
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At the macro level, Klelndorfer et al (1998) present a spectrum of philosophical approaches 
and epistemological positions (Table 6.1) related to simulation models. The definitions of 
validity mirror the range of perspectives on what constitutes scientific knowledge. Barlas and 
Carpenter (1990) identify similar points and authors on the spectrum as Kleindorfer et al. 
Their summary characterises the poles of the spectrum at the macro level as a traditional 
reductionist/logical positivist school and a more recent relativist/holistic/pragmatist school. 
As commented in Chapter 2, Barlas and Carpenter espouse only a modest relativism -  
namely that the model must be related to a context or purpose. Their definition is that 
“validation is a gradual process of building confidence in the usefulness of a model” (pi 57). 
Objective methods are not denied, since Barlas (1996) himself describes a range of formal 
and quantitative model tests that are part of this process.
Table 6.1 : Validation approaches for various positions in the Philosophy of Science
Positions in the 
Philosophy of 
Science
General
Epistemologicai
Focus
CriteHonoftfie
Phaosopl^
RepresentaUve
Phliosopheis
Validatiofi
Approaches
Rationalism Logical reduction Descartes
Derived from 
rational 
foundation
Classical empiricism
Logical justification 
of knowledge 
claims
Inductive generalisation JS Mill JN Keynes
Induced from 
empirical data
Logical Positivism Empirical verification Carnap, Russell Wittgenstein
Derived from 
empirical 
foundation
Instrumentalism
Predictive success, 
simplicity or other 
aesthetic value
Pierce
Friedman
Shown by 
predictive 
accuracy, 
simplicity or 
other value
Dogmatic
Falsificationism
Theories as 
frameworks for 
prediction and 
testing
‘Theory-free" 
observations to test 
theories
Popper
Continued testing 
to eliminate 
faulty models
Methodological
Falsificationism
Survival of testing and 
criticism
Lakatos’ version 
of Popper
Shown by testing 
and criticism
Bayesianism
Consistent treatment 
of probabilistic 
induction
Increase subjective 
probability
Howson
Urbach
Empirical success 
increasing belief
Kuhnianism
Lakatos’ Methodology 
of Scientific 
Research 
Programmes
Progressive 
historical growth of 
knowledge
Growth of knowledge 
through paradigm shifts
Growth of knowledge 
though Research 
Programmes
Kuhn, Polanyi
Bohm
Weimer
Popper, Lakatos 
Bartley, Agassi
Accordance with 
expert opinion, 
professional 
acceptance
Increase empirical 
and theoretical 
content without 
ad hoc 
adjustment
Hermeneutics
Interpretation and 
understanding 
through dialogue 
and practice
Knowledge growth by 
application with 
participation
Bernstein
Gadamer
Participation by all 
interested in the 
outcome
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In summary, an empiricist view is consonant with definitions of validity as meaning ‘to prove 
the model to be true’ (Naylor and Finger, 1967, B-93), which can be objectively established 
through formal processes. In practice, the acid test of validity is through making predictions 
(ex-ante or ex-post) and the best model is the one with the best fit to data, as discussed in 
Chapter 2, This is why validation tends not to be an issue in most statistical economic 
models: validity is a matter of how accurately a model predicts, not its usefulness. This is 
characteristic of the closely related instrumentalism (in Table 6.1) of Pierce and Friedman 
and referred to in the Chapter 2 section on neoclassical economics. With relativism, 
knowledge is relative to a given society or world view and thus model validation is 
necessarily a semi-formal, social process, relative to a particular context. From an empiricist 
viewpoint, this approach to validation is likely to appear to be rather discursive.
Accordingly, an important distinction is between ‘white box’ and ‘black box’ models (Kleijnen, 
1995; Barlas, 1996). White box models (or ‘physics-based’ models in natural science) aim to 
provide a causal-descriptive representation of reality whereas ‘black box’ models are purely 
correlational/statistical, where what matters is only the aggregate output behaviour of the 
model. Black-box models fall into the empiricist category and are built primarily for 
prediction, such as in time-serles forecasting, regression analysis and aggregated 
econometric models. The model relationships are not claimed to represent the real world but 
only supply a transfer function between inputs and outputs, substantiated by classical 
statistical tests. ‘Grey-box’ models are intermediate whereby causal processes are 
represented but only at a high level of aggregation.
Forrester (1961, Chi 3) set system dynamics apart from the then prevailing positivist outlook 
in OR when he stated that the validity (or significance) should be judged by its suitability for 
a particular purpose’ and
The value of the objective transcends all other considerations In determining the utility of a model.
An elaborate and accurate model can do little if it relates to questions and behavior that are of no 
consequence to the organization. On the other hand, a simple and even inaccurate model may still 
be tremendously valuable if it yields on a little better understanding of the reasons for major 
success and failure.
Thus utility cannot be separated from the purpose and so validation incorporates an 
assessment of the purpose itself. Such consideration necessarily involves a significant 
conversational element in the modelling process between the model-builder and protagonists 
of the study it serves. This social dimension to validation as a vital part of knowledge 
generation was explicitly recognised by Déry et al (1983) and it plays a role throughout a 
modelling project from initial discussions about modelling aims to the implementation stage. 
In summary, validation needs to take place at every stage of a modelling methodology and 
cannot be entirely a formal and objective process.
6.2 Model validation frameworks and tests
6.2.1 Validation frameworks
This section reviews some of the taxonomic frameworks proposed for classifying model 
validation activities -  i.e. at the meso level, referred to in the Introduction, lying between the 
philosophical context at the macro level and detailed tests at the micro level. A taxonomy of 
validation tests was proposed by Arthur and Winch (1999) with the following three
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dimensions as a simplifying meta-grouping of those identified in previous literature (see 
Table 6.2):
■ Content (or ‘substantive’)
o i.e. aspects related to the credibility or fidelity of the model itself and its 
technical features and results
■ Process (or ‘constructive’)
o i.e.. aspects related to the modelling process and social interaction, rather 
than to model technicalities, during the time of the modelling project itself
■ Outcome (or ‘instrumental’)
o i.e.. lasting consequences or (short or long-term) impacts of the model or the 
modelling process on the client, organisation or wider stakeholders, 
including implementation of results
In the OR and simulation literature, validation frameworks at the meso level primarily (but not 
exclusively) concern model representativeness (i.e. fidelity or verisimilitude), i.e. activities 
within the ’content’ dimension, and therefore address largely technical and formal issues. A 
broader purview for validation at the meso level than the single dimension of model content 
embraces the dimensions of process and outcome. These three aspects had both been 
implicit within the system dynamics field from early literature and can be corroborated with 
ideas from the fields of soft Operational Research, explained further below, and in the field of 
evaluation research in social science. For example, Larson and Berliner (1983) borrowed an 
OR decision framework to propose three components for assessing the value of evaluation 
studies: input, process and outcome. The process focus is emphasised by writers in the 
"realistic school" of evaluation research (Pawson and Tilley, 1997)“*® whose perspective can 
be positioned within a critical realist philosophical school.
Certainly, the same terms keep reappearing. In this way, the validation framework proposed 
is not confined to simulation modelling. A very similar content-process-outcome trilogy for 
discrete-event simulation model quality is explored by Robinson (2002), who also suggests it 
can apply to other OR methods.
The need for such a broader view became evident in the research project on ‘Computer- 
Aided Visioning’ (CAV) described by Winch et al (1997) and Winch (1999). This project 
investigated how firms prepare for fundamental industry change and how models might act 
as support tools to assist organisational change. A generic system dynamics model was 
pre-constructed in the project that could be subsequently parameterised by change initiators 
in a company using an automated interrogatory interface. This was suggested as one way 
for bringing the benefits to modelling to firms for which a tailor-made model may not be 
feasible for cost or other reasons (Winch and Arthur, 2002). In considering the utility of the 
model, Arthur and Winch (1999) realised that the set of validation tests described by 
Forrester and Senge (1980) was too narrow for this kind of model since the client firm had 
not participated in the model building or testing procedures. Rather, evaluating the model’s
‘Realistic Evaluation’ (eg. Pawson and Tilley, 1997) is closely related to causal-descriptive modelling because of 
its interest in generative mechanisms. Other approaches to evaluation of social interventions/programmes treat the 
causal mechanism as unobservable, similar to black-box or correlational models.
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fitness-for-purpose seemed to need a broader range of criteria for the organisational and 
intervention processes and their eventual outcome.
Many aspects of these criteria are put forward by authors writing on validation frameworks, 
such as Gass (1983), Bald (1990), Landry et al (1983) -  superseded by Oral and Kettani 
(1993) -  and Lane (1995). They offer several but slightly differing taxonomies of validation 
at the meso level. Although these articles provide useful terminology and distinctions that 
are internally coherent, it became apparent within the CAV project that the multiple validation 
types and activities appeared somewhat over-fragmented and complex as well as the 
definitions being overlapping in places. For example. Oral and Kettani’s definitions of 
‘operational validation’, ‘aptness’ and ‘legitimational validation’ all have ‘usefulness’ as part of 
their definition, although some qualification is given regarding context. Their tetrahedron 
model appeared conceptually attractive but not readily capable of application. Specific tests 
like those stated by Forrester and Senge under each heading are not offered to make the 
activities concrete, although general comments are made. However, Lane revised their 
tetrahedron to make a two-dimensional ‘folding star’ adaptation specific to system dynamics 
practice and moreover proposed both tree diagram and tabular formats that make the ideas 
more tractable. His tree diagram groups adapted versions of Oral and Kettani’s validation 
types into three dimensions: Perceived Representativeness of Models, Analytical Quality of 
the Policy Insights or Recommendations and Process Effectiveness of the Intervention. All 
three together make ‘Operational Validity’ with the latter two combining to make ‘Usefulness 
of the Intervention’ as shown in Figure 6.2.
A key feature of Oral and Kettani’s tetrahedron and Lane’s folding star was to identify the 
validation types for differing types of OR practice or system dynamics model modes. Lane’s 
four activity types from the folding star are:
■ Ardent SD -  adhering to the traditional features of standard SD modelling
■ Abridged (Qualitative) SD -  qualitative and diagrammatic modelling
■ Abridged (Discursive) SD -  management ‘games’ often used in a training role
■ Theoretical SD -  used in academic / theory building work
For instance, the CAV simulator falls neatly into Lane’s Abridged (Discursive) SD category 
that encompasses the use of management training games or ‘microworld’ simulators. The 
CAV simulator trial aimed to prepare managers for a major shift from telecoms equipment 
manufacture to system developer. The Intervention for the CAV project comprised a series 
of facilitated and unfacilitated trials so there was a clear ‘process’ element as well as the 
CEO-parameterised model itself. Then, the ultimate ‘outcome’ would have been if the 
managers had confirmed in the post-change firm that the model or the process led to better 
preparedness for change. This would have constituted the ‘System Improvement Test’ 
described by Forrester and Senge. Given such a review could only take place much later, 
the nature of more interim outcomes to the intervention were considered, which then formed 
part of the ‘Outcome’ validation dimension -  as separate components of an overall 
evaluation of the utility of the CAV model/project.
In this vein, therefore, Arthur and Winch (1999) proposed to resolve the multiple validation 
dimensions into the content/process/outcome framework that permitted a summative 
evaluation of model utility and synthesised ideas from different methodologies. Their 
suggestion was to design a quantitative evaluation tool, along the lines of the numerical
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scoring concept of Gass (1993). In each of the three dimensions, explicit tests could be 
selected that encompassed Forrester and Senge’s plus other suitable tests. What resulted 
was a scorecard (see §6.7) that is somewhat similar to the tabular semi-quantitative scoring 
formats in Lane (1995) and similar to Lane’s (1998) evaluation of generic model validity.
It is not argued that the content/process/outcome dimensions are a replacement of Lane’s 
(1995) three dimensions of operational validity or his four types of system dynamics activity 
on the folding star figure, or Oral and Kettani’s four tetrahedron facets that denote sets of OR 
problems. Instead, they offer a somewhat more aggregated meta-grouping that accords with 
terms that frequently occur in the literature as explained in the sub-sections below.
Table 6.2: Mapping of validity types to the Content-Process-Outcome taxonomy
Dimension of 
validity or 
modei Quality
Forrester and 
Senge (1980}
Randers (1980a) Gass (1983) Or£ü and Kettani 
(1993)
■■
lane (1995) 
Figure 2
Purpose & 
Audience
Relevance Aptness?
Content
- related to the 
model itself 
and outputs
5 tests under
‘Structure’
heading
Descriptive 
realism 
Mode 
reproduction 
ability 
Formal 
correspond­
ence with data 
Point predictive 
ability
Technical
validity
Operational 
validity (similar 
to Lane’s 
Analytical 
Quality)
Formulational
Experimental
Verificational
Logical
Data
Perceived 
Representat­
iveness of the 
Model
Process
- related to the
modelling
process
8 ‘Behaviour’ 
tests related 
to learning^
+
3 Policy tests
Insight-
generating
capacity
Transparency
Fertiiity?
“Dynamic
validity”
Legitimational 
Operational ’ 
Conceptual
Process 
Effectiveness 
of the
Intervention
Analytical
Quality^
Outcome
- related to 
impacts on the 
stakeholders 
(modellers or 
clients)
System 
Improvement 
Test (from 
Policy’ tests)
Fertility
Ease of 
enrichment
Operational ^ System
Improvement
Test;
Theory-building
test;
Ease of 
enrichment
i.e. managerial situation removed or resolved 
i.e. interaction between formal and mental models (Morecroft, 2007, 
Analytical Quality of the Policy Insights or Recommendations [could 
depending on purpose of model -  see §6.2.3]
p412)
be assigned to the Content dimension.
The mapping shown in Table 6.2 is not unproblematic with the breadth of Oral and Kettani’s 
definition of Operational Validity as one example. Similarly, Randers’ (1980a) seventh 
criterion, ‘Fertility’ (the generation of new ideas, ways of looking at the problem or policies), 
could be attributed to the model itself, or more probably be a learning-based result arising 
from the modelling process (like insight-generating capacity). It could even be seen as a 
beneficial outcome that becomes apparent in later work, by spawning new ideas. Lane’s 
(1995) Analytical Quality also has elements that relate to a model’s technical content 
(Formulational and Experimental Validity). Yet the learning element of Insight Generating 
Capacity from Randers as one component of AO is here taken to be a Process benefit. 
Forrester and Senge’s Surprise Behaviour Test aims to reveal the learning derived from the
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modelling process because the behaviour was not intentionally part of the formulation (i.e. 
content) of the model. In sum, where definitions of validation types have a subjective, 
judgemental element, it is not surprising that definitions are equivocal and not as precise as 
content-related tests such as Dimensional Consistency.
The ‘Purpose and Audience’ row in Table 6.2 recognises that these two elements play an 
important role in model evaluation as a whole as identified above. The ‘Process’ dimension 
is intended to capture the extent to which cultural and audience-related issues are 
addressed. That implies a broader remit than just the learning acquired from modelling 
tests, as discussed below in §6.2.4. Tests of model purpose are not usually part of the suite 
of model tests for the reason that they provide the reference points against which the 
validation tests are judged. However, in a precursor document to Forrester and Senge’s, 
Peterson (1970) listed tests of system improvement (‘pragmatic tests’) and tests of model 
purpose ahead of the familiar structure, behaviour and policy tests. As Oral and Kettani and 
Lane’s papers demonstrated, different types of modelling activity imply different purposes 
and these will require appropriate tests. A corollary suggested by Arthur and Winch is that 
selecting appropriate tests can feed back to influence and clarify the purpose itself. For 
example, in the CAV project, considering the tests which the model was intended to pass 
helped to clarify the organisational change role of the model (the outcome dimension), as 
opposed to the issues of how best to achieve model representativeness (the content 
dimension).
In summary, a variety of meso-level taxonomies or frameworks have been proposed. None 
are without problems because of the variety of terminology and the often overlapping 
definitions of the sub-types of validation. Terms like ‘content’, ‘process’ and ‘outcome’ seem 
to present a more readily accessible, if rather general, set of labels to group different aspects 
of validity and confidence building activities. These dimensions are probably best regarded 
as meta-groups at the top of the meso level. Other frameworks in the literature offer more 
precise but less familiar terms which must be qualified by providing careful definitions.
6.2.2 Validation tests -  the ‘micro’ level
Whilst the defining perspective on validity for the system dynamics methodology was 
outlined by Forrester (1961, Chapter 13), subsequent frameworks that classify a suite of 
validation tests have been developed at the micro-level. The earliest of these is the list of 17 
confidence-building tests proposed by Forrester and Senge (1980) (Table 6.3) that enable a 
multi-stage approach for simulation model validation that had been advocated by Naylor and 
Finger (1967).
The initial impression from Forrester and Senge’s 17 tests is that they focus mainly on the 
‘content’ dimension in the framework described above, given the focus on the technical 
aspects of the model. Admittedly, there is little mention of client/audience concerns that 
Richardson and Pugh (1981) address in their comments on the social process of modelling 
or that Lane (1995) covers in his ‘Process Effectiveness of the Intervention’ measure. But 
Morecroft’s (2007) framework of tests (Figure 6.1) labels most of the Behaviour tests in 
Table 6.3 as ‘Tests of Learning’. He remarks that these tests are very different either from 
tests of structure or those concerned with matching historic data.
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Table 6.3: Confidence-building tests (Forrester and Senge, 1980)
Structure
Structure Verification * Behaviour Reproduction * System Improvement
Parameter Verification * Behaviour Prediction Changed-Behaviour Prediction *
Extreme Conditions * Behaviour anomaly * Boundary Adequacy (Policy)
Boundary Adequacy (Structure) * Family member Policy Sensitivity *
Dimensional Consistency * Surprise Behaviour
Extreme Policy
Boundary Adequacy (Behaviour)
Behaviour Sensitivity *
Core Tests
Tests of 
Behaviour
V isu a l fit
In terms of 
magnitude, shape, 
periodicity and 
phasing
S ta tis tica l fit
in terms of mean 
absolute error (MAE) 
or mean square 
error(MSE) and Theil 
inequality statistics
Tests of Tests of
Structure Learning
B o u n d ary  ad equ acy C o m p ar in g
are important concepts s im u la tio n s  w ith
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Figure 6.1 : Confidence building tests (Morecroft, 2007)
6.2.3 Substantive / content dimension
In the discrete simulation modelling field, verification and validation tests are regarded 
essentially as technical tests of model content and this has been the main domain that 
research and publications have covered (Robinson, 2002). These tests mainly concern 
specification of the problem, development of a conceptual model and the coding into a 
computerised model. For system dynamics. Lane (1995) terms this Perceived 
Representativeness of Models’ and includes whether the structure and data represent the 
situation under study -  which Morecroft (2007) terms model fidelity. Both Forrester and 
Senge’s and Morecroft’s structure tests certainly fall into the content dimension.
With a technical focus on the model itself, it may be expected that Forrester and Senge’s 
behaviour tests also fall into the content category. Likewise, Lane’s (1995) collective 
category AQ (Analytical Quality of the Policy Insights or Recommendations) “clearly relates 
to technical content” (§5.3) but instead of the inputs, AQ concerns the outputs from model 
experiments, i.e. insights and results of behaviour and policy analyses and their rigour and 
robustness. But Morecroft assigns most of these tests into a Learning’ category in Figure
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6.1, with only the visual and statistical fit tests remaining as two aspects of the behaviour 
reproduction test. Learning here can be defined to include both acquiring new insights and 
deepening one’s understanding of already-recognised phenomena. Morecroft’s (2007) 
reason for distinguishing between learning and behaviour/structure is that learning concerns 
"the interaction between the formai model and people’s mental models rather than to the 
fidelity of quality of the formal model itself” (p412, emphasis in original).
It was for similar reasons that Arthur and Winch (1999) proposed that the utility of learning 
from the modelling work should be assigned to the Process and not the Content dimension. 
Which is more appropriate? The model purpose again provides a reference point for 
resolving the dilemma of where the focus should lie. If the purpose of the modelling is to 
provide a client with a final model product as a deliverable, then the focus is on the analytical 
outputs available -  i.e. on the Content dimension. If the modelling project or intervention 
itself is seen as the deliverable, then model behaviour, insights and analysis can be 
assigned to the Process dimension.
6.2.4 Constructive / process dimension
The contrast between content and process appears frequently in the OR and modelling 
literature. The term ‘process’ in this discussion has two distinct meanings. First, it implies 
the social interaction and facilitation issues that are usually part of a modelling intervention. 
Second, it connotes the often Iterative cognitive activities that are part of model formulation 
and the associated learning developed by the modeller(s) about the problem situation in 
hand. Of course, the two meanings overlap.
The social process has been a central characteristic of the problem structuring methods 
collectively termed ‘soft OR’, which aim to provide not quantitative optimising methods and 
single truths but "rather to provide useful assistance to those processes of dialogue and 
debate which prepare the way for decisions” (Rosenhead and Mingers, 2001).
In soft OR, such conversational processes have as least as much priority as any formal 
model itself and Checkland (1995) explicitly argues for the role of Soft Systems Methodology 
as a learning process: “ In soft systems methodology (SSM) models are not of part of the 
world; they are only reievant to debate about the real world and are used in a cyclic learning 
process” (emphasis in original). Although diagrammatic models are used, there is a strong 
leaning towards an interpretive rather than an objective stance. Validity of the ‘content’ type 
remains problematic (Checkland, 1995; Checkland et al, 2004). Nevertheless, Checkland 
and Winter (2006) identify a content/process distinction in SSM similar to the one discussed 
in this chapter. The difference in SSM is that models are not meant to be representative of 
the real world but are epistemological devices that capture the stakeholders’ thinking about a 
problem situation. For them, SSMc (content) denotes problem situations where people act 
purposefully and content validation is a question of defensibility and not representativeness. 
SSMp (process) has the connotation of the surrounding social and intervention activities. 
But it is clear that learning is the explicit goal of SSM. Pala et al (2003) argue that validity is 
a neglected area in SSM and comparison is needed with the real world and there should be 
a debate on the effectiveness of SSM for real world change. Hence in this context, SSM is
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naturally biased towards process-based tests of Validity’ and the content and outcome 
dimensions require further attention.'^®
The term 'process’ also occurs frequently in the system dynamics modelling literature. For 
instance, the cognitive nature of ‘process’ is referred to by GroBler (2004) who explicitly 
identifies a content/process distinction when arguing for the incorporation of the effects of 
bounded rationality in the entire process of developing a modei, not just in the representation 
of the limits on management thinking that are represented in model itself. The cognitive 
element is again present when the modelling process is treated as implying a sequence of 
models that serve the aim of supporting human judgement. The notion that the value of a 
study lies more in the modelling process than in the model itself (i.e. the content) was 
identified by Forrester (1971/1985) in a reflective statement following publication of the 
Urban Dynamics and World Dynamics books. The process of modelling was proposed in 
place of a single model concept, where it might appear that the modeller has a greater 
commitment to a particular structure than is actually the case. A model structure only 
appears frozen because of the need to publish a book or paper at a point in time. Otherwise, 
the ‘‘text becomes impossibly confusing if it dwells on evolution, alternatives, future 
prospects and variations” (p i33). Instead, the process of modelling should be stressed “... 
as a continuing companion, and tool for, the improvement of judgement and human decision 
making” (pi 34).
The social aspect of ‘process’ in system dynamics is similar to that in soft OR, although it is 
not immediately prominent in the method and its apparently functionalist orientation has led 
some soft-OR authors to characterise as solely a hard-systems approach (Lane, 1994). But 
the importance of client involvement in model construction as a way of achieving a better 
likelihood of implementation has been long-recognised (Weil, 1980). Group interaction and 
facilitation procedures have also been developed from the reference groups of Stenberg 
(1980), who provide empirical data and communication channels, to fully interactive group 
model building (Vennix, 1996). But further work could be done on how the implicit criteria 
(which Arthur and Winch (1999) termed validation schemas) for model acceptability are 
externalised or agreed by both individuals and groups.
Robinson (2002) similarly described process quality for simulation projects as including the 
relationship between the modeller and user/customer, the nature of the communication, the 
confidence the customer has in the modeller and the timeliness and cost of the work. 
Howick et al (2008) develop a process-based cascade framework for validation to develop 
confidence in models for multiple audiences. Issue selection, the challenges of knowledge 
elicitation and the need for suitable consulting skills (Schein, 1998) also all play an important 
role in client relationships. Likewise, Landry et al (1996) identified the difference between 
(content) validation and acceptability of an intervention process in an organisational context 
through the concept of legitimisation. This is equivalent to Lane’s (1995) measure 
‘congruence of the policy insights with the organisational culture’. He then grouped all of 
these elements under the heading ‘‘Process Effectiveness of the Intervention” (Figure 6.2).
Reisman and Oral’s (2005) 50-year retrospective on SSM discusses the need for better implementation and 
outcomes from a modelling study and the connection to modei validation.
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Figure 6.2: Measures constituting Operationai and Combined vaiidity (Lane, 1995)
Further to the comments in the previous section on where the learning-related tests should 
be best assigned, the judgement was that these concern the mental/formal model interface. 
Exploring in turn each of Forrester and Senge’s behaviour tests in Table 6.3, those implying 
learning in the sense of the production of new knowledge include:
■ family member -  learning whether the model can be posited as a new general theory 
or whether it is related to an existing general model of the class of systems under 
scrutiny;
" surprise behaviour -  discovering results that were not designed into the model from 
the outset.
The remaining tests under all involve some aspect of accessing or expressing mental 
models or mental data, thereby improving understanding:
■ behaviour reproduction -  if an exploratory model is built around an hypothesised 
reference mode(s);
■ behaviour prediction -  expectations are required to describe behaviours not yet 
revealed;
■ behaviour anomaly -  mental models of expected behaviour are consulted on whether 
anomalies are real or erroneous, implying required model revision;
■ extreme policy -  the modeller must supply expectations of what would happen in 
unlikely policy circumstances, thereby testing model robustness;
■ boundary adequacy (behaviour) -  possible structural changes must be conceptualised 
and judged whether they prove germane to the behavioural theory the model 
embodies;
■ behaviour sensitivity -  plausible parameter values (i.e. mental data) must be defined.
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Tests of policy from Forrester and Senge in Table 6.3 also involve some consultation of 
mental models or data and fall within Morecroft’s category of ‘learning’ -  under his general 
heading ‘policy implication tests’ in Figure 6,1:
■ changed behaviour prediction -  the plausibility of changed behaviour from an altered 
policy must be assessed against mental expectations;
■ boundary adequacy (policy) -  a judgement must be made whether possible new 
structure alters policy recommendations;
■ policy sensitivity -  plausible parameter values must be investigated to check on policy 
robustness.
6.2.5 Instrumental / outcome dimension
The aspiration that the ultimate test of a model is "whether or not better systems result from 
investigations based on model experimentation" was stated at the outset of system dynamics 
by Forrester (1961, pi 15). Out of their list of 17, Forrester and Senge (1980, p226) describe 
the ‘System Improvement’ test as the ‘uitimate’ and ‘decisive’ test. But they admit that it is 
difficult to attribute system improvement solely to the model and not alternative factors and 
the delays can be long before system improvements are manifest in social systems. For this 
reason, the other 16 tests concentrate on more immediate channels for achieving confidence 
in models but, as has been remarked, they are part of the ‘content’ or ‘process' dimensions.
Apart from the system improvement test, the outcome dimension is the least well-defined 
and researched (Robinson, 2002, §6.3). The sense of the outcome dimension is also 
covered by the ‘utility and effectiveness’ category that Richardson and Pugh (1981) added to 
their framework, although their structure tests relate to audience suitability and behaviour 
tests fall into the learning and counterintuitive insight category.
Other candidate tests in this category often take the form of hypothesised consequences of 
the process that last after the modelling intervention has finished. Hence they can be similar 
to process tests but with a longer-term assessment horizon. Achieving a tangibie 
demonstration of impact is hampered by the usual problems of longitudinal experiments and 
subjective interpretations of participants’ reports.
6.2.6 Types of model purpose and modes of usage
Richardson (1996) proposed that a taxonomy of decision environments needs to be crafted 
and suitable confidence-building tests identified for each one. The following is a (not 
necessarily exhaustive) listing of different modelling modes with a mapping against Lane’s 
(1995) five different system dynamics activities in square brackets.
1 Models for problem analysis to improve undesirable performance [with full case
empirical and/or historic data] — and explore policy options [Ardent -  or Extended,
with problem structuring front-end and comprehensive facilitation]
2 Models for detailed decision support [Ardent/Extended]
3 Conceptual models for issue framing / insight generation -  may have quantitative 
core but with qualitative insights) [Abridged (qualitative / discursive)]
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Exploratory / illustrative models -  models of a phenomenon but which lack 
extensive empirical data but rely on plausible parameter estimates instead -  e.g. 
for future/hypothesised systems [Abridged]
Modelling for theory building -  there may be no specific client or implementation of 
findings [Theoretical]
Generic / pedagogical / modelling for learning [Abridged (qualitative/discursive)] 
Qualitative modelling [Abridged (qualitative)]
Modelling to develop or apply microworlds / flight simulators [Abridged (discursive)]
From this list, validation procedures for exploratory/illustrative and generic models will be 
addressed in more detail.
6.3 Validation of exploratory and generic models
Models can range not only in size but also the extent of realism by which they represent 
phenomena -  which has been referred to as representativeness, realism, fidelity or 
verisimilitude. Some models are built for the purposes of developing possible hypotheses 
about complex phenomena but which are not extensively calibrated against real world data. 
This may be because there is a lack of existing data or theory, or because of the inclusion of 
soft or qualitative factors which are not well-understood; these models are usually of small to 
intermediate size. Termed conceptual (GroBler, 2004) or exploratory models (Lane and 
Husemann, 2004), they allow key dynamic features to be explored and possibly system 
leverage points to be identified. This permits the design of more robust policies or system 
restructuring. The methodological value of conceptual simulation models lies in their role to 
develop, make explicit and scrutinise theories (GroBler, 2004, p14) or structure unclear 
issues. Homer (1996) describes models with limited effort devoted to empirical validation as 
exploratory or impressionistic, admitting that they have a role to play in the spectrum of 
modelling practice, whilst advocating the importance of painstaking evidence-gathering. His 
view is that probably most models go through a stage where “some hypotheses are 
formulated with little or no empirical foundation” (pi).
Analogue
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Figure 6.3: Mapping of generic models onto Morecroft’s (2007, p414) spectrum of
model fidelity
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Morecroft (2007, p414) depicts a spectrum of model fidelity, as shown in Figure 6.3. The 
terminology on the horizontal scale is derived from Morecroft et al (1995). Similar terms are 
used when Lane and Smart (1996) discuss generic models and thus the figure is an 
attempted combination of both perspectives.
The adjective ‘exploratory’ can carry an additional implication that the model is representing 
a future, hypothetical or proposed system -  something that Forrester (1961) explicitly 
discussed (p i21-2), whereby “the emphasis is on plausibility, not accuracy" and “defending 
the detailed accuracy of assumptions is secondary to what the model can teach”. 
Exploratory models possess educational properties by revealing new modes of behaviour 
that could occur but have not yet appeared in historic data (Forrester, 1968c, p607; 
Forrester, 1976; Legasto and Maciariello, 1980, §2.2.2), This focus on future conditions was 
a key concept of the CAV ‘visioning’ project described above and other futures 
methodologies such as those described by Winch (1999). Likewise, the Chapter 4 model is 
an example of situations where there are relatively limited data as in the case of an emerging 
market, or where structuring nebulous issues in market strategy is beneficial. Gass’ (1983) 
view is that policy models imply ‘out of sample’ modelling -  i.e. the implications of alternative 
actions are being explored.
In Figure 6.3, Morecroft’s ‘illustrative’ type of models possesses ‘plausible relative scaling’ 
and so the terms illustrative, exploratory or conceptual are taken to be effectively 
synonymous. They thus could also be described as ‘grey-box’ models as referred to in 
§6.1.1. The metaphor end of the scale at the right can either mean usually simple though 
still explicit simulation models which can lend insight to parallel situations, or qualitative 
models expressed through causal loop diagrams. Morecroft et al (1995)’s example is a 
model of a heating system supplying hot showers for competing users and how this 
illuminates resource-sharing in competing business units in firms. Lane and Smart (1996) 
and Lane (1998) use the term ‘metaphor’ to mean a loose conceptualisation or mapping 
between the model and the phenomenon of interest. At the other end of the scale, rigorous 
definitions are characteristic of the point-by-point mappings described as analogies 
(Morecroft et al, 1995; Morecroft, 2007) or as isomorphisms (Lane and Smart, 1996; Lane, 
1998)'^ .^ Since these authors have opposite views on the definition of ‘analogy’, the two 
ends of the scale in Figure 6.3 will be described as isomorphism and metaphor to avoid 
further ambiguity.
This spectrum seems preferable to an either/or view of metaphors/isomorphisms indicated 
by Lane and Smart (1996), especially since illustrative/exploratory/conceptual models have a 
prominent intermediate role. Thus isomorphism is a matter of the degree of rigour of the 
mapping. On this spectrum, generic models can be placed in all three positions. A swinging 
pendulum can be seen as a metaphor for workforce hiring that drives economic cycles 
(Forrester 1968c, 2003) wherein a simple two-level model without any specific parameters 
provides transferable insights. Meadows’ (1970) model was structured and parameterised 
using realistic values to match a long time series data set specific to the hog cycle and so 
must be regarded as a (rigorous) isomorphism, albeit of very compact size. It was then 
reparameterised for cattle and chickens, with the expectation that it could be applied to all
Lane and Smart based their definitions of mappings between phenomena of interest (source) and models of these 
(target) on the work on cybernetics by Stafford Beer.
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commodities. The market growth model (Forrester, 1968a) used parameters that were 
reasonable without calibration to any particular situation and hence an illustrative 
categorisation is suitable. Illustrative models are still isomorphic because there is an explicit 
structural mapping between source and target but parameters need only be in a plausible 
range and there may be no concrete data history used for calibration. Both Forrester’s 
(1968a) and Meadows’ (1970) models are described as canonical situation models by Lane 
and Smart (1996) but they differ In the strength of mapping between the source phenomena 
and the model. There is no reason why the market growth model could not be calibrated to 
a case study although Paich (1985) at that time knew of no documented examples where 
self-suppressed market demand was thought to be operating. It seems that this model has 
been used more as a pedagogic aid for teaching or client situations (Morecroft et al, 1991) 
than for customising to a particular case for detailed analysis.
The point is not to subdivide the canonical situation model category but to recognise that the 
illustrative/exploratory category of models impinges in a relevant way on generic models.
Abstracted microstructures (or generic sub-structures, or components) are also 
isomorphisms because there is an explicitly stated structure and usually a single behaviour 
mode. But there is no specific parameterisation tying them to particular case, so likewise 
they could be said to be illustrative models. Lane (1998) provided indicative 
representativeness scorings for the three types of generic structure and abstracted 
microstructures were awarded a higher rating. This must be because the limited scope of 
these generic structures means they can be more readiiy checked against fragments of real 
phenomena.
6.3.1 Relevant tests for generic and exploratory models
Forrester and Senge (1980) recognised that one would not expect to apply all validation 
tests in every case."*® A model only needs to be fit-for-purpose and, as Lane (1995) and 
Richardson (1996) argued, different decision contexts or modes of modelling require 
different sets of criteria for judging the warranted degree of confidence. Which tests are 
applicable to generic models? The family member test is crucial for determining generality. 
The shaded area in Figure 6.1 indicates which tests are suitable -  or perhaps more usefully 
-  which tests are less significant for illustrative models. Qualitative tests would seem to take 
precedence over quantitative ones. Usually, no specific time series data are used for model 
calibration but only an overall reference mode (possibly hypothesised); parameters only 
need be plausible rather than specifically observed; the model structure can be highly 
aggregated or simplified compared to real phenomena; policy tests are likely to be mainly of 
a broad, qualitative nature. In contrast, a boundary that includes the essential structure and 
tests of model-based learning are of great importance.
For generic models of high fideiity, all the other tests are applicable, especially if they are 
derived from particular case studies, such as that of Hall (1976), which had been proposed 
as a generic modei by Paich (1985).
But core tests were identified, as in Tabie 6.3 and dimensional consistency is a sine qua non for a quantitative 
simulation model.
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For exploratory models of emerging markets, the situation is much the same. Gupta et al's 
(1999) study of digital television market evolution recognises that predictive validation is not 
possible but that ‘playing’ with a model and the consequent understanding is a form of 
validation. They take the middle ground between strict objectivism and subjective relativism 
that Kleindorfer et al (1998) had advised. But can an exploratory or illustrative model still be 
described as ‘scientific’, which Homer (1996) regards as desirable practice? An illustrative 
model might not be empirical in the sense that Homer is advocating but the answer must be 
affirmative if there can be an agreed suite of tests with the potential of passing peer or client 
review. However, after all, no paper would be described as perfect even if it does pass peer 
review and likewise passing tests is a matter of degree -  usually of meeting a minimum 
standard. Also, the failure to pass a test necessarily follows from refutationist practices in 
science. Learning Is also part of scientific enquiry, even if through serendipity or if a failed 
experiment leads to a better model formulation. Likewise, iterative improvement of a model 
follows from using tests to guide modifications.
A flavour of the nature of validation (particularly from a user perspective) for an exploratory 
model is given from the following discussion extract from the Urban Dynamics research 
project concerning the use of data in modelling (Forrester et al, 1975, p89):
Jay Forrester;
...The key question is not whether the model is perfect. We know absoluteiy that it's not. Instead, the 
important question is whether the model throws light on what we’d otherwise be doing today. If you think it 
doesn't, then we should sit down and identify the assumptions that people are making and incorporate 
those.
John Collins (former Boston (yiayor);
Mayors are not interested in the detailed output of any model; they’re interested in the ability of the model to 
help them better understand the city which they govern, to help them understand better how it functions.
Alexander Ganz, Director of Research, Boston Redevelopment Agency:
...The model construct leads us to ask broader, more important questions than are typically asked in a city. 
At our stage of analysis, I would say the model serves as an intermediate station that encompasses some 
prescription, but primarily description.
The comments reveal the limited degree of content validity (fidelity and output) and instead 
the process utility of the model. The outcome dimension is captured in the comment on 
asking broader questions. An outcome assessment would be based on whether the broader 
questions had been asked and whether this influenced the way issues were approached 
thereafter -  undoubtedly difficult to measure but this is exactly the kind of impact that 
provided the silver lining to the otherwise disappointing evaluation of the urban modelling 
projects, as discussed by Alfeld (1995).
For emerging markets, since parameters and detailed structure will always be limited or 
subject to uncertainty, models will probably be of the illustrative / exploratory type. Where 
relevant generic models exist, these form a starting point for subsequent adaptation.
Based on these considerations and the literature, suggestions for approaching modelling 
projects for new / emergent / exploratory situations are as follows:
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1. People act on mental models (i.e. expectations) of the future. The mental database 
is the largest and particularly important for decisions about future as it incorporates 
expectations.
2. Judgemental bootstrapping to calibrate an exploratory model using expert 
judgement forecasts can be appropriate.
3. Scenarios -  a range of plausible but challenging internally consistent futures is 
considered. The future can be chosen / shaped to some extent.
4. Quantification for models: important factors are included, even if they are hard to 
estimate: it is better to include approximately than to omit (which assumes zero 
influence). Methods that help to quantify complex interactions in an aggregate way 
are useful, especially if they clarify thinking.
5. Degree of aggregation: usually a more aggregate model will be appropriate, 
matched to the degree of uncertainty.
6. Historic analogues and current data: justify basis for similarity on market structure 
rather than product / service (as in Chapter 2).
7. Take a phased approach / drill down as study progresses (Lyneis, 1999). Initially, 
use a high level view. Find key contingencies (normally structural assumptions).
8. Sensitivity analysis -  test for robustness of strategies / assumptions (not just 
parameters); highlight needs / priorities for data collection, i.e. explore conceptual 
model before collecting data
6.4 Tests of structure of Chapter 4 model
structural tests or ‘direct structure tests’ (Barlas, 1996) and can be either empirical data i.e. 
based on direct observation of the system being modelled, theoretical using generalised 
knowledge from the literature or analogical using similar case studies. In the following two 
tests Barlas uses the term ‘confirmation’ in place of ‘verification’ because the latter has a 
usual meaning of checking that a model or code is error-free.
6.4.1 Structure confirmation
As described in Chapter 4, the three model subsectors were based on, or supported by, 
existing generic structures (e.g. the SIR diffusion model reviewed in Chapter 3) or abstracted 
microstructures (e.g. the rookie/pro staff progression structure for service capacity found in 
People’s Express). The remaining relationships -  particularly the inter-sector feedbacks -  
were based on the literature review reported in Chapter 2 or project data sources that had 
structural features as also reported in Chapter 4. Particularly valuable were the concepts 
expressed by Barabba et al (2002) concerning the OnStar model. Discussions with the main 
authors in a workshop''® allowed a form of structure confirmation using the analogical 
reasoning referred to in §6.3 and consisted of key feedback loops such as in Figure 6.4.
The workshop was held on 29 July 2004 at the 22nd International System Dynamics Conference, Oxford, titled 
"Impact of context in selecting decision toois for use in both the public and private sectors”, led by Vince Barabba 
and Dr Mark Paich.
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Figure 6.4: Reinforcing feedback from alliances’ complementary assets
In this case, the analogical reasoning from OnStar was a prompt In the later AGILE study to 
identify the same feedbacks that might be occurring in the nascent LBS industry. Whilst the 
details may be different, the same concepts apply. The level of aggregation in Figure 6.4 
views all complementers as a group. Accordingly, it should be acknowledged that the model 
has been cast at a high level of aggregation and therefore the level of structural fidelity is 
suitable for illustrative/exploratory models as discussed in §6.3.
Forrester (1961, p208) had noted that a general model based on a case study might include 
factors not present in the case and alter or remove specific aspects for clarity. Likewise, in 
this model, consideration of the family member test reported in §6.5.4 resulted in a modified 
model. In particular, the price of embedded GPS chips was not originally included in the 
manufacturing sector because this was considered to be a relatively minor factor of 
decreasing significance for mobile phone manufacturers. Likewise, service price was 
considered only one factor amongst the many that contribute to perceived service quality in 
the demand sector. However, product and/or service pricing would often be regarded as 
vital components of other cases of product or service uptake in technology diffusion 
contexts. Therefore, including price to achieve a certain degree of ‘face validity’ (as the 
general simulation literature would call it) as part of the structure confirmation was deemed 
important. As Bottomley and Fildes (1998) likewise suggested, inclusion of prices in 
diffusion models may be needed to provide make an acceptable model for clients, even if It 
does little to improve the accuracy of the results.
6.4.2 Parameter confirmation
The data requirements for generic models are much less stringent than for more detailed 
models, so most parameters have been estimated from theory or the additional sources 
listed in Chapter 4. The calibration work in Chapter 3 provided some confirmation on likely 
ranges of diffusion model parameters, supplementing those from the literature sources. For 
the manufacturing sector, reasonable parameters were guided from partial model 
experiments that had been performed within the ProDDAGE and AGILE projects. That is, 
expert judgement forecast time series data were used to calibrate parameters which yielded 
model output which matched the forecasts. This was referred to in Chapter 2 as 
judgemental bootstrapping.
Securing aggregate (i.e. whole-model) historic time series data for complementary 
bandwagon markets is very difficult because empirical studies of indirect network effects are 
rare (Stremersch et al, 2007). Therefore, direct observation methods are desirable, even if 
social scientists have tended to consider this inferior to formal statistical estimation.
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Independent data sourcing using direct methods (observation, theory or analogy), as 
discussed in Chapter 3 and by Graham (1980), means that whole-model data can be 
reserved for behavioural testing. But parameter estimation, particularly for network and 
positive feedback relationships in emergent sectors, is difficult and very uncertain even using 
direct methods as Barabba et al (2002) noted. Consequently these (mainly inter-sector 
graph functions) are subject to sensitivity testing.
6.4.3 Extreme conditions
Barlas (1996) refers to these as direct extreme condition tests which do not require 
simulation testing but instead can proceed by direct inspection of the rate equations by 
considering what happens when state variables on which they depend are set to zero or 
maximum, high or negative values. Table 6.4 lists the reasons for robustness of the model’s 
rate equations.
Table 6.4: Set of extreme value tests
Rsaaon that rate la robuat to extreme values of state variables
Hardware Sales Standard exponential gap-closure equation, moderated by Slow Start 
Effect when Installed Base is zero
Service Innovation Rate Limited by Effect of Service Penetration on Service Innovation table 
function. Depends on Service Penetration, which can only vary from 0 
to 1.
Service Maturation Rate Standard outflow formulation. Multiplying table functions 
(Attractiveness of Installed Base to Complementors and Reinvestment 
in Complementary Services) vary within finite limits.
Service Obsolescence Rate Standard outflow formulation
Growth in Potential Adopters Assumed as co-flow of Hardware Sales (units modified by Handsets to 
Subscribers Ratio)
Adoption Rate Standard Bass model formulation, modified by table functions within 
limits (Direct Network Effect, Usability Effect on Imitation) and Relative 
Service Price
Churn Rate Standard outflow formulation, depending on table function varying 
within limits (Usability Effect on Churn)
Refusal Rate Standard outflow formulation
Resubscription Rate Standard outflow formulation (delayed)
6.4.4 Boundary Adequacy (structure)
The purpose of the model was to investigate the key dynamics produced by the main 
intersector feedbacks -  i.e. the bandwagon effects shown in Figure 4.22. Outside the 
boundary lie such issues as population/demographic effects and any limitations on raw 
material supply to manufacturers, which are assumed to be negligible. The degree of 
aggregation is a second key component of boundary adequacy and this was discussed in 
Chapter 4.
6.4.5 Dimensional consistency
Dimensional consistency is deemed a core and compulsory test of structure and in fact is 
better described as a verification test -  i.e. whether a model is bug-free -  or alternatively 
under the heading of formulational validity (type 3), described by Lane (1995).
The dimensions of each variable and parameter have been defined in the description of each 
sector of the model in Chapter 4, expressed in the appropriate units shown in square 
brackets. The Vensim software automatically and rigorously checks for dimensional 
consistency and prevents simulation before errors are corrected.
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6.4.6 Other (statistical) tests
Statistical significance tests such as t-tests using the mean and standard error of parameter 
estimates are often used in econometrics to test whether a parameter or a structural 
relationship should be included (i.e., is non-zero). As discussed in Chapter 3, such tests are 
better seen as measures of how accurately a parameter can be estimated from whole-model 
data rather than a test of real significance. Measurement error, faulty model specification 
and violation of maintained hypotheses of the estimation method can lead to misleading 
conclusions. Direct estimation of parameters avoids this difficulty. In any event, as this is an 
exploratory model, there is no data history, so t-tests are irrelevant.
6.5 Tests of behaviour / learning In Chapter 4 model
6.5.1 Behaviour reproduction / prediction test
The behaviour reproduction test requires the model to generate the time series portion of the 
dynamic hypothesis -  that is, the historic symptoms of difficulty that motivated the 
construction of the model. The behaviour prediction test is analogous but focuses on future 
behaviour. Where a model is exploratory in the sense that the reference mode relates to 
future, hypothesised conditions, the test is one of behaviour prediction.
In the reference mode discussed in Chapter 4, both situations apply: the general experience 
of deferred market growth predictions coupled with the industry evolution scenarios for an 
emergent sector. In system dynamics point-by-point matching of historic data is eschewed 
in favour of matching the general dynamic character because noise in the real system could 
easily have produced a slightly different time series, as discussed in Chapter 2.
Forrester and Senge (1980) identified the multiple mode test as a subcomponent of 
behaviour reproduction and this has been performed in Chapter 5 by generating multiple 
scenarios.
An example of behaviour prediction is contained in mode 4 (Figure 5.4) generated by user 
churn and disillusionment (Refusal Rate) in the model. This was known to happen in the 
initial failure of WAP-based internet surfing on mobile phones, as discussed in Chapter 2, 
and is a common feature of technology markets, where failure is more the norm than 
successful launches.
6.5.2 Behaviour anomaly
This test is often used in model development whereby an anomalous behaviour pattern 
reveals flaws in the model which are subsequently corrected. Alternatively it is a test that 
shows that removing certain components of the model yields behaviour that is unrealistic, 
thereby confirming the importance of that structure.
An simple example for the present model is the inclusion of the ‘slow start’ effect in the 
manufacturing sector. The original idea was to use a logistic function typical of epidemic 
models. But the contagion effect amongst a host population was not an accurate portrayal of 
manufacturing planning, so a simple first-order exponential gap-closure response was used. 
This generates the anomalous result that the installed base rises quickly initially, which was
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not reflected in the experts’ forecasts in most cases (although not all: GPS fitment to high- 
end PDA-type handsets did show this). To make this more realistic, a graph/table function 
was added to represent the initially slow movement towards the goal. A second example is 
the allowance of the obsolescence of high quality services or innovation of new services in 
the complementary services sector, whereas these flows were not included in a development 
version of the model. The anomalous behaviour was that service quality can never 
decrease. In any event, the completed sector was modified to match the inflows and 
outflows found in the People’s Express or consulting firm workforce model as described in 
Chapter 4, thereby following the dictum of using previously established generic substructures 
to formulate a model.
6.5.3 Surprise behaviour test
The surprise behaviour test assesses whether the model facilitates the generation of insights 
that were not part of prior expectations or reference modes.
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Figure 6.5: Gartner’s (2008) Hype Cycle for wireless devices, software and services
In the course of the collaborative AGILE project, the Hype Cycle, dating from 1995 and 
posited by the market analysts Gartner (2005), was suggested to explain expectation levels 
concerning the market development of new technologies. This graphical model (Figure 6.5) 
was suggested as an explanation for over-optimistic forecasts of Location-Based Services 
uptake which did not materialise although industry experts continued their qualified optimism. 
Gartner claim it is of near-universal applicability and Konrad (2006) supplies partial 
confirmation using a proxy of article citations -  the time profile fitting for e-commerce but not 
for interactive television. However, the literature does not identify any underlying 
behavioural or operational description of how such expectations may be generated.
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A surprise result from the model was to discover a long-term oscillation in the service uptake 
that matched the growth, collapse and recovery mode of the Hype Cycle. This arose not 
from an a priori reference mode but unexpectedly from a structural argument that adopters 
could be temporarily inactive and then resubscribe. Following the guidelines given by Mass 
(1991) on the need for a priori expectations, no particular changes to behavioural response 
were expected from this recirculation. Empirical support could be cited from the emergence 
of WAP 2.0 when WAP was initially deemed a failure. Otherwise, direct empirical support 
from the technology adoption literature in terms of an historic time series has not been 
located. However, oscillation in deterministic epidemic models (SIRS, SEIRS) because of 
reinfection is well-known (e.g. Hethcote et al, 1981 ; Trottier and Phillippe, 2001).
The parameters to reproduce a mode similar to the Gartner Hype Cycle are shown in Table
6.5 and Figure 6.6. The damped oscillatory mode only appears in a certain combination 
where there is rapid uptake with a high degree of churn and resubscription after a substantial 
delay. More typical shorter Resubscription Delay values damp the oscillations more which is 
why the mode was not initially apparent.
Table 6.5: Parameter values for the ‘hype cycle* mode
Pammeter >  ' î?  i I  Origin^ 
modi^
HypeCycte
case
Chum Base [1/year] 0.05 0.2
Manufacturing Time Constant [years] 5 1
p[1/year] 0.05 0.07
q [1/year] 0.8 2
Refuser Fraction [1/year] 0 0.1
Resubscription Delay [year] 2 8
Resubscription Fraction [1/year] 0.05 0.4
Market sizes
0.6 Dmnl
400 M subscribers ! : ----9 -— 3-—19------9
600 M phones
0 Dmnl
0 subscribers
0 phones 1 e 0 ------ - --------- :--------------------
-4- -4-
2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 
Time (Year)
OmniService Penetration : Hype cycle m ode ------ 4-
Active Adopters : Hype cycle m ode ------ 2-------- 2-------- 2- subscribers
In sta lled  Base : Hype cycle m ode -9-------- 9-------- 9--------- 9—  phones
Figure 6.6: Generic model displaying ‘hype cycle' mode
However, even with specific parameters, the sectors and variables need to be interpreted in 
a way which suggests the model is more of the metaphor type, as discussed in §6.3, rather 
than an isomorphism, as follows. The manufacturing sector stands for a growth in 
technology awareness and the complementary services sector stands for the expected 
appeal or usability of the technology. A rapid ‘adoption’ (the Gartner equivalent term is
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‘visibility’) through contagion effects of the idea or appeal of a new technology leads to churn 
(i.e. disillusionment) because the technology does not live up to expectations. Most 
disillusioned pundits recover a more realistic view of the technology, returning to the Active 
Adopter category, whilst some become Refusers, permanently rejecting the technology. The 
extent and speed of the three parts of the Hype Cycle mode is affected by the time profile of 
the underlying service quality. Recovery is low if the perceived service quality is low and/or 
falling because of its affect on the churn rate. The converse is also true.
In summary, then, the generic Chapter 4 model can be posited as a theory of an illustrative / 
metaphor type for the Gartner Hype Cycle and is considered a surprise result from the 
modelling work.
6.5.4 Family member test
The family member test is a test of the generality of a model. “The model is a general 
theory; its structure is the structure of the class” (Forrester and Senge, 1980, p221). By 
varying the parameters and graphical table functions a generic model, one should be able to 
represent different members of the same class. Thus the class is defined by the common 
structure. For instance. Meadows (1970) shows how the hog commodity cycle can be 
modified by parameters and table functions to represent cattle and chicken cycles without 
structural modification. Similarly, Sterman (2000, p799) provides a modified version of 
Meadow’s generic model which is parameterised without further alteration (p824) to the pulp 
and paper industry.
The types of generic model were discussed in Chapter 4 and the suggestion here is that the 
model referred to therein is a canonical situation model. Lane (1998, p945) defines such a 
model as an application model as an “hypothesis about the structure and behaviour of a 
class of settings of interest”. ‘Glass’ has been defined above. A proposed definition of 
‘setting’ is a socioeconomic context plus a characteristic dynamic behaviour mode. For 
instance ‘market growth’ (Forrester, 1968a), ‘urban growth and stagnation’ (Forrester, 1969) 
and ‘commodity cycles’ (Meadows, 1970) are all suggested as canonical situation models 
(Lane, 1998, p937) whose titles contain both elements of a setting.
Demonstrating that a model deserves the status of a generic structure using the family 
member test can be achieved in several ways. The example of Meadows (1970) suggests 
that parameters can be modified to display behaviour that matches those of alternative 
cases. Forrester and Senge (1980) add the demonstration of multiple behaviours from the 
generic model to show the effects of different policies. Sterman (2000, p881) argued for 
both methods using the example of Homer (1983, 1987) whose model was able to portray a 
rich variety of behaviour in medical innovation diffusion. Lane (1998, p942) additionally 
proposed that showing a model is generic is a matter of showing that several isomorphisms 
or mappings can be assembled to form a homomorphism. A candidate isomorphism from a 
test case to the generic model can be checked structurally through structure and parameter 
verification tests as well as behaviourally using behaviour reproduction and surprise 
behaviour tests. ‘Checking’ of course does not imply proof but rather provides opportunity 
for refutation (Bell and Senge, 1980).
The more diverse the settings that a model is able to represent, the more general is the 
theory it embodies (Sterman, 2000, p881). Therefore generic models face the same query
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as any taxonomic structure, i.e. how far up the taxonomic structure a general class is placed. 
Figure 6.7 provides an example in the current context, as a development of Figure 4.6. The 
model developed in Chapter 4 was originally conceived in of sub-class B as a generic model 
of embedded technology diffusion on the supply side and service uptake on the demand 
side. Family members in this position would include mobile data services {such as GPS- 
based LBS, mobile TV, SMS texts, mp3 players, camera phones), the OnStar case (Barabba 
et al, 2002) and i-mode (ref. Chapter 2).
This model includes direct and indirect network effects (the latter on both supply and 
demand sides: R1 and R2 in Figure 4.22) and diffusion effects both for manufacturer and 
users. Therefore, one might think that a generic model in position B (Figure 6.7) might also 
be able to represent other sub-classes of complementary bandwagon markets, such as C 
and D or even in a more generic position as A. The management phenomenon or setting 
would then be the ‘start-up problem in bandwagon markets’ or perhaps simply ‘bandwagon 
effects’ as per Rohlfs (2001).
Evidence that a generic (3-stage) diffusion model that can be parameterised for a variety of 
behaviours for classes B, C and D has already been shown. Results in Chapter 5 and 
sensitivity analysis in this chapter show a variety of modes all with varying S-shaped profiles. 
Comparisons in Chapter 3 showed how a 3-stage (SIR/KS) diffusion model with a simple 
function for network effects could generate a variety of uptake profiles for i-mode (embedded 
product and service uptake), mobile phones (direct network effects) and broadband 
connections (discrete product, i.e. broadband modem). Therefore, passing the behaviour 
part of a family member test for technology diffusion is straightforward, especially with the 
added flexibility created by the supply-demand and quality functions in the Chapter 4 model.
M arket grow th models
Grow th and capacity 
underinvestment
Mkt growth model (Forrester, 1968a)
Diffusion-based 
grow th on 
demand-side
Network effects
Direct network effects 
Eg. phone networks
Ind irect network effects 
(com plem en tary bandwagon 
m arkets)
Competition
W " "B
Competing technologies; 
standards lock-in 
& path dependence 
Eg VMS vs Beta max, 
HD-DVD vs Blu-ray
Diffusion of em bedded  
product, com plem entary  
service 
Eg: i-mode,
OnStar (Barabba et al, 2002) 
Mobile data services, eg LBS
Discrete product, 
complementary service 
eg Internet, TV
Discrete product, 
complem entary product 
eg CDs, DVDs
Figure 6.7: Alternative classes for generic modeis
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However, the structural assumptions for the various sub-classes in Figure 6.7 differ. 
Consider the locus of installed base growth. In class B (Chapter 4 model), embedded 
products grow an installed base by manufacturing policies. User diffusion occurs in service 
uptake, largely controlled by service quality. For C and D, the installed base is built by user 
diffusion, driven by product prices and functionality, and the manufacturing sector is not 
essential in a generic model, assuming product availability. Therefore, generic models for B 
and C/D would have a common user diffusion structure but it would be placed in a different 
sector and context. This could be interpreted as what was referred to in §6.3 as a metaphor 
-  a transferable structure that is in this case identical but with different information drivers. A 
model to cover technology path dependence/standards development in class E (e.g. the 
classic VHS vs Betamax 'format war’) would use two similar structures in a mirror image with 
a relative attractiveness that influences consumer choice between the two, as depicted in 
Sterman (2000, p393).
The fact that a truly generic model in position A may not be so easily achievable for these 
reasons is not seen as a drawback but an example of how sub-class definitions might turn 
on the metaphorical use of different structures. This is an example of how an isomorphism 
and metaphor may be closely related on the continuum of model fidelity.
As shown in Chapters 3, 5 and §6.3, some evidence for the flexibility of a diffusion model to 
pass the family member test has already been presented, in the present case, the test 
presents difficulties because historic time series data on consumer uptake is not easily 
available for mobile data services for commercial sensitivity reasons. Moreover, structural 
comparisons are difficult because direct access to the structures is not available unless an 
independently built model of a similar type is available. Published cases do however provide 
written data describing some structure. Therefore, several partial case studies are 
considered below.
OnStar case
The concepts for the model in Chapter 4 were based to a substantial extent on the OnStar 
case (Barabba et al, 2002). This had mentioned modelling of customer acquisition using 
diffusion models, building an installed base via factory-fitting telematics units in GM cars 
(hence an embedded functionality) and the positive feedbacks in complementary markets 
(Figure 6.8). This provides corroboration at an aggregate sector level for the model in this 
thesis. A range of sensitivity analysis results for the model’s behaviour (i.e. forecasts) for 
OnStar service uptake is shown in the article without graph scales, illustrating the effects of 
uncertain parameters, since the authors particularly noted the difficulty of estimating the 
strength of the positive feedbacks. Besides this, although OnStar is claimed to be 
successful, no independent data on OnStar subscriptions are published for commercial 
confidentiality reasons. Without model behaviour output, it is not possible to carry out a 
complete family member check but at least structural comparisons are possible via the 
written documents and additional verbal confirmation obtained (as reported in §6.4.1 on 
structure confirmation and Figure 6.4).
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Installation
w î t h ^ O E M -  
OnStar,.. Alliances
Figure 6.8: Direct and indirect network effects in OnStar (Barabba et ai, 2002, p30)
i-mode case, mobile phones and broadband
Chapter 3 serves as a partial family member test given that several diffusion models were 
fitted to Japanese i-mode subscription data. These only considered demand side diffusion, 
although supply-side bandwagon and direct network effects were crudely included using the 
single non-linear multiplier 0  in Eq 3.8. Given that the generic model from Chapter 4 now 
explicitly includes the complementary bandwagon effects on the supply-side and the 
modified SIR (or ’KS’) structure for demand, it should be easier to calibrate the model 
against the data now that the model has more flexibility. Stremersch et ai (2007) also 
studied indirect network effects using i-mode data from Japanese subscriptions. They 
obtained data on i-mode handset prices and the contemporaneous growth of the number of 
independent i-mode sites. In Figure 6.9, the variables shown are normalised to the 
maximum value and the complementary services are calculated using the total number of 
services as opposed to the relative quality (Stremersch et al noted the desirability of quality 
of complementary services cf quantity).
A) Sales of i-mode subscriptions
B) Number of independent i-mode sites
C) Average price of i-mode fiandset
Time (Year)
Complementary services normalised : i-mode te s t -
hardware price normalised : I-mode tes t ......... .......... 'W—
Adoption rate normalised : I-mode test — 8------- 3—  0"
Figure 6.9: I-mode data (Stremersch et al, 2007) and approx. calibrated model
A fair match is achieved with only a few changes in parameters -  the simulation time is also 
adjusted from 1999 to 2005. A key point to note is that although i-mode is an embedded 
functionality, the growth of the installed base in the manufacturing sector is superfluous in 
this simulation since it is assumed that unlimited handsets are available and the Potential 
Adopters Initial is set to the nominal market size. Hence the Penetration Goal is set to zero
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to switch off Growth in Potential Adopters. Otherwise a delayed growth in service adoption 
(i.e. i-mode subscriptions) is obtained using the Bass parameters from Chapter 3. In the 
case of the deployment of i-mode in Europe, it was reported that a lack of i-mode equipped 
handsets slowed the uptake of subscriptions. Other factors, such as the claim that flat-rate 
pricing for internet data access on mobiles supersedes the i-mode per bit packet data 
pricing, were also cited as reasons why 02 announced discontinuation of i-mode services in 
the UK in July 2007 (Mobile Europe, 2007) rather than their poor quality.
Table 6.6: Parameter values for I-mode family member test
Dmnl = Dimensionless
Param^er Original
model
i-mode case
Churn Base [1/year] 0.05 0.01
Handset Start Year [year] 2004 1999
Hardware Price Floor (Euro) 2 10
Initial Hardware Price (Euro) 20 5
Initial No of Services [Dmnl] 100 1
P [1/year] 0.05 0.08
Penetration Goal [Dmnl] 0.5 0
Potential Adopters Initial [subscribers] 0 4 2 x  10®
q [1/year] 0.8 1.9
Service Innovation Base [services/year] 2 40
Service Price Floor [Euro/month] 2 5
Service Quality Perception Time [years] 1.5 3
Figure 6.10 to Figure 6.12 show the alterations made to the table functions for the i-mode 
family member test.
Direct Network Effect
— :--------------------------
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Service Penetration
Base model i-mode
Figure 6.10: Direct Network Effect table function for I-mode test
Service Penetration 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Base model 
i-mode
0.5
0.15
0.64
0.85
0.75
1.27
0.92
1.5
1.05
1.5
1.15
1.5
1.2
1.5
1.2
1.5
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Effect of Service Penetration on Service innovation
0.4 0.6
Service Penetration
Base model • i-mode
Figure 6.11 : Effect of Service Penetration on Service Innovation table function for I-
mode test
Service penetration 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Base model 
i-mode
0.05
0.05
0.2
2.2
1
2.6
1.6
2
1.9
0.7
2
0.25
The i-mode table function shape in Figure 6.11 is needed to generate the slow-start followed 
by a rapid then slower growth in i-mode sites (i.e. complementors) in the data provided by 
Stremersch et al (2006) in Figure 6.9. Although hump-shaped table functions are 
undesirable (Sterman, 2000, p577), this does suggest that some kind of lifecycle or maturity 
effect might be operative in the complementors sector with the growth in innovativeness, 
although further field data would be needed to confirm this. As in Chapter 3, one must be 
cautious in over-interpreting a fit of a model to numeric data.
Usability Effect on imitation
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Relative Service Quality for Users
Relative Service Quality for Users i-mode
Figure 6.12: Usability Effect on Imitation table function for I-mode test
Relative Service Quality for Users 0.2 0.5 0.8
Base model 
i-mode
0.2
0.5
1.85
1.5
2
1.5
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Other cases: HDTV and Internet
The forecast growth of HDTV (Gupta et al, 1999) and the case studies data on the growth of 
the internet (Rohlfs, 2001, Ch 13; Stremersch et al, 2007) could provide other candidates for 
family member testing. From the various behaviour modes shown in Chapter 5, the 
calibration work in Chapter 3, the sensitivity analysis shown below in §6.5.7 and from this 
section, it is clear that it is rather easy to fit a generic diffusion model to any empirical pattern 
of sigmoid growth behaviour. What is not so straightforward is to carry out the parameter 
and structure confirmation tests to ensure that behaviour is replicated for the right reasons, 
since this level of detail is often not available from the source publications. Moreover, 
diffusion in these cases involves a discrete product, shown in a different sub-class (C) in 
Figure 6.7, involving a slightly different model and sub-model architecture albeit with largely 
similar components. Therefore, any family member test with the Chapter 4 model would 
become partly a metaphorical comparison rather than demonstrating a rigorous 
isomorphism.
Final comments
Scholl’s (1995) benchmarking study of the system dynamics community showed the family 
member test as the second least-used test out of 24 based on Forrester and Senge’s (1980) 
list. Less than ~23% of respondents used it, whilst the least-used was point-by-point 
comparison. From the above discussion, the family member test is clearly a demanding one, 
which is probably a major reason for its limited application. Alternatively, as Paich (1985) 
suggested, the overwhelming majority of system dynamics studies are case-specific.
6.5.5 Extreme policy
The extreme policy test examines the effect of extreme values of rate equations (usually set 
by suitable parameters) on the dynamic behaviour, whereas the extreme condition test was 
essentially a static test of the equations. Barlas (1996) terms this the extreme condition 
(indirect) test.
Table 6.7: Set of extreme policy tests
(See followinQ graphs)
1 p = 0, i.e. advertising is zero or no 
innovative adoption even if initiai 
service quality = 0.75 (i.e. high)
Service penetration = 0
2 No reinvestment in services (Service 
Reinvestment Switch = 0)
Perceived service quality declines from original value, 
damaging service adoption.
3 Churn Base is high and Refuser 
Fraction high -  i.e. neglect of 
customer retention
Service Penetration —» 0
4 Perfect service quality, no churn Service uptake rises to meet handset penetration
5 Service quality is zero by setting High 
Quality Services to zero
Service uptake is low but non-zero
The Usability Effect on Imitation table function becomes 
zero. Adoption by innovators is unaffected by 
usability/service quality. Also, Hardware Sales is almost 
shut down via Effect of Service Quality on 
Manufacturing, if Installed Base Demand Switch = 1
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The following test 1 confirms that if there are no innovative adopters (p=0) then service 
uptake is zero because adoption never starts. The installed base still grows nevertheless 
because of a high initial service quality, which then declines because a lack of adopters to 
yield service investment. This reveals an area of potential improvement in the model: one 
might expect manufacturers to discontinue production of a functionality (or stand-alone 
product) if there are no subscribers. A development version of the model used a floating 
goal whereby the manufacturing Penetration Goal adjusts with a long time constant to the 
attained Service Penetration. This is discussed further in §6.6.3.
Key performance metrics
1 Dmnl 
0.2 subscribers/Year
0.5 Dmnl0.1 subscribers/Year
0 Dmnl
0 subscribers/Year
---------3------
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Time (Year)
Handset Penetration : p=0 M—
Service Uptake : p=0 ---------- g-
Perceived Service Quality : p=0
Service Penetration : p=0 -------
Total Adoption Rate ; p=0  —
 1--------- Dmnl
 S?  Dmnl
 3—  Dmnl
■’»----------4- Dmnl
subscribers/Year
Figure 6.13: Extreme policy test 1 : p = 0
In extreme policy test 2, an absence of service investment leads to a situation where falling 
service quality limits service uptake.
Key performance metrics
1 Dmnl 
20 M subscribers/Year
0.5 Dmnl 
10 M subscribers/Year
0 Dmnl
0 subscribers/Year
2000
---------- i
— -X  _ / : i1
/
. L
2010 2015
Time (Year)
Handset Penetration : No svce reinvest -----4-
Service Uptake ; No svce reinvest —-e----------
Perceived Service Quality : No svce reinvest
Service Penetration : No svce reinvest -4-----
Total Adoption Rate ; No svce reinvest —5—
2025
Dmnl
Dmnl
Dmnl
Dmnl
subscribers/Year
Figure 6.14: Extreme policy test 2: No service reinvestment
Service penetration falls off markedly with high churn in test 3; this is obviously not an active 
policy but merely identifies the extreme condition of very low subscriber retention. The 
minimal fall off in Perceived Service Quality incidentally results from the lower quality 
expectations from fewer cumulative adopters.
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Key performance metrics
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Figure 6.15: Extreme policy test 3: Churn Base and Refuser Fraction are high
Key performance metrics
1 Dmnl 
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Figure 6.16: Extreme policy test 4: Perfect service quality, no churn
Test 5 confirms the importance of the service quality variables in this model.
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Figure 6.17: Extreme policy test 5: Zero service quality
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6.5.6 Boundary Adequacy (behaviour)
The boundary adequacy (behaviour) test considers whether model behaviour would alter if 
plausible additional structure were added. This has partly been investigated by switching off 
major feedback loops as follows:
1. Installed Base Demand Switch -  effect on slow start dynamics investigated in 
Chapter 5 as part of reference mode (Mode 2 cf Mode 1)
2. Service Reinvestment Switch: effect investigated in extreme policy test 2
Two examples of the consideration of boundary adequacy in terms of behaviour can be 
given from the related work on the AGILE project. First, more complex and disaggregated 
versions of the manufacturing sector were explored which represented the growth of mobile 
phones and division into three types of handset (low-end, mid-range, high-end/PDA). From 
this, the growth in penetrations of GNSS (i.e. GPS phones) and subsequently Galileo- 
enabled phones were modelled to match expert judgement forecasts. However, it was 
noted that the result was simply a modified version of sigmoid growth of an installed base of 
embedded technology. Also, high-end handsets were forecast with exponential-type growth 
patterns. Hence it was possible to ignore the additional posited structure with the simpler 
model version in Chapter 4. As a second example, disaggregation of the complementors 
section into multiple actors was explored because the complex interactions between different 
actors were thought likely to be important. However, by recognising that the key output of 
this sector is service quality delivered to users, the effect of the additional structure was 
merely to introduce delays in overall growth of service quality. Hence the considerable task 
of modelling many co-dependencies between multiple actors was replaced by the much 
simpler structure described In Chapter 4.
6.5.7 Behaviour sensitivity
The strategy for undertaking behaviour sensitivity analysis was as follows:
1. The major modes of behaviour have been identified and explored in Chapter 5, so
this constitutes a major part of sensitivity testing. This was achieved by manual
simulation, revealing the major possible modes generated from alteration of both 
parameters and structure in the three main sectors of the model. It would have been 
difficult to isolate these modes using an automated method.
2. Discovery of the most sensitive parameters was achieved in the same model
development phase and subsequent manual experimentation phases. Subsequent
automated univariate Monte Carlo sensitivity testing used the parameter ranges 
shown in Table 6.8. The impact on Active Adopters and Service Penetration is 
shown as these are considered the key output metrics. From the Base Case 
parameters in Chapter 4, the Initial Proportion of High Quality Services was modified 
to a median value of 0.5 and the Service Price Floor to 2 Euro/month as more 
representative values. The sample distribution is Random Uniform using the default 
Vensim parameters of 200 simulations (1000 for multivariate) and a noise seed of 
1234. Other distributions are available but these require additional estimates of 
mean and standard deviation, for a normal distribution for example, which is unlikely 
to be available for uncertain parameters. The results show a wider variation with a 
uniform distribution, so this is a more conservative distribution.
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3. Altered table functions: the main table functions were altered in shape and scaling 
as shown below and the impact on Active Adopters as a key indicator explored.
Table 6.8: Ranges for parameter sensitivity tests
Parameter ‘ f   ^ ' Base Min ' Max
Churn Base fDmnll 0.05 0 0.5
Hardware Price Time Constant [year] 5 2 10
Initial Proportion of High Quality Services [Dmnl] 0.5 0.25 0.75
Manufacturing Time Constant [year] 5 1 5
Maturation Time Constant [year] 5 1 10
p [1/year] 0.05 0.001 0.1
q [1/year] 0.8 0.3 2.5
Resubscription Delay [year] 2 1 10
Resubscription Fraction [Dmnl] 0.05 0 0.5
Service Innovation Base [services/year] 2 0 20
Service Obsolescence Fraction [1/year] 0.01 0 0.2
Service Price Elasticity [Dmnl] 1 0.5 1.5
Service Price Floor [Euro/month] 2 1 5
Service Price Time Constant [year] 10 2 20
Service Quality Perception Time [year] 1.5 0.5 5
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Figure 6.18: Churn base sensitivity
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Figure 6.19: Hardwire Price Time Constant sensitivity
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Figure 6.25: Resubscription Delay sensitivity
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Figure 6.26: Resubscription Fraction sensitivity
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Figure 6.27: Service innovation Base sensitivity
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Figure 6.28: Service Obsolescence Fraction sensitivity
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Figure 6.30: Service Price Floor sensitivity
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Figure 6.31 : Service Price Time Constant sensitivity
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Figure 6.33: Multivariate sensitivity (all parameters)
Given the general dominance of the sigmoid growth pattern, parameter variation in general 
yields only numerical sensitivity and little behavioural sensitivity. The results from the 
univariate parameter sensitivity testing above do show the importance of the Manufacturing 
Time Constant and the initial service quality level. In particular, they confirm the result that 
technology push’ by manufacturers without attention to the service quality delivered by 
actors in other parts of the ecosystem can yield poor results and a stillborn technology 
market. This is a typical feature of systems -  that action on several parallel tracks is needed 
for success.
However, univariate sensitivity testing might appear to give misleading results, for instance 
that Resubscription Delay is relatively unimportant parameter, whereas it was shown to yield 
surprising behaviour in conjunction with other parameter changes, as explained in §6.5.3. 
Multivariate sensitivity results merely emphasise the overall wide range of possible numerical 
results -  from virtually no uptake to rapid rise to the constraining parameters of Penetration 
Goal and Addressable Market Size. In conclusion automated testing has a role to play but 
the progressive understanding reached by manual model experimentation cannot be 
replaced. Indeed, the importance of developing understanding from model construction and 
contemporaneous testing has been emphasised as a key component in building confidence 
or validation.
Results of the table function sensitivity tests are shown below. In the majority of cases, the 
impact demonstrated is only a numerical one and there is relative insensitivity to the shape 
of the function. But in terms of market growth, the model shows greatest sensitivity to the 
table functions at early stages and this is a confirmation of the importance of path 
dependence: early conditions have a strong shaping effect. The exceptions are the Usability 
Effect on Churn and Imitation (Figure 6.39 and Figure 6.40), where mid-term and later values 
are more important respectively. This is to be expected, since churn and imitation effects 
become more important later on in the adoption cycle.
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6.5.8 Partial model tests
Partial model testing Homer (1983) can be used as a way of resolving misconceptions about 
model behaviour. Complex or counterintuitive behaviour can be better explained if it can be 
tracked down to a part of a model that has been isolated from the whole where it can then be 
understood more intuitively. In the case of this model, partial model testing was used as a 
way of developing each of the three main sectors before coupling them together. Therefore, 
this test is the counterpart of sub-system diagrams (Morecroft, 1982).
6.5.9 Other behaviour tests (statistical and predictive validation)
The Turing or ‘mistaken identity’ test (Forrester, 1973) is a behavioural test where an 
independent expert is asked whether he can tell any statistical difference between real-world 
data and model output. The reviewer for the AGILE project commented that model outputs 
looked too smooth and that the reality would show a lot more random flutter. Noise could 
have been added to the model to aid realism but the Turing test is not usually a high-priority 
test.
Statistical and predictive validation tests are not applied to this model for the reasons given 
in Chapter 3 on the significance testing controversy and for the additional following reasons.
Validation of models with historic data
Where historic data on system behaviour are plentiful, qualitative (i.e. visual) and numerical 
tests can be applied as in Morecroft’s (2007) behaviour tests (Figure 6.1). An example of 
various calibration results and Theil statistics was given in Chapter 3. Where one wishes to 
estimate values of unmeasured variables, Kalman filtering techniques can be used 
(Peterson, 1980). Such tests do not apply for this model given that it is an exploratory and 
generic model and the lack of historic data for the particular case study.
Predictive validation
Fildes (2002) commented that whilst Lane (1995) offered broader views on validation, the 
rejection of predictive validation in system dynamics modelling is ‘disingenuous’. He claims 
that even for policy analysis in diffusion modelling, such as in marketing versus infrastructure 
expenditure choices, one requires timings and relative peaks of the turning points of model 
outputs.
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A resolution of this dichotomy is discussed by Arthur (2006): Lyneis (2000) suggested that 
system dynamics models could be used for forecasting or décision-support purposes (as did 
Winch, 1993) and indeed the very structural fidelity of such models makes them superior. 
The strong condition Is that the model must be well-calibrated, which implies a stable 
structure and plentiful hard data. Where a new situation is encountered, a management 
team must decide whether data from analogue cases are suitable, or that only an 
exploratory/scenario modelling mode is possible.
Nonetheless, experience from forecasting shows that it is more likely than not that new 
events or structural changes will mean that 'a perfect fit does not guarantee an accurate 
forecast’ (Makridakis, quoted in Fildes and Nikolopoulos, 2006). This reinforces Forrester’s 
(2003, 2007) reservations that matching historic time series is only a weak indicator of model 
usefulness and that forecasts are only reliable for the period that a system retains its current 
inertia. Besides, it is rare for ex-ante forecasts to be compared retrospectively to reality as 
market forecasters can always justify errors on unforeseen factors or measurement 
problems and they are often more concerned with producing the next set of forecasts.
Calibration of expert judgement forecasts using judgemental bootstrapping 
This is similar to calibrating a model to historic data, except the data are from expert 
judgement forecasts. This practice was adopted in AGILE where there were forecast data 
for hardware diffusion on the supply side -  although there were not similar data for user 
service uptake. A version of this approach was loosely applied for the hardware sector in 
keeping with the generic nature of the model.
6.6 Tests of policy implications of Chapter 4 model
Policy implication tests are an attempt to generate confidence that response to policy 
changes in the model are mirrored in the real system. Morecroft (2007) indicates (see 
Figure 6.1) that policy implication tests are of limited relevance for exploratory or generic 
models since they are not calibrated to a specific case situation. As they are an aggregate 
description of problem, they are not likely to be applied, nor policy recommendations 
implemented, without considerable tailoring. Paich (1985) also implies that generic models 
have a limited role in supporting specific policy problems because of a lack of detailed 
structure and parameterisation but instead serve as educational tools.
Nevertheless, system dynamics aspires to be a policy support modelling approach, so even 
a generic model should provide initial policy suggestions and point to any caveats that may 
apply. Accordingly, some brief comments under Forrester and Senge’s (1980) four policy 
implication tests are offered below. A research question remains: to what extent are broad 
policy indications from a generic / exploratory model stable when the level of detail is 
expanded? One would hope that policy conclusions remain robust.
6.6.1 System improvement test
As discussed in §6.2.5, given that the model developed in Chapter 4 is not planned to be 
implemented, the system improvement test does not apply. In the context of this research 
and the development of a generic model, a substitute test is proposed by Lane (1995), 
namely the Theory Building Test’. The relevant question is whether this model has added to 
the theory base and whether attention will be paid to it. This is a matter of dissemination and
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eventual judgement by an academic community and so cannot be answered fully or 
immediately here, just as is the case with the system improvement test. Instead, more 
immediate criteria are needed to judge the outcome of a modelling project. Some 
suggestions are taken from the list of contributions made specifically by canonical situation 
models as identified by Lane and Smart (1996, Table 2, p i 02) and shown below as 
underlined.
■ The model adds a candidate hypothesis for domain understanding as a general 
theory of structure and behaviour.
■ The model serves as a conceptualisation aid to identify the main feedback loops and 
key substructures -  even if only as a straw man or if model flaws point the way for 
superseding versions.
■ The model serves as a starting point for discussion or further formal model 
construction, pointing to key sensitive parameters and information needs for a 
subsequent more detailed case study or theory.
■ The model serves as a teaching aid as a precursor to a related discussion without 
presuming that it makes a direct contribution to the question at hand.
■ The model uncovers methodological issues not directly connected with the particular 
application area of theory that is being put forward.
These criteria have been added to the outcome dimension shown in the validation score 
sheet shown Figure 6.43.
For other modes of modelling, these outcome criteria will be different. For instance, in 
organisational change projects, example outcome criteria could be:
■ the model led to new policy proposals; these can be identified by getting the 
management team to state what they would do before the modelling project starts;
■ a new form of management communication was engendered that is facilitated by the 
model, as in the Computer Aided Visioning project (Arthur and Winch, 1999);
■ the management’s vision for an alternative future was articulated in a new, more 
interactive way (ditto).
6.6.2 Changed behaviour prediction
This test is made by altering policies in the model and examining the plausibility of resulting 
behavioural change. Alternatively, if a model represents a family of systems, some 
instances of those systems may be operating with different policies which can confirm the 
effect of different policies explored in the model (Forrester and Senge, 1980, §5.2), 
Examples of the policies Identified in this thesis can be found in the following examples.
The i-mode case in Japan is often claimed to be an example of an operator successfully co­
ordinating the ecosystem (i.e. a keystone strategy) and supporting reinvestment policy by 
offering generous revenue shares. At the same time, as mentioned in this chapter, the 
demise of i-mode in some European states has been blamed on limited handsets rather than 
ecosystem collaboration failures. This serves as a confirmation of the effect of limited 
manufacturing goals.
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The volume of LBS Industry activity, albeit with still low levels of service uptake, is claimed to 
be greatest In the US (81% of the total in 2007) as a result of its E911 emergency call 
mandate, coupled with the prevalence of CDMA handsets (Mobile Europe, 2008). This is a 
confirmation of the success of the regulatory push mode 2 examined in Chapter 5.
Nokia provides another example of a keystone role with its move into the LBS sector with 
Nokia Maps/GPS. This has certainly generated a lot of needed momentum in LBS with the 
view that an $8bn investment in acquiring Navteq represents high confidence in the future of 
the sector. The 50% handset penetration target by circa 2010/2012 is an indication of a 
fixed (rather than floating) policy but the system behaviour will take several years to emerge. 
Likewise, major mobile operators have showed increased interest in the sector but how they 
manage to monetise services or how they now position themselves is a moot question.
The OnStar case also serves to affirm a technology push policy by a manufacturer in order 
to build a service business, combined with the development of alliances with complementors 
and an emphasis on service capacity and quality. Although the telematics market has 
proved to be fragile. General Motors’ service business development policy has been 
relatively successful, whilst other systems have been curtailed. An example is Ford’s 
equivalent Wingcast joint venture with Qualcomm which was dissolved in 2002. Modest re­
subscription rates (i.e. high churn) are a feature of the sector -  initially around 56%, following 
initial free periods, which were reportedly close to targets of 60% (Koudal et al, 2004).
6.6.3 Boundary adequacy (policy)
This test considers whether plausible additional structure would alter model policy 
recommendations.
An example is the development of the penetration goal in the manufacturing sector. A 
floating goal structure was explored whereby the goal was adjusted according to service 
penetration levels. This made little difference to the behaviour since, in the case of low 
service adoption, the goal only adjusts slowly downward, resulting in only a small diminution 
in service adoption. But if the time constant is small enough, the model can be trapped in a 
catch-22 situation: a low manufacturing penetration goal based reactively on recent uptake 
limits the installed base growth from which service adoption can occur (as in extreme test 1). 
This is an example of the ‘eroding goals’ syndrome (Senge, 1990), In practice, the 
formulation of manufacturing goals is more likely to be based on expected demand than on 
historic demand.
Although this might seem to expose an omission in the model, two points can be made. 
First, this situation could be said to represent plausibly the camera phone situation, in which 
modest levels of picture messaging or video calling have not caused manufacturers to 
reduce the inclusion of cameras in phones since it has become an expected functionality. 
Second, and more philosophically, Forrester suggests that it can be counterproductive to 
make a model pass all tests (System Dynamics Society, 1999®°). This is partly a matter of
The discussion about how much extreme condition testing is feasible or economic occurs from 36 minutes 
onwards on the DVD of the seminar on the “Confidence in Models" Session G, Part 1, of the PhD Seminar Series in 
System Dynamics. The reference to the Market Growth model and the extreme condition test occurs at -3 8  
minutes.
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the economics of testing -  there must usually be a limitation on how much time or effort can 
be expended -  but also about the extra structure that must be added to handle all possible 
conditions. Forrester (ibid) suggests that the market growth model (Forrester, 1968a) would 
have been doubled or tripled in complexity if it had been made robust against an extreme 
condition identified by John Sterman when simplicity is its fundamental virtue.
6.6.4 Policy sensitivity
This test concerns whether policy recommendations are robust to plausible alterations in 
uncertain parameter values. Rather than attempting quantitative tests, the following 
qualitative statements state a policy recommendation and possible dependence on 
parameter values.
■ Promotion / advertising. Generating innovative adoption through advertising is 
important to build momentum but then ceases to be influential as word-of-mouth 
effects take over. This is robust to plausible values of Bass parameters p and q.
■ installed base building. The larger the installed base, the greater the number of 
potential users and hence a policy is to build the base quickly. The usual strategy is 
to ensure diffusion initially through high-end or technophile innovators who are less 
sensitive to price or service quality. This would indicate a high Penetration Goal with 
a not-too-short time constant. A sustainable installed base is contingent on service 
quality acceptable to users.
■ Launching new services. Developing and launching news services depends on 
how complex they are and whether they liable to teething problems. A similar policy 
question applies to adequate recruitment and skill levels in workforce management.
■ Service quality management. In all cases, this is a strongly advisable policy, 
ideally building service capacity/quality in advance of consumer usage levels. But 
this requires substantial investment by an actor who is able to act in a ‘keystone 
strategy’ role.
■ Reinvestment / revenue share in service sector. Equitable reinvestment of 
revenues across ecosystem partners that permits development of service quality. 
Revenue split policy was not represented in the model but its impact is in terms of 
facilitating positive feedbacks. It has often been referred to in LBS sector 
discussions but some interviewees in the AGILE project disputed its significance in 
retarding sector growth.
■ Minimise churn and refusai rate. Self-evidently important; customer retention is 
vital but requires a balance between innovation and customer service quality for 
existing services.
■ Develop common standards. Referred to by Rohlfs (2001) to encourage 
‘interlinking’, this has the potential to reduce delays later on but requires substantial 
co-ordination early on and avoidance of ‘format wars’ risks. Reflected in the Service 
Maturation Rate.
■ Manufacturers enter service roles. This is reflected by becoming sensitive to 
service quality, either through partnerships with complementers or through seeking a 
slice of service revenues. As seen with the Effect of Service Quality on 
Manufacturing, this policy is desirable provided that low ecosystem performance
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does not act as a disincentive to build an installed base. Involvement helps to bring 
the manufacturing and service sectors together but there is a risk of revenue 
competition.
6.7 Content/Process/Outcome score sheet example
Having examined a wide range of tests, the generic model from Chapter 4 is assessed using 
the framework discussed in §6.2 and shown in Figure 6.43 as a score sheet or ‘validation 
profile’. Arthur and Winch (1999) suggested that the profile could be used to characterise 
different modes of modelling, much as Lane’s (1995) Table 3. Although the scorings are 
necessarily (partly) subjective, they affirm two important points: modellers do not apply all 
tests exhaustively®^ and each test is only passed to a degree of success. On the second 
point, Arthur and Winch (1999) recognised that descriptions of model tests give the 
impression that they are a matter of a binary accept/reject decision. But most tests 
(excluding dimensional consistency and perhaps extreme condition tests® )^ can only be 
passed to a degree of success, since within any given test, one cannot explore all possible 
alternatives or test conditions. The purpose of testing is to expose error -  the refutationist 
perspective outlined by Bell and Bell (1980). Yet, as discussed before, all models are 
imperfect abstractions of reality and even faulty models can have certain merits.
The score sheet or ‘validation profile’ shown in Figure 6.43 is also conceptually similar to 
Lane’s (1998) Table 1. This scored the three types of generic models are scored according 
to Perceived Representativeness of Models (PRoM), Analytical Quality of policy insights 
(AQ) and Process Effectiveness of the Intervention (PEI)®®. A difference here is that the 
model in this thesis was not developed with a specific client audience in mind, although it 
was derived from the AGILE project work. Lane identified high AQ as a defining feature of 
canonical situation models. In essence, this type of generic model is a powerful theory: rich 
behaviour is derived from a compact structure. However, a slightly more conservative view 
of AQ for canonical situation models is taken here since only general policy conclusions are 
proposed. Beyond that, from the scores given, the utility of this generic model seems as 
much (if not more so) about the instrumental dimension, i.e. outcome criteria, as about 
fidelity or the value of the modelling process.
A similar conclusion was reached by Arthur and Winch (1999), since they considered that 
the value of their generic, exploratory model was as much a matter of organisational impact 
as the detail of the model or the modelling process. Likewise, Alfeld (1995) claims that 
application of the Urban Dynamics model to Lowell was helpful to practical urban planning as 
a way of thinking. Yet he admits the need to provide more than merely general advice to city 
managers. The project steering committee, however, judged that the model content was 
unacceptable.®'^ Again, Forrester’s market growth model has impact as an insightful 
educational tool rather than because of its detailed fidelity of market growth situations.
Morecrofl (2007, p412) and also as per Forrester citation in §6.6.3.
“  As discussed above, making a model robust for all possible circumstances might be undesirable.
“  Lane’s PEI measure appears to include elements of both process and outcome, since transparency and likelihood 
of implementation are included factors.
^  Alfeld describes how the Housing and Urban Development committee rejected model hypotheses and data from 
an econometric standpoint.
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However, all these modelling efforts did not document specifically the learning or other 
benefits gained from the process of building the original generic model.®®
Dimension • 1 -  Description Score Comment
CONTENT le concerning the validity or credibility of the model(s) itself
1 Structure confirmation: captures the (aggregate) essence of a case •  • • • o
2 Boundary-adequacy (structure) •  • • • o Highly aggregate /  compact stu cture
3 Behaviour-reproduction: /  multiple mode generation. •  • • • o
4 Dimensional consistency •  • • • • Essential
5 Behaviour-prediction test •  • o o o Evidence limited
6 Extreme condition tests •  • • • •
7 Parameter confirmation •  • o o o Aggregate parameterisation
8 Statistical tests ooooo Little data history
AVERAGE SCORE # # # 6 6
PROCESS ie benefits to project partners from the process of undertaking the work, rather than the credibility / utility of the model itself
1 (Policy) insight generation capacity /  "System learning” •  • • • o Clarification of different bandwagon feedback effects
2 Fam ily-member test •  • • o o Only partial evidence adduced
3 Surprise behaviour •  • • • o Gartner Hype Cycle
4 Clarification of goals of the study /  model purpose •  • • • o Revised to generic model
5 Sensitivity tests •  • o o o Not as useful as multiple modes
6 Partial model tests •  • • o o Used in model building
7 Generation of detailed policy guidance ooooo Not detailed model; no specific intervention
8 Cost and timeliness of modelling •  • o o o Not assessed. Lengthy process
AVERAGE SCORE • • • o o
OUTCOME ie the benefits of the ultimate outcomes, impact or utility of the work
1 System improvement test. ooooo Generic, not implemented model.
2 Domain understanding. Adds to the theory base. Subsequent fertility. •  • • o o Not yet proven as research tool.
3 System conceptualisation aid, even as a straw-man version.
(Would be) utility for AGILE 
model
4 Aids formal model construction and points to sensitive oaram eters/stru cture. •  • • • o Ditto
5 Transparency as a communication device [Randers, 1980a] or for teaching purposes. •  • • • o Potentially, not yet proven.
6 Surfaces methodological issues. •  • • • o Eg. categorisation of class members
7 Subsequent fertility [Randers, 1980a] •  • • o o Potentially
AVERAGE SCORE • • • o o
Figure 6.43: Content/Process/Outcome score sheet applied to this generic model
The outcome criteria are not formal tests but attempt to give a nearer term view of model 
usefulness than the theory building test -  the equivalent of the system improvement test. 
Perhaps a before/after assessment is possible but the outcome criteria need further 
research, as they are less well-developed than the content or process criteria. In this case, 
the judgement is made in terms of what help the generic model would have been if it had 
been available prior to the AGILE work.
An exception might be the sequence of reactions of the former mayor of Boston, J Collins, to the workshops 
related to the Urban Dynamics modelling work, related by Forrester (1995).
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From the experience of applying this validation framework, a drawback is that whilst the 
content/process/outcome dimensions are broadly familiar terms, they lack the precision of 
the PRoM, AQ and PEI dimensions proposed by Lane (1995).
Ultimately, the benefit of a validation score sheet or profile is not a matter of quibbling over 
Individual scores. Rather its greatest potential is as a tool for thinking about the modelling 
process, the type of modelling activity and as way of developing model purpose. Thus it can 
play a formative role for modelling project planning. Hence validation profiles are proposed 
as a contribution to GroRler's (2007) call for better ‘intervention architectures’ to support 
model-based interventions.
6.8 Conclusions
Validation is a process of establishing confidence in the soundness and usefulness of a 
model. This chapter displays the richness of what that process can entail. A validation 
framework was refined and applied to exploratory and generic models that categorises 
assessment criteria in the three dimensions of content, process and outcome. The 
framework was used in the project in a formative role, for the clarification of model purpose. 
Initially, the model developed in Chapter 4 was expected to fulfil a detailed policy analysis 
role in a case-specific study. Considering the information sources available and the possible 
outcomes of the research led instead to the goal of formulating a generic model, with the 
attendant different criteria for judging validity.
The key finding of this chapter is that the utility of generic models lies in the ‘outcome’ 
dimension of model utility. That is, their usefulness lies in subsequent purposes (education, 
follow-on research or more detailed models) more than in the fidelity of the model itself or 
specific policy analysis. This was established for the model developed in this thesis but also 
appears to be so for other recognised models. If a more detailed model version were 
developed, optimisation procedures could be applied and then some form of welfare analysis 
might be possible. Exploratory models are similar but focus more on the process or learning 
dimension, without claiming to be representative of a class of models. This finding is thus a 
contribution to knowledge to the relevant tests for exploratory and generic models in system 
dynamics.
The model in this thesis is a generic model of complementary bandwagon markets for 
embedded technology/service diffusion. It serves as a theory of how bandwagon forces 
interact to create market growth. Specifically, there is evidence to support its status as a 
canonical situation model. The family member test was explored in some detail in relation to 
the definition of model classes. This test demands considerable data and effort, since it 
requires multiple tests for other instances of the same class of model to prove that the 
isomorphisms can be regarded together as a homomorphism. No final proof of the model’s 
generic status can be offered since the evidence base is never complete; additional cases 
are always desirable to support the claim. Moreover, as validation is a conversational, social 
process the model should be subject to some peer review to corroborate the model’s utility.
Generic diffusion models of complementary bandwagon markets face the usual problem of 
taxonomy, that is, where to place the class of model in the subtype/supertype hierarchy.
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With minor amendments the model could be made generic for stand-alone product/service 
diffusion as well, although this might require the inclusion of latent structure.
From the way that diffusion structures have been used in this study, they are best seen as 
abstracted microstructures that can be used as sub-structures for canonical situation 
models.
The surprise model test revealed that the model can be regarded as a tentative behavioural 
theory for the widely cited Gartner Hype Cycle. The original structure is interpreted 
metaphorically in this case in terms of the growth of attitudes and expectations towards new 
technologies, rather than actual uptake.
This research has provided an example of summative validation (i.e. subsequent to 
modelling) but has also mentioned a formative validation role in shaping model purpose. 
This is a matter of desired validity/utility and opens up the use of validation as a modelling 
project planning and prospective evaluation tool to design the nature and locus of impact of 
an intervention, as suggested by Sterman (2000, p888).
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7 Summary, conclusions and recommendations
7.1 Summary of the work
Chapter 1 recounted the starting point of the work in terms of a multidiscipline research 
project design, the organisations that were consulted and a description of the motivating 
questions and initial research hypotheses. The slow-start phenomenon in the industrial and 
market diffusion of the Location Based Services (LBS) sector was regarded as a suitable 
issue to investigate the use of dynamic simulation of an inherently systemic industry. The 
LBS market was viewed as an exemplar of mobile telecoms data services which often 
comprise a complex array of firms acting together as an ecosystem to provide services for 
mobile phone subscribers.
Chapter 2 reviewed and evaluated the literature with the intent of surveying the disparate 
subjects connected to industry and market growth modelling. The academic subjects 
included industrial economics, marketing science, econometrics, innovation diffusion, 
business strategy and market forecasting. System dynamics is a socio-economic field that 
employs information-feedback and simulation modelling and is related to all of these subjects 
and is closely connected to operational research (or management science) and complex 
systems analysis. It shares much in common with the heterodox economics schools of 
behavioural, institutional and evolutionary economics. The literature on industrial economics 
indicated that the original structure-conduct-performance paradigm could have been 
developed to incorporate dynamic systems analysis methods. It also showed that diffusion 
models in marketing and economics as have developed along two separate pathways. 
Disequilibrium and epidemic models have predominated in marketing science whilst 
equilibrium models have been more prevalent In economics. A key distinction was made 
between modelling to improve foresight and understanding of industrial and market 
behaviour as opposed to forecasting for the purpose of making numerical predictions.
The domain area literature surveyed in Chapter 2 also included mobile data services and 
bandwagon effects in technology markets. The launch and diffusion of innovative products 
and services was identified as a complex management challenge and particularly prone to 
management failure.
Chapter 3 reported on a comparison of econometrics estimation and system dynamics 
calibration using case study data from UK mobile phones, UK broadband and i-mode 
subscriptions in Japan (internet access on a mobile phone). These examples were chosen 
as possibly including bandwagon and network effects. The objective was to investigate 
differences between non-linear least squares econometric estimation using discrete data and 
system dynamics calibration routines using continuous time assumptions.
In Chapter 4, a generic industry-level model of supply-demand interactions was developed 
for the consumer diffusion of services built from an embedded product and based on the 
LBS industry. It was made as compact as possible with three sectors: manufacturing, 
complementary services and demand. Given that manufacturers control the rate of 
embedded product penetration, diffusion processes are operative on the supply-side as well 
as on the demand-side, instead of attempting to represent the multiple actors who act as
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complementors, the complementary service sector models the development of high quality 
services relative to user expectations as its key output. This helped to limit model size.
Chapter 5 presented eight behaviour modes that the model developed in Chapter 4 is 
capable of displaying. The policy implications were explored but only in outline given the 
aggregated nature of the model.
in Chapter 6, a wide variety of tests was reported assessing the model's validity, that is, its 
credibility and utility. A validation framework was refined and applied which profiles model 
utility in three dimensions: content (i.e. the fidelity of the model compared to reality), process 
(the learning benefits related to the development and testing of the model) and outcome (the 
immediate or long term impact of the model). Assessing how a model performs in each test 
and within each of the three dimensions yields a score or profile that characterises the 
modelling effort. Different modes of modelling or types of model have been shown in the 
literature to have different validation scores reflecting different strengths. The family member 
test was examined in detail to test the proposal that the model developed in Chapter 4 is a 
canonical situation model. Initially, this research was expected to develop a case-specific 
model focusing on policy analysis and industry growth strategy. Conversely, generic models 
are advocated in system dynamics because of the appeal of transferable knowledge.
7.2 Conclusions
Chapter 2 concluded that system dynamics is well-suited to modelling diffusion phenomena 
where there is prevalent supply-demand interdependence and information feedback between 
suppliers and customers. Technology ecosystems have these characteristics in abundance.
The key finding of Chapter 3 was that system dynamics calibration and econometric 
estimation yield similar but not identical parameter estimates. Including a factor to model 
bandwagon effects aids the fit to data in the cases studied. However, estimation/calibration 
is not able to reveal definitively the operative structural causes. This also confirms the 
established view that parameter estimation can produce non-unique parameter sets and that 
it may not be possible to discriminate between models with different assumptions. In 
practice, the three-level diffusion model is preferable over algebraic versions (such as the 
EMM model) precisely because it includes churn and resubscription structures, not because 
it universally fits the data better. These can be hypothesised from prior theory and their 
inclusion justified by access to written and mental data sources beyond numeric data alone.
In the model conceptualisation work of Chapter 4, it was concluded that the diffusion of 
complementary services on a product base could be modelled as an interdependent system 
of three sectors. The complementary services sector is critical for linking the manufacturing 
and demand sectors. Conceptualising a generic model is greatly aided by using generic 
abstracted microstructures as substructures. Diffusion models (such as the Bass / SIR 
models) are good examples of this that are domain-independent. Retaining a focus on 
generic models helps to separate dynamic from detail complexity and therefore helps to 
conceptualise typical classes of market behaviour.
Chapter 5 demonstrated the dynamic hypothesis set out in Chapter 4. The dynamic 
hypothesis for the model was that complementary bandwagon or indirect network effects
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within the ecosystem can explain slow-start market dynamics. The corollary of bandwagon 
markets is the occurrence of the start-up or chicken-and-egg problem. Market growth does 
not occur solely through product availability but by ensuring services are usable, useful and 
affordable. Service quality perceived by users is critical and co-ordination is required to 
alleviate start-up problems. Either major players need to act as ecosystem co-ordinators or 
vertical integration may be needed to counter market fragmentation. Demand-side 
bandwagon effects result from the growth of subscribers and reinvestment of profits from 
service revenues. Supply-side complementary bandwagon behaviour can result from co­
ordination efforts, such as standards development or commercial partnerships. Demand 
side complementary bandwagons are more likely to apply later once a critical mass of 
installed base has been built.
Considering implications from Chapter 5 specifically for Location Based Services, this 
industry sector has displayed the start-up problem typical of bandwagon technology markets 
that the modelling work captures. Although the generic model does not yield detailed 
quantified policy options, several general conclusions can be made concerning policies to 
improve the performance of the ecosystem. These essentially involve development of a 
'keystone' strategy, which means that major players in the mobile data services ecosystem 
co-ordinate the industry supply side and market development activities. Given their central 
role in the ecosystem and customer relationships, the mobile operators would be expected to 
be in the best position to achieve this. However, Nokia’s move from product manufacturer 
into a service provider role offers an alternative co-ordination locus, perhaps also entailing 
alliances with operators. Quanitified market development policies to clarify industry 
strategies could be developed using a more detailed, tailored model.
In general, co-ordination efforts would involve balancing the rate of building an installed 
product base with achieving growth in perceived service quality and services marketing 
activities. If the product installed base grows out of step with these supply and demand side 
aspects, there is a risk a service quality tipping point coming into play which generates churn 
effects and damage by negative word of mouth. This would then be an example of the 
syndrome of growth stunted by underinvestment. In particular for LBS, hardware quality 
factors such as battery performance using GPS and hybrid technologies to allow location 
fixes indoors and in urban canyons need to be complemented by user-friendly mapping and 
content quality and pricing and service bundling strategies. Other important factors which 
could be “show-stoppers” include consumer concerns about privacy and surveillance. 
However, these factors are not the sole cause of slow growth in the LBS sector. The 
difficulty of monetising location services is also known to be a contributory factor when users 
might expect free content.
The thesis of Chapter 6 is that a major portion of the utility of generic models lies in the 
outcome dimension of model validity; their value often accrues from subsequent use as 
opposed to a particular case study. Accordingly, the model developed in Chapter 4 is 
proposed as a generic canonical situation model of service uptake from an embedded 
product subject to bandwagon effects. It serves as a contribution to theory more than as a 
detailed policy analysis tool. The family member test establishes this generic status but, like 
most tests, this can only be satisfied in practice to a certain degree. It is a demanding test 
which partly explains its infrequent use. Validation profiles are useful for formulating model 
purpose and selecting appropriate tests. Content validity remains important since generic 
models purport to convey a theory of behaviour, although this is abbreviated through
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aggregation. The same applies to exploratory models but more focus is put on process 
benefits for the individual modeller or researcher in terms of the learning acquired about the 
structure and behaviour of emergent markets. On this basis, the model developed in this 
thesis is described as both exploratory and generic.
7.3 Contributions
In summary, the contribution and originality of this thesis lies in four areas:
■ A comparison of econometric estimation and system dynamics calibration to market 
data where network or bandwagon effects were thought operative.
■ A generic, exploratory, double-diffusion model was developed as a theory of 
complementary bandwagon markets of service uptake based on an embedded 
product.
■ The model serves as an explicit, quantified, behavioural theory for complementary 
bandwagon markets and also provides some tentative ideas on mechanisms that 
might be responsible for the Gartner Hype Cycle.
■ A validation framework which was adapted and applied to exploratory and generic 
models in a formative role to assist the development of model purpose.
7.4 Limitations of this research
This model was built as an industry-level model in a collaborative research project. 
Therefore, it lacks the involvement and detailed input in the model-building process from the 
perspective of a single client who would be likely to implement its findings. In particular, the 
inter-sector relationships in the model lacked access to commercial details and the mental 
data base. The nature of the graphical table functions, especially for the inter-sector 
relationships was somewhat impressionistic and drawn at a very high level of aggregation. 
The definition of user experience aggregated many factors that could be treated separately.
Obtaining historic data is difficult enough for consumer uptake but accessing strategic data 
on industry expectations is even more commercially sensitive. This was partly a 
consequence of the nature of the collaboration in multi-partner research contracts. 
Exploratory models are subject to uncertainty and the constantly moving target of an 
immature industry structure. However, therein lies a strength of exploratory models as a tool 
for thinking. A similar limitation on the availability of details from similar cases applies when 
evaluating isomorphisms in the family member test.
7.5 Recommendations for further work
Research on industrial ecosystems
More research is possible on industry ecosystems (or ‘value networks’) and how to represent 
them conceptually in model terms. This could be done by considering other cases in mobile 
data services, for instance mobile TV. Beyond this, industry ecosystems outside of telecoms 
could be investigated, such as the Internet. Research could also be done on how the 
required capabilities are built, how retained revenues can develop those capabilities and how 
revenue sharing arrangements can facilitate capability-building for ecosystem partners. This
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work could also examine more closely how manufacturers and service providers treat 
product/service distinctions and how industry strategies link the three main subsectors 
identified in this modelling work.
Regarding the generic model developed in this research, different structures within each 
sub-sector could also be considered with further detail. For instance, the distinction between 
positive and negative word-of-mouth bears further examination and the manufacturing sector 
could be disaggregated to investigate in greater detail the operational policies for building a 
product installed base.
This research did not represent the different actors within the complementary services sector 
for the sake of simplicity and because sufficient details were not available. However, 
different industry architectures have been suggested in the literature (such as aggregator- 
led, operator-led, portal-led) which could have dynamic effects such as worse-before-better. 
These different architectures could be compared.
Application to the LBS industry
It would be worthwhile to apply the model with a major handset manufacturer, operator or 
Independent regulator with some of the modifications suggested in §5.3. This would then 
serve as a test for the assumptions made in this research and more detailed or quantified, 
commercial policy options could be explored.
Current interest lies in mobile communities, social networks and User-Generated Content 
and how advertising can be used to generate revenues where users are accustomed to free 
content from the internet. Models can be used experimentally to test alternative revenue 
schemes, although grounding in field trials is desirable. In general, there is a need to 
continue to develop understanding of user needs and the multiple factors that constitute the 
quality of user experience and their relative importance. Other enablers, such as the 
response to pricing and application bundling and dealing with privacy concerns, could also 
be the subject of consumer surveys.
Methodological aspects
The modelling work could be continued to examine additional historical case examples of 
technologies that have displayed the characteristic the Gartner Hype Cycle therefore 
provided further evidence and clarification of mechanisms.
The prospect of using the validation framework as a modelling project tool to plan 
interventions bears further investigation. Tests related to modelling project outcomes need 
further refinement to match those in the content and process categories. The approaches of 
continuous time econometrics and the more recent ‘history-friendly’ modelling in the 
evolutionary economics tradition could be explored and compared further.
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Glossary
3G
ABM
ACE
AGILE
ASP
Bandwagon
effect
B-G LM/
CA
The third generation of telecommunication standards for mobile 
telephone networks. 3G supersedes 2.5G and 2G, enabling network 
operators to use a wider range of more advanced services while 
achieving greater network capacity through more efficient use of the 
radio spectrum.
Agent-Based Models (or Modelling)
Agent-based computational economics
Application of Galileo ]n the LBS (Location Based Services) 
Environment. A Framework Programme 6 project for the GSA led by 
LogicaCMG, October 2005 -  November 2007.
Application Service Provider
An effect, first studied by Henry Leibenstein, where the perceived benefit 
of a product or service is increased because other consumers also use 
it.
Breusch-Godfrey Lagrange Multiplier test for serial correlation of the Ah 
degree.
Cellular Automata
Calibration A combination of formal and informal or ad-hoc methods (e.g. using a
priori or observational data), possibly combined with formal estimation 
methods.
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access. A channel access method used by
various radio communication technologies which has higher bandwith 
than alternatives..
Compiementary An effect where the utility of a product or service is increased because of
bandwagon 
Critical mass
CTE
Detail
complexity
DmnI
(DImenslonless)
necessary complementary or contingent products or services, for 
instance computers and software as the complementary product.
The size of a user set that, if surpassed, sustains further growth by 
activating positive feedbacks.
Continuous Time Econometrics.
Complexity within a model that arises either from many different factors 
or sub-classes of given variables, such as disaggregating a general 
model, such as multiple geographic regions. Detail complexity often 
obscures the dynamic characteristics of the model, whilst adding greater 
specificity and realism.
The units of a variable which has no dimensions (e.g. a pure ratio).
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DW
Dynamic
complexity
Dynamic
hypothesis
E911
EC
Endogenous
EMM Model
Estimation
EU
Exogenous
Feedback
FIMLOF
Durbin Watson -  a test statistic used to test for autocorrelation.
The complexity of model behaviour over time that arises from the 
interplay of only a few variables, which are aggregated and therefore 
represent general characteristics.
The initial model that can reproduce the reference mode is known as the 
dynamic hypothesis.
The emergency call number in the United States. Wireless Enhanced 
E911 legislation refers to the requirements of mobile phone operators to 
provide Public Safety Answering Points with caller location information of 
a specified accuracy to the emergency services.
European Commission
Internally generated, cf exogenous. A model built from an endogenous 
viewpoint generates its dynamics from its own internal structure, without 
any external driving time series. The dynamics of the model are 
therefore explained within the boundary of the model and not owing to 
any external causes.
A Non-Uniform Influence version of the Bass (1969) model by 
Easingwood, Mahajan and Muller (1983), in which the penetration ratio 
in the Bass model is raised to an index a which can be greater or less 
than 1.
Formal statistical methods by which model parameters are calculated by 
fitting a given model to empirical data (historic data in the case of time 
series models). Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) is an analytical method 
that uses matrix inversion methods to obtain the parameter values, whilst 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) and Non Linear Least Squares 
(NLS) and other methods also use numerical optimisation methods to 
reach solutions.
European Union
Pertaining to external drivers, variables or causes. If a model’s 
dynamics are driven by an exogenous time series, the model itself 
cannot be said to explain the dynamics, cf a model built from an 
endogenous perspective.
In social systems, any situation where A affects B, which in turn affects A 
again, often through other intermediate variables. Multiple feedbacks, 
either of physical quantities or (more commonly) information, result in 
dynamically complex systems whose behaviour the unaided human mind 
cannot reliably predict. Computer simulation can be used to overcome 
this inability.
Full Information Maximum Likelihood with Optimal Filtering. A full- 
information version of the maximum likelihood parameter estimation 
method that uses observed data to update successively parameter 
estimates.
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FOMA
Galileo
GJU
GLS
GNSS
GPS
GPT
GSA
GSM
Heterodox
economics
HD-DVD
iCT
IE or 10 
i-mode
NTT DoCoMo’s third generation (3G) service (Freedom of Mobile 
multimedia Access)
The European GNSS system that is the equivalent of the US Global 
Positioning System.
Galileo Joint Undertaking. The forerunner to the European GSA, the 
agency of the European Union responsible for overseeing the 
development of the European Galileo System.
Generalised Least Squares -  a more general or flexible version of least 
squares regression in statistics or econometrics than the commonly used 
Ordinary Least Squares.
Global Navigation Satellite Systems. Example systems are the US 
Global Positioning System, the European Galileo system (under 
construction) and the Russian Glonass system. Satellites orbit the earth 
in Middle Earth Orbits. Positioning is achieved by calculating distance 
using very accurate timing of signals and triangulation. Reception of 
signals from four satellites is required for an unambiguous calculation of 
position in three dimensions.
Global Positioning System. A United States Department of Defense 
commissioned and operated satellite system, originally developed for 
military purposes only but now with wide-ranging civilian applications.
General Purpose Technology. A widely used technology which is 
pervasive, improves over time and spawns innovation.
European GNSS Supervisory Authority. An agency of the European 
Commission originally established to set up and co-ordinate the launch 
of a concession operator of the European Galileo system. Its 
predecessor, prior to 1 Jan 07, was the GJU (Galileo Joint Undertaking).
Global System for Mobile communications -  originally Groupe Spécial 
Mobile. A cellular network technology standard that governs around 
80% of the world’s mobile phones.
Sub-fields, schools or paradigms of economics other than orthodox or 
mainstream (neoclassical) economics.
High Definition (or Density) -  Digital Video Disc. An optimal disc format 
designed by Toshiba that is now obsolete, having lost the ‘format war’ 
with Biu-ray. Toshiba’s decision in February 2008 was precipitated by
Information and Communication Technologies
Industrial Economics or Industrial Organisation -  a branch of economics 
that deals with the strategic behaviour of firms, the structure of markets 
and their interactions.
A wireless internet access platform for mobile phone communications 
developed by NTT DoCoMo in Japan. The i-mode business model is 
often identified as seminal and a great success story in contrast to the 
original launch of WAP.
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J-B
Judgemental
Bootstrapping
KS
KTN
LBS
MLE
Model
MSM
NAVI
Neoclassical
economics
NLS
Normative
Glossary
Jarque-Bera -  a statistical test for normality of residuals.
A method of estimating model parameters from judgemental data. 
Normally used in cross-sectional modelling but it can be used for 
judgemental time series forecasts. Effectively, numerical forecasts 
produced by market experts can be translated into mathematical form by 
estimating parameters, in exactly the same way as with historical time 
series.
The Karshenas-Stoneman (1993) model. A diffusion model of consumer 
adoption that adds a stock of non-influential (i.e. non-infective in terms of 
word-of-mouth ‘contagion’ effects) adopters to the basic Bass model. 
The KS model is structurally identical to the S-l-R (Susceptible-lnfected- 
Recovered) model commonly used in epidemiological modelling.
Knowledge Transfer Network -  formerly Faraday Partnerships. An 
organisation set up by UK Government to provide a network, partnership 
brokering and co-ordination service for business, academia and 
research organisations in an area of technology. The Location and 
Timing KTN is an example, formerly the Pinpoint Faraday Partnership.
Location Based Services. Rather than a separate industry or market 
sector, many commercial and business experts would regard it as a 
function or an enabler for related services.
Maximum Likelihood Estimation. A widely used approach for fitting a 
model to data (i.e. parameter estimation) that maximises the likelihood 
function (or log-likelihood function).
A simplification and/or abstraction of reality, expressed in mathematical, 
symbolic, diagrammatic, physical or verbal form but originating as a 
mental conception.
Microsimulation models
A navigation service offered by Vodafone Live! (in Asia).
The dominant, mainstream, orthodox paradigm in economics, holding 
various assumptions about economic behaviour, including perfectly 
rational, profit-maximising firms and utility maximising humans, and the 
market clearing assumptions of general equilibrium. Also assumed is 
perfect information to all economic agents although current work often 
relaxes this assumption. In terms of forecasting, the accuracy of 
forecasts is regarded as the acid test of model quality, as opposed to the 
reality of its assumptions.
Non-Linear Least Squares
Describing conditions or policies that should be the case, as opposed to 
those which are the case (the opposite of “positive” or descriptive.
NTT DoCoMo A major Japanese mobile telecommunications operator.
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NVA
OECD
Ofcom
OLS
OMA
ONS
OR/MS
OS
Positive
RPR
ProDDAGE
R&D
Reference
mode
S-C-P
SIR
s.l.
SLHS
SSM
SUPL
Network Value Analysis. An approach to the assessment of network- 
based industries proposed by Peppard and Rylander (2006) that 
overcomes the limitations of network economics by emphasising the 
structure of the network and interlinkages.
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
The Office of Communications, the independent UK telecommunications 
regulator, fully established in 2003.
Ordinary Least Squares -  a method of parameter estimation in 
statistics/econometrics.
Open Mobile Alliance -  an industry forum for developing market driven, 
interoperable mobile service enablers.
Office of National Statistics
Operational Research/Management Science
Ordnance Survey
Describing conditions or policies that are the case, as opposed to those 
which should be the case (the opposite of “normative”).
Public-Private Partnership
Programme for the Development and Demonstration of Applications of 
Galileo and EGNOS. A project undertaken for the GJU/GSA by ESYS 
under the EU Sixth Framework Programme.
Research and Development
A pattern of behaviour over time of a key performance variable that 
characterises a problem situation and which a system dynamics model 
aims to reproduce with a view to discovering policies to improve the 
problematic behaviour. The initial model that can reproduce the 
reference mode is known as the dynamic hypothesis.
Structure-Conduct-Performance. 
Industrial Economics.
An analysis framework used in
Susceptible-Infected-Recovered. A commonly-occurring model in the 
epidemiological tradition that has the same structure as the K-S model.
Significance level (in statistical testing)
Stoneman’s Left Hand Side -  (used in this thesis only) referring to a 
method used by Stoneman (2002, Ch10)/Zettelmeyer and Stoneman 
(1993) for arranging and simplifying the estimating equation.
Soft Systems Methodology
Secure User Plane Location. A routing architecture for location data 
handling in mobile telecoms, which has data efficiency and calculation
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speed advantages for the user, as compared to using the Control Plane.
Take Rate The proportion of potential users who adopt a service. They are
potential users since they have bought a product with an optional 
service, possibly based on an embedded technology. Because of churn 
effects, the Take Rate may not be equal to Service Penetration -  the 
proportion of currently active adopters.
TCA Telecommunications Carriers Association, Japan
t-ratio In econometrics, the t-ratio or t-statistic is the ratio of the parameter
estimate to its standard error, as used to determine the parameter’s 
statistical significance using Student’s t-distribution.
Tipping Point The point at which a system can follow one of two distinct paths, i.e. a
birfurcation.
Validation The process of establishing that a model corresponds to reality. Given
that a model is by definition a simplification, only a degree of
correspondence can be obtained. Alternatively the term can be defined
as “sound” and well-founded, with supporting empirical data.
Verification The process of establishing that a model is technically correct and free
from internal logical or mathematical errors.
VMS Video Home System -  a video recording and playback standard
developed by JVC, Japan.
WAP Wireless Application Protocol. An open international technology
standard for application-layer network communications. Its main use is 
to allow Internet access from a mobile phone or PDA (Personal Digital 
Assistant). Originally released in 1998/9 in Europe, it was hyped and 
regarded as a failure by users although is now widely used in the WAP 
2.0 version.
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Appendix A: Vensim model listing from Chapter 4
Service Price Elasticity= 1 
DmnI
Power index on relative service price
I
Service Price Impact on Adoption^ Relative Service Price'^Service Price Elasticity 
DmnI
I
Adoption Rate=
(p*Potential Adopters + q*zldz(Active Adopters,Total Subscriber Population) * Potential Adopters\
* Usability Effect on Imitation) * Direct Network Effect * Service Price Impact on Adoption 
subscribers/Year
I
New Services= INTEG (
Service Innovation Rate - Service Maturation Rate,
(1-Initial Proportion of High Quality Services)‘ lnitial No of Services) 
services
1
Service Maturation Rate=
(New Services/Maturation Time Gonstant)*Attractiveness of Installed Base to Complementors 
* Service Reinvestment Effect 
services/Year 
I
Penetration Goal= 0.5 
DmnI
I
Service Uptake= Handset Penetration*Service Penetration 
DmnI
:SUPPLEMENTARY
I
High Quality Services= INTEG (
Service Maturation Rate - Service Obsolescence Rate,
Initial Proportion of High Quality Services* initial No of Services) 
services
I
Service Price Fall= (Service Price-Service Price Fioor*Months per Year)/Service Price Time Constant 
Euro/Year/Year
I
Service Price Floor= 4
Euro/Month
I
Direct Network Effects WITH LOOKUP (
Service Penetration,
([(0,0)-(1.2)1,(0,0.5),(0.05,0.64),(0.1,0.75),(0.2,0.92),(0.3,1.05),(0.4,1.15).(0.5\
,1.2),(1,1.2) ))
DmnI
I
Effect of Service Penetration on Service Innovation^ WITH LOOKUP (
Service Penetration,
([(0,0)-(1,2)],(0,0.05),(0.2,0.2),(0.4,1 ),(0.6,1.6),(0.8,1.9),(1,2) ))
DmnI
Reinvestment in Complementary Services= WITH LOOKUP (
Service Penetration*Relative Service Price,
([(0,0)-(1,5)],(0,0),(0.2,0.3),(0.4,1 ),(0.6,2.5),(0.8,4.2),(1,5) ))
DmnI
I
Relative Service Price= Service Price/(lnitial ARPU*Months per Year)
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DmnI
Service Obsolescence Rate=
High Quality Services*Service Obsolescence Fraction 
services/Year
Months per Year= 12
Months/Year
I
Service Price Time Constant= 10 
Year
I
Service Price= INTEG ( -Sen/ice Price Fall, Initial ARPU*Months per Year) 
Euro/Year 
I
Initial ARPU= 5
Euro/Month [0,10]
Monthly Average Revenue Per User
I
Relative Hardware Price= Hardware Price/Initial Hardware Price 
DmnI
Hardware Price= INTEG (-Hardware Price Fall, Initial Hardware Price) 
Euro
Hardware Price Fall= (Hardware Price-Hardvwre Price Floor)/Hardware Price Time Constant 
Euro/Year
I
Hardware Price Time Constant= 5 
Year [1,10,1]
I
Peak Penetration= Penetration GoahEffect of Hardware Price on Penetration Goal 
DmnI
I
Hardwire Price Floor= 2 
Euro
I
Effect of Hardware Price on Penetration Goal= WITH LOOKUP (
Relative Hardware Price,
([(0,0)-(1,1 )],(0,1 ),(0.25,0.95),(0.5,0.78),(0.75,0.5),(1,0.1 ) ))
DmnI
I
Initial Hardware Price= 20 
Euro
I
Resubscription Rate= delay3(lnactive Adopters*Resubscription Fraction, Resubscription Delay) 
subscribers/Year
I
Total Adoption Rate= Resubscription Rate+Adoption Rate 
subscribers/Year
(SUPPLEMENTARY
I
Active Adopters= INTEG (+Adoption Rate-Churn Rate+Resubscription Rate, 0) 
subscribers
Inactive Adopters= INTEG (Churn Rate-Resubscriplion Rate-Refusal Rate, 0) 
subscribers
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Attractiveness of Installed Base to Complementors^ W ITH LOOKUP (Handset Penetration,
([(0,0)-(1,2)],(0,0.1 ),(0.2,1 ),(0.4,1.5),(0.6,1,8),(0.8,1.95),(1,2) ))
DmnI
Effect of Service Quality on Manufacturing^ WITH LOOKUP (
if then else (Installed Base Demand Switch=1, Perceived Service Quality, 0.5),
([(0,0)-(1,2)],(0,0.1),(0.1,0.15),(0.2,0.27),(0.3,0.45),(0.4,0.7),(0.5,1),(0.6,1.32\ 
),(0.7,1.6),(0.8,1.82),(0.9,1.95),(
1.2) ))
DmnI
I
Hardware Sales=
if then else (Time < Handset Start Year, 0,
(Maximum Market Size-Installed Base)/Manufacturing Time Constant 
* Effect of Service Quality on Manufacturing * Slow Start Effect ) 
phones/Year 
I
Initial No of Services= 100 
services 
I
Service Obsolescence Fraction= 0.01 
1/Year [0,0.3,0.01]
I
Service Innovation Base= 2
services/Year [0,20,1]
I
Service Innovation Rate= Service Innovation Base*Effect of Service Penetration on Service Innovation 
services/Year [0,20]
1
Slow Start Effects WITH LOOKUP (
Handset Penetration,
([(0,0)-(1,1 )],(0,0.05),(0.2,0.55),(0.4,0.8),(0.6,0.9),(0.8,0.95),(1,1 ) ))
DmnI
1
Service Penetration= zidz(Active Adopters, Total Subscriber Population)
DmnI
!
Maximum Market Size= Addressable Market Size* Peak Penetration 
phones
I
Total Subscriber Popuiation= Active Adopters+lnactive Adopters+Potential Adopters+Refusers 
subscribers 
I
User Expected Quality= WITH LOOKUP (
Cumulative Adoption Fraction,
([(0,0)-(1,1)],(0,0.45),(0.2,0.58),(0.4,0.8),(0.6,0.95),(0.8,1),(1,1)))
DmnI [0.5,1,0.1]
I
Cumulative Adoption Fraction= zidz(Total Subscriber Population-Potential Adopters, Total Subscriber Population) 
DmnI
I
Service Quality Perception Time= 1.5 
Year
I
Perceived Sen/ice Quality=
DELAY11( indicated Service Quality , Service Quality Perception Time, Indicated Service Qualily\
)
DmnI
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I
Relative Service Quality for Users=
zidz(Perceived Service Quality, User Expected Quality)
DmnI
I
Addressable Market Size= 1e+009 
phones
I
Handset Start Year= 2004
Year [1990,2020,1]
I
Potential Adopters= INTEG (Growth in Potential Adopters-Adoption Rate, 0) 
subscribers
!
Churn Fraction= Churn Base*Usabllity Effect on Churn 
1/Year
I
Service Reinvestment Effect=
if then else(Service Reinvestment Switch=0, 0, Reinvestment in Complementary Services) )
DmnI
I
Service Reinvestment Switch= 1 
DmnI [0,1,1]
I
Installed Base Demand Switch= 1 
DmnI [0,1,1]
Switch for whether hanset manufacturers take notice of user service uptake \ 
and the complementary services sector i.e. whether they are involved in the \ 
sen/ice sector at all
I
Refusers= INTEG (Refusal Rate, 0) 
subscribers
I
Refuser Fraction= 0
1/Year [0,0.5,0.1]
I
Refusal Rate= Inactive Adopters*Refuser Fraction 
subscribers/Year
I
Resubscription Delay= 2
Year [0.2,10,0.1]
I
Churn Base= 0.05
1/Year [0,1,0.01]
I
Resubscription Fraction= 0.05 
1/Year [0,1,0.01]
I
Initial Proportion of High Quality Services= 0.25 
DmnI [0,1,0.01]
I
Churn Rate= Active Adopters*Churn Fraction 
subscribers/Year
I
Maturation Time Constant= 5
Year [0.5,20,0.5]
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Handset Penetration= installed Base/Addressable Market Size 
DmnI
I
Growth in Potential Adopters= Hardware Sales/Handsets to Subscribers Ratio 
subscribers/Year
Usability Effect on Churn= WITH LOOKUP (
Relative Service Quality for Users,
([(0,0)-(2,10)],(0.5),(0.25,4),(0.5,2),(0.75,1.5),(1,1 ),(1.5,0.3),(2,0.1 ) )) 
DmnI
I
Usability Effect on lmitation= WITH LOOKUP (
Relative Service Quality for Users,
([{0,0)-(1,2)],(0,0),(0.2,0.2),(0.5,1 ),(0.8,1.85),(1,2) ))
DmnI
I
Indicated Service Quality= High Quality Services/(High Quality Services+New Services) 
DmnI
I
Handsets to Subscribers Ratio= 1 
phones/subscribers
q= 0.8
1/Year [0,4,0.01]
I
p= 0.05
1/Year [0,0.2,0.005]
Manufacturing Time Gonstant= 5 
Year [0.1,5,0.05]
Installed Base= INTEG (Hardware Sales, 0) 
phones
I
.Control
Simulation Control Parameters
I
FINAL TIME =2025  
Year
The final time for the simulation.
INITIAL TIME =2000  
Year
The Initial time for the simulation.
I
SAVEPER =
TIME STEP
Year [0,?]
The frequency with which output is stored.
TIME STEP = 0.0625
Year [0,?]
The time step for the simulation.
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